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. FOREWORD

At ,a meetin& of the Board of Directors 'of the AMeritan
.Alliance for Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
held in Washington, D.C., in April:1'945', favorable action
was talc& on a proposal by Caswell ,M. Miles, AAHPER
Vice-President for Recreation, that a grant of 'money be
obtained to finance a national conference on facilities. Subse-.

, quently, a request for $10,000 to finance the first facilities .

Workshop was placed before Theodore P. Bank, president of
The Athletic Institute. At a later Meeting of the Board of
Directors of Thethletic Institute, the project was approved
and the money appropriated to finance the first workshop.

Thirty-four years have elikse&since the printing ofthe first
Guide which resulted from the first workshop, held at Jack- '

s son's Mill, West Virginia, in December, 1946. Since then
- there have .been 13 printings of the Guide. I _

The second workshop was held May 5-12, 1956, at the
Kellogg Center for Continuing Education, Michigan State
University, East 'Lansing. The second workshop, like the
first, was finaabed by The Athletic Institu4. The 1956
edilatf of the Guide, which resulted Nom the second work-.
shop, has been widely used in plann,ing and constructing

The third workshop., Which 'was financed jointly by the
'AAPIPER and The Athletic Institute, was held January 152

24., 41965., at the Biddle Continuing Educadon Center,
Indiitna Univcr4y, Bloomington. The 1965 'edition of the
Guide, 1,0nch wai prepared by the third workshop, has been
well-received thronghout The country.

Duting.recent years, there have been many new develop-
ments in facility planning and construction. These have been .
due to a number of factors. the need for improving educatfim,
recreation and fitness opportunities for the youth of the
nation has been highlighted by many groups. The fitie work of
the President:s Council on Physical Fitness is one illustra-
tion of the groiling national interest iris health, physical
education and recreation activities. Much of the research and
attention devoted to facility planning and construCtion during
the past 30 years has been due to the increased leisure time in
our society and a growing realization that recreation and
espeeially physical activity, is a fundamental human nek.,
essential to the well-being of all people.

i).t *the 1965 facilities workshop, there was an expressed
interest'in the need for a Guide on college faciLities. It was
pointed out that the earlier Guides had peen directed toward
community and school use. Although some' attention was
given to basics college needs by those attending the 1965
workshop, the participants agreed that a college and univer-
sity Guide should be prepared at at subsequent workshop. As
a result, AAHPER and The Athleticinstitute again agreed to
finance such a project and the dates of April 29-May 8,1967,
were set for the fourth workshop.

The delegates for the 1967 workshop were carefully

selected on the basis of their particular knowledie and centri-
butioni Among those invited were a number of outstanding
college and technical personnel evgageci, in planning and
conducting programs of athletics, recreation, outdoor educa-
tion, and physical and health education. In addition, invita-
tions Were eitended to a number of specialists responsible for
planning and constructing facilities for these programs.
These specjalists included, city planners, architects, land-
scape erchjtects, engineers . and schoolhouse construction
consultants. .

Early in the planning, .chairmen were selected for the
various workshop committees. These committees were busily
engaged in conducting researchwand gathetn. g data before the
workshop, which Was again held at the Biddle Continuing
Education Center at Mina University.. .
, Workshop participants approached the task of preparing

the new Guide fromthe standpoinethat adequate progranis of
athletics, recreation, outdoor education, and physical and
health educatioh can be provided only through co-operative,
planning directed toward the mist economical and efficient
use of the total resources. Every effort wasmade to incorpo-
rate the Most recent advances in fOlity planning and\ \
donstruction. At the same time, an attempt was Made to
identify new needs and to anticipate future ones.

At the 1974 facilities committee meeting, there was, an
express concern that the Guide be changed to meet the needs
of a new era in construction. Five committeednembers were
assigned the task of restructuring the Guidein sucka way that.
it would serve as a more practical tool 'for _school adminis-
trators, physical education department heads, architects,
planning consultants and all others who may either' be
interested in planning hew areas and facilities or checking the
adequacy of those alreadj in use.

This, the 1979 edition of the ouide, inclides new and
timely materfal recommended by a land of experts in the
field. Some material; considered irfelevant orsecondary in
nature, has been deleted to provide sharper focus on those
aspects of physical education and recreation considera by
the editorial board to be More pertinent.

The Athletic Institute and AAHPERD Council on FaCil-
ities, Equipment, and Supplies initiated thoitl 979 revision of
the Guide following a careful review of the 1974 edition. A
blue ribbon Steering Committee was appointed and Edward
Coates. Ohio State University, and Richard B. Flynn', Uni-
versity f Nebraska at Omaha. were selected as co-editors.
Professionals well known for their experience in facility plan-
ning and construction were invited to assist in a complete re-
write. The Guide, therefore, does not represent any one
person's or Organization's viewpoint. It does represent the
composite knowledge ot many experts. The AAHPERD
and The Athletic Institute arc grateful to all who partici-
pated in the revision (see page iv).
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rrtlitEy of educational spaces th
That

we build will reflect our
CRUCIAL YEARS are now! e quality and quan-

wisdom for generations. The consequences 'of making mis-
takes in constructing and equipping facilities will result in
time wasted, dollars spent unwisely, and more importantly,
affect the quality of future recreation. 1

Planning new or rehabilitating existing facilities is founded
on several general concepts. These are: .

1. The costs of materials and services is rising. Land is less
readily accessible, thus) more expensive. The cOst of con-
verting ray/ produes into fmished building materials in-
creases monthly while hourly wages ofskilled labor increase.
As a result of the shrinking dollar, construction bond issues -
are being defeated wiih regularity.\ 2. Education is changing. Desegregation rulings have pro-

\ sented new educational problems. Federal legislation relat-
\ ing to Women, minorities, did the handicapped. has added
\ dimensions to the already complicated scene.
\ 3. It is commonly believed that capital outlay consumes

e major portion of the education/play dollar. It does not.
e Eukjor costs of the education/play enterprise are per-

el, maintenance, and utilities, not bricks, mortar, stone
an grass. .

4, Great zones of space should be planned rather than
littld, boxes. To design space to fit today's needs:leaving no
alte ri ative to our successors, but to tear down and build anew,
is to emonstrate an unwise guardians

5. eavily used spaces should be of high quality. Today's
hip of a public trust.

econory forces a compromise between what should be built
and wliat can be afforded.

¢, nip school, college/university and recreation facility
should Ite extended ino the commUnity. This applies to
facilities ,as well as piograins. Inter-agency cooperation is

imperatiOe.
' 7. Enelrgy cost and energy, coniervation must be con-

sidered i facility design and construction.
People esist change. Often; change is accomplished only

in respon e to outside iv essure. Yet, if people, who are
reluctant t'o initiate change are preseined with a number of

er

a

1.1

The Planning Process
.1

options, their fears become less compelling and progress can
be measurcd.

Basic Considerations
liefore considaing the planning of areas and facilities

essential for athletics, physical education, and redeation, it
is important to understand their bask- aims and objectives.

Athletics and Physical Education
/ The aim of athletics and physical education is to help
' people live healthy, satisfying, and-energelic lives by devel
oping and maintaining optimum physical efficiency, by
developing useful knowledgq and physical skills,..by acting in
socially useful ways and enjoying wholesome physical recre-
ation.

Physical education is the science and skill of movement.
All types of sports and activities are used to develop the
strength, enajurance and coordination essential in both work
and play. l'iugh activities, youths and adults aretaught the
physical skills needed for performing daily work, conditioned
through exercise and sports for the maintenance of mental
and physical health, and tatight the skills that form a part of
leisure pursuits.

A school activities progam includes partthipation in
appropriate activities for all pupils; a wide variety of intra-
mural 'activities, and, at the secondary school level, a proad
program of interscholastic athletics for those of above
average athletic ability and interests.

Recreation
The primary function of recreafton is the enrichment of

living by enabling individuals to fmd advepture, fellowship, a
sense of accomplishment, the enjoyment of beauty, and the'
joy of creating, all of which contribute to human happiness.
Through recreational programs, people develop interests and
skills that enable them *to make constructive use of leisure,
contributing to proper physical and mental health, safety,
good citizenship, confidence and character development.

The Planning Process
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Recreational activities include games and sports, music,
dance, arts and crafts, drama, sociabactivities, nature and
outing activities, hobbies, and serv;..ce projects. The com-
prehensive recreational program afford' people of all ages,
tiackgrounds, and interests;the, opportnnity to engage in a
variety of activities. Trarined leadership and de iirable condi-
tiOns assure enjoyment and benAfits.

Need for Areas and Facilities _

The widening impact of athletics, public recreation, and
physical edpcation has iroused the public to the importance
of more programs, facilities; and services. Recent court
decisions requiring equal or comparable programs and facili-
ties for females have a tremendous effect upon the use oi
fresent facilities and will result in demand for new facilities.

Interest in a wide Ange of recreational activities has had a
phenomenal growth, as reflected in the demand for facilities
required for organizing camping, water and winter sports, and
tipe performing arts. Schools and colleges have increasingly
accepted the responsibility for teaching skills that contribute
to the satisfying use of leisure.

A primary consideration, in meeting the aims ofan institu-
tion or agency considering the construction of a new (acility,
is a sound philoiophy. The facility will reflect the philosophy
of those persons involved in program administration and
development. To achieve' the desired facilities, a logical
sequence of events must take place, employing prograni
specialistst architects, engineers, fmancial advisors, and
various survey evaluations. .

Need for Planning
Today, Oeface a rapidly changing environment. The inter-

play of.social, politidal, economic and technological forces
affecti,all institutions. Scarcity of resources in the face of
ever-increasing demands, and subsequent spiralling coats;
have.(had a dire effect on institutional budgets. Education has
been affected by these trends which have ushered in "the' e
Of accountability," requiring justification of expenditures
both for existing and new programs and facilities. Educatois
and other planners must face this reality.

Education claims a large piece of the tax dollar. Perhaps
the costliest o' 11 education services and facilities are those
related to physical education, recreation, and athletics. It is
not unusual for 25 to 50percent of the total construction cost
of any new high school to be spent oi the physical education
plant. An Educational Facilities Laboratory report provides
a further analysis of costs, indicating that the average
enclosed heated area at the high school level devoted 225 to
physical education facilitie.s and 15% of the school building
dollars are invested in physical education.

Obviously, the need for sound planning and justification of
physical education, recreation, and athletic facilities is
imperative. If facilities for physical education; recreation and
athletics are to be justified economically, then time, effort and
money must be invested in planning. The end result will be
the provision of better facilities at less cost for broader
participation by program users. .

Community Involvement and,Interagency
Cooperation

Traditional methods for planning recreational and physi-
cal education facilities have caused agencies to operate
independently of one another. This isolation has resulted in
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public agencies being accused of duplicating facilities and
programs, and frittering away community rasa les.

Traditional planning has often meant statistic41 planning
or hardline planning. Decisions have resulted from taking
given sets of data and projecting the program and facility
needs. Other types of planning are "political" planning and
"grass roots" planning. The former is as decision-making
method Wed to influence certain segments of the population.
The latter frequently'evolYes from negotiations with these
segments for certain programs and serviees. These are giving
way talew Methods of participatory planning.

Whether elected officials, inistrators, representatives
from other agencies, commu 'ty. members, students, pro-

, gram participants or taxpayers, all must be concerned with
the well-being of the community.. Further, each has much to
offer to a planning procest which can result in the develop-
ment of programs and facilities which are needed, desired,
and supported..

Whether planning for a university physical education com-
plex or for a null comMunity center, the needs and desires of
those who are to be served, thOse 'who serve, and those who
must provide financial support for the project, are of utmost
importance. The following considerations must be.observed:

Improved carlinatn and delivery of ser-
vices.
Improved opinions toward public institutions.
.Facilities which reflect the needs and desires
of the community..
Accountability-efficiency (biggest "bang for .

, the buck"). ,

One method in which the abov.e can be accomplished is
through a participatory planning process. The steps in con-
ducting a participatory planning process are, listcd below.

Steering Committee
Develop a stgring committee that inc:udes inter-agency

representatives of elected officials, administrators, corn-.
munity representatives, find other pertinent individuals. This
group should be diversified totinsure, representation of as
many segments and opinions Of the community as.possible.

Needs Assessment
Develop p rocedures for identifying the needs and desires

of the community, as well as what the community is willing to
support. Preferably, this is done by the steering committee.

Data Base
Develop a data base composed of demographic, progran.

matic, facility, fmancial and other related information. Most
communities have three or four planning departments from
which data can be 'obtained.

Synthesis

Compare survey results and statistiCal information to
determine program and facility priorities.

Public Forum
Conduct public hearing(s) to obtain cornmunitl input to

supplement needs. assessment results.

Task Force
Deyelop a series of task forces in each of the major priAty

areas. The 'task force should be chaired by a community
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member, and agency representatives should be asiigned t
the appropriate task force. Each task force is to examirwthe
ramifications of each priority area.

Alteknative Solutions /
The steering committee, after weighing "the tAsk force

recommendations, should develop alternitive solutions for
meeting the needs and desires of thefmn.anity.

Public Forum
Each task force reports its fmdings. The steering commit-

tee reports 'the alternative solutions based on the recoin-,

mendations Of the task force. The meeting con cludes'with the
identification of the preferred alternatives.

Policy Boards
Preferred alternatives are submitted to policy boards of

public agencies for. approval. If changes are made, or there
are other limiting factors which were not anticipated, repeat
the last two steps. 0

Advantages of Participartory Planning
Elected officials, administrators, citizens and
other! work together for the development of
common goals.
Citizen involvement from beginning to end.
Hard-line statistical information used to its
maximum benefit.
Input into decision-making, rather than re-
action to decisions made.
The possibility of duplication of services, pro-
grams, and facilities is limited.
Maximum use of community resources and
other potential funding sources is provided
for.
CoMmunities and agencies Work in cooper-
ation rather than in isolation.
Improved communication is achieved between
groups and total community.
Increased understanding of the needs and de-
sires of the community and increased com-
munity understanding of public institutions
results.
Improved support, credibility, and under-
standing is achieved.

Planning for the Handicapped
Federal laws- in the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act (P.L. 97-142) and Section 504 of the Rehabili-
. tation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112) and parallel state laws

require that students with physical and mental impairments
be included to the maximum extelt possible in regular
physical education classes.

Despite federal legislation, state mandates, and local
I regulations, facilities of all types continue to be built and

renovated without consideration of accessibility to handi-
° capped individuals. These situations not cr- iffect individ-

uals with permanent or obvious physical conditions, but
those with temporary or hidden coaditions as well. People
with baby strollers, persons who must temporarily use
crutches, those wearing leg braces, or individuals with heart
conditions are just a few affected by architectural barriers
resulting from poor planning.
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Planning- mustacquire a knowledge of federal and state .0

legislation, local Wilding codes arid constniction concepts
related to the special needs of the handicapped. More
importantly, the planner must do everything possible to
insure that_ all laws and guidelines are implemented in the
planning and construction phases. The building's total envi-
ronment must be available to everyone. A more detailed
treatment of this subject may be found in Making Physical
Education and Recreation Facilities Accessibk to Alt
Planning, Adapting. Washington, D.C.:
AAHPER, -1977 (See also: Chapter VIII).

Both supervision and security relate to legal liability and
should be considered during the planning phase. The design
of buildings should focus on central inspection points Where
traffic can be controlled with a minimum of personnel. Such
control points would include: building and natatcrium
tentrances and exits, concession areas; equipment check-out.

,/points and, internal activity areas such as handball courts,
rifle and archery ranges. The planner, familiar with'. the
programs which the building will accommodate, must iden-
tify these points of effective supervision.

Negligence, that aspect of liability which is interpreted as
an improper action or a lack df action on the part of a
reasonably prudent person, is closely related to the super-
vision function. It is the primary allegation in most litigation
brought against the professional. While litigation involves a
suptrvisory aiithority, the faulty design and/or maintainance
of a facility often is the unseen contributory cause of the
incident that precipitated the legal action. Examples of faulty
facility design might include: narrow-stairwells, locker rooms
and swimming pools on two separate levels requ ..tg use of a
stairway, obstacles blocking sight lines on playing fields,
improper lighting/ in gymnasiums and swimming pools,
misalignment of locker rows, poorly designed backstops, and
improperly hung doors. These ind .6 many other examples
of faulty design must be anticipated and- eliminated by the
planner.

Security is.a planning function, usually considered in two
phases design construction, and implementation safety.
The planning phase will include consideration of a compre-
hensive master/submaster key srstem, traffic patterns,
monitoring control points, number of emergency exits, loca-
tion of entrances, the building's communization system,
sectioning the building for specific use functions, type of
lockers, fire doors, windows, and outdoor building lighting
and landscaping. '

Building safety includes: proper distance between court
markings and walls, padding of walls and posts, provision df
hand and/or guard rails where necessary, accessibility to
rescue and life support equipment, proper lighting; non-slip
floor surfaces, traffic passageways free of obstructions, and
proper draingge in shower areas and pool decks.

Security measures and safety procedures should be de-
signed for simplicit:, of.operation. The more complicated and
time-consuming it is to secure a facility and its equipment, the
less likely that it will be done properly. There is little 'doubt
that within areas of physical activity it is impossible to
eliminate every situation which could lead to an accidental
injury. However, planners must make every effort to design a
facility that will Minimize the potential for unaulhorized use,
injury and vandalism.

Maintenance Considerations
Of prime consideration in the planning of a building is the

provisi-m for the efficient completion of daily maintenance
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chores. The ctodial engineer should have direct input in
planning for maintenance service spaces. Daily, weekly and
Monthly custodial seiwices need to be programmedefficiently
by building surervisors. Failure to carry out effective routine
cleaning and maintenance is costly when judged on a long
term basis. Planners. and building supervisors are referred to
Appendix A for a usetUl check list of systematic cleaning and
maintenance.

Long. Range Planning
Success or failure in the planning and construction of

facilities is the direct esult of planning. Mistakes in 'con-
struction are costly , and can handicap programs for which the
facility was designed. Because of new and changing programs,
the building neiods of inStitutions are often not satisfied in the
original construction phase. Long-range planning is impera-
tive in order tb facilitate,Ithe expansion of facilitiesV the most
efficient and ecdnomidal way in meeting the needs of 4
changing prograit° Edticational and recreational agencies
should have master plans which should be continually
evaluated and reorganized in meeting needs of the present
and the future.

Many people po not understand the need for large expendi-
tures in the fiele of physical education. As a result, funds may
not be readily approved for expensive facilities and equip-
ment, Physical.educators must demonstrate the need, through
Careful planning, and prerent a well-organized plan for
proposed facilities in justifying the needs of the program.

Without longlange planning, buildings become cutdated
*fore their 40-.!0 year life expectancy. I ang rangeplanning
should include tne. following considerations:

1. A copy of tne master plan for future expansion.
2. Data related to developmental trends in the community

(including demographic and other sociok)gical data).
3. The current masier plan for future development of the

city.
4. A topographical map of the area surrounding the

community.

U.

5. Detailed information concerning property adjoinint a
school that Might be available for 'acquisition.

6. Folders of clippings, pit Irv, detailed drawings of
other facilities that relate to future ueeds.

. 7. An annotated bibliography of up-to late references
relating to physical educatiOn

8. A cumr.lafive list of comMon errors of design and
construction with details of where they can be seen and
studied.

: 9. Blueprints of all existing outdoor and indooi facilities.
10. Accurate information related to length of seasons,

rainfall, tempernture range, winds, soil composition and
drainage:
, 11. Information relative to various means ana soirees of
raising money. .

12. Sources of planning aids for facility development.
Long-range planning requires much time spent in the

searching, evaluat;on, and coordination of information and
ideas. Specialists in the field of health, physical education,
recreation, and athletics should serve as consultants and be
involved in the long-range planning of their programs and
facilities. Program specialists must be included on the long-
range planning team.

Planning Stages
ne planning committee must be able to demonstrate, the

need for a proposed facility. Much of the preliminary data
shoufd already have been gathered by the long-ranr plan-
ning committee.

Figure I offers one example of an interesting planning
model. It includes the various stages required .for planning
any new.facility, such as a publie high school. While some
appropriate mbdification-s would be necessary for a college or
recreation agency, the diagram provides important and useful '
insights as to the complexities involved in the planning
stages. The boxes with heavy ,lines indicate those stages in
which it is particularly important for physical educators to
become involved.

Figz're. 1
A SAMPLE PLANNING MODEL FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT FOR A SCHOOL
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Aims and Objectives:
A planning committee must tealize that it is cum'culum

and 'related programs which dictaiejhe planning offacilities.
Therefore, all facilities should be jytified in relation to the
educational objectives. Four tipecific objectives have beep
endorsed by the American Alliarce for Health, Physical \
Education, and Recreation for its programs:

To develop and. maintain maximum. physical
efficimcy.
To develop useful knowledge and physical

4 ckills.
1'0 act in socially useful Ways.
To enjoy wholesome physical recreation.

Specific Factors to be Considered, in the Planning
. Process.

A number of specific factors . which have significantly
influenced and altered concepts of facility planning, develop-
ment, and construction, must be considered in new physidal
education facilities. These include:

6° Enrollment trends. 4,
District consolidations of schools.
Present and proposed programs.
Innovative' methods of instruction.
Soaring construction costs.
New systems approaches to building.
Development of pew construction nmterials.
Health needs of participants.

Steps in the Planning Process.
Aside from costs, pernaps the most significant variable in

establishing the need for facilities is the philosophy that
shapes the form of each community's education. I aciities
must be designed to be compatible with that philosophy.
The planning committee must seek answers to questions
such as: Is it a traditional system, or does it encourage
experimentation? Are the schools run independently of
other public agencies or is cooperation encouraged?
Is the community able to pay for quality education? Is there
general support for sports programs?

4

Preliminary survey
Answers to these and many other questions can help

predetermine whp can be expected for a program and
facility. A district,cwide survey is the initial step for tbe
planning committee, and can serve as an important source of
essent ii data in providing answers. It will also provide other
important information such as attitudes, interests, desired
curriculum, and projected enrollments. Survey committees
should include several members of the physical education or
recreation staffs. Once the survey is completed, the planning
committee can proceed with appropriate action, including
assignment of pr gram specialists to specific subcommittees.

Educational Planning
This phase requires the specific, detailed cooperationand

contributions of the physical education and athletics staff.
Educational planning is characterized by four distinct ele-
ments of responsibility:

Establish the details of the curriculum and
specUic activities for the various program
needs, including instructional areas, clubs,
intramurals, and athletics.

6

Calculate the number qf teaching stations .
needed considering enrollmen4 iequire-
ments, and other factors.
Develop room and other space specifications
(considering such factors as telcations, locker
facilities, storage, services, size and shapes).
Compile the Educational Specifications ,
(EdSptcs). This is the final phase, .and will e.

require the cooperative efforts af all the sub-
committee program specialists,. EdSpecs are
joepc rid for the architect as a guide. These
are essential to 4escri5ing the learning activi-4
ties that will occur', the numbers. groupings,
and nature of the people involved. the space
relati gships, the interrelationships of in-
struc Aal programs; major items of furni-
ture a4id equipment; minimum and standard
dimen ions and markings; and any special
enviro ental provisfons required for learn-
ing and efficiency.

Guiding Principles in Planning

The precieding discussion has addressed itself to a birief
description of the primary phases involied in planning a new
facility. Understanding how these phases contribute to the
end result will facilitate the workof the various subcomnilt-
tees in a more Meaningful and organized manner. All efforts
ihoulft proceed on the basis of sound guiding principles, as
folloWs:

Physical education/recreation/athletic (PERA)
facilities should be developed and coordinated as
a.part of the total school master plan.

. Facility design must take into consideration
'the future long-range needs for the building and be
planned as a functional segment of the total anti-
cipated building.

Physical education and athletic personnel
should be involved in the early planning.

iEduc^tional consultants should be invited to
participate in the planning and to evaluate the
work of the planning group. .

The facilities should be designed for flexibility
in order to provide for a full program of activities.

Facilities should be located in areas that are
easily available to students, but provide isolation
from other instruction: .

Safety, and healthful environment, should be
given prime consideration in facility design.

Planning muSt be realistic in the light of the
financial situation of the community.

The above list is hardly complete. Each institute must
determine those guiding principles that wili best fit its own
situation.

Survey and Evaluation of Existing Facilities

Educators must ensure that physical education and ath-
letic facilities adequately support the curriculum and the
enrollmeot load of their institutions.

The initial step is to Make a suryey of existing facility
spaces, areas and features concerning their number, size,
composition, and location. The data should be compared to
existing acceptee standards. This evaluation may reveallin-
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adequacies, which deed to be rectified. In Order for the
administratiOnto makk a decision to modify existing facilities
or to construct new facilities, and tb approve The necessary
funding, it must be proven tonciUsively that the improve-
ments are needed. Sound data is required to support and
illustrate 'the case.

The arehitect, with the assistance of the planning team,
should ensure that all planning conforms to state and local
requirements and to accepted standards. The standardti are

, meant to be guides, but there may be appropriate deviations
due to the locarcurriculum or situation.-The physical educa--
tions program specialist can beonost effective in ensuringthat
accepted standards are met for both present and projected
need. -

The 'survey and evaluation should be conducted by the
post knowledgeable and experienoeu members. of the pro-
fessional staff, in consultation with the people most directly
involved with the use of each space or area. Outside consul-
tants may also be of assistance in order to ensure the thor-
oughness of the survey abd evaluation. It is recommehded
that a Facilities Survey and Etiluation Chart be used.

Column (1): List each space or areawith the
specific features of that space or area sublisted.
phohn (2): Using existing dational staddards,
or in some cases, state standards, compute the

-size or number which the standard indicates is
applicable to the enrollment and curricular situN-
tion of the institute being surveyed. List this figure \
for each corresponding space or deal in column ;

I. These aPplied standards should be expressed
in two ways in Column 2: for the present program
and enrollment., and for the projected program
and enrollment. The standard for walls, ceilings,
drains, etc., is usually verbalized (see example).

r Facility spaces which are secommaided by na-
tional standards mar be listed, evenJthough the
institution does not have them. Make notations in
subsequent columns-to show ithether this item is
or is ncl nzedeci. For example: a swimmingpool____
may be rgcommended but not needed since an
adjacent OOMP tunity pool is available. Or adance
room may not. exist but the curriculum indicates
that a dance room is needed.
Column (3) From the survey, list the data found
for each space, area, or feature.
Column (4): Compute the percent of the
standaid found in the space surveyed. Do this for
both the present situation and for the projected
Nure prowam and ern:oilman.
Column (5): Compute the perct needed to
meet the standard, present and projected.
Column (6): Compute the amount or number
needed to meet the standard, both for the present
program and enrollment, and for the projected
program and enrollme:-.t.
Column (7): Conclusions are drawn and marked
indicating whether or not the space, area, or sub-
feature is adequate now and for future projec-
tions:
7.1 Adequate for present program and enroll-
ment
7.2 Adequate for projected program and enroll-
ment
7.3 Inadequate for present program and enroll-
ment
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7.4 Inadequate for projected program and enroll-
mot
Columri(8): The Remarks column may be used
to record comments concerning the area; to ex-
plim deviations from national standtpds deetd
appropriate duel° local situations or curricul ;

or to indicate the unacceptithility of the national
standard 'if local conditions or experience so
warrant.

, Space does not permit a complete presentation of a
Facilities Survey and Evaluation Chart for all areas,
spaces, and courts likelY to bet Orveyed, nor to list all thesub-
features of them. The examiale serves as a suitable guide in
making up such charts. If a number tlf schools in a diiktrict are
to be surveyed and the results compared, a common chart
could be developed with code numbers assigned to: (a) each
area, space or court; (b) dimensions, square footage or
numbers; (c) specific sub-feathres. Thus the data codid be
computestted to faci \itate handling and comparison.

. The Facilities Survey and Evaluation Charrinay also be
used in planning a new facility. The Spaces, together with
their computed sizes, numbers and features, based on national
standards, as applied to the local situation,. would be charted
in columns (l) and (2). The plans then would be drawn up to
incorporate these standards both for the present and for the
anticipated programs and enrollment. If the work to be done
involves remodeling or adding to an existinhfacility, a survey
and evaluation should be made of the existing facility.

Team Approach to Planning.

Depending on the, extent and complexity of the project,
some form of team planning will be needed at each stage. It is
seldom that the best results ever evolve from a one-person
planning operation. The various Steps outlined ,would be
appropriaterfor any facility project.

Stages of Team Approaches to Planning

tOncehing the Idea at the Basic Program Level
A particular unit within the whole physical education,

recreation, atkletics.(PERA) area may develoP an idea for a
new facility; for facility improvement. Before exploring the
idea with its parent division, it should first carefully think
through the need and feasibility. If the, idea is a new
swimming pool, unit personnel should be prepared to defend
the idea before colleagues, giving the reason for priority over
new tdnnis courts, auxiliary gymnasium, a baseball facility,
or other possible facility needs.

Usually, there is a period- when a facility need is evident
and before it actually is pleaned. During this period, the
personnel most directly related to the proposed facility
should begin an informal public relations approach to their
colleagues who eventually .nrust approve such a Proposal.

Presenting the Idea to Higher Authority
After the originating personnel have convinced its PERA

division that its project should hold the highest priority, a
, planning team representing the total division should be

selected to review the initial proposal, modify, approve, and
expand on the various phases of it before presenting it to the
higher authority. Quite obviously, representation on the
planning team should include personnel from the group that
originated the proposal.
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But in the meantime, long before submitting a finished

proposal to a higher authority, an unofficial awareness and
enlightening program can begin with higlter administrative
persdnnel. This can consist of informal "dropping of ideas",
or forwarding copies of relwed materials. The PERA div-
ision .should be alert to whS, ni higher authority, might be
most sympathetic to their project.

Cooperative Effort to, Pre Pare Proposal to. Highest
Authority.

Some-colleges/universides, school systems, and recrea-
tion departments pan be quite cOmplex while others are rela-

, tively simp).e. In some situations, SteP 2...may be the final step
\in:gaining approval. Often there is an intervening step which

requires an overall planning comrnittee or board to evaluate a
proposal. If this group looks favorably on a PERA project,
one of-two actions usually results.lt may be that the PERA
project committee is allowed to present its facility proposal
for final approval.

If, on the other harid, the'emrall planning committee is
expected to make a present ion, this committee needs to
include personnel from the PERA committee in order Ito
enaure

'making the best possible presentation. Inthe latter
caie, the presentation needs to be well-integrated, showing
the highest priority of the project, not only when compared
with other PERA projects, but more nriportantly when com-
pared with other, projects in the systein.

Consulting firms offer special services in educational
planning:This service can be comprehensive or of a specific
nature, depending on the client. Sonic institutions employ
Such firms to assist in their mOre complicated development
plans.

Establishing a Public Relations Team
Step 4 and 5 can be started simultaneously iithe project is

to be presented to the public for approve. The Steering
Committee should have the single responsibility of accomp-
lishing this goal. All the facts should be furnished to conduct a
program for the various media arid personnel in order to
create a favorable public reaction prior to any voting. It
should be noted that a last minute publicity campaign to gain
approval seldom is successful unless it has been preceded by

concientious "on-gring public relations program. If the
project ig a swimming pool for the school system,The success
of the campaign will depend upon the impression that the
school system, the athletic program, and perhaps the recrea-
tion program, have made with the public. Any system which
can demonstrate, a recurrence of successful building projects
can also demonstrate a continuous public relations program
to its public.

Preparing the Program Statement for the Architect.
Once a project has been given the approval for aetailed

planning by the highest authority in the system, a team eieeds
to be established to accumulate and systemize all information
that would be valuable to the architect in designing the
facility. The team normally would consist of a representative
from the PERA division, a tember of the highest planning
unit in the system, perhaps one adniinisfrator and principal
from the architectural firm to give direction.. Each or these
individuals, particularly the PERA representative, will de-
pend ,on other personnel to furnish' desired data, but this
smaller)committee is responsible for accumulating it and
preparing a final coherent and systematic format.

The Planning Process
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Program-Oriented Team to Work With a Arehitect.
The group that ultimately does most of the 'work, and/or

makes most of the crucial decisions, is the planning commit-
tee of the PERA division. It is this group that' has the
responsibility of reacting to the architect's initial concepts
and schematic drawings. They 'will neeck coordinate the
planning within die variousvomponents of the facility (Note
Item 7), In addition, they. will need to react to many last
minute questions dealing with interpretation, propos.'
ohange, and possible deletions. There should be an under-
standing with the architect that no changes in plans wiil be
made without first having the Input of the committee. It is
recognized that some decisions take an immediate answer
and the chairman of the planning committee will have to
make some of these decisions alone, often over the tele-
phone. Crisis decitions. should be kept to a minimum.

Sip-Unit Teams in More Complex Facilities
'It is to the advantage of the builders to have the most

knbwledgeible people plan with the architect any unique
features or areas of a facility. For example, if a physical edu-
cation complex is being planned that contains gymnasium,
pool, wrestling room, dance studio, and total service areas,
sub-committees should be established for each. Sub-commit-
tees should be eneouraged to think "big".

The architect's role is to relate these plans with the reality
of the Program Statement and plan accordingly. Often, the
Planning Unit will not have the necessary specialists fo't the
sub-committees structure. In such cases, it may become the
responsibility of one member of the planning committee to
gain the necessary information.

The team approach at any level may be more time-
consuming but results' in better planned facilities. When using
this planning process someone at each level has to besiven
'the ultimate responsibility for communicating suggestions to
the next highest level.

In summary, there are a number of different appronhes to
organizing the planning team. Each of these approaches are
often identified as follows:

1. Joint Planning Team (Administration, Facul-
ty, ArOitocts, Consultants, Students, Com-
n:unity).

2. Faculty Planning Team.
3. Outside Consulting Team:
4. Central Staff Planning Team (Large District).
5. Superintendent and Araitect.
6. Capital Improvement Planning Division (Rec.-

reation).
In the case of PERA projects, the above apprOaches (1-5)

are listed in a descending order of reference. By far the most
productive planning3eam approach is the one identified as
the Joint Planning Team. Such an approach best assures the
correct defining of the problem before the specific planning is
begun. It provides an excellent personnel mix for challenging
and extending concepts. .In addition, it 'can provide an
opportunity for an increased attitude of cooperation between
the various parties concerned.

Writing the Program

The Program is the document that should be written well in
adwince of selecting the architect. It is a statement that will be
used to communicate the needs of the school program to the
architect and the central planning committee.
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jhis document has a variety of naMes. Some architects
cill it TheProgrun 9oMe educators call if The Educational
Specifications.. Others van it The Building Program. By
whatever name it is called, this important statement should be
written in anl organized manner.

The objectives should be to put into writing the current and
anticipated school programs to be offered and detirmine the

i.facilities required for the proposed programs. . 4
, Some guidelines for writing The Program include the

following:.
.0 The docwnent should be concise.
0, State* the optimal ts wei .s the minitnal
program needs.

Make sure the project is rooted in fiscal reality.
Conduct a critical evaluation .of the current

prOgrams to determine if new programs should be
emphasized, Ohl ones should be eliminated, or old
and new combbied.

AlLindoorand outdoor facility needs should be
considered.

Be 'aware that the location of facilities will
affect the program offered. 0

The initial rough draft of the document should
be distribuied to all contributors .for review and
comment.

The organization for Writing The Program may vary. An
accejAable way of dividing up the workload is to establish a
number a( sub-conunittees, .or sub-wit teams. Each person
serving on a sub:committee presunialibe is an expert in his
area. One suggested sub-committee structure follows:

1. Adapted
2. Administration
3. Aquatics
4. individual and Dual Sports
5. Dance'
6. Games and Outing Activities
7. Science
8. 41fITesting and Combatives
9. Sbrvice Areas
10 Team Sports

The following is a suggested outline of The Program:
Part I. Objectives of the School Programs:

A. Instructional (Professional and Service)
B. Intramurals
C. Adapted
D; Athletics (Interscholastic and Intercollegiate).
E. Club spOns
F. Community-School programs
G. Others

Part II. Basic Assumptions to be Addressed:
A. Facilities will provide for a broad program kf

instruction, adapted, intramurals, athleticO,
-club sports, and others. \i"

B. Facilitie,s will provide equitable areas for boys
and men, and girls and women.

C. Facilities will provide for use by students,
staff faculty and family of the school com-
munity.

D. Existing facilities will be programmed for use.
E. Facility expansion possibilities will be pro-

vided for in the planning.
F. Outdoor facilities should be located adjacent

to the indoor facilities.
G. Writers of Tlu Program will address them-.
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selves to the administrative and staff needs.

Partiif Trends Which Affect Plannang:
A. A re-edtphasis' of physical education for the

handicapped:
B. The club sports movement.
C. The Community Education, or "Lighted

School", movement.
,D. The surge_ of new non-competitive activities /
. being added to the curriculum.
E. Expanding intramural and athletic programs..
P. Sharing of certain facilities by boys and men

and girls andwomen (Athletic training rooms,
and equil 'tient rooms).

G. Coeducational physical 'education and co-
recreation.

R Emphasis on individual exercise programs.
I. The weight training movement
J. Federal and state legislation (PL 94-142, PL

503)
. K Systems approactiin design and construction.

L Now Products.

Part IV. Explanation of Current and ProPoged

A. ctional
--B.- amurals
, C. Athletics

E. Adapted
F. Community-School
G. Others
H. A priority' listing of programs

Part V. Preliminary Data Relative to the proposed New

A. The existing indoor facilities aquare footage
broken down by area (equipment storage,
training room, etc.).

B. A priorityl4ting for the proposed new indoor
facilities.

C. The eicisting outdoor facilities broken down
by _area (football field, track, ete.).

D. A priority listing for ,the proposed new out-
door facilities.

E. The community facilities being used as re-
source or adjunct facility areas for present
programs, (golf courses, 'trap range, rifle
range, bowling alleys).

Part' VI. Space Needs and Allocation in the Proposed New
Facilities:

A. Main Gymnasium.
B. Spectator seating.
C. 1,obby or concourse.

Administrative offices.
E. Faculty offices.
F. Conference rooms.
G. Laboratory - Classrooms:
H. Other considerations (wall clocks, acoustical

treatment of certain areas, etr.).
I. Others

Part VII. Purposes and Uses of Auxiliary Space Areas:
A. Exercise - Therapy Area.
B. Multi-purpose Gym. 4

The Planning Process
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C. Golf Area
D. .Archery Area
E. Wiest ling Gym.
F. Main Dance Studio
G. Street-Shoe Usage Room. .

H. Handball - Racquetball Courts.
I. Squash Courts
J. Others.

Part VIII. Service Facilities:
A. Locker Rooms.
B. Shower Rooms
C. TOweling areas.

.D. Toilets fiir locker area.
E. Equipment and supply storage area!,
F. Custodial storage 'areas.
G. Athletic training rooms.

v.
H. Laundry.

Part IX. Projected Use of Present Facilities:

Part X. Space Relationship. Relationship 'each has to
others.

Part XI. Equipment list (all movable and fixed items
identified in the document.)

'Role of the Piogram Specialist
,

:' The' program specialist is an 'individual who is actively
engagid in a nrogram as a teacher or a coach. He is the one.,
who will use the facilities and consequently, is knowledge-
able about the uses and problems of facilities and should be
given opportunities for, input into facilitc planning.

The chief contribution of the program specialists may well
be the written specifications they help develop. These
specifications, called The.Program, serre to communicate
ideas to the architect and central planning committee.

Program specialists do not design facilities. This is a
function of architects and engineers. HOwever, determining
the number of teaching stations needed to serve the instru-
ctional, intramural, athleties, club, adapted and other pro-
grami should be a respdnsibility of the program specialists.
SeleCtions of materials such as.hardwood maple floor and/or
synthetic floors, lighting requirements,acoustical treatment,
and maintenance pioblems are all legitimate concerns of the
prograin specialist.

The objectives which' the program specialist should
achieve are:

Commmunicate the school program purposes, need
for facilities and-facility plans to all appropriate persons
and public whose understanding and support are vital to
secure the needed facilities.

Ascertain the various size of teams, classes, and
groups which will use the facilities as well as require-
ments or officiarrules for sports and games,

Explore the multiple-purpose uses which are made
possible by the neW or expanded facilities.

Help establish a priority list of program needs.
For example: A staff agrees that tennia should hi
taught in the instructional program, introduced as
an intramurallactivity and added as an inter-
school, sport. If this is the top program priority,
the building of a suitable teaching area would be
the top facility priority.

State trends which are relevant to facilities plan-
ning.

The Planning Process

Synthetid surfaces, all weater tracks, coed athletic
training rooms, coed-classes, programs tpr the handi-
capped, total community use of school Tacilities and
rapid development of sports clubs are some examples.

Identify, study and recommend desired traffic pat-
terns for various individuals and groups, including
spectators, indoor and 'outdoor facilities.

Identify, study, and recommend proper space rela-
tionships for various indoor an'd outdoor facilities.

Within the locker room complex, the laundry space,
equipment storage space (in season and out of season),
issue area% athletic training area, and sauna may be so
arranged that 'coed use is feasible. Duplication of
personnel and equipment can be avoided by dual usage.

Point out errors of design, space relationship, traffic
patterns, safety, supervision, isolation, accessibility,
flexibility, departmentalization, validity, and aesthe-
tics.

Providethe architect and planning committee'with
examples of facilities that meet desired needs.

If the sites are too distant for visitation, slides or
pictures.may be taken as illustrations for the architect
and planning committee. Point out areas that represent
quality as well as those that represent minimal quanti-
tative standards.

Point out the special ,considerations necessary to
allow the handicapped full use of the facilities.

Role of.the Consultant'

Unarecently, the profession has given little attention to
the area ,of facilitieg in the professional' preparation of
tOchers, coaches and recreational specialists. As a con-
q4nce, when a facility project is undertaken, professionals
frequently are ill prepared. Time does not permit acquisition
of the necessary background. Additionally, the architectural
firm assigned to the project maY be designing its initial PERA
facility. It beComes apparent that competent assistance is
needed.

The coniultant in physical. education and athletic facility
design is frequently a profeisional in the field who teaches a
course in facilities planning. This individualt is usually
familiar with many of the recently constructed Acilities in the
country and is aware of the latest innovatbns in design,
materials, and concepts.

The consultant can make a valuable contribution in
number of ways. He can suggest to the planning committee
the names of successful architects and the location of
examples of their work. He can assist the planning committee
in developing alternatives and establishing priorities. The
role as a knowledgeable expert from the outside enables the
consultant to exert considerable influence in favor of the
project.

An important contribution is liaison between the architect
.and the planning group, particularly when the 'architect has
difficulty in relating with the professionals. Thdte are times
when each has difficulty in understanding the needs of the
other. It is important for both parties to realize that the
resultant facility must reflect the concerns of the other. The
selection of the professional Consultant may be one of the
most significant steps toward constructing a functional
facility. ,

Another source of consultant assistance is the commercial
agency established specifically to assist school districts,
colleges and universities and recreation departments with the
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solutions' to facility problems. These firms have the capabili-
ties of providing complete consultant services, from program
through construction. They will also provide any mimber of
singular serOices such as: broad base data gathering, writing
the educational specifications and assisting with acoustic,
lighting or air handling problems.

Selecting the Architect

A building efficiently and comfortably designed can evolve
only from a well-coordfnated team effort. The team should
consist of individuals Well versed in the facts and realistic
objectives. The architect is only one member of the team, and
the earlier he can begin working with the planning team, the
better.

Selecting the right architect is not a simple matter.
Important considerations are knowle4., past experience,
personality and ability to establish rapport. The clients,
should interviews prospective architects, view their work,
inspect buildings they have designed, and confer with other
clients they have served. Ideally, the entire planning team
should participate in the selection of an architect, asking
questions to confirm the firm's competency and col Apatibiltity
with their objectives. ,

A detailed description of educational specifications should
be formulated and given to the architect. The specifications
are stated in narrative form and include Suggested dimen-
sions, spaces needed in the facility, relationships, in special
features of the facility, and tiv purposes of the 'facility will
;dso- be inchided in the proposed budget. The primary
purpose of the educational document is to describe to the
architect in clear detail, every activity to be conducted in a
proposed facility. .

Because of the training, educations, 'and experience, the
architect can be of great assistance to the client in each of the
three stages e every building project decision, design, and
delivery. When selecting an architect, the basic consider-.
ations are as follows:

1. He should hold membership in the American Ins,itute
of Architects.

2. He must be licensed to practice in the state where the
facility Is to be 'erected.

3. ,He should have an excellent reputation in the field, be
able to furnish references, and be able to show proof of
completion of similar projects.

4. Thf firth should be in close proximity to e onstruc-
tion site so that no less than weekly visitati ns could be
assured.

5. Superior supervision capabilities should
through the firm. ;

vailable

Startinivto Work

Once the architect is selected, the whole team can be as-
sembled. The team should be representative but not so large
as td be unwieldy. It should include the architect, the firm's
designated associates and perhaps a coniultant expert in the
requirements of the problem at hand, along with the school or
community team.

The first meetings are critical. A constructive pattern of
positive accomplishments should be established. The plan-
ning team shuuid outline specific andfcomprehensive pro-

, gram requirements, determine sizes, designate functions, and
delineate operational patterns:Meetings should be scheduled
regularly .and the committee should follow agendas, .and
notes should be taken, kept, and reviewed:

The architect Will develop and reviie increasingly detailed
drawings as the meetings progress. To insure steady pro-
gress, it is essential that the drawings be developed progres-
sively, each with more detail than the last4twithout changing

c the basid concepts. The basic concept developed in prelimi-
--nary drawings should. be evaluated Very barefully.

The professional duties the architect is involved in are:
Pre-design planning.
Schematic design.
Design development.
Construction documents.
Bidding
Constructión.

The architect's role, during es;ch of these phases
follows:

Pre-detign Planning
. Serve as a member of the planning ,committee in the

capacity of a consultant or adviser on the architectural possi-
bilities and limitations. 0

Schematic Design.

There are three basic methods of selecting the architect.
They are:

I . If a state-supported institution, the architect may be
appointed by the State Building Commission.

2. The architect may be selected by a direct appointment.
3. If a private institution or public school systein, the

architect may be selected by comparison ftom a goup of
pro specti ve architects.

After the selection of the architect, a contractual agree-
mein will be completed and signed. This legally binding
contract will be the official A I A document B 1 41 (a standard
form of agreement between the client and architect).
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With the assistance of the educational planners, tr
the written program into a gralahic repr,ntition o
building plan.
, Analyze the relationship of spaces diagrammatieally,
taking intaconsideration access of various areas by students
and the public. A

Study the site, its topography; its relationship to the
community and to traffic patterns; also, the availability of
utilities.

Determine how the site might be developed.
Determine what types of buildings are most appropriate for

die site and the progra4.
Review applicable codes and laws, and determine their

effect on the design.
Make cost studies of the project.
Provide opportunities for thorough analysis and discuS-

sion of gtrengths and weaknesses of plans, and reach deci-
sions with educational planners on hOw well the plan satisfies
the requirements of the program.
- Present the approved schematic design for approval.

Design Development
Develop the basic design.
Prepare sketches of elevations and models to establish the

visual character of the project.
Specify building materials, mechanical and electrical

systems.

The Planning Process



Develop equipment and furniture arrangements to speci-
fications.

Prepare a detailed-'cost estimate and final plans to the
plannint learn and proper authorities for review and ap-

, proval.

*
Construction Documents
. Prepare complete working drawings and construction
specifications for the project.

Review and update earlier cost estimates.

Bidding
- -

Assist the client ill obtaining bids and awarding contracts.
Determine with client how project will be bid and what

contractors will be qualified to bid.
Answer questions for bidders and clarify any aspects of the

construction documents.
s

Provide copies of specifications documeRts, and drawings
for contractors, owners, and others who may need them.

Assist client in preparation of contract.

Côntruction Phase
Call a meeting with contractor and representative of the

.client to outlitre the project and discuss operating procedure.
Issue bulletins and change orders to accomplish changes

requested by client or required by field conditions.
Make periodic visits to site toCi monitor progress of work.
Issue the client certificates of payment.
Interpret requirements of the contract whenever questions

are raised.
Reject Work which fails to meet the requirements.
Establish the date of "3ubstantial Completion" and the

4date of "Final Completion"

Additional Services
There are a. number of additional services the architect

may perform as required or as requested bithe client. These
services require prior authorization from the client, and the'
architect is paid for them in addition to the basic fee. Some of
these services. are:

Make measured drawings of existing construction when
required for planning additions or alterations.

Revise previously approved drawings, specifications, or
bther documents to accomplish changes not originally initi-
ated by the architect.

Prepare change oiders and supAing d3ta where the
change in basic fee is not commensurate with the services
required.

Prepare documents for alternate bids requested by the
client.

Provide detailed estimates of construction costs.
Provide consultation and professional services con-

cerning replacement of work damagaby fire or other causes
during construction.

Provide interior, design work or other services required
inoconnection with selection of furniture or furnishings.

Provide servicq as an expert court witness.

Follow Through

It is essential that drawings bc understood: Often people
have great difficulty interpreting drawings and are too embar-
rassed to ask for aid. Explanation should be thorough, even if

Plannink Process

they seem agonizingly basic. Three-dimensional models can
help to increase comprehension of the relationship of wall
heights to .room volumes. Model furniture or miRiature
figures can contribute to appreciation of room sizes.

As the drawings progress and the total idea of the actual
building 'develops, specific materials and flashes should be
chogen.. The committee should view either representative
samples or actual installations of like materials.

The more each team member knows before actual construc-
tion begins, the fewer surprises and less potential for disap-
pointment.

Planning Factors

The guiding principles associated with total plarming are:
Everycommunity needs areas and facilities for physical edu-
cation, athletic and recreational programs. These programs,
which are essential to the well-being of all people, cannot be
tffective unless a wide variety of indoor and outdoor facilities
is provided.
' Evety community requires a master plan based on a study .

ofits needs. Preparation of thiplan is the,primary responsi-
bility of established governmental and educational planning
agencies. Provisions for a system of propirties required for
physical education and recreation roust be included in the
master plan. ,

The type, location, and size Of essential areas and facilities
mustbe relatedto the total community pattern. These condi-
tions vary in residential areas of different types and densities

. and are affected by the Iodation of thoroughfares, business
and industrial districts,vansportation lines, and other natu-
ral barriers.

"kreas and facilities should be planned inielation to the
social and economic characteristics of the commUnity. The

, feasibility of providing ecific programs in a particular
locality is inflUenced by e interests and financial resources
of its total population. .s

Areas and facilities should be planned with due regard for
the full potential use of available physical risources. Plans
for acquisition and development can be justified as econo-
mically sound only if they are related to an inventory of
comparable resources in the community or region. Duplica-
tion of facilities' and overlapping of services is thereby
avoided, and a maximum return from expenditures for areas
and facilities can be expected.

Areas and Facilities should accommodate programs that
serve the interest and needs of all St e people Consideration
should be given to the specialneeds of all ages and both sexes.
Resulting programs should comprise a wide range of activi-
ties. In view of the increasing proportion of the population in
the aged ahk retired group, special consideration of senior
citizens needs is desirable. Facilities should also make it
possible for handicapped citizens to participate in most
aspects of physical education and recreational program.

Plans for areas and facilities must conform to state and
lor al regulations ansl, as much as possible, to accepted'''.
standar4 and pra iae. Planning' groups. should 'become.
familiar With fire, uiling, electrical, sanitary and other
pertinent codes and ake sure their plans conform to them.
Unnecessary expense' qui), be incurred in making construc-
tion changes required t6meet official approval.

Maximum flexibility ot'design is encouraged to accotnmo-
date future needs. There is a danger that this can be praeticed
to the point where it harms the primary mission of a new
facility. For example, an ice facility can be made so tlexible
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tltat it fails to adequatelY suPport a hockey program:Speeta-
tors tefuse to come because of inferior or inadequate seating,
limited security, inadequate ticket area, or poor condession
arrangements.

Cost cif construction is ohly one important fmancial
consideration. The operating and maintenance costs of a
facility must be considered. It is possible to obtain the funds
to construct the new facility and then discover that there is no
way for the planning unit to obtain the needed funds to
operate and maintain the new addition.

Close cooperation among all public and private agencies
concerned with the development and operationof facilities
designed for athletics, physical education, and recreation is
Outmost importance. Cooperation involves not only school,
park, recreatiat, and city planning agencies, bvt also re-
development authorities and public and private housing
agenciei, among others. An interagency 'planning committee
can be an effective means of achieving cooperative action.

All interested organizations, individuals, ahd groups
should have an opportunity to sharein the planning of areas
and facilities intended for public use7 Wide participation in
the consideration of prof'. )sals requiring Ole expenditure of
public funds for, areas and facilities gives people an opportu-
nity to express their desires and needs and helps assure their
support of the projects and use of the areas and facilities.

Individuals who are qualified to give expert advice in
planning facilities shoUld act as advisors. 'School, park, and
-recreations departnient personnel can-contribute materially
to the determination of the features to be included and can
offet 'valuable suggestions for their design and development.
Individualaowith professional training and technical compe-
tence, such4s landscape architects, architects, engineers,
sociologists, and professional staff can play major roles in
oVerall planning:
. An assigned architect may have a limited background in a

specific PERA project. An architect usually feels Confident
, to build any project.. However, most PERA projects are
unique and backgrohnd 'in this 'area is often lacking. The
PERA divisions should provide the archiLect with sources of
information specific to these laCilities and 'the names of
specialists that can be used.

, Available sources of prOperty and funding should be
explored, evaluated, and used when appropriate. Tax funds
are a primary source, but large numbers of fa:Alities have

, been acquired or built with gifts from individuals, or organi-
. zations. Loca)ities shc ,ild take advantage of state and federal
funds available for planning and for acquisition andimprove-
ment of school and recreation areas.

,

Widespread publicity, sound interpretation, and public
discussion facilitate the implementation of facilitY plans.
Appropriate authorities, community grams, and the public
at-large need to be fully informed if acceptante and support
are to tie achieved.

Planning Units: Community and Schools'

Publicly-owned facilities,are principally underjurisdiction
of two types of local authorities school districts and de-

,

partments of parks and recreation. Other public and quasi-
public agencies provide such facilities as libraries and
museums. Privately-owned facilities, such as churches, set-
tlemer., houses, health clubs, tennis centers, athletic clubs
and youth clubs also-contribute to,the publi, service.

Comprehensive programs and services req,..re that indoor
and outdoor areas and facilities of many kinds, shapes and
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sizes be available throughout the year. Each area and facility
ht! sn*Jial function and serves specific uses. These lutas
and facilities are classified kip this Guide according to
function, and their sizes are determined by the nature of their
services and the number Of peoille to be served. Understand-
ing of this. classificationis essentlid to effective plann:ng.

The Neighborhood
The neighborhodd is a residential area usually served by an

elementary school. A typical neighborhood for planning
purposes *ould be an area three-fourths of a mile to a mile
square And ntainiqg abOut-6,000 to 8,900 people..

Population densities of neighborhoods _vary from a few
thousand to many thousands per square mile. There is also a-
wide variation in the number of children. Because most resi,
dents 4ive within a short-distance of the school or play-
ground, they walk to it and tend to use it frequently, often foi
shorter period% than ip the centers planned for a larger geo-
graphic unit.

The Community
The community is a section of a city, primarily a resi-

dential area. It usually represents the service area of a high
school, coniains a liusirss center, and commonly consti-
tutes a section of the citfineasuring two or three miles across.
It can be thought of as a "community of neighborhikods"
because it. is usually composed of three to, five neighboP-
hoods.

The. City or School District
The area designated as the city, toborough, or village

lengls itself to the provision of areas .and facilities, for use4by
the entire populatip of the political lbdivision: Major
parks, golf courses, campi, museums, aitu botanical gardens,
which cannot be provided in each neighborhood and com-
munity, are typical city-wide areas. In small localities
comprising one ,community and a single high sChool, city.
wide planning is comparable to Planning for a single com-
munity as described above, although some facilities com-
monly provided in larger city-wide areas are included.

School digricts vary widely in size and pdpulation, but
district-wideschool planning involves primarily neighbor-
hoods and communitieS, Some of the large school districts
provide district-wide facilities for an outdoor education-
recreation ,.,umplex, interscholastic activities, consolidated
educational programs, and some type Of post-high school
center or community for day pupils.

Large Units
The county or`the region, which is a geographic area that

sometimes includes pirt ofmore than one county, is increae
ingly used as a unit for redreation planning. Many of these
planning units are located close to a metropolitan area and
include both the city and the surrounding region. Others are
phmarily rural in nature and are composed of unincorporated
areas. Planning on a regional or district basis lends Aself to
the prOvision'of extensive properties usable for family An-,
ings, winter and water sports, and other activities requiring
large land and water areas.

The Park-School Concept

Before the varioUs types of properties that are commonly
included in comprehensive plans are described, the current
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trand toward providing areas that serve for both education
and public recreation deseped special mention.

The park-school as described in this Guide is the recom-
mended type of major facility in the neighborhood or com-
munity for day-by-day use in organized, programs of ath-
letics, recreation, and .physical education. It combines the
neighborhood recreational area an'd the elementary school
site; the community recreational area and the secondary
school site.

The park-school is an example of cooperative action
between school and municipal authorities. It involves ajoint
ageement as to the location, development, and use of
properties to be designed for the school athletic and physical
education program and for the recreation ()Moth school and
community groups. Since the park-school concept is based
on the desirability and economy of dual use, it is important
that plans be developed jointly by ,both school boards and
municipal authorities responsible for park and recreational
services.- -

In order to protect the interests of the cooperating authori-
ties., and to assure the most effective application of the park-
school plan, a formal agreement should be signed by both
agencies, specifying respective responsibilitY for the pur-
chase, developmein, operation, maintenance, and the use of
the facilities.

Although 'the park-school concept has won wide accept-
.

ance in recent years, separate school sites and municipal
recreational areas are still being acquired in many communi-
ties. While one reason 'nay be lack of knowledge of the
concept, more frequently it is because the schbol or munici-
pal authorities fail to recognize the advantages and eConomy
of the plan or are unwilling to subordinate their prerogatives
under a cooperative program.

Community Park-School

The community park-school is an area in which are
located a junior or senior high school and a variety of recrea;
tional, physical education and athletic facilities designated
for both'school and community use: It should be centrally
located in the community it is to serve and provide a parklike
environment. If it contains a senior high school, it requires
more acreage. than if it is associated with an elementary or
jun

. .ior high school and its service' radius is appreciably
greater." Many of the people using such centers, especially
those with a senior high school, reach them by automcbile or
public transport.

.

The function of thistkrea is similar to that of the neighbor-
hood pa4school. While the neighlSorhood park-school con-
tains an elementary schocg and serves primarily children, the
community park-school contains a secondary school and
served' primarily young people and adults. The geographic
area served by, the community school is larger and needs
more area in order to provide for interscholastic athletics,
spectator space, and extenae parking.

Outdoor Education-Recreation Complex
A land area or a cluster of acreages suitable for more

extensive outdoor education-r creation programs, owned by
the school district, city, or tow ship, is an important adjunct
of the park-school. Such a comkx should be located as near
the city as possible, yet should include some of the folloMfg:
a fesidence camp; extensive nature trails; primitive area for
outpost camping and exp oration; an outdoor skills and
sports Center; plots for foresy and wildlife management; and
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pioneer and modem farms.

The Conimunity Room
The corninunity room is iiroliably most representative of

the community park-school program in that it is designed
\Specifically to meet community needs. The community room
should be at least as large as a regular classroom. Kitchen
facilities, including stove, refrigerator, cupboards, tables'and
chairs, help to make it an ideal meeting place for civic and
sdcial organizations. The community room, may be used
during the day for adult club meetings, or casual recreational
activities. In the evening, it may be used for adult classesor as
a *ding place for community groups. Frequently, the com-
mut*y council, made up of representatives of all groups in
the neightiorhood meets in the community room to discuss
programs for the area ,scitzd by the school.

4.11

The need for intelligent and cooperative plan-
lung by all agencies, especially school and muni-..
cipal authorities, was never greater than at pre-
sent. Cost of land acquisiti9n, construction,
development, operation, ancPmaintenance, as
wel`l as efficiency in use, will depend h'iavily
upon the degree bfcooperative endeavorandfar-
sigedness. Sights must be. raised immeasur-
ably if present andfuture needs are to be met.
The 4me for careful, imaginative long-range
planning is now...in fact, it was yesterday!

Planning\Units.for Colleges and Univeriities

The following includes the variouS components that may
be involved in he planning of any college/university PERA
facility. The degree oPcomPlexity varies aCcording to the
type 4-institutiOn and scope of the project.

1. Governi ng Board This body will need to give the
final approval for the project. Within theboard,.there
may be two or three .individuals responsible for
checking dn all building proposals. Members of the
PERA diVision are likely to be called before this
latter glop.

2. State Planning Division If the college ordniversity
is state supported there will usually be .a planning
division in the state capitol which becomes involved.
They normally determine Ithe facility meets all the
state codes. Prior to their involvement, there may be
a state appropriation committee that will need to give

.the approval to the project befor any further plan-
ning can be done.

4',

to

3. Institutional Policy Committee in some institu-
tions, this is a stanaing committee, existing for the
purpose of planning specific eduCational programs.
This often is composed of key administrators, a
member of the governing board, faculty represent-
ing the various divisions within the institution, and
students. Policy recommendations of *his commit-
tee give direction to Plant development committees,
the president, and the governing board.

4. Institutional Plant Development Committee or
Office. In many institutions of higher learning, such
an office may exist. Often-times, it consists of a
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Planning
Unit

Governing Board

State Planning
Division

Institutional Campus Space
Policy Committee Committee

WHO IS'INVOLVED IN THE

Collg/
University

Board of Ragenis

Coordinating Board

Instifirtional Plant
Development
Committee/Office

Qffice of Buildings
and Grounds

Architectural Firm

Project Coordinator
' and Committee

et

PERA Plannnino
Committee

Office of New
Qonstructiorr

Building Main-
tenance arid Utilities

Same

Member from Office
- of New. ConstrAtion

Director, College,
Sdbool, Department;
New Construction
Committee

Area Specialists :Sub-CoMmittee
Structure
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Elementary/
Secondary

School Board
,

State Board
of Education

Genecal Planning
Committee

Office of Facility
Planning &
Construction

Offloe of Operation
& Maintenance

Same,

Member from Office
of Facility Planning
& Construction &
Designated
Specialists

Director of Physical
Education & Safety

SukCommittee
StPtfcture

est

Community/
Rcreation

City Council

Outdoor Recreation
.1134anning Department

City Park &
Recreation Board

Capital Improvement
Planning Division

Parks & Recreation
Maintenance Division

Various Professional
Consultants

Member from Capital
Improvement Planning
Division

Director, Parks and
Recreation

Sub-Committee
Structure
(Staff Planning
Specialists)

vice president and one or two in-house architects.
They will question ideas as to multiple uses, archi-
tectural blending, 'internal building principles and
cacnpug* sources of energy. A person may be desig-
nated as project director for a campus-wide facility.
The PERA planning Committee will need to clear
many ideas through this ofike.

.5. Office ofBuilding and Grounds The Superintendent
of this office and/or a representative will often sit
on/or with the plOming committee or the'architect. It
is the responsibirlity of tfiis office td see that the
building codes atle followed, maximum use i made
of present energy sources, energy conservation is
included in new facility plans and campus beautifi-
cation is maintaited.

6: Architectural F'irm If the project is of any magni-
tude, the- architectural firm will have its own team
working Wica the project. This often includes the
principle architect, and engineer, and related spe-
cialists. The planning committee will meet with the
architectural firm as a whole or with individuals from
the firm, as the need dictates.

7. Project Coordinator and Committee The coordina-
tor of a PERA project may be a higher adminis-
-trator, such as the vice president. More likely, it
would be the dean.or director of PERA, or it could be

one from thuffice of the physical plant. If it is
° i higher administrator, the individual would most
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likely come from the offiCe respbnsible for institu-
tional facility development, although conceivably it
could be a Member of the university's Winning
committee. Someone from the PERA division would,
be a member of the committee and serve as chair-
man of the PERA's planning coMmittee, In Many
instances, PERA's personnel with a particular inter-
est and ensertise, may be asked to be on the
coMmittee.

II

8. PERA Planning Committee The academic discit-
pline has a planning committee which works directly
with the architect and is responsible for coordinating
all plans, requests, or,changes that transpire between ,44

the discipline and the architect. Normally, this com-
mittee will be headed by either the dean or director of
the division, the athletic director, the physical educa-
tion director, or the director of campus recreation.
There will be a representative on the conimittee from
each of the areas having a direct interest in the,
project.

9. Area Spedalists Much of the detailed planning will
be done by sub-committees that report directly to the
PERA planning committee. These sub-cpmmittees
should Mire one or more meetings with the architect
so that he has a clear understanding of their requests.
Different facilities will Nave different emphasis areas
which will need Special attention.

Too' often the planning committee of the disciPline,
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together with the architect, will cio all of the detail
planning. They cannot be experts in all areas, and
many refinements that ti sub-committee can point
out, get lost.

Students can add.a positive dimension to mat of the c6m-
mittees through their representation. The sanie is true
community 'organizations and agencies that may use tne
facility after its completiOn.

*

The accompanying chart suggeslappropriate levels of
-

planning units for the public school sector and community
recreation commission analogous tp college and university
planning aathority. Refdrring to tilt chart, the operational
procedures and planning methocis for each planning unit for
the three areas. (college/university, elementery/secondary
schools and recreational facility) may differ. widely. The
basic functioh of the planning unit, regardless of the area, will
be remarkably similar.
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Indoor Facilities

rS CHAPTER CONTAINS infonnation relative to
tifiletic and physical education indoor facilities for ele-

mentary school, secondary school, and college/university
levels.

Building features that are common to all structures are
included fo consideration willbe given to the most efficient
use of these facilities, while providing ior the maxinmm com-
fort and safety of participants and spectators. Essential
features such as site- selection, traffic circulation, indoor
surfage matemials, electrical systems sand service, audio-
visual services, color and aesthetics, mechanical systems,
sanitary facilities, and security are covered in detail,

Site Selection

Program specialists, architects, engineers, and' others
should work tog...them in the selection of aNiesirable site for
any new construction. Some factorS that must be considered..
in selecting a site are:

Proximity to classrooms
Pedestrian traffic patterns .

Motor traffic movement and parking space
° Soil conditions and drainage

Availability of utilities
. Relationship to other health, physical education

recreation, and athletic facilities
ProXimity to housing

Physical education, athletic and recreation facilities are
often the largest on campus. Space is essential to permit the
architect to use creative design ideas. Avoid locating a
facility on % site too stall to allow for design options or for
possible additions. Because of the size of these facilities,
attention must be given to making them compatible with
surrounding structures.

Ideally, a major indoor facility for physical education,
athletics and recreation sliould be erected as close as pos-
sible to both the student Uing quarters and the, center of thc
academic teaching area. Pfobably no other campus facilities

Indoot Facilities

will be used as much by as many students. If large spectator
activities Will be included in the facflities, the site must allow
for auto access and parking.

Traffic Circulation

Building location is a most important consideration in
trafflsc circulation and control. A careful study of the relation-
ship of the proposed itructure to student housing, academic
buildings, and the community will provide valuable informa-
tion relative to placemenc of primary and, seco en-
trances and exits.

The foremost purposes of planning for traffic circulation
and control, include: minimizing congestion in corridors,
stairwells, lopker rooms, and spectator areas; minimizing the
diSturbance Of students and staff in offices, classrooms, and
study rooms; providing for ease of building 3upervision, and
separation of various units where necessary; enhancing effi-
cient and safe movement; and providing for future building
expansion.

Special circulation problems created by intramural, recre-
ation, end spectator programs should be included in the traf.,
fic control study. The placement of service, activity, instauC-
tional, and spectator areas should provide for efficient means
of supernsing those using the facilities.

Space Relationships
The relationship of activity areas, instructional areas, 'and

service areas to the placement and size of corridors, lobbies,
stairs, and doors needs careful consideration. Spectator
space should be separated from the swimming pool and pool
deck areas, gymnasium floor, and other activity areas.
Entrances to the seating area should be direct 'rom the
outdoors, or from corridors or foyers without requiring travel
through locker rooms or across pool decks or gymnasiums. It
is also important that traffic to and fronethe locker room not
cross the gymnasium floor.

The individual components of the locker roam areas
should permit entrance to, and exit from; each area without
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cross traffic in Wet and dry areas. The lOcation of toilet rooms
in relation to the swimming pool and to outside facilities

, should tis. given careful tonsideration, especially with refer-
ence to public use.

Units "Within the building which require truck delivery
service should be grouped to reduce the number of delivery
points. Delivery of supplies should be planned so there is no

the seating capacity and the space in the gyMnasium or swim-
ming *1.

All doors should open outWard, with the entire door swing-
ing free of the door opening (side-hinges). Double exterior
doors should be provided with a removable'center mullion so
that each doorwill operate independently and at least one
such.opening should be at least 36 inches e.' Every room

traffic or delivery through locker rooms or across gymnasium I should be provided with exits as prescrIbecfy the Building
floors. A loading dock is desirable. In multi-storied struc- Exits Code, and all outside dbors should be equipped with
tures, elevators should be provided.

Corridors and Foyers

panic hardware. "
The doors to rooms where combustible material is) kept

should be constructed in accordance with Fire Underwriters'
In large buildings, athletic and instructional units should be specifications., Exterior doors and all doors in damp areas,

accessible from at least two passage,w921 le4ng rum the such as the swimming pool area, laundry moms, shower
principal classroom. areas to preven traffic congestion during rooms, and dressing locker suites, shoUld be heavy-duty and

change of periods. , \ moisture-resistant. \ t

Provision needs to be Made for heavy traffic from the If exterior doors cannot be recessed, they should be pro-
tected against the .weather by projections, overhangs, or
soffits. Outside entrances should be prbvided with mud ando
dirt grates, or mats for cleaning the,mud and cfirt front shoes,
One method which has prOVed satisfactory is-the/use of a
grate-covered recess about six feet long and the width of the
door opening, placed so persons entering the building Must
walk across it with both feet. Consideration should be given
to the size of the openings in the grate to prevent accidents to
persons wearing high-heeled shoes.

While minimum widths of corridors, stairways, and exits
are determined by local codes, these areas should be con-
sidered Ale light of maximum use of the building's facilities.
Stairw..vs and exits are most important L paventing traffic
congestion, and should, in most cases, be widerthan code re-
quirements.

dressing room or the locka suite to playfields. The desig-
nated corridor, widais should be clear of all obstructions,
including the swing of locker and room doors. All equipment,
such as heating units, drinking fountains, fire extinguistaers,
and telephones, 'should be recessed. Each corridor should
terminateat an exit, or stairway leading directly to a point of
eidt.

Public rooms, including gymnasiums used for large public
groups should be designed with entrance foyers. The size of
the foyer will depend on the seating capacity. The planning of
this area should include consideration for ticket sales, public
telephones, an information desk, and a cloak-room. The
foyer should be accessible to public toilets for men and
women. Often,, it is advisable to provide catOff gates so it will
not be necessary to supervise the entire building when speci-
fic areas are not in use.

. §,tairways

Buildings of two or more stories should have no fewer than
two stairways, located at the extremes. All stairways 4iould
he of fire-resistant construction, and all main stairways
should lead directly to grade exits. 'Two-lane stairways are
recommended, and they should have a clear width to conform
with the local fire code.

StairWays should be divided into rune of not more than six-
teen, nor less than three risers. Risers shduld not exceed 61/2

inches, and treads should be at least 101/2 inches measured
from riser to riser. The rounded nosings of all treads and
landings should have nonslip, flush surfaces. Abrupt over-
handing nosing should not be used.

Circular or winding stairways should be avoided. Ramps
are desirable to compensate ior minor differences in levels in

, floors and to accommodate special needs of the handicapped.
These ramps should have nonslip smfaces and should have a
rise of not more than 1 to 12; 1 to 15, or 1 to 20 is preferable.
Adequate stair aisles must be provided for all bleachers of
more than three rows, whether movable or fixed.

Exits and Doors
Exits should be located so at leot one exit, or stairway

leading to an exit, will be within ' 00 feet of a doorway of
every room designed for occupaney. Every floor should have'
at least two exits,- remote from one another, and additional
exits as prescribed by the National Fire Protection Associa-
tion formula in the Building Exits Code. Exits Should Se
located for convenience as well as safety. It is important that
the number of exits and their locations'be properly related to
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Teaching Stations

The unit of primary imiiortance is the n. om or space where
teaching occurs, All other parts of the school plant are, in a
real sense, 'secondary. In physical education, therefore, the
determination of the number and character of the teaching
stations i basic to the planning process.

The term "teaching station".is used to identify any room or
space where one teacher can instruct or supervise the learn-
ing experience of a class or group of students. For instance, a
gymnasium v mid constitute a teaching station or, if divided,
it could provide two or more teaching stations. Swimming.
pools, auxiliary physical education eteeaching stations, and
rhythm rooms are examples of otticr kinds of teaching
stations. The number of students accommodated by a,teach-

. ing station is controlled by the nature of the specific 'activity
as well as the size of the fa,ity.

Institutions will vary, as to the timing of peak load and
consequently, as to when the, required number of teaching
stations is needed. Colleges and universities with a large
professional preparation program and/or a required program,
for the general student body will usually have the greatest
need during the regular instructional hours. Other schools
may find the greatest need for different teaching stations
during the after-school hours when athletic teams are practio:
ing, or when an extensive intramural program is in operation.
Schools in a climate which' has a long cold season will have a
greater need for extensive indoor facilities.

The number of teaching stations required is dictated by
tehrolltnent, policies pertaining to instructional physical edu-
6ation, average class size, diversity of program, number of

Indoor Facilities
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periods in the school day, and other uses of the fabilities.
Folding partitions and dropnets can be effectively used for

, flexibility and to increase the number of teaching stations.
Phumers should be *wait that indoor facilities for physi-

cal education, ,athletici; and recreation are difficult and
costly to expand at some future date. The ultimate, enroll-
'ment potential should be researched by school planner. The
anticiPated enrollment five to ten years after eompletion of
construction sheuld serve as a basis for determining the
required number of, original- teaching stations. Long-range
planning is imperative toprovide for the logical and most eco-
nomical expansion. The initial design should make proVi-

,,

sions for the anticipated côtistruction.

Indoor Stiii'ace Materials

The selection of indoor surface Materials becomes com-
plicated because indoor facilities may be subject to hard
usage and/or excesiive moisture, and they must meet mini-.
mum standards in terms of acoustical and light-reflecting
properties. Geographic location and the availability of
certain sluface, materials are factors to be.considered.

Figure 2 is a guide to suggested indoor Surfare maierials.

Floors 1

At least three distinct types of floor surtacing are required

Indoor Facilities
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ROOMS

1MICA_

+1.

Figure I
Teaching stations fon diverse sports are segregated by
nets at a field house on thedcampus of Sinclair Com-
munity College in Daron, Ohio.

in facilities described in this Guide. Floors in service areas
such as locker ,rooms, shower looms, toweling rooms; and
toilet rooms require a surface impervious to poisture. In
general, gymnasiums and other activity areas require either a
hard wood or a resilient synthetic material., Classrooms,

e

,

Figure 2
SUGGESTED INDOCIR SURFACE MATERIALS

FLOOR; LOWER WALLS i UPPER WALLS CEILINGS

Apparatus Storage Room 1 2'

2 1 ,---. a, Classrooms ,
Clubroom 2 1

Corrective,Room 1 2 2
_

Custodihl Supply Room 1 2

--Da-ne Studio 2 1_ ..
Drying Room (equip,) 1 2 2 1

Gymnasium 1 1 2

ligalthServia Unit 1 1

Laundry Room 2 1 2
. .

Locker Rooms 3 3 2 1

Natatorium 2 1

2 1 C

2 1

2 1

27')
2 2 1

'2 2-2 1 2

2 3

Offices 1 3 , 2

Rec)bation Room 2 1

.

Shower Rooms 3 2 1

Special-actwity Room 2 1

Team Room I 3 2 1

Toilet Room 3 2 1

Toweling-Drying Room 3 2 1

2

2 2

2

2

2

2

Note The numbers in the Table indicate first, second, and third choices "C" indicates the material as being contrary to good practice An indicateg
deffirable quality
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corridors, offices, and like areas May be groupediogether for must be given to rverttlon time,' This is influenced by the
con. surfacing: absorption and reilectlo6alities of all surfaces within the

Special activity areas require different treatinents. For room. Hard surfaces reflect sound and produce exces4ve
example, a dance gyrrinasium that is used for instruction in - unwanted reflection and reverberation& Thus, the space may
modern dance should have a finished treatment which will be "noisy." Soft or atrorbable surfacei turn the sound into
allow the dancers to slide or glide across the floor. In other another form of energy and can produce areas that are too
areas, such as basketball courts, the finish should be Of a "dead." Therefore, Most areas must have :some materials
nonslip nature. . With sound-absorbing qualities hi order to balancethe sonic

Flexibility, dUrability and cbet are three *criteria that have envirorunent,for good hearing conditiohs.

been instrumental in seeing syothetic surfaces challenge hard Sound Insulation.
wood floors for installation In acOvity areas. Synthetics take. ^

the form a synthetic grass,surfaces or as smooth or rOughed .

Unwanted sOund, or noise, may be transmitted into the

nongrus 'sulfates. The most popular synthetic surfacing. room by Means of ventilathig ducts,pipes, and spaces around
pipe sleeves Th.' e tranimission of sound throush ducts can be

^ materials tail be classed into, two' types: plasticized poly-
vinyl chlorides (PVC's) and polyurethanes; The PVC's are ' reduced by the itse of baffles, or by lining the ducts with

primarily prefabricated while the polyurethanes are either . sound-absorbent, fire-resistant materials. The ducts may

poured in place or produced in factory prefabricated sheets also be connected with caivas 'to, interrupt the transmission

which are adhered down on the site. In general, the polyure- 'through the met$ in the ducts. Pipes canbe covered with pipe

`thanes possess most of the desirable characteristics sought in
covering, and spates in the pipe sleeves Can be filled.

a floor surface. The long term term differences in the main- %mid can a's° be transmitted through the walls; 6°611,
and oeilings*This can be reduced to a delirable minimum bytenafice costs between synthetics ind 'wood seem to be,

. . . the Proper structural design and materials. In the conven-
tional wall construction, alternate studs can support the sides
of the, wall in _such a manner that there is no through con-
nection from on wall surface to another. This is `sometimes
known as double-wall tonsquction. The space inside the
walls can be filled with sound-absorbing material to further
decrease the sound transmission. Sometimes three or four
inches of sand inside the walls at the basebosid will cut down
the' transmission appreciably. Likewise, sound absorption
blankets laid over the partitions in suspended ceiling con-
struction can frequently reduce the sound from one room to
another.

Machinery vibration or impact sounds can betuced by
.uae of the proper floor covering and/or by ins ;ins the
machinery on floating or resilient mountings. "Sound locks,"
such as double walls oi doors, ire needed between noisy
areas and, adjoining quiet areas. Improper location of,doors
and windows can crate noise problems.

It is imperative to pay attention to the acoustical treatment
'of all areas. Gymnasiums, swimming pools, and dressing-
locker rooms are frequently neglected..

4.In general, classrooms, corridors, and offices have been
satisfactorily suifaced with some type ottile, such as asphalt,
vinyl, vinyl asbestos, rubber, or linoleum. Consideration
should be given to the use of carpeting in offices, golf course
locker !looms, and 'other appropriate areas.

Wills
In addition to segregating specific areas, walls should serve

as barriers to sound, light, heat, and moisture. In selecting
wall surfacing, considerations should be given to the acousti-
cal properties of the material. In general, moisthre-resistant
walls with good acoustical properties are recomMended.
Most modern gymnasiums have smooth surfaces On the
lower portion of the walls so they 'may be used as rebound
surfaces. Rough-surfaced walls collect dirt easily and are dif-
ficultto clean. Recentfy, there has been a trend to color and
murals, and design art to add aesthetic appeal.

In locker-rooms, shower-rooms, and toilet-rooms, where
high humidity is often present, it is important to select wall
surfacing that is moisture-resistant and has good acoustical
properties. Walls serving as barriers between toilet-rooms,
handball courts, squash courts, and other areas uhere noise is
a probleM should have 4zinimum of sound transmission.

Ceilings
Roof design, type of activity, and local buildtrig codes

Should determine the ceiling construction. Ceilings should be
insulated to prevent condensation and should be painted to
provide pleasing aesthetics and to enhance light reflec-
tion. Acoustical ceiling mot rials are desirable in instruc-
tional and activity areas. Dropped ceiling panels susceptible
totamage by objects or individuals will require considerable
maintenance

False ceilings with catwalks above them have been ef-
fectively designed to permit maintenance and repair of

- lighting and ventilating systems.

Sound Control and Acoustics

The sonic', or audible, environment is the'most difficult
phase of the total environment to balance and requires the
services of an acoustical engineer. In each room, attention
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Materials for Acoustical Treatment
Care must be taken in the maintenance of acoustical

materials. Oil paint reduces the sound-absorbent qualities of
meat materials. Surface treatment for different acoustical
wmatetials will vary. Tho most commmon treatment of
acoustical-fiber tile is a light brush coat of waterbase paint.
Most acoustical materials lose their efficiency after several
applications of paint.

. Electrical Systems and Service

& electrical service, wiring, and connections should be
installed in accordance with the requirements of the National
Electric Code of the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
and of ,:tate and local building codes and fire regulations.

The capacity of each individual electrical system should be
determined accurately for obvious reasons of safety and
economy. Full consideration should be given to present and
future program plans when designing the electrical systems.
The increasing use of electrically-operated equipment,
higher standards of illumination, and special. audiovisual
equipment should be anticipated.

Indoor Facilities



Illumination
In addition to the amount of light in any given area, the

quality of light is of equal importance. Providing- efficient
illuminfitiori is complicated and challenging, and the sv
of an illuminating engineer are recommended in erdei
tain maximum lighting efficiency. Gymnasiums, classroom:,
corridors, and other specific areas have distinct and different
lighting requirements. Planning for electric illumination
reiluircs that each area be considered relative to specific use.
Figure 3 contains the levels of illumination reCoMmended for
specific indoor areas.

Measurements of Light
The footcandle is a measurement of light intensity at a

given point. Light intensity, measured in footcandles, is one

vital factor in eye comfort and seeing efficiency, but intensity
must be considered in relation to the brightness balance of all
light sources and reflective surfaces within the visual field.

The reflection factor is the percentage of light falling on a
su. ce which is reflected by that surface. In ordei to main-

brightness balance with a quantity and quality of light
flod seeing, all surfaces within a room should b`e rela-

. .iy light, with a matte rather than a glossy finish.
The footlambert is the product of the illumination in foot-

candles.and the reflection factor of the surface. For example,
forty Tootcandles striking a surface with a reflection,factor of
fifty percent would produce a brightne'ss of twenty footlam-
berts (40 x :50 = 20). These brightnesses are necessary when
computing brightness differences in order,to achieve a,
balanced visual field.

Figure' 3
Levels of Ilumination'Currenlly Recommended for Specific Indoor Areas

Area Footcandles
on Tasks

Adapted physical education gymnasium. ..
Auditorium

50

Assombly only 15
Exhibitions 30-50
Social activities 5-15

Classrooms
Laboratories 100
Lecture rooms

Audience area , 70
Demonstration area 150

Study halls '/O
Corridors:and stairways 120
Dance studio 5-503
Field houses 80
First-aid rooms

General 50
Examining 125,table

Gymnasiums
Exhibitions 502
General exercise and recreation 35
Dances c-503
Lotker and shower rooms 30

. Gymnastics 50
Archery

Shooting tee 50
Target area, 70

Badminton 502
Basketball 802

Deck tennis . 54
Fencing 702
Handball 702
Paddle tennis 702
Rifle range

Point area 50
Target area 70

,Rowing practice area 50

These standurds have been developed by a panel of experts on facilities for
health, physical education, and recreation atter careful consideration of the
activities invoIved. In all instances, the standards in this table are equal to. or
exceed. the standards which have been recommended by the Illumination
Engineering Society, American Institute of Architects. and National,,,,,

" Council On Schoolhouse Construction.

Area Footcandles
on Tasks

Squash 702
Tennis 702
Volleyball 50
Weight-exercise root
Wrestling and personal-deferthe room .. . 50

70

LIGcrabmtTerrof

1003

Stidy and notes 70
Ordinary reading 50-70

Lounges
General 50
Reading books, magazines, newspapers . : 50-70

Offices
Accounting, auditing, tabulating, bookkeep-

ing, busihess-machine operation 150
Regular Office 'work, active filing,

index references, mail sorting 100
Reading and transcribing handwriting in

ink or medium pencil on good-quality
paper, intermittent filing 70

Reading high-contrast or well-printed
material not involving critical or
prolonged seeing, conferring and
interviewing 50

Parking' areas 1

Storerooms
Inactive
'Active

Rough hulky I 5

Medium 30
Fine 60

Swimming pools
General and overhead 50
Underwater'

Toilets and washrooms 30

`Care must be taken to achieve a brightness blance and to eliminate
extremes of brightness and glare.
Shonki be equipped with rheostats.

4
Must be balanced with overhead lighting and should provide 100 lamp

lumens per square foot of pool surface.

Courtesy of Illuminating Engineering Society of North A ',why:
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Figure 4
Illumination Levels for Indoor Tetptis Courts

Minimum mounting height from floor

indirect°

Class of plaV !ES current recommended Direct
practice--footcandles (lux). Between base lines Behind

indoor maintained in.service" . See noteb

Recreational
Clubd
Professional
Exhibitiohts

20 (220)
30 (320)
50 (540)*

100 (1100)

23At .

(7.m)

and outside lines base lines

lett "13 ft
(4.9 m) (4 m)

'Uniformity ratio of 2.0 to 1.0.
bSpacing (spacing-to-mounting height)-2.0 to 1.0 betWeen rows. ,

CSpacing (spacinettzlistance from celling)-2.0 to:1.0 between lumindires in a row:. -

dMay be increas commerdal considerations. .

Important Lightini Considerations
In addition to the quantity and quality of light from the

various kinds of lighting systems available, arlditional factors
to consider in the selection of an electrical illumination
system are maintenance, repair, replacement, and cleaning.

The ideai lighting fixture has both an indirect and a direct
component, throwing surface fight on the Ceiling to give it
about the same brightness as the lighting unit itsel!.

There is less ni;ed, howevei, to provide high:ceiling areas
with direct-indirect fixtures. In gymnasiums, swimming.
pools and similar activity areas, an even distribution of light
is required to permit the individual to see quickly and dis-
tinctly in any part of the room. It is advisable to provide
supplementary lighting, on such areas as thoie containing
goals or targets, and to place dimmers on the lighting in
spectator areas. Supplementary light sources should be
shielded fronkthe eyes of participants 'and spectators in order
to Provide the proper brightness balance.

Transparent, nonbreakable, plastic protective covers will
protect lighting units in- activity areas where balls may be
thrown. Vapor-proof lighting units are recormnended for
damp areas, such as toilets, showers, the dressing-locker
suite, and the swimming pool. Locker-room lights should be
spaced to light thearellt between lockers.

Incandescent, fluorescent, mercury-vapor and sodium=
vapor lighting systems are most commonly used in gymna-
sium buildings. The incaridescent light is instantaneous,
burns without sound, and is riot affected by the number of
tinies the light IS' turned on or off. Incandescent lights and
fixtures are onsiderably cheaper in initial coit, are easier to
change, and 4ie lamp, within limits, may be varied in size
within a given fixture.

Incandescent fixtures, however, have excessively high
spot brightness and give off considerable heat, a problem
when high levels of illumination are necessary. ,

Fluorescent lamps haire the advantage of long life and give
at least two and one-half timet the'amount of light that incan-
descent lamps,give for the same amount of currentused. They
are frequently Used in old buildings to raise the illturiihation
level without the inst)lation, ornew wiring.

Mercury-vapor lighting is most, expensive in terms of ini-
tial initallation. The overall 'cost of mercury-vapor lighting,
however, is cheaper than incandescent lighting. The primary
objection to meroury-vapor lighting is the bluish color. How-
ever, when incandescent lighting is used in addition to
mercury-vapor, a highly-satisfactory lighting system results.
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Night lights which burn continually are recommended for
gymnasiums, swimming Poois, handball courts,. squash
-ootirts, and Other indoor activity areas'. Lobbies, corridors,
and soMe classrooms 'should also be equipped with night
lights. Thes4 lights are extremely important for safety and.
security ipurpotei and should have separate controls.

Provisions for outside lighting iihould be considered. Exit
lights Must-folldw.-the pressibed codes of the local comr
munity and' the state. Electrically illuminated exit lights,
clearly indicating the direction of exit to,the exterior, should
be provided: over all exit doors from gymnasiums, combined
auditorium-gymnasiums, multipurpose rooms, add other
"rooMs used for assembly purposes; over all exit doors from
the building; and at the head and foot of exit, stiOrways. All.
'exit lighting should be;on special circuits.

Emergency (white) lighting systeing should be provided for
exita(including exterior open spaces to which the exits lead)
in gymnatiums4 multipurpose moms, and other places of
assembly or laite-groiip activity. This lighting should be on a
specialt emergency circuit All controls should be located so
as to be under the Apervision of authorized persons, and all
other asPects of the installation should meet the specifi-
cations prescribed by the Underwriters Laboratories, the
Building Exits Code, and state end local fire laws and regula-
tions.

Fire-Alarm System ,.

Electrical firezalarm systems should be separate and
distinct fidin all program-signal or other signal systems, and
should be designed to permit operation from convenient loca-
tions in corridors and from arcas of unusual tire hazard. All
fire-alarm ,systems should meet the specifications prescribed
by the Underwriters Laboratories and by state Lind local fire
laws and regulations. ,

Program-Signal System
Gymnasium buildings can be wired for a signal system,

operated by a 'master clock or push buttons from the maL
administrative offices. Secondary controls may be placed in
other administratiie units of the facility.

Program signals should be independent of the fire-alarm
system and should not be used as a fire-alarm system.

Program signals usually include: buzzers or chimes in the
classrooms; bells in corridcrs, pool, gymnasiums, fields, and
dressing-locker suite!: and large gongs on the outside ofthe
building. In many. instances, signals placed strategically in

Indoor Facilities
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corridois rather than in individual classrooms are edequate.
Electric clocks shotild be included Will indoor areas in the
program-signal system.

Electrical Service Controls:.
The entrance for -electrical service should be installed to

insure the safety of tke students and building peraonnel.
When practicable, it should be loCated at the side or rear of
the building, away from heavy-traffic or play areas.

Main service panels with main,servioe switches, meters,
and main light ind pc yr panels should be located so as to
prevent entrance by,. an)lone except those authorized. ``

Seconder 'Y control panels should be placed for the conven-
ient use of individuals who open or close the facilities during

, hours of darkness or outside of regular hours. Electric lighting
and power should be fully available to all athletic, physical
education, and recreation facilities during hours when the
main officei and classrooms may be closed.

The main distribution panel, all secondary panels and all
circuits should be.protected by automatic circuit breakers. A
number of spare circuits should be provided in panels for
future use. Secondary panels, located in corridors, halls, and
Similar places, should be of the flush-front type, provided with
locks.

Wiring for program-signal systems and communications
should'not be irr the regular service conduits. Switches in
instructional rooms should be arranged so that lights adja-
cent to the interior wall may be controlted independently of
the lights adjacent to the exterior wall. Consideration should
be given for placing light switches at a heighth convenient for
wheelchair users. .

Stairway and corridor lighting hould beon separate cir-
cuits. Three-way switches should be provided at the foot and

. head of stairs, near each end of corridors, and near doorways
of large classrooms, activity rOoms, or gymnasiums. This will
permit control of the lights from two or more points. Switches
should belocated cm the open side of entrances to all spaces
in the building. Switches also should be provided in projec-
tion booths to control the lights in the rooms used for
spectator activities. Remote control switches should have
pilot lights.

Telephones
In addition to telephones provided in offices and some

classrooms, independent' telephone service should be pro-
vided to Pre gymnasium, swimming pool, health 'mit, or other
facilities to be used When the main offices are closed. Where
several extensions are necessary, a central eAchange system
may be used. The local telephone company should be
consulted, in order to provide a/satisfactory and economical
telephone system.

One or more pay telephones should be installed for public
use in convenient areas, such as in the gymnasium foyer or
near activity areas which serve participants and ipectators.

Public Address System
Built-in public address systems are considered a basic

service for indoor and Outdoor facilities which accommodate
sports events, demonstrations, or similar activities. Special
consideration should be given to outdoor areas where large
groups gather. Sound systems should be designed by quali-
fied-engineers.

. Public address systems should be designed for flexible use.
Microphone inputs and secondary control panels should be

°

located according to the variety of anticipated Uses. A built-in
system for a large gymnasium Or similar area should be able
to accommodate such needs as ,these:

Announcements and description of athletic contest,
and other events, eitherfrom the main floor Of from a
press booth
Amplification of vocal *and instrumental music or
directions for group activity,

-10 InstructiPirwor announcements in connection with
large group, social recr4ation activities, demonstra-
tions, cantata; or meetings .

Addresses or panel discussions at meetinas
Directions fOr building control
Amplification for underwater speakers thkt can be
tied in with the pool public address system for synch,
ronized swimming and other swinsming instruction
or contests

Intercommunication System

Means of cosinnunication should be Provided not only4
between the main administrative office and the other facfli-
ties, bui also between. individual units of these facilities.
Special consideration should lie given tb the need to com-
municate with instructors who have groups on outdoor areas.
Secondary control panels and microphone-input equipment
should be careftilly planned to penult programs or other com-
munication to originate in places such aathe swimmingpool
or gymnasium.

The central sound .system should include provision for
both radio and televition reception and transmission: Appro-
priate space and special conduits should be provided to ac-
commodate television installation at a later time. -

Audiovisual Service

Many of the units, especially classrooms, health rooms,
gymnasiums, and swimming poolswill require electrical ser-
vice for projectors, tape recorders, record players, portable
public-address equipment, and radio and television. The
specific needs for such service should be determined before
wiring and conduit layouts are designed. It is jrnperirtive to
install ample conduits and duplex outlets to provide for the in-
creasing use of Audiovisual aids. Planners shoualiWsult
program specialists and professional literature in Ids ot
health, physical education, and recreations, and, in addition,
should consult those qualified to recommend installation of
audiovisual equipment.

Light switches should be placed, when possible, near the
location where the audiovisual equipment will be used.
Power for audidvisual aids however, should be furnished
through outlets independent of the light switches. In class-
rooms, outlets for audiovisual equipment should be installed
at both the front and rear of the room.

Steel construction and electrical equipment often impede
radio and television reception through individual built-in
antennas. Therefore, when there is anticipated use of tele-
vision or radio receivers in the various units of the building,
connections to a central antenna system or communications
center should ,be provided.

In audiovjsual rooms, it is desirable to Jilin appropriately
sized conduit, with polarized outlets at each end, from one
end of the room to the other to carry the sound cable. A
master television antenna should be considered. Electrical

* service for lights and special audiovisual effects also should
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be considered for bulletin boards, display cases, the gymna-
sium foyer, and otber similar locations.

New construction should anticipate prOvision for the trans-
mission of radio and television programs of several types:

Public service broadcasts through commercial or
educational radio and television outlets, including
athletic events, demonstrations. study_courses, or
other similar instructional? interpretive, or entertain-
ment' features.
Closed-circuit instructional pto 11 s transmitted to04
otlier units of sections of the -same building, or to
other buildings on the campus.
Closed-circuit instru.:tional programs transmitted to
other schools through 'educational radio and tele-
vision facilities. Planners should give imaginative
consideration to providing facilities to accommodate
radio and television offerings in their present pro-.
grams or those for the future. .

Largerinstitutions may obtain guidance from the following
campus services: instructional resources: center, television
production center, or audiovisual services. Personnel asso-
ciated with such centers are increasingly alert to the needs
anti Problem related to developing instructional television
systems.

Sir eller institutions Nvittiout such services should cons
the laZast edition of Educational Facilities with New Media
This source contains a thorough discussion of policy-making,
facilities design, and technical requirements.

Services for Appliahces and Other Electrical Equipment
Alere are many needs for electrical wiring and connections

which require careful analysis and planning. The following
are illustrative;

B.asic cOnstructioir motors to operate folding Parti-
tions; blowers for heaters and ventilating ducts;
exhaust fans in gymnasium ceilings or walls.

-Custodial and maintenance services: receptacles for
floor cleaning eciiipment and power tools.
Dressing locker rooms: wiring for hair and hand
driers and electric shavers.
Lounges, kitchenettes, snack bars, andeoncessions:
outlets for refrigerators, water or soft drink coolers,
electric stoves, blenders, mixers, coffee urns, andhot
plates.
Office suites: wiring for indiviaual air-conditioners.
business machines, floor fans, and other mechanical
and electrical equipment.
Laundry rooms: wiring for washers, driers, and
ironers.
Pools: provision' for underwater vacuum cleaners,
pumps, and special lighting.
Gymnasiums: provision for special lighting effects,
spot lights, and rheostats or controls to lower the
illumination for certain activities.
Health suites: receptables and provision for ariio-
meters vision-testing equipment, floor fans, and air-
conditioning units.

Figure 5 summarizes some of the needs for outlets and
special wiring and connections.

Climate` Control
The engineering design of heating, air-conditioning, and

ventilating systems should be based on the technical data and
procedures of the American Society of Heating and Ventilat-
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ing Engineert. "The selection of the type of heating; air- .

conditioning, and ventilating system's should be.made with
'special consideration for economy of operation, flexibility of
control, quietness of operation, and capacity to provide
'desirable thermal conditions. The design and location of all
climate contiol equipment should provide for possible future
additions.

Since the. numker of occupants in any given area of the
building Will vary, special considetation should be given 'to
providing variable 'Controls to supply the proper amount of
fresh *and total circulation for maximum ocCupancy in any. .
one, area. Specially designed equipment and controls are
necessary to insure that climate control in some majoi'areas
can be regulated and operated independently of,the rest of the

MI three mechanical systems heating, ventilating, and
air-conditioning .i,re interrelated and should' be planned
.together. The services of a competent mechanical engineer
should be obtained, not Only for design, but also for making
inspections during/construction and for giving- operating
instructions to the service department.

Some problems involved in the installation of heating,
ventilating, and air-conditioning systems include:

Maintaining a minimum noise level '
Maintaining separate temperature control for lab-

, oratory areas
Insulating all steam, hot water and cold water pipes
and marking then% with a color Code
exhausting dry air through the locker rooms and
damp air from the shower room to theoutside
Providingia minimum of four changes of air per 1%our
withoht drafts
Installing locking type.thermostats, in all areas, with
guards wherever they may be subject to damage
Placing the thermostats for highest efficiency
Zoning the areas for night and recreational use
Eliminating drafts on spectators and participants

The geographical Ideation of the *posed facility will
dictate tc ome extent the type of climate control equipthent
selected for installation. Mechahical ventilation is preferred
Over open windows. Air-conditioning has been strongly
recommended for southern climates, but year-round use of
facilities makes air-conditioning a desirable building feature
in other areas. Special rooms such as locker rooms, shower
rooms, swimming pools, and steam rooms need special
consideration for moisture and humidity control.

(The rising cost of energy also is an important operational
consideration.)

Security
The athletic and physical education complex presents a

unique security problem. The faCilities and the programs
attract large numbers of individuals who move at all times
during the day and week, and through many areas in different
directions.

It is reasonable to believe that all students and Visitors who
come to the building have a distinct purpose in coming and
should be welcome. This is the type of building which people
enter through many outside doors .and disperse to offices,
classrooms, dressing rooms, activity areas- and, spectatot
galleries. There should be some plan for pedestrian control
and for the handling of visitors.
. Security is accomplished in two ways:*

Constructing the facilities according to a plan v hich
allows for maximum security

3 4
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Figure 5 .
Suigested.Nceds for Elfctrical Service*.
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Adapted Physical Education Room -) X X .

..
Administration Office Suite D X X D.. X X , .

, .

X '
Archery Range indooK X

,

....

Audiavisual Room . X X X "x ,
Auditorium D X X X X X X - X X X

Bowling Alleys . X X. 4. X E X-
.

Classrooms X X , .

Clubrooms D X
.

.

X X X E

,D
.

Corrido p . 41,

Custodial Rooms ,. X °

.

X

Dresrenb-Locker Rooms X

X , X -
,

1;
X

,Equipment Rooms

Faculty-staff Rooms D X X , X D

First-aid Room
_

X X

Foyer 4., X . X
i--

X

Game Room (Pingeong, Billia:rds) D X X X X E

Gimnasium & Field House X X XX x X X x x X

Handball Courts
,

Health-Instruction Laboratory D X

Health-Service Suite X X XDX X -

Kitchen or Kitchenette
r

x X X

Laundry X
,,.

Library X X X ' X X

Lounge, Social Room, or All-purpose Room D X X X X X

Multl-purpose Room X X X X X X X X Xt
Outside Areas X X X X X

_.

X X .4

Rifle Range Indoor . X

Skating Rink (Ice or Roller) D X DDX., X X X X

Snack Bars Refreshment Stands 0 E X X

Stadium S x X X X XXX X
.

X X

Staff Office & Service Facilities, D X X
-

X

.

Storage Rooms (In-season) ,

Storage Rooms (Out-of-season)

Swimming Pool X X XX XDE X XD X X

Toilet and Shower s ..rn x

Legend: ,
X - This kind of service or equipment is either necessary or often found in the facility.
D - Desirable or sometimes found In the facility.
E - Exit lights needed if opening td exterior or if spectators or large gr..,ups assemble in the facility.

- Duplex outlets should be installed In all rooms in anticipation of present and future needs ....
4
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Adopting an administrative plan for the direction
and control of all persons using the building

The physical layout will facilitate security but will not
guarantee it. A good administrative plan will -help. However,
a good administrative plan cannot completely accomplish

k effective security if the physical layout dbes not lend ittelf to
the attainment of such security.

Security Features of Construction .

Entrance doors constitute the first barriers against illegal
intrusion. Open and descending stairways, walled entries,
and deep-set entrances should be avoided. nit points of

'entrance to buildings should be well lighted from dusk until
dawn. The cOrners of the buildings should have floodlights
Which light the face oithe structure. So-called "vandal lights"
should be installed and protected to make them vandalproof.

Corridors which are continuous and straight; providing
unbroken vision, add qu Aides of safety and security to the
building, its contents, and its useri. COrridors are best lined
up withint ranee doors, providing a commanding view of the
doorway fi nn the corridor, and of the corridor from the
entrance door. There should be an attempt to avoid angular
corridors, and to eliminate niches or cubbyholes.

The use Of night lighting within the building and at its
entrances will assist intSprotection against vandalism and

" other forms of undesirable conduct. Night lightffig will
require separate wiring and switches in order to maintain a
desirable amoi4nt of illumination. Switches for such lighting
sliould be key-controlled to prevent their use by unauthorized
individuals. A building chart for day and night "on" and
"off" lights should be deYeloped. There should be additional
direetions for "on" and "off' atevery switch, and such
directions should be changed according to need. A key-
station system for night-watch checking is desirable.

Security of the Building
Securing the building and its component rooms against

illegal entry is the first and most logical. consideration" in
terms of building protection. Good doorframing, SUbstantial
doors, end heavy-duty hardware and locks hold up against
wear and abuse. In their long life and securing qualities, they
constitute a reasonable investment. In reducing replacement
costs for materials and labor, the installation of good
hardware is an economy in the long run. In reducing loss by
breakage and`theft, the additional security factor of quality
hardware should never be overlooked at any cost.

A lock-and-key system, developed with the help of experts .
in the field of building administration, will usually result in a
plan which considers some of the following features:

A 'building master plan, including allock-and-key
system
Lock-lumbler adjustments so that an area may have
its own control and authorization
Area division (vertical division) by responsibility or
usage for key assignment; or "level" division (hori-
zontal division) for key assignment; or a combina-
tion of both vertical and horizontal divisions
A policy of not lending keys is recommended. The
person to whom the key is assigned signs a pledge for
no lending. The keys for the facilillies should be
identified by a distinguishing mark, and a policy
should be established with key duplicators in the
area that they will refuse to duplicate keys, carrying

(-4 such identifying marks
kA annunciator system in which outside ur other
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ocloors of importance, such as 'swimming pool doors,
may be connected to an electrically.controAed
system. Any door can be connected in or out of the
annunciator by a lock-controlled switch at the door,
or a switch at the annunciatdr. Thus, a door tim-

. pered with or illegally openedafter the annunciator is
set for the "'on" position will direct a warning signal.
The annunciator may be developedto work by a light
on a control box, the sound at a control box, an alarm
sound of'general broadcast in the building,;or an
alarm system with signals directed to the .Jampus
security office. The nature of ,the annunciator re-
sponse should be de mined by whether it is wished
to quietly apprehe unauthorized pefsons, or if it is
desired to deter iem or frighten them away. .

Security of Participants
Security and safety suggestions related to the use of

specific facilities ordinarily found in a gymnasium structure
include these:

All swimming pool dokors are to be locked unless
unlocked.by a person authoriled to do so. When a door is
unlocked for a purpoke, the individual unlocking the door is
responsible for the acdbmplishment of that purpose. Outdoor
and some indoor pools may be connectld with a sonar
detection system or a sound amplification system Vtich will
announce illegal use or entry. The signal can go to one or
several strategic -control points. Swimming pools should
normally be keyed differently than other areas in the structure.

In a gymnastics gymnasium, or where ere are related
gymnastic activities, the room, dr certain pieces of equip-
ment, such as trampolines, must be locked except,when an
instructor is directly in charge. Providing storage areas
sufficiently large to store el? equipment for this attivity is
reconimended. If possible, a separate room, secure from
students and faculty, is most,desirable..

In viewing balconies, stthrs should have handrails and
lights at the sides, Or,luminous reflectorizing material on the
edges. Bleacher seats should haye allies and exits to allow
rapid clearing other than to the playing floor.

Activity room floors should be free of objects or floor
plates which set up above the floor level.

Shower room and dressing room floors should be kept
free of objects and obstructions whkh may cause foot injury.

Shower rooms should be equipped with towel bars to aid
in safety of those individuals using the facility. Hot water
available through shower htaas should have a maximum
temperature of 120°F.

Areas for vigorous activity, where combatives or.com-
petitive sports are engaged in should have floor and/or wall
covering to protect the participants. No 'specifications of
classifications are given here, but every consideration is
Urged and every precaution should be taken.

Doors to steam rooms and dry-heat rooms must be
locked from the outside when the room is unsupervised. The
door should have an instruction plate by the door lock,
bearing directions to those who have a key to unlock the door.
Steam room controls shou)d be set not to exceed a maximum
room temperature of 130°F. This control should be tamper-
proof. The steam moth should have a bar latch of the panic
type (noncorrw . ye hardware) to make exit readily possible
under any conditions, even if the door should be locked from
the outside..

Pressing room entrances should be away from the main
trafiltand in the area where only participants go to change

fl
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I, clothes. Toilet rooms should be away from direct 'view of the
lobby, and yet be inpervice corridors rather than in isolated
parts of the building.

Stairs should be well lighted. In some cases, the 'edges of
stairs should be parkecLObjects in the Wilding "thich day
need to be identified for safety or Position may need to be
color goded or marked in dome manner. In basement
passageways and around Motors and equipment, it is import-
ant to mark corners, low pipes or beams, and safety zone
areas.-On main.floors, it is desirable to mark fire alarms anti
.extinguishers, some traffk lanes, 'and first-aid boxes, ind to
indicate service and tOilet areas with their appropriate service
designation/ by door labeling or signsuat door top height.
Designation of (objects can be acdomplished by painting the
objects,or zonps according to a' color code.

Planning tor Specific Programs
e task of the planner is to ascertain the indoor space

req irements Of the school and the coMMunity for athletics,
ph ical education and recriation and to translate theitneeds
'into the number, size, type, and location of facilitiet.

The pianner should give attention to the following general
I concepts:

.`The backer, showers and drying room area should be
planned for the safety, maximal use of space, comfort, traffic
flow, security and the convenience of its users.

The involvement of all men and women staff members who
will be using.the areas is important. The development of a
well-designed priority, list should be established to see that
the areas needed most will not be eliminated or* ixpensive
extrai added by a sudden impulse or strong lobby from a
special interest voup.

Tcr provide adequate variety in the physical education
curriculum, it may be necessary to plan more than 'a
gymnasium In a school for kindergarten through third grade
only, a room smaller than a gymnasium maybe used, unless it
is also a neighl .ifhood center firdults.

33Itile a single facility may meet the instructional needs of
the physica! education program, additional apace. will be
necessary if all students are to be given an opportunity to
participate in an intramural and/Or intmcholastic program.

To expand the basic proexam in'p)ysical education, it is
desirable to havisuch additional special facilities as bowling
alleys, swimming pools, and archery and rifle ranges. It may
be possible for the school to Obtain some of these facilities
through the cooperative use of exist* or proposed facilities
owned and administered by some \other agency.

As planning for recreation ,is considered, theentire school
plant becomes a potential space resource, and all units shoUld
be scrutinized and planned with recreational adaptatnlity in
mind.

Elementary School Indo-4 or Activity Areas

ThE elementary school physical education program centers
around the teaching of 'fundamental movement patterns,
rhythmifs or dance, games and sports, gymnastic activities,
cumbatives, self-testing activities, and aquatics. The design
and scope of physical education facilities should reflect the
activities included in the elementary physical education
curriculum. -

A major consideration fundamental to the planning of an
elementary school indoor activity area is the anticipated use
by the community. Future years are expected to see more and
more community use of these facilities.

Indoor Facilities

Several of thi standard planning Firiciples apply particu-
larly to the elementary facility; Such planning ,principles
would Include establishing priority use tor the facility, giving -
basic consideration to the primary age voup using the
facilitk, allowing for use by physically and mentally impaired
children, designing for; the participants ahead of the spec-
tators, and remembering considerations for maintenance of
the facilities.

Lotation
Elementary schools are often more Npact than other

toschools and it is desirable have the activi area apart from
the classrooms to reduce noise disturbance. With the increas-
ing use of such facilities by the contmunity, consideration
must be -given to accessibility from the parking areas. In
addition, it should be adjacent to the outdoor play fields. This
allows for .easier Storage of 'equipment and increases the
efficiency of the area to be cus0 as- a neighborhood, play-
ground in the summer months. /

4

Teaching Stations for Physical Education
Elementary school physical education classes may be

organized by a number of methods, The average class size is
usually based on The number of pupils in the classroom unit.
Because of differences in pupil maturation, physical educa-
tion periods generally vary from 20 minutes for kindergarten
and ffist grade to 45 minutes for fifth and sixth grades, with
the sohool average (for computation purposes) being 30
minutes per 'class.

The formula for computing the number of teaching stations
needed for physical education in an elementary school is as
follows:

Minimum
!lumber of
Teaching
Stations

Number of Prysical
Education periods

Number of per week per class
Classrooms x (Total number of
of Stbdents Phystal Edvcation

. Class Periods in a
school week)"

I IExample:
Number of classrooms d.t students -- school contains

grades K to 6, three classrooms fcr each grade level,'or a total
of 21 classroom units:

Nuniber of physical education periods per week per
class one period per class for physical 'education each
school day during the week equals five, periods per week.

Total number of physical education class periods in
school week. There are five instruciionfil hours in the school
day, altd the length of phyf 'cal education period is 30
minutes. Thus, a total of ten 30-minute periods ?.ach school
day, may be scheduled for physical education, or a total 050
periods for the five-day school week.

Theteaching station needs would be calculated is follows:
Minimum number of teaching stMions equals 21 class-

room units times 5 periods per day, 50 periods per week,
equals 105 divided by 50 equals 2.1.

In the above situation, if one classroom section was
dropped each week (bringing the total to 20) then 'he need
would be 2.0 teaching stations. Therefore;'requiring physical
education five periods per week in the school used as

,example, Would necessitate empioying twO physical education
teachers each hour of the day.

In many school systems, the above 'situation would be too
idealistic. More likely only one physical education instructor
would be available (either a specialist, or the classroom
teacher, or a paraprofessional in collaboration with one of the
other two). This would then drop the number of sessions per
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week for each classroom unit from five to an average of 2.5.
One teaching station would handle this setup.

If only one teaching station can be provided in the
elementary school then preferably it wouIbe a gymnasium.
Despite the fact that some other tYpe of auxiliary station
might prove superior for instruction in the lower grades, the
elenientary gymnasium remains the preferred facility be
cause of its heavy use by both the upper grades and the
community. If the school'system and the community were in
need of an indoor swimming pool, this would be the choice for
a second teaching station.

The next choice is an auxiliary teaching station, sometimes
called a playroom. Particularly when heavy community use
is anticipated,_ another altematiVe is to build a larger gym-
naSidin and allow for dividing it by a folding partition or
dropdown nets. Such a setup would provide four possible
teaching stations, two on-each side of the divider. This area
would also, allow for two basketball intramural courts, one
basketball intir-school court, three volleyball courts, six
badminton courts, And four multipurpose game circles.

Multipurpose rooms and cafeteria-gymnasium combina-
tions have been found to be 'most 'impractical for physical
education, especially from the standpoint of scheduling. Self-
contained classrooms are restrictive in the types of activities
that can be offered and have an additional disadvantage..
Fumiture must be moved whenever activity takes place.

If used, sucii classrooms must provide an unobstructed
area of 450 sq. ft., be of a nonskid surface, haire no dangerous
projections, and ideally have dil.ect access to an adjoining
terrace, part of which should be roofed for protection against
rain. These self-contained classrooms would only be used in
the lower grades...

, -

The Gymnasium
in planning the elementary school gymnasium, a minimum

of 100 square feet per pupil and a total of at least 4,000
square feet is r$commended. Spettator seating (ifproviided)
and storage rooms require additional space. Many of the
general considerations recommended for secondary school'
gymnasiums also apply to elementary school facilities.

The specific dimensions of the gymnasium should provide
'for a basketball courtof 42 by 74 feet, with a minimum safety
space of six feet around the perimeter. An area of 54 by 90
feet (4,860 square feet) would be adequate. The ceiling
should be at least 22 feet high. This space is adequate for
activities normally included in theLelementary school pro-
gram and will serve the community recreational program.
The gymnasium will be of a larger size if the decision is made
to use it as a multiple teaching facility and include a folding
partition or dropnets as part of the design.

Auxiliary Teaching Stations
If a second indoor physical education teaching area is built

it should be either a swimming pool or an auxiliary in-
structioniroom, sometimes called a playroom. Swimming
pools are discussed elsewhere in this text. The auxiliary
teaching station is most practical when the main gymnaum
cannot fulfill all of the school's' needs for teaching stations.

At least 60 square feet per primary pupil, with a total
minimum of 1,800 square feet of space, is suggested for this
unit. A ceiling height of 18 feet in the clear is preferred,
although lower ceilings may be used. One wall should be free
of obstruction to be used for target and ball games or throw-
ing practice. A smooth masonry wall will Rrovide an ade-

?0
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quate rebounding surface. If included, windows should be of
breakproof glass or be protected by a shield or grill and
located high enough as not to restrict 'activities.

The auxiliary unit should be planned to accommodate
limited apparatus and tumbling activities, games of low
organization, rhythmic activities, movement exploration,
and other activities for the primary grades. Often a 25' circle
for circle games is located at onetend of this room; allowing
for permanent or semi-permanent:equipment at the other end.
The equipment could include such items as climbing ropes
and poles, ladders, mats, stall bars, rings, large wooden
boxes, horizontal bars, and peg boards. Tliese should be
located so as not to interfere with other activities or so they
may be easily moved out of the way. A storage room for
equipmentand supplies should be included. A section of wall
can be ettaipped with hangers for mat storage.

Electrical outlets are required for the use of sound equip-
ment. This room will, for the most part, be used by the lower
grades and should be accessible to those classrooms. If the
area is to serve the after-schbol recreational program for
pupils or community groups, toilet facilities should 6e
accessible. ,

Surfaces
. .

The best floor surface to use may depend upon the number
of different teaching areas. The main gymnasium area should
have either a hard wood or synthetic surface. Wood, prefer-
ably mapie, is an excellent all-around surface, although
lacking the durability and flexibility that might be demanded
by extenrive community use ofthe facility. The new synthetic
surfaces have proven -:cellent for all normal game-type
activities and also.can,better accommodate events that put
additional stress on the floor, such as setting up chairs, tables,
booths, etc. In an auxiliary teaching station, carpdting is often
used. It eliminates the use of certain small wheeled equip-
ment. Tile is not recommended as a play surface.

A special consideration is the structure and material used
in the ceilings. Ceilings should be durable, and resistant to
puncturing.

Storage
Storage rooms are needed for each of the different in-

structional areai. T he room adjoining the gymnasium should
be at least 200 to 300 square feet and should be directly
accessible from the gymnasium floor through a double door
without a threshold. For safety reasons, the doors should
bpen inward, and be provided with locks. Consideration must
be given to community use of the-facility and the storage of
related equipment. Ideally, there would be a separate storage
room for each of the programs. The storage areas should have
bins, shelves, racks, and hangers for the best utilization of
space and the proper care of equipment and supplies. Space
to store out-of-season equipment is essential to prevent k,ss
or misplacement between seasons. An outside entrance
assists in the handling of equipment that is used outdoors
and/or in connection with a summer playground program.

Shower and Dressin Rooms
Although it has Ieen standard practice not to include

shower, locker and dressing room facilities in the elementary
school, such facilities are essential if the gymnasium is to be
used for intramural-interschool competition, and community
usage. The size, number of lockers, showers and toilet
facilities will be dependent on the extent of usage. If
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swimming poOls are added ai part of the school-community
complex,' such facilities are, a must. Provision-Tor outdoor
restrooms is desirable if the general public is involved.

Programming for Construction Of a Playroom
Use qf Playroom. This area should lie suitable for

preschool and for grades K-3 for fundamental movement
activities, including creative games and rhythms; relays,
stunts, climbing and hanging activities. 5

Size The area should be alectangle measuring approxi-
' mately 50 by 40 feet, providing 2,000 square feet of space.

Ceiling. The coiling should be acoustically treated, 14 to
18 feet hiPh (all beams and, supports above the minimuin
height), with suitable fixtures attached to the beams to
support hanging equipment.

Walls. Walla below 10 feet should be free from obstruction.
A smooth concrete block sealed with epoxy paint works well.
Above 10 feet should also be free of obstruction; bin made of
acoustic or slotted concrete block. A wall free from obstruc-
tion will provide practice areas for such activities as kicking,
striking and throwing, and a space for the placement of targets
and use of visual aids.

Floors. A hardwood maple or synthetic siirfaCe of flood
quality provide the best floor for general activity use. Both
have advantages and disadvantages. The decision should be
based on how the floor is to be used. Careful consideration
should also be given to the location of lines and the
installation of equipment:

Lighting. Fluorescent lighting should supply 50 foot-
candleson the floor, and a switch should be installed at each
door. Light fixtures should be guarded to prevent breakage.

.Windows. If used at all, windows should be placed ori only
one side of the room to provide natural light. They should bc
covered with a protective screen. Window sills should be
eight feet above,the floor. .

Electrical Outlets. Double-service outlets should be
installed on each wall.

Equipment Storage Area. At least 200to 300 square feet
should be provided for storage. Cabinets and shelves should
be installed. The equipment room should have a double door
so wide equipment may be moved in and out easily. A

"telephone for emergency use should be placed in the equip-
mat room.

Mirrors. Three full-length mirrors should be placed at one
end of a wall, side by side, fbr visual analysis of movement.

Bulletin Board. Cork board shonld be hung on dr .wall
near the entrance for posting materials and schedules.

Chalkboard. A chalkboard can be wall-mounted to facili-
tate teaching if this will not interfere with wall-rebounding
activities. Otherwise, portable chalkboards can be used.

Drinking Fountain. One should be placed on a wall in the
corridor just outside the door to the playroom.

Speakers. Two matched speakers should be placed high
on the wall, or in the ceiling. Jack plugs should be installed on
each will to use for speaker input.

Paint. Walls should be painted off-white or a very pale
color. However, murals, accent colors and designs can be
used for aesthetics.

Other Items, lithe building is equipped with closed circuit
TV, two outlets should be proviaed for receiver. There should
be a separate entrance for recreational use. The teaching
station should be isolated from other parts of the building for
evening functions.

Adapted Teaching Station
Locil philosophy and statakederal laws vary as to the

inclusion of physically, and mentally impaired students In
regular :physical education classei. A separate adaptive
teachhig station would be an ideal setup but any special
program for such students often has tote actommodated in
the regular facilities (see Chapter 8).

,

Secondary School Indoor Activity Areas*

Teaching Stations
The tr.: and number of indoor teaching Stations for a-.

secondary school depends on the number of students andthe
specific prograit of physical education and related activities.
In all situations, a gymnasium is requited. By determining the
number of teaching Stations eisential for the formal program
of instruction, planners will haVe a basis for calculating other
needs: Conipuit,ation of the minimum numerical requirement
is achieved by the folloviing formula:

'Minimum NUmber of 700 Students 5 Penodikper Week
Teaching Stations 1.1 33 per Class x 30 Period' pet Week

3500
1!, 3.9

The fraction is rounded to the next highest number, making.,
four teaching,stations the minimum requirement This number
would also afford some flexibility of class scheduling.

In computing teaching station requirements for the
secondary school, the desired class size must not be set so low
as to require an impossible number of teachers and facilities,
nor should it be so high that effectiveness is impaired. An
average class size of thirty is recommended with daily ,
instruction the ideal. 'llowever, if the physical education
classes meet only two periods per week, the total number of
cLss periods per week in the formula must be adjusted
accordingly.

Teaching Stations for Other Activities
The next step for planners is to determine the degree to

which the number of teaching stations for the program of
instruction will meet the needs for voluntary recreation,
extramural and intramural activities, and interscholastic
athletics for girls and boys, as well as the possible use of
facilities by the community. The.needs must be based upon
the season of the year representing the greatest demand for
facilities.

The following guide can be used to determine the number
of teaching stations needed for activities other than the formal
program of instruction inphysical education:

Minimum number of teaching stations, or frac-
tions thereof; needed for interscholastic-team
practice at peak load

plus
Minimum number of teaching stations, or frac-
tions thereof needed for intramural and extra-
mural activities

plus
Minimum number of teaching stations, or frac-
tions thereof; needed for student recreation

plus

*Physical education facilities for the middle school should
follow the standards for secdndary schools.
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Minimum' number of teaching stations or frac-
tions thereof, needed for community recreation

equals
The total number of teaching stations tteededfor
any specific after-school period

To illustrate, assume 'a school has two interscholastic
squads, an intramural program, a voluntary recreation group,
and no community recreational use of facilities immediately
after school during a specific season. The'total needs are as
follows:

Required Teaching Stations
equals

2 Interscnolastic
plus

1 Intramural
plus

1 Voluntary Recreation
equals

4 Stations

The need for four teaching stations for the after-school
program must then be compared to the number neceisary for
the formal Program of instruction in physical education. If the
after-school needs are in excess of those for the regular
periods of instruction, the additional teaching stations should
be provided. Careful administrative scheduling results in
maximum utilization of facilities.

To clarify the situation, a chart may be prepared using the

A principle outlined above. Such, a chart would list all of the
after-school activities for boys and girls sports, for recreation,
and for other activities, as in the following example:

Variety of Teaching Stations
A wide variety of teaching stations is possible, depending

on the number of different activities that would appropriately
be included in the physical education program. Among the
possible types of indoor teaching stations that might be
included are gymnasiums, rhythm rooms, rooms for gym-
nastics, adapted physical education rooms,wrestling rooms,
classrooms, swimming pools, archery ranges, rifle ranges,
and racquetball courts.

The problem for some sthools is not lack of an adequate
number of teaching stations, but rather lack of facilities to
accommodate the desired variety of activities. For a pecond-
ary school with 360 students, a divisible gymnasium will
create an adequate number of teaching stations for the pro-
gram of instruction in physical education but may not meet
the peak load requirement for after-school activities. The
facility must be planned and designed to serve all program
needs as adequately as possible.

Whenever a school's teaching requirements are such that a
basic gymnasium is inadequate, planners should consider
special purpose stations, such as an auxiliary physical edu-
cation teaching station, a natatorium, or a dance studio.

SECONDARY SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
The building or portion of the school that houses the

gymnasium should be easily accessible from classrooms,
parking areas, and the outdoor activity area. This also makes
possible use of the facility after school hours or during week-
ends or holidays without having to open other sections of the
school.
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Size and Layout
For general purposes, allow a minimum of 125 square feet

of usable activity space for each individual in a phy3ical edu-
Cation class at peak load. The space requirements and
dimensions of a gymnasium floor are significantly influenced
by the official rules governing court games, 'particularly
k_terscholastia.basketball, and the extent of spebtator seat-
ing. The minimr dimensions required of a gymnasium kw
basketball, however, should be expanded, if necessary, to
accommodate other activities. In some instances, an entire
gymnasium is not required for an activity. Folding, sound-
proof partitions can be used to divide the area atd provide
two teaching stations.

Walls and Ceilings
The walls of the gymnasium should be of a material that is

resistant to hard use, at least to door height. The finish should
be ton-marking and have a smooth, non-abrasiVesurface:All
corners .below door height should be rounded and there
shduld be no projections into playing areas.. Lower portions
(10') of the walli should be fmished witfi materials thatcan be
easily cleaned without 'destroying the finish. An epoxy paint
on cement block makes a durable finish.

The ceiling should be 24 feet to the low side of beams Or

supports, with fixtures attached to the beams to support
hanging equipment: High' ceilings are, expensive, and a
natural method for cutting construction costs is to minimize
ceiling height. If this is in the area for basketball, volleyball,
gymnastics, badminton orjennis, it can be a critical error.
However, in an auxiliary gym used for wrestling, dance, com-
batives, weight lifting or table garnes, a 12-15 foot ceiling is
acceptable.

All ceilings should be light in color and, if support beams
are below the ceilingl,they normally are painted the same
color as the ceiling or backgrbund. Contrasting colors have
been used effectively, but such color contrast may make it

.

difficult to follow the flight of an object.
Acoustical treatment of ceilings and walls is important

where teaching is to take place. To get the best results, at least
two adjacent surfaces should be treated. Many types of
acoustical treatment are available. However, avoid those
which will chip or break when hit with a ball.

Floors
The biggest decision that needs to be made with respect to

floors is whether to go with hard wood or synthetic surfaces.
Each type of floor has certain advantages and disadvantages.
Careful consideration should also be given to the location of
lines for various activities and flobrplates for standards or
gymnastic equipment.

Lighting
There are many types of lighting systems which will pro-

duce the 50 footcaridles needed for a good teaching and
spectator area. For television, the footcandles should be .

closer to 200 fc. and that requires more sophisticated light-
ing systems. When selecting a lighting system, compare
init]al costs, annual replacement costs and operational or
klectrical expenses. Some are less expensive to, install but
very expensive to maintain or operate.

Windows
Windows should generally be avoided. When located to
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take advantage of the sun for Solar heat, the glare may cause
serious problems. When windows are on the north side, there
is less glare, but the loss of heafmay 1;.), significant Vanda-
lism is another disadvantage.

Folding Partitions
Folding partitions make poss:ble two or more teaching

stations in the gymnasium.- They should be iylwer-operated,
insulated against f,ound transmission and reverberation, and
mstalled to permit compensation for building settlement. The
conti ,,nould be key-operated. The design and operation
must ensure student safety. Partitions should extend from
floor to ceiliag and nely be recessed when folded. Floor
tracks should not be irsed. A pass door should be provided at
tile end of apaidtion. When partitions are installed in gym-
nasiums with open truss construction, the space bctween the
top of the hiding doors and the ceiling should be insulated
against so d transmission.

Fixed Equipment
If suspended equipment is planned, provision for its attach-

ment should be made before the ceiling is installed.
Basketball backstops will need special care in their instal-

lation to ensure rigidity and safety. All basketball backstops
shouid be attahed to ceilings or walls, and swing-up or fold-
up .models should be used where the backstops might intej-
fere with other activities. In addition to the main court bad-
ball backstops, provision should be made for other backstops
on clear sidewalls.

In theinterest of safety, such suspension apparatus as bars,
eings, and c.imbing poles and ropes should be so placed as to
allow sufficient clearance from basketball backstops and
walls, If wall apparatus is desired in the gymnasium, a strip of
metal or hardwood firmly attached to the wall at the proper
height is recommended. Wherever necessary, floor plates
should be installed for fastening movable equipment such as
horizontal bars and volleyball standards. If mats are to be
hung in the' gymnasium, appropriate hangers hung above
head level to avoiti ..ny head injury must be provided. For
safety reasons, padding should be installed on all walls in
back of baskets. Rubber-tired mat trucks, which may be
wheeled into a storage room, are recommended.

Spectator Seating
The extent of the demand for spectator seating depends

upon each school and the community it serves. Modern
design uses power-driven folding or rollaway bleachea
which require little permanent space. If possible, the outer
surface of folding bleachers shouid create a flat, wall-like
surfece so it may be used for ball rebounding.

The width of each seating space should not be less than 18
inches. Rollaway bleache most commonly allow 22-inch
depdis for seats. The number of rows available in rollaway
bleachers varies, with 23 rows the maximum for standard
equipment. In some instances, bleachers with 30 rows can be
obtained by special order. Planners should investigate local
and state codes.

Balconies can he used to increase the total seating capii-
city beyond the maximum pe
at both levels should be consi
ble Achers are closed. It may
to provide less than maxi
cony wili be wide enou
specific activities. Bale
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itted at floor level. The space
ered as activity area when the
desirab!e, in some instances,

m seati,e at floor level so bal-
to serve as a teaching station for

ny bleachers can be installed to tele-

scone from the back to the front co that in the closed position
they stand erect, creating a divider wall at the edge of the
kialcony. This arrangement affords partial isolation of the
teaching station and enhances the safety of participants.

Traffic Controls
Good traffic contror Should permit the efficient movement

of students to and from the gymnasium, locker rooms, and
other related service areas. All traffic arrangements for
spectators should provide direct movement to and from
bleachers with a minimum of foot traffic on gymnasium
floors. Spectators should have access to drinking fountainse
refreshment counters, and toilets without ciossing the gym-
nasium floor. Steep, high stairways should be avoided.
Ramps with nonslip surfaces might be substituted in appro-
priate places. Local and state building cedes and standards of
the National Fire Protection Association should be con-
sulted.

Foyers

Where finances and space will allow, foyers should be
placed so they will serve as entries to gymnasiums and will
guide spectators as directly as possible to seating areas.
Toilet facilities for men and women, ticket-sales windows,
ticket-collection arrangementt, checkrooms, public tele-
phones, a refreshment-dispensing room with counter, and
lockable display case should be provided, opening directly to
the foyer.

Lecture Room
The iecture room provides opportunities for formal in-

struction, conferences, chalkboard drills, s'i'aff meetings,
movies, and so on. It may serve as a lounge fcr lettermen, a
social center fer teams after a game, and other similar- uses.

Maintenance-Equipment Storage
Two types of storage rooms are-necessary to iwery physi-

cal education facility. The first is for storage oflaige pieces of
equipment needed in the gym, items such as volleyball
standards and officials stands, gymnastic equipmmt, chairs,
mats and score tables which, if left around the gym1koor, are a
safety hazard. This room should have easy access ?bthellym
floor through double doors (with no center pottt and no
threshold). The room should be planned to provide for
current equipment and future expansion andslv: be keyed'
with safety lights in case of power failure.

The second type of room needed is for storage and repair of
small equipment and supplies. Special bins, racks, hooks and
nets, with a 'work bench for marking and minor repairs, adds
greatly to the efficiency of the room. Ideally this room should
be located near faculty offices.

Spectator Rest Rooms
All athletic events that attract large crowds requ:re rest

room facilities. Rest rooms should be designed for proper
light, ventilation, and sanitary care. State health codes will
influence the number and location of rest rooms.

Concessions

Concessions have come to be considered a neceseary
service fdr public gatherings. Appropriate space and diari-
bution as well as adequate fixture e. for concession stands
within the field should be planned. Since plumbing End
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electrical servicei ere alreidy available:in the field house, the
concessioq stand might be located as a part of or acljacent to
the field louse.

Other Factors
Provisiims should be made for the installation of electric

scoreboards, a central sound and pulilic Address system,
picture projectors, a vdio, television, high-fidelity equip-
ment, and cleaning madhines. Special consideration should
be given to locating floor outlets for scoreboards and public
address systems adjacent to the scoring table. Wall outlets
should be installed near cupped eyes to permit special light-
ing as needed. Controls for gymnasium lighting should be
conveniently located, recessed, and keyed.

r Drinking fountains and cuspidors should be accessible
without sausing a traffic or safety problem. It may be
desirable to proyicie a drained catch-basin, grilled flush with
the Goor;to care for splash and overflow.

Cupped eyes can be installed in all walls at approximately
a 15-foot height and 10-foot intervals for decorating conven-
ience. They may also be used for attaching nets and other
equipment to 'walls at appropriate heights. Bulletin boards
and chalkboards sholild be provided where needed. If wak
space is available, such boards may be provided for each
teaching station. Three full-length mirrors should be placed
at one end of a wall, side by side, for visual analysis of move-
ment.

.'e

The Auxiliary Gymnasium
Depending on the demands placed on a facility for classes,

after-school athletics, intramurals and student and faculty
recreation, more than one gymnasium May be necessary.
Careful program scheduling will determine what is best in
each situation. However, most school:: need at least one
auiiliary gym. Room dimensions should be baied on the anti-
ciliated uses with special attention to the ,reed 'to accom-
modate standard-diza wrestling mats.

The other type of auxiliary gymnasium closely.resembles
the main gym except there is little or :to need for spectator
seating and the floor dimensions may be smaller. A 75 by 90
foot gym will house twc volleyball courts, three badminton
courts, dime one wall handball courts, and space for some
gymnastic equipment.

The auxiliary gyms can serve a variety of othe.açtvities in
tile instructional, intramural, recreational, or intersIQjstic
program, which cannot all be accommodated after scho1 ih
the main gymnasium. Some auxiliary gyms are large enough
to be divided into two teaching stations. The characteristics
of these facilities ay.: similar to those in the gymnasium. A
less expensive type may have a ceiling as low as 12 feet. Such
activities as wrestling, tumbling, calesthenics, self-defense,
ahd fencing may be conducted in such a room.

4v

Ad a pted Area

Federal legislation requires that special considerations be
made for the handicapped person. Scho,11s must pi ( 'vide pro-
grams which meet their special needs. the adaptive area
t' refore becomes essential (see Chapter 8)4

Gymnastics Area .

By planning in ti qail the equipment layout for gymnastics,
attachment hardware for floors, walls, and ceilings can be
included in the origina: design and construction. Tlr. manu-
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facturers of gymnaltic equipment will supply details for the
,attachment of their eqvipmept as well as suggestions for floor
plans or layout 'of the apparatus with proper safety areas.
I Storage if gymnastics equipment requir special mitten-
lion. A room adjacent to the gym with extra Ligh double doori
and no threshold is desirable. Equipment left ,out dr stored
around the edge of the gym is anafety hazard and will shorten
the life of the equipment.. Mat storagekreqi large either a m,at
truck or hanger's. The use of light folding mats will, htiWever,
alleviate some of the storage problems.

Climbing ropes afe attached to a height of 24 feet and drop -
to about three feet above the floor. Apparttuts may be
attached to theexposed beams. If the ceiling is paced below
the structural Members, the locations of suspended equip-
ment should 'be planned and eyebolts proVided during con-
stniction. Ropes should be placed five feet apart, alloWing
one for each five students in class. The rings iliould be at least
five feet from the walls. End Walls at least 35 feet from the
point of ataehment will afford safety for the participants.
Traveling rings are supported from a height of 18 to 26 feet -
and are located seven feet apart along a continuous line.
Lines should be provided for drawing ropes and rings not in
use td the overhead so as not to interfere with other
activities.

High bars require both floor and wall or ceiling 'attach-
.

m,,ts. Adjustable bars for class instruction can be arranged
h .mear series. Bin vary from six to sevt feet in length and

require 12 feet bf unobstructed space extending perpendicu-
lar to their long axis. Barafor interscholastic competition are
commonly located as individual units.

By planningin detail the equipment layout for gymnastics,
attachment hardware for floors, walls, and ceilings can be
included in the original desivi and construction. The menu-
facturers of gymnastit equipment will supply details for the
attachment of their products. Preplanning results not only in
proper iestallation but also in savings on the cost of doing the
work at a later date.

Dance Area
Few secondary schools have speciaPzed facilities for

dance. There is some indication, however, that specialized
concentrations (dance, sports, aquatics, gymnastics) in
tettcher preparation is beginning to alter this pattern, particu-
larly in suburban areas and in certain consolidated school
distncts. As 'giese programs begin to establish their value,
obtaining facilities may be easier.

A minimum dance facility will provide 100 square feet per
student, one dimension to exceed 60 feet; full length mirrors
at a corner for analysis of skill from two directions; a speaker
system designed to distribute sound evenly throughout the
room; a control system for record players and microphones;
and practice bartes on one wall at heights of 34 inches and 42
inches. For modern.dance, the floor shonld be of hard
northern maple which has been sealed and then buffed with
fine abrasive. Poor floors, in either class or stage areas, are
better covered with a square of battleship linoleum than with
a ground cloth.

Portable percussion racks made in an industrial arts de-
partment can solve the problems of easy storage ancl efficient
class and program use. Portable mirrors, six feet tall and eight
feet wide, can be mounted 18 inches from the floor on rollers
and moved into the dance area, if wall mounted mirrors are
not feasible. Portable ballet barres of lightweight aluminum
are desirable when unobstructed wall space is at a pr. Ilium.

Adaptive rooms, gymnastic rooms, weight training rooms,

Adoor Facilities
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or recreational game rooms may have spaces available for
dance. CareN preplanning of new facilities suggests the
possibility of combining.two or more of these.

Other Indoor Facilities
09

Some activities require specialized equipment'and areas
that may be provided in a main or auxiliary gymnasium. Even

.6,with careful planning, it is difficult to make adequate pro-
visions without some compromise. In some activities, such as
aquatics, the/ very nature of the activity necessitates a
separate facility. The natatorium is considered separately in
Chapter 4.

-

College/University Indoor Actiry Areas.

Colleges and universities in the United States are facing
complex problems related to enrollment and economics. The
magnitude of these problems bas made the development of a
master plan essential to college and university development.
Space requirements of various programs of the institutions
of higher learning have caused those responsible for master-
plan development to requeat standards for facilities in terms
of square feet per student. Standards in these terms are mean-
ingful to campus planners, since relating standards to pre-
dicted enrollment results in assured space for all disciplines
involved.

The following standards are recommended for consider-
atiOn by those involved in planning college and university
facilities for physical education intramural sports, ,inter-
collegiate athletics, and recreation.It has been estimated by
intramural leaders that the extent of participation in physical
recreation by graduate students is 25 percent of that of under-
graduates. Consequently, it is suggested that plannersadd 25
percent of the graduate enrollment when computing space
needs for recreational areas.

Teaching Stations
Space requirements: 8.5 to 9.5 square feet per student

(total uncle...graduate enrollme,nt).
Includes: gym floors, mat areas, swimming pools, courts,

and the like (adjacent to lockers and showers and within 107\-,
minute walking distance of academic classrooms).

Breakdown of Indoor Space:
Large gymnasium areas with relatively high ceilings
(minimum 22 feet) for basketball, badminton, gym-
nastics, apparatus, volleyball and the like (approxi-
mately 55 percent of indoor space).
Activity areas with relatively low ceilings (mini-
mum 12 feet) for combatives, therapeutic exercises,
dancing, weight-lifting and the like ( nproximately
30 percent of ind6or space).
Swimming and diving pools .( approximately 15
percent of indcor space).
Racquetball/handball or s .;uash courts (not in-
cluded in percent breakdown, however it has been,
recommended that one such court is needed for 800
undergraduate students).

Ancillary Areas

Investigation indicates that a reasonable standard for
determining the space needed for lock9rs, showers, toweling
rooms, equipment storage, supply rooms, arid offices associ-

Ind6w .acilities.

ated with indoor space is a square footagequaling approxi-
mately 40 percent of the play or activity area in gymnasium
facility. As an example of hoit, this figure may be used,
assume that a building is being planned to provide 100,000
square feet of activity space. In other words, the square
footage of the swimming pool surface and deck and of all
gymnasium floors, including high and low ceiling areas,
equals 100,000 square feet. The space needed for ancillary
areas would be in the neighborhood of 40,000 square feet.

All other space in a building, including hallways, stair-
ways, wall thicknessesjobbies, public toilets, bleachers for
public use, custodial space, and spice needed for service
conduits of all types, is spoken of by many architects as
"tare." By adding tare, ancillary, and net space, a rotigh
estimate of the grostfoothe of a building plan can be com-
puted. This figure is helpflil in preliminary discussion of costs
involved.

'Enrollment Relationship!
When standards in terms of square feet per student are

used as guides in :allege or university planning, it is natural to
ask where the computation begins. At what point, from ten
students up, do the standards become meaningful? Obvious-
ly, for a college of 200 students, nine square feet per student
of indoor area for sports qnd athktics would be woefully in-
adequate. It would not even provide one basketball court,

A university or college meeting the space standards for
1,500 students represents the minimum physical recreation
space needsvof any collegiate institution. As a college-4)r
university increases in size, these standards r.re applicable
regardless of enrollment.

Peak Load After School Hours
Study at various universities has shown that the greatest

load on facilities each day occurs between 4 and 10 p.m. As
long as the requirement in basic physical education is not
greater than two years, the greatest demand for space appears
to come after the usual school hours.

A few universities have droppeci required physical educa-
tion in the belief that this will reduce the pressure on facilities
for sports and athletics. In fact, the elimination of a physical
education requirement may increase the demands for this
type of space, since all students will then tend to use after-
school "hours to meet their physical activfty needs.

Specific Activity Areas

Gymnasiums (Main Area)
The type and size of gymnasium facilities needed for a

given college or university will depend upon many factors,
including the anticipated enrollment. A gymnasium building
planned to serve 2,000 students will, obviously, be consider-
ably smaller than, and different in design snd construction
from, a facility planned for a university or 10,000 or more
students. If a college or university has a definite enrollment
ceiling, the building may be planned for this enrollment. If the
enrollment ceiling is indefinite, however, the structure should
be planned so additions to the buildings feasible. Uni-

Se versifies of 15,000 or more students may find it desirable to
build more than one gymnasium structure, each servicing an
area of the campus.

nother factor that will affect the type of building con-
structed is the paosophy of the administration concerning
ath16tics and physical education. Many questions need to be
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answered before planning begins:
Will all students be required to take physical education

f 1

for one, two, three, or four years?
A Will the required Progam provide the students with a

great many opportunitieato develop sport skills?
Is teacher education' in physical education to.be part of

the program?
What responsibility does the college or uniVersity take

for the Physical education, recreation, and fitness of its
faculty?

Will research in physical education, health, and recrea-
tion be an important aspect of the program?

What will be done to provide facilities for an expanded
program'of campus recreation (including intramurals)?

Anciples of Planning and Construction
-

Indoor facilities for sports and athletics should be planned
16 that 8.11 activity-areas 'wilt be -available to-botkmen-and-

women. Good planning will permit easy access to all areas
from both men's and women's locker rooms. This type of
planning permits the flexibility necessaryfor efficient utiliza-
tion and control.

Roll-away or folding bleachers should be used in order to
use the available space efficiently. Most colleges and uni-
versities can neither afford to invest large sums of monek nor
give large areas of space to permanent seftting that is used
only a few times each year.

The traffic patterns for a building should be carefully
studied. Lockers, showeri, and toweling rooms should be
centrally loCated in the building so they may serve all activity
areas. Easy access should be provided from the locker room
to the playrng fiekls adjacent to the building.

Storage rooms for equipment and supplies should be care-
fully planned and functionally located. These rooms should
be of three types:

Central receiving storage rooms, to which all equip-
ment and supplies are delivered and which should be
accessible by truck.

Utility storage rooms adjacent to gymnasiums so bulky
equipment may be easily moved to the floor and back to
storage.

Overhead doors or double doors should be large enough
to permit free movement of heavy equipment.

, Supply rooms with an attendant's window opening to
the locker rooms.

Off-season storage rooms are critically needed. The type
of equipment to be moved and stored will define the dimen-
sions of the_room and size of the doors needed. Reserve
storage should also be provided.

4

4-

Location

If physical education and athletic facilities are used by all
the students, the gymnasium facility should be located con-
veniently near the academic buildings and student housing.
Buildings used only for intramural and intercollegilate activi-
ties may be located farther from classrooms and housing.
This is especially true if the activities promoted in these
buildings are scheduled. If the buildini is to be used for un-
scheduled participation of students, however, the amount of
use will vary inversely with the distance from' housing LILL'

other campus buildings.
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Guidelines' for Determining Needs

The physical education building should include one main
gymnasium to be used for gen'eral physical education class
work, intramurals, and intercollegiate athletic activities.
Ideally, the size of the floor for an enrollment of 4,000
students would be approxiMately 140 by 140 feet. (Use a
rectangular dimension if the facility will be heavily used for
spectator sports.) This size would provide forpne official and
three junior-size (35 by.84 feet) basketball ccourts, with ade-
quate space between the courts and walls. If desirable, fold-
-ing partitions can be uaed to provide three practice gymna-
siums, each 48 by 140 feet. For the basketball courts, back-
boards that swing up to the ceiling are needed, since non-
folding backboards would interfere with court usage for
activities such as volleyball and badminton. In order to in-'
crease the number of other instructional units, electrically
tontrolled partitions should be installed.

If the gymnasium is-to be used for intercollegiate athletics,
--seatingmustbaprovidedforapectators (three square feet per

person). Portable folding bleachers, which can be easily
moved, are recommended for seating. In larger institutions, it
may be secessary to install roll-away bleacher seats in the
balcony, which, when combined with the bleachers on the
main floor, will provide the required number of seats.

The varsity basketball court should be laid out lengthwise
in the tenter of the gymnasium. Recommended court dimen-
sions and markings are included in Figure 7 taken from the
NCAA Official Rules Booklet. For the college game, the
only acceptable backboard is a rectangle 6 feet (1.83 m) wide
by 4 feet (1.23 m) high. The bottom eche of the board must be
padded. The upper edge of the badket rings must be 10 feet
(3.05 m) above the floor.

Where intercollegiate basketball is played, there should be
adequate provision for sportswriters. A press box is recom-
mended if conditions permit: The placing oftables adjacent to
playing courts is not a -good practice. Provision should be
made for telephone and telegraph connections, for reception lit

and transmission lines 'for television, for timing and scoring
devices, and for the operation 6f a public address system,
including stereophonic music.

Volleyball has been gaining in popularity as an intercol-
legiate and interscholastic sport. As power volleyball has be-
come the dominant style of play, proficiency has improved
markedly. This has created a real concern for perimeter space
needs and adequate ceiling height to allow optimum per-
formance levels. Height recommendations for top' flight
volleyball is thirty feet. prdess the games are played in an
arena which has unlimited ceiling space duefo seating needs,
it is difficult for an eduCational institution to justify the cost of
a ceiling height in excess of 24 feet from the baseof the ceiling
support beams. This height will conform to the needs.' for
basketball competition. (If construction design would allow
support beams to be placed away from the area on each side
of the floor where the ball is "set" .itlpreparation for spiking,
the height problem would be minimized.)

Of greater concern is the need for adequate safety space at
the sides of the court to give players a chance to save errant
hits without fear of colliding with bleachers and walls. A
minimum of 12-15 feet for competition-style play is recom-
mended.

Another concern is frec 'space beyond the end lines.
Servers in high level competition frequently stand about 12-
15 feet behind the base line. Reasonable justification for this
extra space must bc made by facility planners responsible for

Indoor Facilities
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sr. Figure 6 S2

Multi-purpose gymnasium with suspended
traCk at the Ohio State University. Figure 7
(rightj---NCAA - approved basketball court
diagram (from 1979 NCAA Basketball
Rules)
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overall educational program. The United States Volleyball
Association has adopted the International Volleyball metric
system for court 'dimensions. Planners should be alert to
changes in court dimension. (See Figure 7k)

When an area is designedlor an activity that will require
the use of a piano, phonograph, or tape recorder, a space
should be provided for storing this equipment. Electrical out-
lets to pravide current at all times will be needed for such
equipment as amplifiers.

Other audiovisual aids. can include still and movie pro...
jectors, daylight-projection screens, television sets, a score- .

,board, a clock, chalkboards, and an intercommunication
system.

COPCItte is commonly used as a base for constructing the
floor of the main gymnasium. Then sleepers are laid on edge.
Maple tongue-and-groove is the most popular type of wood
finish, but synthetic fldoring js gaining popularity. Synthetic
surfaces are either laid in stnps Over concrete or poured in a
liquid state over a concrete base.

It is suggested that a glazed-tile wainscot or a coat of epoxy
paint be carried up toi height of seven or eilfitzt. From that
point to the ceiling, the concrete or cinde k should be
painted in a light color.

If an elevated jogging trade* constructed, it should be at
least seven feet wide and 12 feet above the gymnasium floor,
providing it dolts not interfere with activities on the main
floor. The surface should provide some cushion and good
t:action, with consideration given to banking the curves
depending on circular length.

Gynmastic Area
In addition to the main asium where gymnastic,

meets, exhibitions, and other competitions are held before a
viewing public, a separate gymnasium should be provided for
the permanent installation and storage of apparatus and
equipment and for instruction in gymnastics. The dimen-
sions of this gymnasium should be determined by space re-
quirements needed to accommodate the apparatus and equip-
ment to be installed, by space needs for performance in
gymnastics, and by total school enrollment and interest in
gymnastics. Ideally, the size of this gymnasium Mould be

Indoor Facilities
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or

120 by 90 feet, with a minimum ceiling height of 23 feet. This
height permits i clearance of 22 feet for the rope climb and is

, ideal for hanging the various mechanical systems used in
gymnastics. Some have found it desirable to instill tracks on
the ceiling supports to make it possible to use trolleys for
moving equipment and for attaching safety belts used in the
instruction of tumbling and vaulting.

Floor plates for attaching equipment should be recessed
and flush with the floor. It may be necessary to reinforce the.
floor to install floor plates where tension is unusually severe.
Wall boards should be securely installed to the wall when
equipment is imached to it. Apparatus suspended from the
ceiling should be securely attached to metal supports.

The ceiling should be acoustically treated. Lights should
be shielded. 13obrs should be constructed withouta threshold
and wide enough to accommodate the movement of equip-
ment to other areas. The facility should be air-conditioned in
accordance with Standard specifications. Wall construCtion
should lie 'of thq same materials as recommended for other
gymnasiums.

A common failure in planning is to overlook the need for
adequate and conveniently place storage space for gym-
nastic equipment. If multiple use of .this equipment is
expected, transportation carts and dollies should be pro-
vided. Specifications on size and installation of the wirious
pieces of apparatus and equipment may be obtained from
manufacturers. Ideally, the gymnasium for gymnastics
should be equipped with the following types of items: side

,horseehorizontal bar, long horse, parallel bars, bucks, tramp-
Aoline, mats, still rings, uneven parallel bars, balance beam,
and other special apparatus.

A gymnastic landing pit, 10 feet wide, 20 feet long, and 30
inc)es deep, filled with sponge rubber for use with parallel
bars, horizontal bar, still rings, and uneven parallel bars is a
desirable feature.

Weight Training/Body Conditioning Room a

This room should contain a minimum of 2,500 square feet
of floor space. Such space will provide a weight training area
and space for the practice of official events in competitive
weight lifting. The floor should be covered with'a durable,

1
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Figure .7-A
Volleyball Court
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resilient material, making it unnecessary to use weight plat-
forms, which 'are essential to protect a maple or other wood
flooring.

The weight lifting area should be roped off and should be
approximately 15 'by 15 feet for the practice of official Mts..,
The rest of the room may be used for exercise with barbells
dumbbells, isometric cables, and the like. Several full length
mirroreithould be installed on the walls. Barbell and weight
racksshould be attached to the watls so the room may be kept
tidy.

Wrestling and Martial Arts Area
This area is designed for wrestling and martial arts

activities. The room should be rectangular in shape, at least
50 x 100 feet, and should be of sufficient size to accommo-
date two square mats, each measuring a minimum of 42 x 42
feet (See Figure 9). The mats should have 10-foot practice
rings consi3ting of 3 rows of 6 circles to etch row for a total of
18 practice rings. A satisiactory standard is 10 by 10 feet or
100 square feet per student during peak usage based on 40-45
students per class. The floor area not covered by the regula-
tion mats should be coVered with carpet for classroom
instructional type atmosphere. The ceiling should be of
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acoustic material and should be a minimum of 12 feet high.
The floor of the wrestling room should be constructed of or

covered with resilient material to prolong the life of the mats.
These materials may be rubberlock products, other new
developed josilient materials, or wood. Concrete is not
recommedaed. The wall mats should be covered with resili-
ent materials up to five feet above the floor on all sides.
Adequate lighting, heating, and forced ventilation are essen-
tial in this room. A wall type water fountain with a cuspidor
should be present. A blackboard and bulletin board should be
available as well as a scale. An electric scoreboard wall clock
should be attached to the wall. A sound systetn should be
present, with a wall pulley machine and a takedown machine
included as basic equipment.

Multi-Purpose Activity Area
The size of this room should be approximately 70 by, 90

feet. A floor for street shoe usage ma) be needed in any size
college or university with a variety of program offerings. The

floor most commonly used is hard maple, tongue and groove,
conventional gymnasium flooring. Square dance, folk dance,
social dance, physical education for elementary teachers,
marching and band practice, and similar activities can be

Indoor Facilities
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conducted on such a floor. It can meet the demands of such
special college and community events as musical an'd drama-
tic productions, fairs, and carnivals, The "make-up" room
or "warming room" for department and college outdoor pro-
grams can be housed in this area and can be served through a
door leading to a corridor and immediately to the out-of-
doors.

This activity room, when not scheduled in some manner as
indicated above, can serve the purposes-of any regular gym-
nasium if so planned in its equipment and floor markings. The
floor may need some extra maintenance for the hard use it
will r440e, but the desirability of the activities that may be
scheduled on it will justify the resultant wear.

Multi-Purpose GameArea
The intended use of a multiple-purpose room will deter-

mine its dimensions. It should be large enough.to accommo-
date at least six table tennis tables. A ceiling height of 12 feet
is adequate. The room should be equipped with a public
address systeM and record player for instructional and
recreationat activities, including soeial and squAre dancing.
This room should be accessible from the lobby or from a
building corridor. It should have small kitchen facilities and a
floor that can take hard usage. The handicapped should be
considered in the planning.

Racquetball/Handball Courts ,

Suggestions for court construction are the same for both
racquetball and handball. Figure 11 shows the measure-
ments of regulation indoor racquetball courts. The recom-
mended four-wall court is 40 feet long and 20 feet wide, with a
front wall'and ceiling height of 20 feet, and a back wall at least
12 feet high.

When more than a single battery of racquetball/handball
courts is to be constructed, the batteries should be arranged
so the back walls of each battery are separated by a corridor
approximately 10 feet wide and 8 feet high. A corridor
located immediately above and at least 12 feet high may
serve an instructor or be used as a spectator gallery. Cor-
ridors and galleries should be illuminated with indirect light.

Figure 8
Multi-station conditioning machines offer diverSe exercise activ-
ities and permit several persons to work o at the same tima

The back wall of a single court need not be higher than 12
feet. Shatterproof glass or plexiglass may be used to enclose
the remainder of the back wall. Many courts are satisfactori-
ly used with an open upper rear wall.

Racquetball/handball courts may be constructed of hard
plastei, fiber board or laminated wood panels, concrete,
shatterproof glass, or a nonsplintering duiable wood. While
plaster is sometimas recommended, maintenance oasts may
be high. Glass courts provide maximum spectator participa-
tion, but the initial cost may be prohibitive. Overall, a repu-
table panel system is probably the beat alternative for
selection of front wall, side walls, and ceilings. Floors should
be hardwood, as in standard gymnasium construction.

Entrance dool s should open toward the corridor and have
flush pulls and hinges. A small shatterproof window installed
flush with the interior surface of the door should be located at
approximately the eye level of an average adult male.

Such fixturfs as hut pipes, ventilating ducts, lights, and
other mechanicil equ.pmenfghould not project into the play-
ing area. Ventftting ducts .and lighting futures are best in-
stalled flush with the ceiling surface.

A recommended method of turning the lights on and off in
handball and squash courts is to install switches that are acti-
vated by the opening or closing of the door to the court. When
the door' is opened, the lights will turn off automatically,
leaving only the night light to burn continuously. When the
door is closed, lights in the court mill turn on. Usually, a two
to three minute delay occurs prior to the lights going off after
the door has been opened. This prevents a disruption of light-
ing during the brief time it takes for players to exchange the
court This system eliminates the possibility of the lights
being left on when the courts are not in use.

However, the lights, when turned off, will come on instan-
taneously when new players enter the court and close the
door. With this system, warning lights can be located outside
each court to indicate when a court is in use. A relatively new
concept utilizes an annunciator (an electricallY controlled
signal board) to indicate to the building reservation/control
center which courts are occupied at any one time. Lights on
the signal board are activated by the "trip" switch on each
door as it opens or closes.

Figure 11
Dimensions of a Racquetball Court
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At Sinclair C6mmunity College in Dayton, the wrestling mat is located in a practice room equipped with padded

solls for sgrety. Right Micial NCAA wrestling mat layout

Air-conditioning, oi at least forcbd ventilation, is desir-
able for this area. For additional suggestions regarding
racquetball club/court constniction, refer to Chapter 7.

Squash Courti
Squash is very popular in some localities and the number of

courts should be determined by local interest A singles tourt
is 18.5 feet wide by 32 feet long and 16 feet high. A doubles
court is 25 feet wide by 45 feet long and 20 feet high. (See
Figgre 10).

It is possible to install movable metal "telltales" across the
front of handball/racquetball courts so they can be used for
squash instruction purposes. The floors, Walls, ceilings, light-
ing, heiting, and ventilation of squash courts are similar to
those of four-wall racquetball/handball courts.

Fencing Area
Fencin is often included in the instructional, recreational,

and inte llegiate programs for both men and women. Thefl
field of y is a piste, or more commonly referred to as a

' Figure 10
Squash Court Dimensions

ISOMETRIC
DIMENSIONS SHOWN PRE-
CEEDED BY "S" ARE FOR A
SINGLES COURT; BY A "D"
ARE FOR A DOUBLES COURT ft d

,v,.,,

$

"strip" within the United States.
A room 55' x 90' allows for four fencing strips 40 feet long

and 6 feet wide,avith 15 feet between strips. These strips nip
be used for informal competition and instruction. Intercol-

_ legiatt competition, however,requires a 51 foot length of
floor area, with a minimum of 18 feet betwen the stripsi(rei
Figure 12). .

For instructional puiposes, the strip may be painted on a
nonslip hardwood floor, be inset in linoleum, or a nibber
runner of correct measurements may be laid onthe floor and
removed when not in use. For the-electric foil and epee, a
metallic piste must cover the entire length of the strip, includ-
ing the extensions.

Electrical outlets and jacks should be placed at the rear of r
L.

e I
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Figure 12

the toumiment strips to provide power for the electrical
equipment If permanently affixed wall scoreboards are pro-
vided, portable score boxes are unnecessary. Brackets or
eyebolts for mountinc fencing targets should be either
recessed ffush with the wall nr placed above the seven foot
level.

The fencing area should, be a well-lighted room with a
Minimum ceiling height of 12 feet.' The installation of roll-
away bleachers for spectators may necessitate raising the
ceiling height, and it may also require an increased capacity
Ventilating system.

An equipment room should be located adjacent to the
fencing room and should be large enough to store the
weapons and protective eciuipment used by classes. Sixty
square feet is the minimal space required for storage and to
accommodate a small cabinet work counter for the repair of
equipment Portable strips will require additional space.

Indoor Tenriis Facilities
Tennis can be played indoors on any firm surface of

tufficient size for a tennis court, and where court markings
and a net are proyided. Sometimes tennis court markings are
placed on the general use gymnasium floor and'provisions are
made for temporary placemeht of net posts, or the net is
attached to rings inserted in the wall. Portable tennis courts
might also be used in the gymnasium or field house.

A few colleges have constructed a special ir door facility
specifically for tennis. If this is done, the facility should
include a minimum of four courts, along with a tennis drill
area. Such a facility would enable 16 students to play tennis,
while other students use the tennis drill area. This approach
would demand frequent rotation of students.

If the courts are in a separate building, it s uld be
conveniently located to locker rooms. Consideratki should

Indoor Facilities

also bs given to a cbvered passage*ay between the gym-
nasium and the tennis building,

.
Ventilation, lighting; temperature control, and other pear-

nant considerations areiliscussed in Chapter 7.

Indoor Archery Range
rnstructional and recreational groups need an indoor

archery area suitable for practice during inclement weather.

15, and 20 yards for indoor gichery. The 78 fee eludes 3
An area 78 feet long is adequate for official s of 10,

feet for the target, 60 feet for the range, and a 15 f width is
required for 24 students. This area will accommodate six 48-
inch tirgets set 10 feet Apart on centers, or twelve 5-fboi lanes
for indoor targets. A minimum ceiling height of 10 feet should
be provided between the shooting line and targets.

The floor in the archery area will receive hard usage from
s street shoes and flying arrdws. A hardwood, tongue-and-,

groove floor, with the boards running the length 'of the
shooting area, is preferred. A durable synthetic Surface may
be considered but a wooden floor suffers less damage by
arrows and helps- reduce arrow breakage. Hard rubber
runners may be placed along the shooting lane if desired.

The location of structural features in the archery room
should be given careful attention. Obstructions ahead of the
shooting line, such as supporting pillars and overhead lights
in a low ceiling, should be recessed or otherwise protected
from flying arrows. The area behind the target should be
covereo with a backdrop to protect tile wall am: prevent
arrow breakage. A large heavy run, or a commercially
available nylon net which arrows cannot penetrate, may be
used. All doors and windows in the area should be located
behind the shooting line. The same is true for tackboards and
chalkboards.

Targets may be affixed to the backstop or pliced on easels
in front of it. A variety of targets are available including

sr_



straw, double-curl excelsior, ,and styrokam with coinpoid-
don centers. The target should ha constructed and placed so
as to allow ap &TM to penetrate at least 20 inches without
striking any' obstruction ,that would damage the arrow.

In a multiOurpose roan, target holders shadd be mounted
on whenls or set in floor plates. The plates should be flush
with the flOor when the target holder is removed. The bwk-
drop behind the targets should be pulled to the side or rolled
overhead when not in use.

Storage space for targets and other equipment should be
adjacent to the range. Tbe size and location of storage areas
will be determined by the type of targets used. Racks for
hanging bows, and shelves_ for storing arrows should be
included in a storage are; behind the shooting line. Thfs
location enables a student to replaceor eichange equipment
while other students continue to shoot

The feasibility of installing automated lanes should be
seriously considered. Several types of commercial lanes are
available. Automated lanes have lane dividers at the shooting,
line and an automatic warning system to halt shooting in the
event a maw steps in ft/opt of the shooting lin. Electric
target rebirns -wing the-targets to the-shooting line so arrows
can bestmoved, and the targets can be adjusted for different
shooting distances without sharing the shooting line.

Additional information concerning outdoor archery facili-
ties can be found in Chapters 3 and 7.

fndoor Rifle Range
A rifle range can be used for class instruction, competitive

shooting, and recreation for both men and \ women. On
campuses where a range within tlr athletic d physical
education complex is deemed not feasible, the OTC units
might be contacted for possible collaboration in nstructing
a range. 1

A room 75' x 42' will accommodate eight firing points, or a
class of 24 students. At least eight firing points are recom-
mended on the basis of one point for every three members of a

class.- The National Rifle Association standard shooting
distance for rifles is 50 feet, measured from the firing line to
the target The bulletstop should be 6 to 10 feet beyond the
target This space varies with the type of installation.

A minimum of 15 feet is required behind the firing line for
mats, scoring tables: rifle racks, and walking space. The
ceiling should be 8 feet high in front of the firing points. This
ceiling height reduces the amount of wall space that must be
covered behind the Ackdrop, and facilitates the installation

of U..-pt carriers. Each firing point should be at least.5,1/2 feet
wide.

For specifications on c;nitruction of indoor tug) ranges,
e write 'to the.National 'Rifle Association of America, 1600

Rhode bland Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. The
outdoorrifle range is discussed in Chapter 2.

Indoor Golf Practice Area °

Provisions can be made to accommodate golf instruction
and practice indoore,Balls may be hit into 0 large durable
nylon net or canvas placed several yards In front of the hitting

Jositions. Driving cages may also be used. Hitting positions
*lay be established by placement of practice mats availabk.4

from golf supply houses.
In addition, commercial golf systems are now available

that will be a positive compliment to any instructional/
recreational program.

Dan\ce Facilities and Equipment
The essential dance facilities and equipmut should be

supplied in sufficient quantity and quality to provide for all
dance activities in the required and-elective curriculum and in
the extracurricular programs. Particular Mention should be
given to adequate provisions for the program of imfessional
preparation (both the teaching program and the perfolmance
program) and to dance performance and obeervation.

Provision should be made to include the following units if
the dance facility is to be comprehensive:

Locker-dressing rooms
Shower area
Toilets
Rest rooms (remote from toilets and showers)
Public lavatories
Therapy room
Storage spaces
Construction rooms for costumes, prom and sets,
and music (composing and recording)
Custodial space
Office space
Laundty 'and cleaning facilities
Box office

f Parking area
Total facilities should be determined according to the

amount of emphasis placed on various aspects of the dance
curriculum. Considerations should include classes needed
and areas for individual work and for extracurricular and

Figure 13: Indoor Rifle and Pistol Range
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concert practice. Based on the &sign of the dance curriculum,
facilities should be considered in terms of teaching space,
practice space and choreography, rehearsal space, per-
formance space, research space, auxiliary space and equip-
ment, and classroom space. At least two distinct areas should
be provide one area, for modeni dance and ballet and one
area for folkd social dance.

Modern Dance and Ballet Area
A minimum of 100 square feet per person is recommended.

An area of 3,000 square feet will accommodate 30 students.
If an area is to serve as an informal theater and instructional
ma, it should be between 4,800 and 5,000 square feet to
accommodate both the class and the needs of the theater
section.

A ceiling height of 24 feet is recommended for all dance
xareas. Full height is essential for large dance areas (ever
2,400 square feet), and 16 feet is the minimum height for
small dam, areas.

Dance activities require air space between floor and
foundation as well as "floating" floors for resiliency. Floors
should be of hardwood, such as maple of random lengths, and
tongue-and-grooved. They should be laid with thie grain going,
in one direction. The floors should not belliptiery and they
should be constructed for easy cleaning.

The finish should provide a smooth surface upon which
dancers can glide with bare feet or soft sandals. Tung oil is
considered by most to be a satisfactory finish; an alternative
might be several coats of wood sealer.

Walls should be smooth and easily maintained. Consider,
ation should be given to having one unobstructed wall of
neutral background for filming purposes. To support ballet .

barres, stress factors of the walls should be considered. Thin
walls arc kkadequate.

Incandeitent light is preferable to fluoreocent light. Lights
that also serve as houselights during perfonnances should be
controlled from wall switches akwell as from the light control
board.
- Consideration should be given to natural lighting. Large

windows contribute to an aesthetically and psychologically
desirable atmosphere. To avoid direct sunlight, the best
location for windows is the north wall. Windows should be
curtained so the studio can be darkened for film showing and
studio performances. When total construction necessitates
no windows, the aesthetics may be improved by the use of
color on the walls.

Storage space for sound equipment should be adjacent to
the dance area and locked. Storage rooms should have double
doors and a flush threshold for easy movement of such large
equipment as a piano. Built-in storage space for records,
sound equipment, tapes, and musical instruments should be
provided. An rea in the storage room where instructors can
listen to records and tapes is higMy desirable. This area
should have adequate acoustics, ventilation, and electrical
outlets.

Heavy-duty wiring is essential for all dance facilities.
Wiring should be capable of carrying a portable light board as
well as phonographs, additional speakers, tape recorders,
and projectors. Wall outlets should be convenient to all areas.
Television conduits should be installed when the building is
constructed.

Temperature should be maintained at 65 degrees. The air
should be well circulated, and consideration should be given
to the use of natural air. Mechanisms for heating and
circulating air should be as nearly silent as possible to avoid

interfering with the quality of sound yid its reception.
Planning for a dance facility should include 'consideration

of accessories. Leaf-fold mirrors, which can be folded for
protection or curtained during performances, may be, in-
stalled along two &Wining 'walla so that mnvement can be
analyzed from two directions. Wall mirrors should be
installed flush with the wall 'and raised 12 to 18 inchet from
the floor.

Ballet barres should be'smooth in texture and be made of
wood, stainless steel, or aluminum. The minimum length to
accommodate one dancer is five feet. Barres from 42 to 48
inches in height may be installed permanently; they should
extend six to eight inches from the wall. If necessary, barres
may be placed in front of mirrors. In such bistances, it may be
necessary to use prpeifor the barres. The baire supports may
be screwed inio recessed floor sockets just in front of the
Mirror, thus facilitating the removal of the barre and supports
when not needed.

Custom-made peréussion cabinets mounted on rollers are a
fine accessory. They may have a carpeted top surface, slide-
out drawers lined with felt for small instruments, and larger
partitions to accommodate cymbals and drums. Heavy sound
equipment should be built in or placed on stand of table
height equipped with rollers for ease of transportation.
Because moving affects the tuning of a piano, this instrument
should be placed on an inside well where it will not be
subjected to extreme heat or cold, and it should be protected
by a suitable cover and lock. If it is to be moved frequently,
the piano should be placed on a heavy duty dolly.

Chalkboards and bulletin boards are useful accessories. A
glass-enclosed exhibit case for photographs, costumes, cos-
tume plates, manuscripts, and other items may be installed
near tha dance area.

Folk and Social Dance Area

An area of 5,400 square feet (54 by 100 feet is suggested)
will accommodate a class of approximately 60 students.
Dance areas are generally .rectangular with a length-width
ratio of approximately 3 to 2 (e.g. 90 by 60 feet). Ceiling
height should be in proportion to the size of the room but
never lower than 12 feet. An outside entrance into a main
corridor of the building will provide for traffic 'flow of the
relatively large groups using the area.

Floors as specified for ballet and modern dance are neces-
sary. An epoxy finish will enable *he use of street shods
without damage to the floor. Specifications for lighting, venti-
lation, acoustics, sound equipment, storage space, wiring,
and temperature control should follow those for ballet and
modern dance facilities.

-Racks for coats and books should be installed either with-
in the dance area or along the outside corridor wall.

Bulletin boards, chalkboards, and display cases are highly
desirable.

For additional details concerning the construction of dance
facilities (i.e. principles for planning, dance production areas,
auxiliary areas, etc.), readers are encouraged to consult the
booklet entitled Dance Facilities published by and available
from American Alliance of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.

Badminton

Badminton is an individual and dual sport utilizing, a shut-
tlecock and rackets. The activity may be included iNpro-
grams for class instruction and intramural and recreati nal
competitions. It is an excellent coeducational activity.
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Figure 14
Commercially produced guff training devices aid players PI
refining their stroke technique .

The court dimensions are 44 by 20 feet for doubles and 44
by 17 feet for singles.

Posts should be set five feet, one inch high in the centerof
the sidelines. The net should be five feet high at the center. In
indoor or outdoor settings, a multipurpose space maybe used
for courts. In such instances, the coUrts should be in batteries
of two or more, with 1.5-inch painted or taped lines super-
imposed on other appropriate areas. All measurements are to
the outside of lines. It is recommended that additional space
of four or five feet for the sidelines and eight feet for the ends
be 'provided. (See Figure 17.)

Other Indoor Facilities
Information concerning the planning of, indoor facilities

related primarily to recreation (i.e. bowling alleys, ice arenas,
etc.) is available in Chapter 7.

Figure 16
This University of Denver dance studio displays wall-length mirrors and
practice bar
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Figure 17
Badminton court dimensions

College/University Facilities for Reward:

Research facilities are becoming increasingly important in
colleges and universities. In the quest for new ideas and in tip
re-examination of old ones, research plays an important role.

It is impossible to list all the tools that any individual
investigator will want to use in research. A laboratory (in a
sense) takes on the personality of the one who is in charge of
the resegich being conducted there. The design facility is
often dictated by.the type of equipment to be used ink

Despite the wide diversity in research tools, there are some
facilities and equipment commonly used in laboratories for
research in athletics, physkel education, and recreation. Let
us consider some general considerations and Bomb specific
types of research facilities now in use or projected for the
future.

General Considerations
The bature of the educational institution and its objectives

and function will determine in large measure the type,
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Figure 15
University of Nebiaska dance studio features flexible
space arrangement and versatile lighting capacity.
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number, size, arid relative importance of research and teach-
ing laboratories for athletics, physical education, and recrea-
tion. In junior collegei, or in four-year institutions in which
only service courses am offered, sophisticated research
laboratories will seldom, if ever, be required However,
laboratory experience may be desirable as a part of a course,
and some testing equipment may be' required for use in the
gymnasium or on the playing field. Furthermore, there are
liberal arts colleges and other research-oriented institutions
whose undergraduate curriculums require that the student
have research experience. In such institutions, it is not un-
reasonable to provide limited research facilitiea and super-
vision of selected research activities.

In colleges and universities offering professional prepara-
tion in physical education or recreation and eapecially in
those with graduate curriculums in these arefts, there is a
greater need for the development of resarch and teaching
laboratories. Such facilities are required, not only to provide
experience and training for adents, but also to attract and
retain capable research scholars. Therefore, it is not possible
to decide on a "per %Went" basis what kinds of laboratories
or even, in many instances, how many square feet of labora-
tory space should be provided. The character of the institu-
tion and the interest and ability of its faculty must be taken
into account,

Teaching and Research

Years ago, small research laboratories served as teaching
laboratories in the conduct of various undergraduate and
graduate courses for professional preparation. It is still
necessary and desirable to use research laboratoilles for pre-
senting occasional demonstratiOn experiments in the teach-
ing of classes. However, this cannot be a frequent practice in
a productive research laboratory, especially when the classes
contain more than just t, few stodents.

Separate teaching laboratories should be provided to
handle laboratory 'sections of various courses. The same
teaching laboratory cannot baused for some of the labora-
tory sessions in a variety of courses, including tests and
measurements, physiology of exercise, and biomechanics. At
least one such teaching laboratory should be available,
equipped with stationery lab tables containing gas, water,
and electricity. Hoods for tlie Bunsen burner, cabinets for
storing small pieces of,equipment, and a connecting supply
room are also essential. Closed-circuit television receivers
are desirable. The laboratory can be designed to accommo-
date equipment used in conducting experime,nts with ani-
mals and human beings.

Frequently, tne teaching laboratory can be equipped with
durable, inexpensive, and easily serviced apparatus where
students can carry on experiments individually or in small
groups. While such equipment may not provide the degree of
.precision expected of sophisticated research apparatus it is
generally accurate enough to present desirable prmciples. A
space of approximately 1,000 square feet, with a 12-foot
ceiling, is generally large enough to accommodate a class of
20 students.

A small gymnasium of approximately 2000 square feet or
more, with a ceiling height of 22 feet, may function as another
teaching laboratory for conducting other experiments. This
facility is useful for instructional purposes and for the student
to gain experience in adininisterirs tests and taking measure-
ments. Such a facility should be free of obstructions so that
fitness or ,sport tests may be safely administered. Walls
should be 'flat, without ornamentation or equipment, to

Indoor Facilities
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permit wall-volley tests. Such items as chinning bars, mats,
and volley-ball standards should be available. '

As the fields or physical edwation and recreation advance
in maturity as disciplines, it is probable that laboratory
experience will replace some of the course lectures, particu-
larly at the graduate level. This will increase the need for
teaching labs as well as research labs. Graduatt 'students
should have considerable laboratory experience before they
embark on collecting data for a doctoral dissertation.

Individual Labontories
.

Several forces are acting to accentuate the Cole of the
research investigate in colleges and universities. The avail-
ability of funds, grtater speclelization, increased research
encouragement from the administration, and competition for
university faculty have all had a positive influence on the
place of research. The recent interest within the fields of
physical educatioo and *creation in developing a body of
knowledge and the development and expansion of graduate
programs in these fields have also created a greater demand
for research facilities and trained investigators. .

A sizeable proportion of some faculties are now doing
research--sometirces several faculty members sharing it
common interest or specialty. Provisions must be made for
this increased interest and emphasis.

aJoint appointments, in which a faculty member holds an
appointment in more than one department, are increasing in
number ip the fieldi of physical education and recreation.
Provisions should be made for some faculty members to do
research in other departments, and conversely, members of
other departments may be expected to use some of the physi-
cal education and recreation research facilities.

A related development is theorganization in many large
universities of centers or institutes for research that cutaoross
departmental lines. There are a number ofpdvantages to such
organizational setups, including the cmss-fertilization of
disciplines and the shaking of elaborate facilities and expen-
sive. apparatus. In the planning of research facilities for
physical education and recreation, the existing as well as the
proposed institutes on the campus should be investigated.

Service Fattilities to be Shared
Although there is a nezti fir individuial research labora-

tories, some facilities lend themselves to shared use. A work-
shop. supervised by a capable rnachiniat or other skilled
worker is an essential ancillary facility in institution: whe:
considerable research is being conducted. If the research pro-
ductivity of the physical education and recreation unit is suf-
ficiently great, there is justification for housing and support-
ing this type of ancillary facility in this unit. If, however,
lesearch and laboratory ttething is done on a smaller scale,
the facility may be shared by other units in the college or
university, or. sue services may be purchased as needed.

If a workshop planned, 110v and 220v electric current
with good gruo el connections photild be made available.
Oversized doors should be provided as well as a good ventiz
lation system so that sawdust and other pants:ants will not
become a hazard or annoyance. Cupboards with locks should
be in ample supply to store hand tools to prevent their being
stolen or misplaced. Since considerable noise may be

, generated, the viatikshop should be isolated from other facili-
ties where quiet work is being done, There should be a mini-
mum of 80 footcandles of light on the task being perfmmed.
The room should be at least 500 to tS(X) square feet in size,
with a ceiling height of 12 feet,
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Mother unit that lends itself to shared use is a data-
processing center. This may be a small room housing a few
desk calculators available for use by various faculty mem-
bers, graduate or undergraduate students, and nonacademic
psnonnel.

On the other hand, the facility may be expanded toinclude
card punching and sorting equipment, tabulators, collators,
and magnetic or punch-ts.pe equipment There may also be
computer consoles that connee by telephone or other lines to

large Centralized computer on the citnpos or even at other
institutions. Computer consoles locatbd In various bui
on the campus will be the mosv comm' *ay of proidlng
computer services at large universities. 1 tch cards or tapes
will not have to be transported across the t. npus with tne use

of this arrangement.
The installation of electronic computer equipment re-

quires the inst,allation of large electtical conduits, good
Found connections, and oversized doors. A great deal of heat

may he expected to be generated by the electronic equipment,
individually controlled air conditioning equipment is neces-
sary for maintaining the temperature required. Space should
be provided to petmit direct access to each piece of equip-
ment for servicing. Since considerab:: noise is developed
when data-moping equipment is in operation, acoustic
treatment of eeiling and walls is essential. The division of the
area into smaller rooms *with soundproof wall helps reduce
the noise problem.

Regional electronic library services are being planned for
various locations in the United States. Previsions should be
made for making use of this equipment.

Facilities for Research
The dark room, for obvious reasons, should not have an

outside wall with a window. Therefore, gOod forced ventila-
tion is essential. The room should be provided with running
water, sinks, ample wall cupboards, and a generous supply of
duplex electrical outlets (1 lOv). The recommended ron
size is 225 square feet or more, with a 12-foot ceiling.

A number of researchers and teachers have need for
graphic services for preparing materials for publication, for
presentation at meetings, and for instruction. Camera equip-
ment that can produce a 2 x 2 inch slide and overhead trans-
parencies in a maer of a minute or two it little cost shouAbe
provided. Duplicating NIt.lipment may also be housed in this

facility.
If the needs of the department are sufficientlSr large, a full-

time or part-time person may be required to Prepare graphic
materials. A room used for this purpose should be well-
lighted--a minimum of 80 ibotcandles is recommended
and should have large wall cupboards for storing drafting and

some camera equipment A room with a minimum of 400
square feet and a 10-foo,ceiling height Will provide sufficient
space for the usual requirements of this facility.

Suggestions for Pui chasing Equipment
The manufacture and sale of research equipment has be-

come a very compelitive business. As a result, there is fre-
quently a wide rang; of the same kind of equipment available
under different brarid names. Before purchasing large expen-
sive units, it is wotth the time and efFort to investigate care-
fully the various makes. The annual meetings of professional
sccieties generally include exhibits by manufacturers of
research equipment appropriate to the particular area of
investigation. Consultation with a colleague in the same field
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who has used the equipment is a good idea before a purchase
is made.

In contridering particular pieces of equipment, the follovi-
ing determinationii shoukl be made'. (a) if students am to use
the equipment, or trained researchers; (b) initial and annual
servicine cost; (c) if the equipment is electronically compat-

. ible with other equipment now in use or contemplated (often
it is more economical to purchase units that match others
from the same company so that the responsibility for servic-
ing theni Nista with one company); (d) what power supply is
needed; (e) ease with which the instrument may be cali-
brated, and it other equipment is needed for the calibration;
(f) portability of the equipment; (g) whatservice the company
is willing to provide and where the service centers are located;
and (h) noise, vibration, and heat generated by the eqUip-
ment. Unbiased answers to these- and other questions can
sometimes best be found by having, discussions with other
scientists who hue used such installations.

.,

Office Space
Individual offices for the various amity members and

. gradupte students involved in research should be convenient
to the various laboratories. The installation of one or more
rooms to be used for quiet work (e.g. calculating, reading and

-writing) is helpful.

Mobile. Laboratory
In planning research facilitiv3,- serious thought should be

given to the development of a mobile laboratory. The trend to
eliminate laboratory schools makes the consideration of a
mobile laboratory more urgent.

Trailers, campers, trucks, and other vehiclespen rail-
road carshave been converted into mobile laboratories.
Often the use of a field generator is necessary to provide
current for operating mobile-laboratory equipment. It is
surprising how much equipment can be compactly installed
in a mobile facility.

Specific Laboratory Facilities

The information about laboratories listed in this section
-nprises only suggestions of how research facilities might

,rganized. Obviously, the character and organization of
the institution itself will be an important factor in determin-
ing how facilities are to be organized and administered.

Measurement and Evaluatipn
Much of the so-called practical or applied research will be

conducted in the gymnasium, swimming pool, and other
indoor and outdoor activity areas. This means that in order to
utilize measurement and evaluation equipment effectively,
the regular activity areas must be planned and consuuctedin
sbch a manner as to facilitate the conduct of research. For
example, many skill tests are administered with the use of
some type of wall volley as a part of a battery to measure skill
in a certain activity. Therefore, it is important tO construct the
walls of a gymnasium so that present tests as well as those
developed in the future may be utilized.

Consideration should be given to the attachment ofspecial
equipment to walls and ceilings, such as juthp boards ropes,
and strength-measuring devices. Grids could be painted on
the walls of the gymnasium as welt as on the wall of a diving
well in the swimming pool in order to measure distance and
height when analyzing movement.

A great deal of the research equipmentneeds to be portable

Indoor Facilities
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so that it can bz moved to the action areas. This means that
proper 'electrical outlets and suitable acoustic treatment of
these areas must be planned in advance.

These laboratories will contain the equipment that will be
used at the elementary, junior high, and senior high school
levels. Physical education teachets at these levels should be
encouraged to make use of some of this equipmeneon thejob.

Biomechanics (Kinesiology)

Then are many areas in the field of biomechanics in which
11111

research may be conducted. The 'type of researck may range
from cinematography to huMan engineering. If there is a

. physiology ot exercise laboratory available, experimenta-
tion may take place in which the equipment from this labora-
tory ia used either :Andy with the exercise physiologist or

separately by the kinesiology researcher.
In cinematographic research (eapecially time lapse ard

high speed), ft room 30 by 30 feet, with a ceiling height ofIkt
least 24 feet, is atecessity. High speed cameras whose frame
rates vary from 64 to several thousand fi ames per second ale

Figure 18
Space Needed for Selected Indoor Activities

Activity
a

Play Area
in Feet

Safety Space
in Feet*

Total Area
in Feet

Minbnum Ceiling
Height

Archery 5x60 15e 5 x75 12

Badminton 20x44 6s, Se 32x60 24

Af,4

Basketball
Jr. High instructional 42x74 6s, 8e 24
Jr. High interscholastic 50x84 6s, 8e
Sr. High interscholastic 50x84 6s, 8e 62x100
Sr. High instructional 45x74 6s, 8e 57x90,
Neighlrrhood E. Sch. 42x74 6s, 8e 54x90
Community Junior H.S. $0)(84 6s, 8e 62x100
CommunNy Senior H.S. 50x84 6s, 8e 62x100
Competitive. College & University 50x94 6s, 8e 62x110

Boccie 18x62 3s, 9e 24x80

Fencing, competitive 6x46 9s, 6e 18x52
instructional 4x30 4s, 6e 12x42 12'

Handball 20x40
20

Racquetball 20x40
20

Rifle (one pt.) 5 x50 _6 to 20e 5x70 min.
12

Shuffleboard 6Y.52 6s,2e 18x56
12

Squash 18.5 x32 16
24

Tennis

Deck (doubles 18x40 4s; 5e 26x5.0
Hand 16x40 41/2s, 10e 25 x60
Lawn (singles) 2'/x78 12s, 21e 51 x120

(doubles) 36x78 12s, 21e 60x120
Paddle (singles) 16x44 6s, 8e 28 x60

(doubles) 20x44 6s, 8e 32x60
Table (playing area) 9 x31

24
Volleyball

Competitive and adult 30x60 6s, 6e 42x72
Junior High 30x50 6s, 6e 42x62

Wrestling ( competitive) 24x24 5s, 5e 36x36

"Safety space at the side of an area is indicated by a number followed by "e" for end and "s" for side.

Indoor Facilities
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useflal. *dal film readers and projectors should be pro-
vided in order that accurate measumments may be made.
Mirrors may be used to reflect images.

Equipment representative of the type used in the kind of
laboratory includes:

movement developing camera
35mm SLR camera
high speed motion picture camera (motor-driven;
50-500 frames per second)
stroboscopic equipment (including single and multi-
flesh units with strobolume and strobotac parts)
force measuring devices (ineluding individual strain
gauges and multi-dimensional force plates)
videotape recorderwith two channels and playback
capacity
oscilloscope
elerronic counters
amplifiers compatible with measuring and recording
devices
,metal storage cabinets (approximately 18 inches
deep by 36 inches wide) with locks

Special simulated game areas may be constructed so that a
true picture of a performer in action may be studied. 4minia-
ture running track may be developed, as well as other similar
replicas of playing areas. Nets al ' other devices may need to
be used to catch objects or to prey ...nt them from traversing the
customary distance.

Human Performance Laboratory
An area of at least 40 by 40 feet, providing a minimum of

1,600 squareleet of space, should be proVided for the exer-
cise room for human beings.

The most popular methods of standardizing exercise in
human beings are a) by means of a motor-driven treadmill,
bicycle, or other ergometer; and b) step tests of various kinds.
The exercise room st.ould be large enough to accommodate
all the needed equipnient There should be space for several
technicians as well as for scientific instruments (e.g. a Tissot'
tank).

Since some noise and vibration result when the treadmill is
operatingTand some treadmills are quite heavyit is well to
locate this room on the ground floor, with provisions for
reducing noise. The treadmill should be installed in a pit
(and even on a pad to'help further reduce noise), if possible,
with space in the pit for servicing.

The room should be air-conditioned, with control over
temOerature within a plus or minus 11/2 ,degrees Fahrenheit
and contiol over humidity of plus or minus 5 percent. Electric
current (110v and 220v) should be supplied through numer-
ous outlets. A large thermopane observation window should
also be installed.

A room 20 by 25 feet with a ceiling height of 12 feet to
allow for walking, running, or riding a bicycle up a grade on
the treadmill, is generally sufficient. If the treadmill is not
installed in a pit, the ceiling may haverto be higher. It is usu-
ally desirable to have connecting cables, including voice
communicetion, to a space i.djoining the exercise room so
desirable data can be recorded outside the room. An alter-
r ate method of constructing a platform surrounding the
treadmill may be more practical. The kinds of equipment
found in the exercise room, in addition to exercising appara-
tus, might include the following:

multichannel recorder
tape recorder (multichannel)
gas meters
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rectal probe
spirometer
telemetering apparatus
electronic gas analyzers
Dotaglu or meteorological bags.
barometer

1

thermocouples
tissot tank(s)

Añalytkal ROO= The number of analytical rooms will
depend upon the extent of the research being conducted and
the number of investigators involved. These rooms should
each be a minimum of 20 by 20 feet with a ceilingheight of
10 feet. They should be air-conditioned anckoofitain the
benches, cabinets, sinks, fume hoods, and air; Ass, and
electrical-current supplies usuilly found in laboratories of
this type. The typical kinds of equipment used in these rooms

de chemical gas analyzer, pH meter,inalyticalbalance,
still, spectrophotometer, refrigerator or freezer,atria, oso-
meter ,. micrOscope, autoclave, glassware, Bunsen burner, ,
and desk calculator.

Additional Facilities. In inany derartments, additional
major facilities may be required. Because research in exer-
cise physiology is cloeely related to research in environ-
mental physiology and nutrition, the following facilities may

be needed: '
Barometric chamber (with space for controlled
exercise)
Hot room (with space for controlled exercise)
Cold room (with space for controlled exercise)
Diet kitchen
Flow-through water tankfor studying energy meta-
bolism during swimming 'and rowing
Isotope storage, handling, and counting equipment

In addition, animal exercise and housing rooms may be
considered.

Motor Learning and Psychology of- Sports 1
Much of the research equipment found in psychology,

physiology of exercise, and kinesiology (biomechanics)
laboratories can be used in research in motor learning and
psychology, of sports. However, it is necessary to have a
separate room or facility, at least 30 by 3p feet,with a 12-foot
ceiling.

The arrangement of the equipment in the room will depend
on the research underway at the moment. In any &vent, the
electrical devices used should not be constantly moved or
they will become unusable.

Some equipment that might be included in a laboratory for
research in motor learning and psychology of sports includes:

Multichannel recorders, standard electric clocks, interval
timer, steadiness units, muscle stimulator, electronic count-
ers, variable power supply, electronic kits, audio amplifiers,
microphone, audio oscillator, oscilloscope, telemetry trans-
mitter, telemetry receiver, voltage stabilizer, battery charger,
seashore test, magnetic tape recorder and storage cabinets
(metal, w:th locks).

Research and Testing Laboratories

Safety Education
Many institutions have special facilities for research in

safety education. Some recommended facilities and equip-
ment items are as follows:

Simulator laboratory (600 square feet)
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Aetna Drivotrainer
AAA auto trainer
Driver trainer

Psychopnysical testing laboratory (720 square feet) for
testingvisual acuity, distance judgement, field of vision,
color vision, night visio4, glare vision, glare recovery,
reaction time, steadiness.

$afety Education La ratory (500 square feet) Equip-
ment for testingprotecth devices for industrial accident
prevention, protective deviees for use in physical education,
athletics, and recreation. Multiple-car off-street driving
range (at least 350 by 450 feet)

History and Sociology of Sports
Little in the way of special facilities is recommended for

research in the higtory and Sociology of sports. In addition to
office space, research workers in this area might require
rooms for the storage and use of manuscripts, rare books,
tapes and videotape collections. Reproducing equipment and
microcard or microfilm readers might also be needed.

Recreation

The research facilities of other disciplines, such as those of
psychology and sociology, should be made available for use
by recreation department personnel. However, it is recom-
mended that a special camp site, where experimentations/Rh
human subjects may be conducted, be developed bl jpe,
4

.*

Check List for Facility Planners Relating
to General Indoor Facility Features

As an aid to those responsible for planning facilities for
athletics, physical education, and recreation, a check list has
been prepared. The application of this check list may prevent
unfortunate and costly errors. .

General
1., A clear-cut statement has been prepared on the

nature and scope of the ffogram, and the special
requirements for space, equipment, fixtures, and
facilities have been dictated by the activities to be
conducted.

2. The facility has been planned to meet the total
requirements of the program as well as the special
needs of those who are to be served.

3. The plans and specifications have been checked
by all governmental agencies (city, . county, and
state) whose approval is required by law.

4. Plans for areas and facilities conform to state
and local regulations and to accepted standards and
practices.

5. The areas and facilities planned make possible
the programs that serve the interests and needs of all
the people.

6. Every available source of propetity or funds
has been explored, evaldated, and utilized whenever
appropriate.

7. All interested persons and organizations con-
cerned with the facility have had an opportunity to
share in its planning (professional educators, users,
consultants, administrators, engineers, architects,
program specialists, building managers, and builder

a team approach.

college or university. Studies of plant life and soil conditions
may also be made at such camp facilities.

Computer facilities could be utilized by the graduate
students and faculty of the recreation department. Thera-
peutic recreation researchers may fmd it possible to utilize
facilities of medical schools as well as those of state and local
hospitals. The establishment of model community centers
and playgrounds on the campus should provtde ideal settings
for research being conducted on leadership and program
problems.

Summary
Careful planning of facility space to support research is

essential and will often pay dividends in terms of increased
faculty restarch production. Individuals planning for these
areas are encouraged to visit Working laboratories to examine
space relationships, functional programming, types of equit-

vment, and the overall strengths and wealcnesses of each lay-
out. Input froni the faculty members to be involved in
"operating" the laboratories needs to be solicited.

Indoor Community Areas

Information concerning the planning of general recrea-
tional buildings such as a community center and specialized

,recreational buildings (i.e. art center, preschool center,
senior citizen Center, teen center, etc.) available in Chapter 7.

* *

8. The facility will fulfill the maximum demands
of the program. The program has not been curtailed
to fit the facility.

9. The facility has been functionally plannedIo
meet the present and anticipated needs of specific
programs, situations, and publics.

10. Future additions are included in present
plans to permit economy of construction.

11. Lecture classrooms are isolated from dis-
tracting noises.

12. Storage areas for indoor and outdoor equip-
ment are of adequate size. Theyare located adjacent
to the gymnasium..

13. Shelves in storage rooms are slanted toward
the wall.

14. All passageways are free of obstructions;
fixtures are recessed.

15. Facilities for health services and the first-
aid and emergency-isolation rooms are suitably
interrelated.

16. Buildings, specific areas, and facilities are
clearly identifiId.

17. Locker rooms are arranged for,ease of super-
vision.

18. Offices, teaching stations, and service facili-
ties are properly interrelated.

19. Special needs of the physically handicapped
are met, including a ramp into the building at a major
entrance.

20. All "dead space" is used.
21. The building is compatible in design and

comparable in quality and accommodation to other
campus structures.

22. Storage rooms are accessible to the play area
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23. Workrooms, eonferonie monis, and staff and
administrative olfigersie interrelated.

24. Showir as18 dressing facilities me provided
for professionarstaff members and are conveniently
o3cated.

25. Thought and attention have been given to
milking facilities .and equipment as durable and

as possible.
26. t maintenance features have been

considered.
27. This facility is a part of a well-integrated

Tester plan: ,

All areas, courts, facilities, equipment, cil-
iate control, security; etc., conform rigidly to de-
tailed standar& and specifications,

29. Shelves are recessed and minurs *resupplied
in approoriate places in rest rooms and dressing.
moms. -

30. Dressing space between lockeeror is ad-
justed to the size and age of students.

31. Drinking fountains are 'conveniently placed
in kicker mom areas or immediately icet there-
to.

3. Special attention_is _given to provision for
locking service windows and counters, supply bins,
carts, shelves, and racks. ,

33. Provision is made for repair, maintenance,
,replacement, and off season storage of equipment
and uniforms.

34. A well-defined program for laundering and.
cleaning towels, uniforms, and equipment is in-
cluded in the plan.

35. Nohcorrosive metal is used in dressing, dry-
ing, and shower areas except for enameled lockers

36. Antipanic hardware is used where tequired
, by fire regulations.

37. Properly placed hose bibbs and drains are
sufficient in size and quantify to permit flushing the
entire Ina with a water hose.

38. A water registant, covered base is used under
the locker base and floor mat and where floor and
wall join.

39. Chalkboards and/or tackboards with map
tracks are located in appropriate places in dressing
moms, hallway* and classrooms.

40. Book shelves are provided in toilet areas
41. Space and equipment are planned in accord-

ance with the types and number of enrollees.
42. Basement rooms, undesirable for dressing,

diying, and showering, are not planned for those
purposes.

43. Spectator seating (permanent) in areas that
are basically instructional is kept at a minimum. Roll
away bleachers are used primarily: Balcony seating
is considered as a possibility.

44. Well-lighted and effectively displayed trophy
cases enhance the interest and ..eauty of the lobby-

45. The space under the stairs is used for storage
46. Department heads' offices are located near

the central administrative office which includes a
well-planned conference room.

47. Workrooms are located near the central
office and serve as a repository for departmental
materials and records.
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48. Conference area includes a cloak room, lay*
tory, and toilet.

49. In addition to regular secretarial offices
established in the central and department chair-
men's offices, a special mom to house a secretarial
pool for staff membem is provided.

50. Staff demising hicilities are provided. These
facilities May also serve game officials. ,

51. The community and/or neijhborhood has a
"round table" for planning.

52. All drib (persons and agencies) who should
be a party to planning and development are Invited
and actively engaged in Pie planning process.

53. Space and area rdonships are important.
They have been carefidly considered.

54. Both long'-range and immediate Ph= have
been made.

55, The body comfort of the child; a major factor
in securing maxiMtun learning, has been considered
in the plans.*

56. Plans for quiet areas have been mide. '

57. In the planning, consideration has been given
to the need for adequate recreational areas and
facilities, both near and distant from the homes of
people.

58. Plans recognize the primary Motion of
recreation as being enrichment of learning through
creative self-expression, self-enhancement, and tlie
achievement of self-potential.

59. Every effort has been exercised to eliminate
hwards.

60. The installation of low-hanging door closers,
light futures, *iglu, and other objects in traffice
areas has been avoided.

61. Warning sigr Ja-both visible and audible-
are included in *.".4e plans.

62. Ramps have a slope equal to or greater than a
one-foot rise in 12-feet.

63. Minimum landings forramps are 5 by 5 feet,
they extend at least one foot beyond the swinging arc
of a door, have at least a six-foot clearance at the
,bottom, and haVe level platforms at 30-foot inter-
vals on every turn.

64. Adequate locker and dressing spaces are
provided.

65. The design of dressing, drying, and shower
areas' reduces foot traffic to, a minimum and estab-
lishes clean, dry aisles for bare feet.

66. Teaching stations are properly related to
service facilities.

67. Toilet facilities are adequate in number.
They are located to serve all groups for which pro-
visions are made.

68. Mail services, outgoing and incoming, are
inCluded in the plans.

69. Hallways, ramps, doorways, and elevators
are designed to permit equipment to be moved easily
and quickly.

70. A keying design suited to administrative and
instructional needs is planned.

71. Toilets used by large groups have circulating
(in and out) entrancT and exits.

Climate Control
I. Provision is made throughout the building for
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climate oorr-q-heating, ventilating, aid refriger-
ated cooling

2. Specic ventilation is provided for locker,
dressing, shower, drying and toilet moms.

3. **tin ; plans permit both area and Individual
room contrc

4. Resew h areas where small aiiiinals are kept
and where atmicals aro used have been provided
With special ventilating equipment.

5. The heiting and ventilating of the wrestling
gymnasium have been given special attention. 0
Electrical /

1. Shielded, vapor-proof lights /are used in
moisture pre'. alent areas. .

2. Lights in strategic areas are key-controlled.
3. Lighting intensity conforms to *approved

standards.
4. An adequate number of electdcal outlets are

strategically placed.
5. Gymnasium and auditoriilm lights are eon-

" trolled by dimmer units.
6.. Locker room lights are mounted above ,the

space between lockers.
7. Natural light is controlled properly for pur-

poses of visual aids and avoidance of glare.
8. Electrical outlet plates are installed three feet

above the floor unless special use dictates Iirr
locations.

....

9. Controls for light swilches and projection
equipment are suitably located and interrelated.

10. All lights are shielded. Special protection is
provided in gymnasiums, court areas, and shower
rooms.
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11. Lights are placed to shine between rows of
lockers.

.
n 6

Walls
1. Movable and folding partitions are power-

operated and controlled by keyed switches.
. 2. Wall plates are located where needed and are

firmly attached.
3. HoOks and rings for nets are placed (and re-

cessed in walls) according to court locations and net
heights.

4. Materials that clea&easily and are impervious

777-'777'

to moisture are used where moisture is prevaltint
5. Shower heads are placed at different heights- -

four feet (eleinentazy) to seven bit (uni4ersity) for
each school level.

6. Protective mktting is placed permanently on
the walls in the wrestling room at the ends of-basket-
ball courts, and in other areas where such pro-
tection is needed.

7. An adequate number of drinking fountains are
provided: They are properly placed (rimmed in
wall),

8. One wall (at least) of the dance siidio has full
length mirrors.

9. All corners in locker rooms are

Ceilings
1. Overhead suppOrted apparatus is secured to

beams evineered to withstand stress.
2. The ceiling height I. adequate for the activities

to be housed.
Acoustical materials impervious to moisture

afe used in moisture prevalent areas.
4. Skylights in gymnasiums, being impractical,

are seldom used because of problems in waterproof-
ing roofs and the controlling of sun rays. -

5. All ceilings except those in storage areas are
acoustically treated with sound-absorbent materials

Floors .

1. Floor plates are placed where needed and Li:
flush-mounted.,

2. Floor design and materials conform to recom-
mended standards and specifications.

3. Lines and marldngs are painted on floors
before sealing is completed (when synthetic tape is
not used). '

4. A coved,base (around lockers and where wall
and floor meet).of the same water resistant material
used on floors is found in' all dress% and shower
rooms.

5. Abrasive, nonskid, slip-resistant flooring that
is impervious to moisture is provided on all areas
where water is used7-laundry, swimming pools,
shower, dressing, and drying moms.
, 6., Floor drains are properly located, and the
glope of the floor is adequate for rapid drainage.
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OUTDOOR FACILITY. NEEDS are determined by
desired programming. While this chapter inchides

materials pertaining primarily to outdoor facilities serving
athletic and physical education activities, Chapter 7 is -
'devoted to a discussion of recreational related facilities. .

In recent years, numerous events have occurred supporting
the need for additional outdoor facilities. These include: an
increased interest in physical activity, demand for a greater
variety of,activities in physical education and athletic pro-
grams and increased supporffor women's interscholastic and
intercollegiate programa influenced by Title IX legislation.
Theie developmentsAnd others, have combined to create in
acute shortage of outdoor facilitiei for most educational
institutiorand recreational organizations across the United
States.

Idea114 one would have an opportunity to develop amaster'
plan for outdoor physical education and athletic facilities for
a now school or a new recreation site. This would enable the
planner4o think in terms of locating a variety of specific
facilities for most effective4use. The location of outdoor
facilities in relation to each other, to indoor areas and
associated buildings, and to the people who will use them, is
important in evaluating both the short term and long term
usefulness. However, in many instances, faciliOA planners
.must develop plans in relation to previously coNistnicted
facilities. In this situation, planning opportunities are re-
stricted; although the possibility usually exists for archi-
tectual creativity.

This chapter has been written and illustrated to aid
planners in their efforts to create the most functional out- of-
doors facilities possible. General features common to all out-
door facilities as well as features specific to certain activities .

are covered.

General Considerations in Site Selection
Facilities or areas should be planned to accortunodate the

activity. The activity is determined by the program purposes
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and Upon the interests, needs, and *capacities of the partici-
pants. The* following criteria are important in determining
specific activities and the areas necessary for their succeis-
ful conduct: (1) adaptability (capable of being used.appropri-
ately in given situations); (2) seasonableness (relevance to
weather and seasons in a geographic area); and (3) progres-
sion (a part of the.fotal program and leading sequentially to
other skills and activities).

The following factors th'en must be ctnsidered: (1) the
number of learners or participants for any single space and for
the total area in a given time. Wan; (2) the number of
spectators for any single space and for e total area; (3) the
special relationships ofleach area; (4) lte movement patterns
of participants, learned, and specta ; (5) theinterrelation-
ships of curricular and extra-curricular activities and of com-
bined curricular and extra-curricular activities; (0) the pi-
ority ranking of each space; (7) the equipmentinecessary for
each space; (8) the environrnental conditions for each space;
(9) the projected future expansion of the facility; and (10) the
predicted changes in programs and activities.

Ames developedfor physical education, athletics and re-
creation often de the largest on any campus. Space is

"44 essential to permit creative design ideas. Whenever possible,
care should, be taken to avoid locating a facility on a site that
restricts design options and, as a consequence, interferes with
achieving the ideal program objective. Because of the size
and nature of these areas, attention should be given to
aesthetic qualities and compatabilitywith surrounding struc-
tures and areas.

Specific Considerations in Site Selection
Most outdoor physical education activities require a level

play area. Sites that have irregular surfaces, extensive brush
and tree growti s, and numerous large rocks and other
obstructions are difficult and expensive to prepare for ath-
letic fields. Some of these characteristics can be useful in the
development of certain kinds of facilities. As an example,
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they are essential for outdoor education activities and/or
quiet areas. Trees also act as wind breaks, provide shade, and

. 'aid in noise absorption.
Sound planning also takes into account the shape as well as

size of site to be developed. Care should be exercised with
regard to orientation of the facility or area with the sun. Most
outdoor sports areas should have their longitudinal axis ap-
proximately north and south. Grading and filling are ex-
tremely expensive, bpt fill from campus building construction
can frequently be ufed to raise sports field to a more appro-
priate level.

aood drainage is importmt. Physical activity areas that
are temporarily flooded after rains obviously will not afford
maximum use, nor will sites that drain slowly. Sandy soils
offer excellent drainage; a chy base will require the instal-
lation of engineered draining.' Rich topsoil will enhance
planting and 'and landscaping. Areas with 'extensive sub-
surface rock formations are expensive to grade, and inhibit
the growth of other vegetation necessary for the absorption of
water.

Listed below are a number of other important factors which
merit Careful consideration in selecting a iite:

Accessibility. The site selected for the development of
physical, education and athletic fields should be easily
accessible.

Isolation. Outdoor physical education and athletic facili-
ties should be isolated from persistent and unnecessary dis-
tractions. Conversely, these facilities should be located so
their use does not become a distraction for nearby class-
rooms and living units.

Integration. Outdoor facilities should be located strategi-
cally in relation to one another and to other accommodating
facilities.

Adaptability. A site for outdoof facilities should combine
qualities of permanence with those of flexibility. These
facilities Should be located and designed in such a way as to
permit ease and economy in bringing about the alter tions
and changes that future requirements may demand.

Expansibility. Plans Ur long-terni efficient use of fie
areas should anticipate tie possibility of changes in the pro-
gram throuih the years. In planning for these eventualities, it
is necessary to locate field and court areas on site which are
somewhat larger than minimum requirements demand. It is
also important 4hat goal net posts, backstops, and other
fixtures be planned in such a way as to permit rearrangement
when necessary. In addition, atrention,should be given to the
multipurpose use of facilities.

Safety Factors in Site
The first 'aspect of safety in selecting ekes for physical

education is to have adequate acreage in order to provide for
fety in locating areas oc activity. A planner should never

u.crease the risk of poten ial injury to students by using all
available space for activity ireas and sacrificing area for
safety. Before thinking quantity, think safety.
Traffic safety around activity areas is the most important

factor to be considered in selecting sites. OuGoor play areas
should be located so there is no interference with the treffic of
pedestrians, buses, automobiles, service vehicles and bi-
cycles. Driveways should be planned to give direct acceis to
parking areas, and should normally not bisect or parallel play
areas. If the condition demands that areas be bisected or
paralleled, fencing should be installed to separate the play
areas from the traffic pathway. This will prevent I006 e balls
from entering the pathway and prevent students from wan-
dering into the.traffit. Adequate driveways within theschool

. area also provide easy access to areas for emergency
vehicles.

WalkWays should provide directaccess between areas and
facilities. However, care should be taken to prevent inter-
ferer with activities or the creation of a safety hazard. This
restriction will protect both pedestrians and participants from
injury.

Different play areas used by different age groups should be
isolated. Shrubbery hedges, trees, fences, c ,ncrete walls, or
even buildings have proven to be effective barriers. It is
important that these areas be separated because different age
groups play different games at different levels of inlensity.
With a high school soccer field !1cated next to an elementary
playground, an errantly kicked ball chased by a student into
the playground area full of elementary children could result in
serious injury. This possibility could be easily prevented if
the field and playground has some type of divider to isolate
the areas. (Figure 1).

Due to thwobvious danger, any and all types of play areas
hould not, be placed alongside railroads or open water.

However, a high chain link fence can be installed to separate
' the play area if such Tocation cannot be avoided.

Present and future environment conditions should be taken
into consideration when selecting sites for areas of activity.
Locating outdoor activity areas adjacent to an industrial site
is not desirable. Being close to such an environment causes
unnecessary distractions during class periods. Another
hazed of industry close to activity areas is the factor of pre-
vailing winds blowing pollutants-over the fields. In southern

Figure 1

The plan of the Ulioa Elementary School in San
Francisco, Calif indicates a possible solution
when the land available for play areas ls very
limited, Trete hazards have been reduced by
plying the building along two of the surrounding
streets and providing walls, fences, and shrubbery
along the other streeits to separate traffic from
children. Safety is provided inside the play areas
by placing a serpentine wall between primary (4,1d
intermediate children. The building is used as
another barrier for kindergarten play.
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Califtitnia students sometime cannot safely participate out-

side due to smog generated by industry.
Activity areas should never be placed near utility wires or

poles of any kind. There should not be excessive trenching for
water drainage without protective barriers. Sewage areas
should be placed well away from activity areas and gas lines
should not run under areas of play. Utilities of any kind are
potentially dangerous around activity areas and never should
be close to or encroach upon a play area.

All play fields (not varsity fields) should be located well
away from driveways, roads or parking lots. School play
areas should be close to the school, directly accessible from
both the boys' and girls' locker rooms. Areas involving
varsity sports can be placed on the outer edges of the school
property and, along driveways and parking lots providing
there is adequate fencing surrounding the areas. Being placed

Figure 3
Loc., 'ion of Playing Fields

In the site plan of the North Shore Junior High
School, Glen Head, NY. skillful use has been
made of an irregular-shaped site. Roadways and
parking areas are located away from the class-
rooms. Several hard-surface play areas are sit
uated near the gymnasium to give flexibility in
scheduling activities and more outdoor play time.
The size of the site is adequate forfuture expansion
of activities.
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Figure 2
Locatic t of Playing Fidds

The architects have utilized a highvpercentage of
the total land area at the White Plains (NY) High
School. The gymnasium location provides for
spectator parking, direct access to playfields, and
noise control between the high and low noise levels
of the plant. Walkwayi to the different playffelds
permit students to move from field to jleld, orffeld
to gym, without interrupting other activities. The
number and variety ofplay areas give the physical
education program baiance, flexibility and com-
pleteness, and also provide better facilities for
community activity.

along the driveway or next to the parking kit provides easy
accessability for proper entrance and exit of spectator
vehicles. If an athletic event takes place during school ho s,

the event will not .disrupt other classes. (Figures 2'and 3).
Another important consideration is security. It would be

advantagtoisis to place facilities and storage areas in places
that are well lighted 'and easily observed. This can be
effective in deterring possible vandalism and theft. 0'

Field Space

It is obviously important to designate the kinds of activities
to be included in a program and the functional features
needed to se;ve those activities. It is equally important to
consider all available factors which indicate the,number of
facility or area units needed for each activity. Sufficient

Cr
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quantiti is met when peak load participation is achieved
under actual conditions of use.

In planning facilities, local initiative and ingenuity should
be encouraged. Toke athletic, physical education, and recrea-
tion programs of a community should be developed to accom-
modate the needs aitil stiniulate the interests of the specific
people who are to be served by those programs.

Factors that influence participation and are directly re-
lated to any realistic estimates of future peak load participa-
tion are: (1) the maximum number o" individuals for whom
facilities are being provided, (2) the physical education curri-
cular requirements, if any, including the ntnber of years re-
quired, the number of iemester/quarter hours required, the
number of periods reqt ired each week, length of each period,
maximum and desired size of each class, activities to be in-
cluded, and plans for t oed activity, (3) the emphasis on
voluntary programs such as extriPcurriculars and elective
offerings as well as recreational activities, (4) the nature of
additional long-terrn institutional policies which influence
the degree of success to be logically anticipated in the various
aspects of the physical education program, and (5) the avail-
ability of acceptable facilities belonging to other organiza-
tions and prospects for the joint use of such facilities.

In estimating facility needs, it is more desirable to err on
the side a too much-too soon than too little-too late.

Elernewary and Secovdary School Outdoor
Facilities (SpeCial. Considerations)

Neighborhoo ark-School ( Elementary)

The neigh srlitood park-school _is the primary area in
planning for ed cation and recreation. It is a combination of a
neighborhood el- . -ntary school and playground. It is planned
in such a manner that all areas and facilities are used to meet
the educational and recreational interests and needs of the
people living in a neighborhood. It is essential that areas and
facilities be cooperatively planned for the dual purpose of
instruction and recreation and that the school and community
recreational programs be coordinated for maximum use by
the entire \neighborhood.

The neighborhood park-school should service an area with
a maximum zone of one-half mile and a population of ap-
proximately 4,000 to 8,000 people. Any deviation in the pop-
ulation density (larger or smaller communities) may mean a
change in needs or interests and thus may alter the service
radius and/or acreage required for this installation.

The minimum area recommended for a neighborhood
park-school is 10 to 30 acres.

As an illustration, this area Might be developed as follows:

Acres
School Building 2.0 3.0
Parking 1.0 - 1.5
Playlot and apparatus 1.0 - 1.5
Hard-surface game courts and

multi-use area
1.0 - 2.5

Turf-games field 4.5 5.5
Park area, including space tbr

drama and quiet activities
3.0 5 .5

Buffer zones and circulation' 2.0 3.0
Recreation service building 0.2 0.5
Corner for senior citizens 0.3 - 1.0

Total 10.3 -30.0

Outdoor Facilities

Community Park-School (Secondary)

The community park-school is an area in which are
located a junior or senior hii school 'and a variety of
recreational and physical education facilities designed for
both school and community use It should be centrally
located in the community and provide a parklike environ-
ment. If it c mtains a senior high school, it requires more
acreage than if it is associated with an elementary or junior
high school, and its service radius is appreciably greater.

Many people using such centers reach them by automobile
or public transport. Relatively few live close enough to walk,,
to them. A portion of the area is usually developed as a play-
ground for the children living in the immediate neighbor-
hood, while another portion serves as a landscaped park.

The function of this area is similar to that of the neighbor-
hood park-school. While the neighborhood park-school con-
tains an elementary school and serves primarily children, the
community park-school contains a secondary school and
serves primarily young people and adults. The geographic
area served by the community school is larger (usually con-
sisting of three Or more residential neighborhoods). Its space
requirements are much greater, and 4 provides facilities not
feasible in the neighborhoou ,nit hecause of the cost and
needed space. The community park-school with a senior high
school needs more area in order to provide for scholastic
athletics, spectator space, and extensive parlsing.

In communities where the park-school plan cannot be put
into effect, separate sites are require4fo? the secondary
schoolsthe junior and senior high schools. A smaller site
will serve the needs of the school physical education, recrea-
tion, and outdoor education programs better than if the area
were also expected to provide the recreational service for the
entire community.

The senior high school needs a larger site than the-junior
high school because the enrollment is usually higher and
because of the greater space requirements of the interscholas-
tic athletic program. Even though separate public indoor and
outdoor recreational facilities are provided elsewhere in the
community, the junior and senior high school plants should
be designed to facilitate community use when they are not
required for school purposes.

One example of close5ooperation between a municipality
and the public school system is the installation of municipal
tennis courts on school property. The municipality's recrea-
tion budget supports the cost of court installation while the
school provides the land. The school retains priority for use
during school hours and the courts are available for com-
munity use after school hours and on week-ends.

Orientation of Areas

Courts and fields should be oriented to give protection to .

both players ahd spectators. It may not be possible to get the
best orientation of a particular court or field because such
factors as topography, shape of the area, and location of other
facilities may dictate variations.

Outdoor courts and fields should be oriented so playerp
will not have to face into the late-afternoon or early-morning
sun. In rectangular fields and courts, the long axis shoulu
generally be at right angles to the late-afternoon sun's rays.
Locate the sunset position at midseason of the sport and
orient the field or court accordingly.

On baseball, softball, and similar fields, the general pattern
of the ball's flight covers an arc of more than 90 degrees.
Since the field cannot be oriented to give equal protection to
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all players and spectators,,a choice must be made. Because
the batter, pitcher and catcher are in the most hazardous
positions, they should be given first consideration. A line
through these positions should be the axis fur orienting the
field.

Site Development

Problems which are commohly present in site-develop-
ment projects are concerned with grading, drainage, land-
scape design, fencing, and accessibility to water and electri-
city.

Grading
Outdoor physical education and sports activities are best

promoted on field and court areas that are relatively level.
However, the topography of available sites and the cost
filling and cutting often make some terracing necessary.

Drainage .

It is filways necessary to provide for a gradual slope of All

playing sites to assure the efficient removal of excess surfaa
water. A one-percent slope is recommended as maximum for
turf areas. For a stadium football field, a 12-inch crown down
the longitudinal axis on the middle of the field is recom-
mended.

For baseball, the pitcher's box should be elevated 10
inches above the base lines and home plate. The slope from
the pitcher's box to home plate and to all base lines should be
gradual. A one-percent drainage grade for the outfield is
recommended.

Large, hard-surfare, multipurpose areas are generally
sloped so that surface water is directed toward specific col-
lection points. It is recommended that for tennis, volleyball,
baaminton, and other net games the slope be from one side of
the court to the other.

A widely accepted standard for the finished graae for hard-
surfaced court areas calls for a slope of one inch in eight feet,

as a means of providing adequate surface drainage. A few
experienced tennis court contractors can flatten this some-
wh'at to one inch in ten feet.

Attention should be given to the problem of subsurface
drainage in the development of playi ng fields. This problem is
generally pebuliar to local conditions, and consultation with a
competent soils engineer is recommended. Due to the
hazards of damage from freezing, subsurface drainage is also
an important consideration in the construction of hard-
surface court areas.

.Landscape Design
Landscaping should be planned so as to improve the play-

ing cohditions. Shrubs, hedges, trees, and vines can be used
as windbreaks, background barriers, spectator screens and
ground cover. They also enhance the value of adjacent prop-
erty and provide a better environment for the enjoyment of
the activity.

An important duty of the landscape engineer is tc provide
proper and well-designed entrance and exit walks, drives, and
parking areas for all playing areas.

Plans and specifications for landscape plantings should be
prepared at the same time as those for the original site
development. This will ensure that the plantings will be in
keeping with the total development.
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Water and Electricity
No turf playing area can be properly developed or main-

tained without an adequate water supply. Therefore, in
designing a field area, it is recommended that an automatic
sprinkler system be installed to reduce field maintenance.

Electrical outlets should be available at all field and court

areas. The number, size, and 'voltage should be determined
by the requirements of field lights; public-address systems,
concession facilities, scoreboards, and maintenance equip-

inent.
Consideration should always. be given to the location of a

telephone at all field and court areas. This is a .safety pre-
caution for emergencies, an aid and important time-saver for
maintenance help, and a convenience for players and spec-

tators.

Fencing
Fencing is frequently required for many physical educa-

tion and sports areas for security, safety; isolation, enclosure,
separation, noise abatement, wind screening, sun screening,
traffic control (pedestrian and vehicular), and for the pro-
tection of participants, the general public, spectators, and

proPerty.
In the case of baseball, field hockey, softball, soccer, rug-

by, lacrosse, and tennis, fences are used to confine the ball to
the playing area, and thus enhance the play of the game and
the enjoyment of spectators. Unfenced baseball and softball
fields reduce the home-run potential.

In lacrosse, field hockey, soccer, and rugby, a fence three
feet beyond the end fine of the playing fieldconfmei most out:
of-bounds balls and reduces time lost in retrieving the ball. A
10 to 12-foot fence on all sides of tennis courts is recom-
mended to confine balls and speed up play.

Some characteristics of good fencing are stability, dura-
bility, economy of maintenance, attractiveness, and effec-
tiveness. Among the many types of suitable fencing avial-
able, woven wire fencing of the chain-link type (minimum
thickness-11 gauge), using H type or circular line posts,
meets requirements satisfactorily. Chain-link fencing is avail-

able in the standard galvanized steel and also in aluminum-
coated steel, plastic-coatedsteel and aluminum alb:, mesh.
The new plastic coatings are smoother to the touch ari come
in a variety of colors. Forest green is the most common color
since it blends well with grass and shrubs. The appearance,

. security and isolation qualities of the chain-link fence can be
enhanced with the insertion of wood, metal or plastic strips
into the fencing. The most commonly used insertion is red-
wood strips woven vertically.

All chain-link fencing should be Installed with the smooth'
edges at the top. In special cases, however, it may be desir-
able to have smooth edges at both top and bottom. A hard-
surface mowing strip about 12 inches wide may be placed
under the fence to facilitate maintenance. To prevent balls
from rolling under the fence (such as in a baseball facility)
redwood or pressure-treated boards may be attached to the
bottom of the fence if it does not reach to the mowing strip.

The pool and deck area of outdoor pool installations must
be completely enclosed by a fence at least seven feet high.
Local and state codes should be consulted. The bathhomse
should be located on the side of the prevailing wind. If not, it
is recommended that a wall or wind-breaking fence be
installed on the windward side. Chain-link fencing with red-
wood or plastic inserts may be used here as well as on the
other side for privacy. The use of grass berms or fence line
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plantings or planters is also reCommended for aesthetic
purposes. This fence is a safety feature for those using the
pool as well as contributing to the maintenance of proper
control of the facility. The wading pool, or play pool, and
space for smaller children, which may be located immedi-
ately adjacent to the swimming area, should be sepatated
from it by a'feace and gate.

The Most common material used for fencing of tennis
coats is chain-link fabric, The.foresigreen plastic coating is
increasing in Popularit7, This fencing should have a mini-
mum height of 12 feet along the rear lines of the courts and a
minimum of 10 feet on the sides. The courts should be
entirely enclosed. Where cost is a major factor, the fencing
may be placed along the rear of the courts, with a 20-foot
wing return on the sides. The fence fabric should be placed on
the inside of the fence posts. Canvas or plastic win(screens,
or redwood, plastic or metal inserts should be installed on the
windward side.

RebOund walls are recommended. They should be 12 feet
in height topped by °3 feet of light fencing to reduce the
number of lost balls. These walls should t.° located on the
north end of the Courts so the players are not facing the sun
and so the'wall's shadow does pot faron the court where it
would delay the drying of overnightlnoisture. Entrance gates
should be located at the ends of the courts in order to reduce
cross-court traffic. A gate at each end between each pair of
courts is recommended.

Where admission is charged, a fence with a minimum
height of seven feet surrounding the spectator structure and
the enclosed field is essential. Landscape 'architects often use
vines, shrubs or Other plantings along fences to crease an
attractive appearance. Gates are necessary for_sporkitor and
service entrances and exits. Admissiod gates should be
located-near the parking lots and other main approaches to
the structure including public transportation stops. -The
number and size of the entrances depend on anticipated
present and future attendance. Exits should permit the crowd
to vacate the enclosure in ten minutes:Twenty-two inches of
linear exit space should be provided for each 500 spectators.
At least one gate 14 feet high and 1,4 feet wide should be
provided to accommodate trucks and buses.

Walkways
L. All-weather walks, should be confined to a minimum in

open play areas and should be provided only where the foot
traffic is heavy enough to warrant. Circulation walks serve as
guideways to interesting features and may be of many kinds
of surfacing material such as concrete, asphalt, brick, adobe,
exposed aggregate concrete, loose aggregate, tile, stone or
wood. Basic considerations in the choice of surface type
include: intended use, cost, ease of installation, durability,
appearance and maintenance. Portland cement and asphalt
best meet the requirements of heavily trafficked areas.

The walks should vary in width in consonance with the
trsffic density and should) not cross through game courts or
de as. To accomplish the desired ciraulation of traffic, it may
be necessary to use signs, jiavement lines and fixed or planted
barriers. The degree of slope, and subsurface drainage should
be given careful consideration. Drainage tiles may be used if
necessary.

In developments where it is impractical to service features
and facilities with drives, or from adjacent street pavements,
selected walks should be of hL 'vier construction and of suf-
ficient width to accommodate st,rvice-truck loads.

Outdoor Facilities

Surfacing

There is no one surface which will satisfactorily meet the
needs of all outdoor activities. Each activity has lts own
surface requirements, which will dictate what type, or types,
of material can be used.

In the selection of surfacing material for any oUtdoor area,
certain qualities should be sought, inclUding multiplicity of
use, durability, dustless and stainless, reasonable initial cost
and economy, ease of maintenance, pleasing appearance,
nanabrisiveness, resiliency and year-round usage.

Obtaining the proper surface for outdoor areas continues.
to be a perplexing problem. Over the years, however, there
have been significant developments in surfacing. The various
types of surfacing materials are shown in the accompanying
table.

Earth,

Types of Surfacing Materials

Groj_p, Type
Warns, sand, sand-clay, clay-gravel,
fuller's earth, stabilized earth, soil-
cement.'
Bluegrass mixtures, Dent, fescue,
Bermuda.
Gravel, graded stoce', caraded slag,
shell, cinders.
Penetration-macadam; asphaltic con-
crete, (cold and hot-laid), sheet as-
phalt , natural asphalt, sawdust as-
phatt, vermiculite asphalt, rubber
asphalt, cork asphalt, other patented
asphalt mixes.
Rubber, synthetic resins, rubber as-
phalt, chlorinated butyl-rubber, min-
eral fiber, plastics, vinyls.
Monolithic; terrazzo, precast.
Flagstone (sandstone, limestone,
granite, etc), brick, etc.
Tanbark, sawdust, shavings, cotton-
seed hulls.

Turf

Aggregates

Asphalt

Synthetics

Concrete
Masonry

Miscellaneous

Turf
The advantages of using grass as a surface are its attract-

iveness, resiliency, and nonabrasiveness, and the fact that it
is relatively dust-free. Such a surface lends itself very well to
activities that require relatively large areas, 'as most field
games do.

Turf is difficult to maintain in areas where there is inten-
sive usage. In some parts of the country where watering is
essential, maintenance dosts are high.Turf surfaces are not
practical for most activities w.hen the ground is frozén or %vet,
and, in additionsalast be given time and to recuperate
after heavy use.

Soils

A:mong the difficulties encountered in the use of earth as a
surfacing material are dust and the tendency to become
rutted, which, in turn, create drainage problems and rela-
tively high maintenance costs. These difficulties can be
partially overcome by mixing the earth with sand. When this
is done, the resulting surface is often less resilient and some-
what abrasive.

Natural soils can also be stabilized by the addition of
asphalt, calcium chloride, resin, or cement, which are the
most commonly used stabilizers. The use of stabilized soils is
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a possibility in many areas Where turf is impractical or cannot
be grown.

Masonry
a

Natural-stone slabs, or blocks, and manufactured brick
can be used fcr such installations as walks and terraces,
where interesting and attractive patterns, colors, and textures

' are desired.

Concrete
Portland cement concrete surfaces provide year-round and

multiple usage. Installation costs are high, but maintenance
costs ar low and the surface is extremely durable.

Asphalt a -

The common asphaltic concrete surface has many of the
advantages which are sought in any surfacing material: It
provides a durable surface which can be usea on a year-round
schedule. Maintenance is easy and inexpenSive. Such a sur-
face can also be used for many different 'activities. When
prope'rly installed, the surface is dust-free and drains quickly.
Asphalt surfaces can be marked easily and with a relatively
high degree of permanence. Asphalt also provides a neat-
appearing, no-glare surface that will blend well with the
landscape.

Asphalt can be combined with a variety of other materials
to provide a resilient or extremely bard surface. The use of
such materials as cork or rubber in dombination with asphalt
will yield a quite-resilient surface. Aggregates such as slag or
granite will produce a firmer surface when combine With
asphalt.

Outdoor Synthetic Surfaces

The past decade has seen a proffer& ,f synthetic sur-
faces both for indoor and outdoor use. N ious names (syn-
thetic, all-weather, artificial) have been applied to theset
surfaces. Originally, the syntheth surfaces were developeclio
provide an all-purpose, all-weather surface for a variety of
activities. More recently, however, although many of the sur-
faces may have a multi-purpose use, most are specifically
designed for a particular type activity. The prospeative
facility planner should recognize that there are wide dif-
ferences between the various types of surfaces as well as
production differences between surfaces of the same "brand"
name to be used for different purposes.

gs

Considerations
Synthetic surfaces have several exceptional benefits. They

provide a consistently smooth and uniform surface; greatly
expand the use of the thee, not only On multi-use,but for all
students rather than exclusive use by athletic teams; prOvide
the opportunity for use under all but the most adverse weather
conditions; are generally regarded as safe as many of tht
natural surfaces (the controversy over this aspect of syn-
thetic turf has not ',veil fully resolved); increase the effective
use of an alloted area; provide economic benefits through
reduced acreage requirements; increased use and decreased
maitZenance costs. Finally, many of the top regional, state,
national and international events in some sports are eon-
ducted on synthetic surfaces providing for greater dniformity
in performance.

Outdoor synthetic surfaces,do have major disadvantages,

some types more so than others. In general, the following
should receive attention and consideration:

Initial costs are high, some tvves double or 'triple others.
depending upon grading, sub-surface, installation process,
and selected material. '

Maintmince, although minimal in some cases, is neces- ,
sary. When required, it is both costly and time-consuming.
Maintenance is reduced if measares are taken to reduce or

. eliminate vehicular and pedestrian traffic 'and security,
measures are takenlo reduce the possibilitrAandalion 3nd
misuse.

Aspects of the weather do affect the odtdoor synthetic ,
surfaces. Extreme temperatures may alter the resiliency of
the surface. The character of the comPosition may also alter
ovena short period dame eithenfrom temperature extremes,
or ultra-violet exposure. Asphaltio compounds may become
brittle due to oxidation of the asphalt _cement.

Limieedresearch studies havelhdicat,ed a heat build-up
on the surface which, may affect the perforther. r.

e.r

Types
There are three basic types of synthetic surfaces in wide-

spread use today under a variety of trade names: synthetic
turf, asphalt composition and plastic surfaces. Synthetic turf
(grass) is uged on those playing areas for games (baseball,
football, soccer, field hockey, lacrosse, etc.) traditionally
played on natural grass surfaces. The various asphaltic.
surfaces and the newer plastic surfaces (polyvinylchloride or
polyurethane) haVe found their greatest use on tennis courts, h
tracksand multi-purpose play areas. e .

Synthetic grass is a tufted caipet made from polyvinyl
chloride or urethane plastic. It may be applied on a variety of
subsurfaces, but asphaltic concrete is the more common. The
composition of the subcarpet base varies in thickness and
resiliency, depending upon anticipated use of the surface.
Embedded in, or bOnded to, the subcarpct base are plastic
fibers resembling grass. The density and height of the blades
vary with anticipated use. Installation ofthe combined fibers
and subcarpet base is generally accomplished from rolls five
yards wide of appropriate length. It may be bonded to the
base or stretched and anchored in place.-

Asphalt Composition - the numberod varieties of asphalt
mixes, often in combination with cork, fiber, rubber,- or
plastic, ere classified into two typesthose with a cushioned
surface and those with a non-cushioned surfac 3. These sur-
faces require a base course (compacted stone, gravel, or
rough aggregate asphalt), a leveling course (hot asPhalt mix,
emulsified mix, or cold asphalt mix), and a surface course
(non-cushioned) or a cuihion course (hot or cold mix). A
color finish coat made from synthetics (epoxies, neoprene,.
acrylic vinyls or latex) is often applied to the non-cushioned
Surface to smooth it and give it color. The cushioned
materials are color impregnated. Lines are applied by use of a
synthetic paint, appropriate for that type of.surface.

Plastic Surfaces
The two plastic surfaces used in outdoor setting include

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and an elastomeric polyurethane&
PVC has not proven totally satisfactory at this time for out-
door use due to its reaction to the sun's rays and resiliency
fluctuations caused by temperature changes. The plasticizer
used in the PVC setting process also tends to 'pude through
the top surface.

A two-part polyurethane, laid in prefabricated sheets or
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monolithically applied on a suitabk base, providbs a durable,
color-fast, and wear resistant surface with consistent resili-
ency. The, surface may be smooth or embossed, depending
upon projected'use. Lineft are painted with a Synthetic paint
as recommended by the manufacturer.

Evaluation Criteria

Criteria used to evaluate any of the outdoor synthetic
surfaces include initial cost, maintenance and repair, dura-
bility, color, tiactiott impact absorption, resilieney and con-
sistency of resiliency, effects of temperatures and sun, tensile
strength, texture, color stability and utilization.

Lighting
. .

The use of outdoor lighting should be considered for
Maximum use. of facilities. The availability of facilities in the
evening hours can greatly increase interest and participation.

1*.ie ighting of outdoor area:. involves many problems not
encou red in other types of lighting. A good lighting instal-
lation c n Only result from carefui blending of the proper
quantity of light, which is relatiVely easy to provide, with a
good quality of light.

Sports lighting involyes many prohlvms. These problems
can best be solved by consultation with lighting experts.
Private consultant firms, local utility co) npanies, and manu-
facturers of lighting equipment are avail ible to offer assist-
ance.

,

The most reliable source of general al d specific informa-
don on the subject of sports facilitY lightir ; is the Illuminating
Engineering Society's publication entitl d Cur'ent Recom-
mended Practice for Sports Lightim . Thi t. publication
covers all aspects of sports lighting ,in ( onsiderable detail.

Figure 4 lists illumination levels for outdoor facilities
which have been recommended by a panel of health, physical
education, and recreation facilities experts. In all cases, these
recommendations are equal .to, or exceed, the illumination
levels rpcommer.ded by the Illuminating Engineering Society.

General Ares Lighting

Where specific sports facility lighting is nut required,
modified or general lighting can be provided. Generally
mounted on poles or structures on the perimeter of the area,
this type provides sufficient lighting for movement through-
out the area and is,usually arrangelso as to cover as much
area as possible with the greatest economy. Time clocks can
be incorporated into the system to tnrn off the lights at a
specified time.

For both sports facility and general area lighting, under-
ground conduits are recommended.

Housing for Electrical Controls
A vital part of any outdoor lighting system is the pro-

tictive and control equipment necessary to make it function.
The vet y nature of this equipment Ter.esents a real hazard to
anyone not fartr with its owatibn and the t....2racter-
istics of electricity.

The development of new light sources has resulted in more
frequent use of high voltage for larger outdoor lighting
systems. Distribution systems of 24' und 480 volts are
common, and in some instances, a primary distribution

/ system using 2,400 or 4,160 volts to strategiccly-placed
distribution transformers can be justified.

Wherever such equipment is located, the controls must be
adequately housed and padlocked. Where buildings or
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Figure 4
Levels of Illumination Currently Recommended

For Ow Door Sports Areas*

Sports Area Footcahdles on Task

Arrhery 15
Badminton 30
Baseball 1(X)-150
Basketball 70
Corkball 30
Field Handball 30
Field Hockey 30
,Foutball 100-150
Golf Driving Range 30
Handball 60
Horseshoes 30
Ice Hockey 70
Lacrosse 50
Rifle and Pistol Range 100
Rugby H)
Skating 30
Soccer 100
Softball 100
Speeciball 100
Tennis 70
Volleyball , 70
Swimming Pool 30

*Because of the nature of outdoor lighting "and the types of
fixtures available at this time, it is difficul4 (fnot:mpossible,
to reath the lighting levels desired for most outdoor activities.
However, it is expected that firtherimprovement in outdoor
fixtures will provide the desired higher-level intensities with
a minimUm of direct glare

bleacher complexes are vljacent to the lighted'irea, con-
sideration should be given to locating the controls inside a
control room where they can be protected from unauthorized
persons.

Parking

The need to provide off-street parking for automobiles is a
major consideration in the design of facilities. Each parking
space should be marked. It is often more desirable to
construct parking areas in several locafions, near the facili-
ties which have the highest concentration of users. This will
also make it easier to blend the parking areas into the land-
scape. Where possible, parking areas should be located near
the perimeter and should be designed so as not to interfere
with normal pedestrian traffic. In the case of large sAing
areas, it is necessary to make a study of the traffic p ern in
the surrounding area in order to facilitate the movem nt of
traffic to and from the parking area.

The off-street parking areas should be hard-surfaced, and
may be used also for sports, free play activities, driver
education, marching band mtineuvers, and other activities.
Either post sleeves, flush with the surface, or portable
standards will make it relatively easy to conduct a variety of
net games in these areas.
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Communications

A simple public address system would be adequate for all
events other than a football game. A good press box is
needed at the football stadium. Each newspaper should
have its own working space, while television and radio
personnel need separate booths. A duplicating and proces-
sing area, telephones, a distribution and storage area for
food, and a deck for photography should be included in the
press box plans. The main controls need to be located in or
adjacent to the public address system. Microphone jacks
should be installed at strategic locations at field level, and a
direct telephone connection should etisk,between the field
level and the press box.

Service Facilities

Facilities for the dispensing and storage of play!ng equip-
ment should be on or readily accessible to the site. These
facilities should include space for maintenance equipment,
and for benches, tables and chairs, and rest rooms for men
and women spectators.

Plans for such areas should include consideration of the
accessibility of dressing and shower facilities for home and
visiting teams, game officials, and coaches. In many situa-
tions, it has been found more economical to provide trans-
portation to and from the playing site than to construct these

facilities.

Sports and Athlttic Facilities

Ball Fields

Steps should be taken in the initial planning of a com-
munity school program to make the playfield as accessible
and functional as possible.

Thrde improvements are possible to encourage wider com-

munity use of the already popular playfield. Paving an out-

door court area would probably do more to encourage use of
outdoor school facilities than any other single improvement
since a large number of recreational activities are best carried

out on a hard surface.
Lights represent a second improvement that will increase

playfield use. Both adults and children can use the field in the
evenings for organized or casual recreational activities.

A third valuable improvement is the provision of wash-
room facilities accessible from the playfield. This arrange-
ment makes these facilities available when most of the school

building may not be in use.

Baseball Field
The a. ca required for a baseball field should be 400 feet by

400 feei, an area of approximately three acres. This will
allow for dugouts and bleaches's as well'as the playing area.

Its orientation may vary a little, depending on where the
field will be locAted and the time the games will be played
afternoon or twilight. However, ifpossible, the back point of
home plate should be set to point due north to north-east.
AnOther check is to have the baseline from home plate to first

base run westerly.
The official diamond is 90 feet on a side, with the dimen-

sions across the diarriond 127 feet 3Ys inches. There should
be a minimum of 60 feet from home plate to the backstop.
From home plate. down the foul lines to the outfield fence, the

distance varies. However, 320 feet should be a minimum. The
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shortest part of the ball park is usually down the foul lines
with the fence gradually going out to reach its deepest point in
centerfield. (Figure 5)

A large frame backstop with n sturdy wire fence should be

located 60 feet behind home plate. This backstop should be a
minimum of 20 feet high to help keep the ball in the field of
play. Attached to each end of the backstop should be a fence

at least four feet high, 60 feet from the nearer foul line, and
extending to the outfield fence where they join in foul terri-
tory at least 45 feet from the foul line. The outfield fence
should be eig,ht feet high for maximum safety. If a shorter
fence is used; be certain that no points or other sharp
obstructions extend up above the top rail. All fence posts
should be on the outside of the playing area.

Dugouts, warning track, scoreboard, press box, auxiliary
mounds, and other accessories should be taken into con-
sideration. Dugouts are too often built too small, with not
enough head room. It is recommended that the end of one
dugout lx used for storage. The traditional dugout, sunk into
the ground to allow for spectator clearance, is obsoleiz
because of drainage problems,

Junior Baseball
Junior baseball facilities are similar to regular baseball,

except that the playing area may be reduced, depending on
the age of the participants. Some national organizations that
sponsor junior baseball programs have modified the official
rules to fit the needs of the players. For example, the distance
between bases is shortened as are the distance from home
plate to the outfield fences and from home to the pitcher's
plate. For recommended dimensions of Little League, Pony
League, and Babe Ruth League, see Figures 6, 7, 8, 9.

Softball Field
Fast pitch and slow, pitch softball have erijoyed great

popularity. From summer recreation programs to profes-
sional leagues, thousands of individuals play softball each
year. Fast pitch has been added to the women's varsity pro-
(gams in many high schools and colleges. Each year the best
university and college women's teams play in districts and
regionals which culminate in a softball world's series.

Softball fields varyin types from "cow pasture" variety to
well-kept diamonds. The best fields have skinned diamonds
with all grass, weeds and ;mks eliminated. Three features
which are common to all "class" playing areas are: good
construction, proper soil structure, and careful maintenance.
All three must be present for a quality field. A well-kept
diamond and outfield give each player a chance to perform at
the best of her or his abiiity. A good facility can be used
earlier in the spring and made playable sooner after a rain

storm.
For elimination of complicated ground rules, it is recom-

mended that the field be enclosed with a fence approxi-
mately 8 feet in height. The rule book states that the playing
field shall have a clear and unobstructed area within a radius
of 225 feet for males and female fast pitch, 250 feet for female
slow pitch and 275 feet for male slow pitch from home plate
between the foul lines. Outside the foul lines and between
home plate and the backstop, there should be an unobstructed
area of not less than 25 feet in width.

The official diamond should have 60 foot base lines with
pitching distances as follows: Fast pitch, male 46 feet,
female - 40 feet; slow pitch. male - 46 feet, female - 46 feet.
Layout of the diamond is shbv..n in Figure 10. For best all
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around orientation for late afternoon, twilight, fall schedule,
and early afternoon games, position the apex of home plate
20 degrees north of northwest.

Irrigation
Since the outfield will be grass, some type of irjation

should be planned. Water outlets should be conve iently
placed around the outfield and coveted by rubber safety caps
level with the ground. An automatic sprinkling system is

more expensive to install, but may be cheaper in the long run
when labor savings and convenience are considered. When
planning the water lines, locate outlets for water fountains,
concessions stands and possibly toilets.

Backstop

The field must also have a backstop erected not less than
25 feet behind bome plate. The backstop should consist of
three panels 12 feet wide, one panel centered on homo-plati,

Figure 5
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Fure 6
with the other two panels on each end flaring out at an angle of

30 degrees with the center panel. Each panel should be 18-20
feet in height. The uprights and cross pieces of each panel can
be made from steel or wood. One and one half inch galva-
nized wire mesh is stretched and fastened between the up-
rights on each panel.

I.

fie

4
PITC;IEN'S KAYE

Bleachers and Player Benches

Softball fields must have adequate seating for spectators if
interest in the sport is to be maintained. The bleacher area
should be separated from the playing field by a fence or rope.
If possible, position bleachers so that spectators are not look-

ing into the sun. Players benches with back rests should be
provided for each team and positioned at least 25 feet from
each foul line.

CUM 00 MUNIKO
RACOM -11. MS

LAYOUT AT INTONER'S PLATE

41,

LAYOUT AT HOME .PLATE
*MI PI FM

11111:31111=7

211/0 I 1 s4ssI I

The degree of sloRe from a point 6" in front of the
pitcher's plate to a point 6' toward home plate shall be
1" to 1', and such degree of slope shall be uniform.
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6 Figure 7
Boy's Baseball Field Diagrams
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Scotwboard

A scoreboard adds interest for both spectators mid players.
It need not be elaborate but should show results by innings.

Field Hockey
The dimensions of the field are 300 feet long and from 150

to 180Teet wide. A smaller field Of 255 feet by 135 toot can be
used for younger players.

The field should be marked with two-inch white lines.
There should be four lines across the width of the field that
divide the length of the field into four equal parts 25 yards
apart. The lines at eol.h end are called goal lines. The line that
bisects the field is called the center line. The other two lines
between the goal and center line are the 25-yard lines. When
the field is smaller, tht 25-yard lines should be 25 yards from
the goal lines. Paraiba to, and eye yards from each side line,
is a broken 5-yard line. The space between the 5-yard and
side lines is called the alley. At each end of the field is a
striking circle. The striking circle should lie marked regula-
llon size, which is 45 feet from each goal pos out to the side.
The "circle" part should have a 45 foot radius from each goal'
post The penalty corners are marked 30 feet to the side of
each goal post on the goal line. These penalty-lines run 12
inches frain the goal line into the field. At the center of each
goal line is a goal 12 feet wide. (Figure 11)

The playing surface should be a multipurpose turf or loam.
This turf should be crowned down the centeresloping one-
fourth inch per foot toward the sidelines for befter drainage.
The field should be oriented so that play is in a north and
south direction.

The goals also have oertain specifications. The goal posts
should be two-by-three inches and painted white. The goal
posts are seven feet high, twelve feet apart, and joined by a
crossbar seven feet above the ground. Six feet behind the goal
line are two six-foot posis. The sides, back, and top are
enclosed by netting or wire mesh.

911

Apra 12 r
Flicker Ball Field
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Flicker Ball
The outdoor flicker ball field shall be rectangular in shape,
its length being 53Yj yards, its width 30 yards. (Figure 12).
Each goal shall be set 5 yards back of the end line, equi-
distant between the side lines, and parallel to the end line.
The bottom of the hole in the flicker ball board shall be eight
feet above the ground. (Figure 13). A free throw line, 6 feet
long, will be placed 30 feet in front of each end line, directly in

Figure 11 - Field1ockey Layout
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Figures 13&14
As many as three Flicker Ballfields may be laid out crosswise on a football practice field
Right: Design details for Flicker Ball goal. Note 6-inch.radius around goal open*.

front of the goal. It is suggested that game fields be laid out
across the width of a practice football fieldas many as three
flicker ball fields may be, laid actoss a regulation football
field. (Figure 14)

Football Field

Dimensions and Descdptions

, The football field is a level area, 360 feet long and 160 feet
wide. If games are played during daylight hours or the field is

3
0
5

SUPPORT POLES

used for practices, it should be oriented so that play is in a
north and south direction to insure that the sun does not shine
directly into the eyes of the contestants.

Figure 15
Intercollegiate Football Field
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White lines, called yard lines, run across the width of the
field every five yards, and lines called sidelines, run down the
length of each side. The goal lines run et eath end of the width
of the field at 100 yards spirt, with the end zones extending
10 yards beyond each goal line. The yard lines are numbered
at 10-yard intervals from the goal lines to midfield. Two
broken lines, called inbound* lines, or hash Marks, run para-
llel to the sidelines. For college, hash marks are 53'4" from
each sideline, and for professional games, they are 70'9"
ftom each sideline. (Figure 15)

In high school and college football, twdgoal posts, each 20
feet high, stand 10 yards behind each goal line. A crossbar
connects them 10.feet from above the ground. The posts are
18'6" apart in high school games, and 23'4" apart in college.

Facilities should be provided for the press, radio and
motion picture groups along with the public address system,
scoreboard operators, spotters, scouts and other officials or
dignitaries. The press box should be located opposite the 50-
yard line, high in the west stand to eliminate direct sun glare.

The scoreboard should be designed as an integral part of
the structure. For activities attracting,a smaller number of
spectators, mechanical or movable scoreboards may be more
practical.

Turf 6r Sueace
The surface of the field is usually regular turf and grass with

a crown running down the center, sloping one-fourth inchper
foot toward the sidelines. Turf is difficult to maintain in areas
where there is intensive usage. When watering is essential,
maintenance may be extremely high. Turf surfaces are not .
practical for most activities when the ground is frozen or wet
and must be given time and care to recuperate after heavy
use. It is now possible to have a complete turf installed with
built-in moisture and temperature control.

Participani Safety
Spectators using the facility must be protected against

injury. There should be guard rails on ramps and inclines and
rough turfaces on inclines. Surface rial of seats must be
'non-abrasive and in good t Lighting must be pro-
vided in the smiting area as -1 as to the exits and restroorn
facilities. Ample walkways leading to exits, depending on
capacity of crowd, must also be provided. -

Thought must also be given to avoid likjury to the partici-
pants. Sprinkler heads must be recessed with protective 6apa
installed. Fences or other obstructions must be away from the
playing field and goal posts should be padded along with
down and distance markers. End markers should be flexible
and padded. Lastly, ample light must be provided to allow for
good isibility on the entire field.

Lacri se
Tht nside dimensions of the field for men are 330 by 180

feet. '1 tere are no definite boundtries, but goals must be
placed lotless than 270 nor more than 330 feet apart. The
minim i width it 159 feet. (Figure 16)

The mils lie on the 15-yard lines at each end of thifield.
these goals con.sist of two square posts six feet apart and
joined at the top by a rigid crossbar six feet above the ground
(all inside dimensions). The wooden posts are two by two
inches, painted white. Netting of not more than 1.5-inch
meth must be attached to the posts and crossbar and to a.
point seven fbet behind the center of the goal. The net is firmly
pegged to the ground. A line, called the goal line, is drawn
from post to post.

Orientation, surface, and grading are tile same as for foot-
ball. A five or six foot barrier fence at least 10 feet outside the
end and sidelines is recommended.

Figure 16
Lacrosse Field

6,-0* 330%0* MAX. 270ccr MIN,
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There are no definite boundaries to the field of play.
SCALE: 1"..120'-cr

GOAL
scALE! vie- 1 '-cr

NET SLOPES
DOWN, BACK
AND iN
FRCNI SIDES
DEPTH 7'-0"

330:0"

asap'

AP.

SCALE: 1.120'

Lines must be marked in white, and the center, or offside, line should
be wider than the others. Dimensions are to inside of lines except at
center line. Grading and subdrain layout. as well as orientation
similar to football field.
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Rugby
A rugby field differs in some respects from a football field;

however, the game can be played without the addition or
deletion of any football field markings. It is more desirable to
have a properly marked rugby field. (Figure 17)

Soccer
SocceOlelds should be laid out on the most level area of

land available. In many high schools and colleges, the
football fiTild is also used for soccer games. When this is done,
portable goals are used and if possible, the width of the field is
increased 10-15 yards. Preferably, the field should be grass
and free of rocks, holes, and other debris, with no obstacles on
the playing area. The orientation of the field should be in a
nok th-south direction.

The same consideration should be given to the soccer field
as to all outdoor fields. The field should have subsoil tiling for
proper drainage and a top soil composition which enhances a
good growth of grass. Rnbber-capped `water outlets, and at
ground level, should be spaced at convenient locations
throughout the playing area. 3y using these water outlets and
a few lengths of hose, the grass can be kept in good condition
during the dry months. Be sure to allow for a drinking fountain
when positioning your pipes for field irrigation.
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Figure 18
Soccer Field
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Dimensions

' The rules state that the field of play must be rectangular
and not more than 120 yards in length or less than 100 yards.
The width not more than 75 yards wide or less than 65 yards.
The recommended size for high ichool and college fields is
120 yards by 75 yardb. Fields for elementary school age
players should be smaller in size.

The longer boundary lines are called touch lines, and the
shorter, the goal lines. (Figure 18)

Goals

The goals will be placed on the center of each gbal line with
two wooden or metal posts, equidistance from the corner flag
and eight yards apart. A horizontal crossbar of the same
material will join the uprights with the lower edge eight feet
from the ground. The width of the uprights and crossbar will
not exceed five inches or less than four, inches. The goal will
be painted white and goal nets should be attached to the back
of the goal posts.

Penalty and Goal Areas

Each end githe playing drea has a penalty area of 18 yards
by 44 yardsAnd a penalty kick line 12 feet from the goal line
and centered between the uprights of the goal. Using the

ei
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center of this penalty kick line, mark a 10 yard area arc
outside the penalty area and closing on the penalty area line.
Thifi is the restraining line for penalty kicks. 'Also at eath erd
of the field of play, two lines shall be drawn at right angles to
the goal line, six yards from each goal Oat. These lines shall
be joined by a line drawn parallel with the goal line. The space
enclosed by these lines on each end of the field is called the
goal area.

Corner Flags

In each cornerof the field, a quarter circle having a radius
of one yard shall be marked inside the field of play. Where the
touch line and goaf lines intersect, a metal sleeve should be
installed in the ground to hold the corner flags.

Halfway Line

A half line will be marked out across the field of play. The
center of the field will be indicated by a suitable mark and a
circle with a 10 yard iadius will be marked around it.

Bleachers ahd Player's Benches
If portable bleachers are selected, they can be moved each ,.

season and used by different sports. Spectator seating should
be -no closer than 15 feet from the touch lines. Players'
benches, and a timer's table should be provided and placed on
the same side of the field. These also should be at least 15 feet
from the touch line.

Speedball

Speedball is a vigorous team sport played on an area 180
by 300 feet. The game combines the skills of soccer and
basketball. It requires goal posts, end zones, and a soccer
ball. There are to 9 players to a team. ,

The size of e fi ld should be reduced for young players
and or intramu 1 -ivities. A multipurpose field or soccer
field can be adapted to the game. (Figure 19)

Team Handball
Team handball is played in both indoor an outd

facilities. Official games, however, such as th Olympic
games and European or international champ' s ships, are
played only in indoor facilities. The recomm ded floor is
hardwhod (similar to basketball). The cei eight is a mini-
mum of 18 feet of 5.5 meters (m).

The court is a rectangle. Tlip length ranges from a mini-
mum of 124' 8441" (38m), to a maximum 144' 41/2" (44m).
The width ranges from a minimum of 59' 3" (18m), to a
maximum of 72' 11/4" (22m). Courts are often made 20m by
40m; however, if meters are being used, 21m by 42m is most
convenient for getting all measurements correct.

The goal is in the center and behind the goal line and is
fixed and stable. It is 6' 61/4" (2m) high, and 9' 10W' (3m)
wide. Behind the goal there is a net made of cotton or nylon.
The goal posts and crossbar are made of squared wood 3.14"
(8cm) thick. The goal is painted with two contrasting colors.
The corners are painted with two rectangles of 11.2" (28cm)
each. Each contrasting colored block on the goal post and
crOssbar is 7" (20cm) long. There are ten of these on each
goal post and 15 on the crossbar as indicated on the illustra-
tion.

The goal area is created by marking a line 9'10W' (3m)
long, 19' 81/4" (6m) from the goal. To each end of this line, a
quarter circle is added, with a radius of 19' 81/4" (6m) which

4

4

,
Figure 19

Speedball Playing Field Layout
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has as its center the front legs of the goal (the inner back
edge).

The free throw line (9m line) is a dotted line 9' 10%" t3m)
from the goal area line and parallel to it. The line is made of
paint or 2" (5m) plastic tape, i.e.

15cm" 15cm (534").
15cm 15cn 15c

The penalty mark is 23' (7m) from the center of the goal
and is 3'3W' (1m) long and 2" (5cm) wide. The center line
conpeCts the mi. int at both sidelines.

.All lines on are included within the area which
they limit; they ust 2" (5cm) thick.

For sample field layouts and goal details, see Figures 20
and 21.

Metric conversion factor lcm =. .394"; 1 m 3.281' (i
334").

Outdoor Basketball

Court Construction

The game can be played either outdoors or indoors, but
interscholastic and intercollegiate games are generally
played indoors. Outdoor league play, however, is becoming
increasingly popular. The followini, considerations can make
an outdoor basketball Milky more functional.

Site
It is important to have a flat area protected from the wind.

The courts should have a dark bkckground. It would be bene-
ficial if restrooms and water fountains were available for the
participants. Keep the basketball andtennis areas separated.

-1

0
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Figure 21
Team Handball

Goal Details

Goal line between goal posts.
Posts and crossbar are metal
or wood painted all sides in
two Goals
will befirmly in ground
with hook stakes. Field
lines are 2" (5 cm) wide and
form part qf the area they
enclose.

Figure 20
Team Handball Field
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Orientation

Basketball courts should be oriented so the baskets face
one another at approximately a north-south direction.

Surface

A smooth, hard surface is essential km playing the game of
basketball, particularly the.dribbling aspect.

The recommended surface is asphaltic concrete. It pro-
videe a durable surface which can be Ned on a year-round
schedule. When properly installed, the surface is dust-free
and drains quickly. Asphalt surfaces can be marked easily
and with a relatively high degree of permanence. The asphalt
surface also gives a neat-appearing surface that will blend
well with the surroundings. The surface can also be colored
and maintained inexpensively,

Portland cement concrete and synthetic surfaces have also
been used, but they are much more expensive to install. The
conc-mte surface may crack when constructed in a cold
climate, due to frost heave.

1

Drainage

Drainage can be done many different ways, but it is
recommended that the court be slanted from one side line to
the other'. One inch of slant should be allowed for every ten
feet of court. It would also be helpful if the court is elevated
from the surrounding area for drainage purposes.

Court Markings
Lines should be permanently painted on the surface in a

color, contrasting. These lines should be two inches in width.
There should be line markings for the boundaries for the
court, the mid-court line, the center circle, the foul lane area,
and the three second line.

Dimensions
. .

The dimensions for a basketball court are usually deter-
mined by the age group which is to use the facility. Recom-
mendations for each age group are as follows:

Bask Foul Lane Foul Line
Age Group Court Size Height Width To Basket
Elementary 10' x 40' 8' 5' 10'

Jr./Sr. High '84' x 50' 10' 12' 10'

College 94' x 50' 10' 12' / 10'

When constructing a court fbr *a TeCreational area, it is
. recommended that the 84' x.50' court be built. If the court is

less than 74 feet in length, it Should be divided by two lines,
each parallel to and 40 feet from the further end lines. These
lines would be used"s the ten second lines. For court dia-
'gram see Figure 7 , Chapter 2.

Safety Areas

When devising an outdoor basketball court, the following
safety areas should be accounted for.

Allow ten fe,et on all sides of the court, includ-
ing the area between two courts.
Poles used to hold the baskets should be off the
playing court, and extended out at least four
feet onto the court and padded.
If possible, there should be some absorbent
material around the basketball pole and the
bottom of the backboard.

72

Backboards and Baskets

There are two popular' types of basketball backboards,
rectangular and fan-shuped. The size of the rectangular back-
board should be six feet by four feet and the size of the fan-
shaped backboard is fifty-four inches wide yid thitty-five
inchen high.

It is recommended that an official iron basketball rim with
an eighteen inch diameter be used. Chain nets may be used
outdoors because they are more durable than the nylon or
rope nets.

Fencing

Although fencing is not absolutely necessary, it cap be a
helpful addition. If finances allow the purchase of a fenee, the
recommEtded type of fencing is an anodized aluminum
chain-111111fabric. The desired height would be ten feet. The
fence fabric should be located on the inside of the fence poles
and the poles placed six inches to a foot onto the hard sur-
face. Posts should be in concrete 25% to 40% of thelength of
the pole above the surface. Doors should be provided which
are large enough to allow maintenance equipment into the
court area.

Handball
Indoor handball (4-wall) is discussed in Chapter 2 ;Ind

illustrated in Figure 22.
Outdoor handball is either one-wall or three-wall. Both can

be played by two to four players on a smooth portland cement
concrete or nsphaltic surface. Courts may be constructed sn
as to allow one court on each side of the wall. It is often

A

Figure 22
One - Wall Handball Cowl
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desirable to locate the courts . near soccer fields or tennis
courts to permit soccer and tenniiplayers to uRe the walls for
practice.

Dimensions for the on( -wall handball court arc: 16' high,
20' wide by 34' long with 8'6" width on each side and 11' sur-
faced area to the rear. (Figure 22)

Dimensions for three-wall handball are: 20' high, 21'8"
wide by 40' long with 10' to the rear. (Figure 23)

The courts should be pitched away from the wall with a
grade el" to 10'. The wall should be 8 to 12 inches thick and
constructed in reinforced concrete.

Shuffleboard

The shuffleboard court shall measure'52 feet long and 10
feet wide. The actual playing area shall be 39 feet long and 6
feet wide, or that area of the court frombase line to base line
and from inside rise to both adjacent gutters. (Figure 24)

Shuffleboard courts should be oriented north and Routh. A
level, smooth surface is essential.

The courts are marked off 43y painting lines with a black
dye, white road paint, or white acrylic stain. Lineswill have a
maximum width 3f one inch with a minimum width of % inch.
The base lines shall'be extended to adjoining courts, or to 24
inches beyond sides of the court. The separation triangle in
the 10-off area is 3 inches at the base, running to a point inthe
direction of the scoring area. The outline of the legs of this
triangle shall be * inch in width, with.a cleariutce of 1/2 inch at
both the pdint and base. The base of the separation triangle is
not marked.

It is highfi important that the arta beneath the court be
well-drained and the court properly reinforced. A depressed
alley must be constructed between and at the sides of all

Figure 23 (Right)
Three-wall handball court

Figure 24 (Below)
Shuffleboard court
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FACTORS,TO CONSIDER IN SELECTING
A TENNIS COURT SURFACE

, 1. Player preference. .

2. Maintenance Cost and Amount of
Maintenance required.

3. Initial Construction Cosf.
4. Surface on which Player can Slide or,

Not Slide.
5. Length of time until resurfacing is required.
6. 'Pesurfacing Cost.
7. Softness of surface desired Icor Player

Comfort
8. Surface adaptability far possible Other

Uses.
9. Fast or Slow skerface (see glossary).

10. Uniformity of Ball Bounce.
11. Effect of Color on Glare and Heat

Absorption.
12. Drying Time after rain.
13. Availability of Service from Court Builder.
14. Color-Fastness of Surface and its effect

on Ball Discoloration.
15. Effect of Abrasive surfaces on balls,

racketsoshoes and falling players.
16. Effect of Lines on Ball Bounce, Tripping

Hazards, Maintenance of Lines.

1

courts. The alley should be at least 24 iitches wide and not
less than 4 inches deep at mid2court, where a suitable drain
shall be installed. The alley, from both extensions of the base
lines, should slope down toward the centet of the court. The
downwardfall shall begin with a one inch drop in the first six
inches, and then gradually slope down to mid-court.

Shuffleboard courts are commonly lighted, from poles
erected outside the courts. A 20 inth hinged pole with al500
watt quartzlit floodlight would be installed at the base of the
court next to the scoreboard or benches at the base of the court.
Overhvd lights can also be used, especially in recreational
areas.

Other equipment frequently used are wood 2" x 2" back-
stops, installed (loosely) to prevent discs from rebounding
back onto the court and thereby eliminate the half-round
being playa! oier. The end of the court with a scoreboard
shall be designated the Head and the 'opposite end shall be
known as the Foot of the Court. (Figure 24)

Tennis

Space

A singlc double court is 36 feet by'78 feet (Figure 25)..
There should be 12 feet. of clearance on each side of the court
and 21 feet of clearance between the baseline and the fence.
This would mean that there will be an area of 60 feet by 120
feet for each Court. The' baseline, fence distance remains
constant regardless of the number of courts. If several courts

are placed side-by-side, the courts may be placed so that
there are 12 feet between adjacent sidelines. Considering a
bank of eigh tennis courts, an area of 47,520 square feet
would be required (120 x 396).

For ease of construction and economy. courts are general-
ly laid out in two rows of four courts each or in a single line.

When the courts are laid out in one line, the area of.47,960
"square feet and itp perimeter is 1092 (including a ter fence

between he two rows of courts). Surface arej4Iid fencing is...
greater with the arrangement of two row,p61 four Courts.

A group or bank of eight courts waf used merely as an
example: In most private Club installations, two courts for each

battery is preferred because of,aesthetics, reduced drainage
problems, and reduced traffic,

. .

The number of courts planned should depend on the 'speci-

fiC needs of the schOol. If 'all courts,were in use, the eight-
court facility would serve 32 students. Large clayeas could be
accommodated by havins wall reboUnd areas and/or sche-
duling systems so that half of the class would be taughethe
tennis unit at one time.

It is recommended that courti drain from side to side. The

U.S. Lawn Tennis Association suggesti the slope fof porous
coats to be 1" in 20' t 30% and 1" in 10' for non-potous
courts.

Surfaces

The court surface can be selected from more than 100
availabli finishes suitable (in varying degrees) for tennis
courts. The following classification of surfaces by type and

CLASSIFICATION OF TENNIS COURT SURFACES
(as established by the U,S. Tennis Court and

Track Builders Associktion)

A. Pervious Construction
(nne which permits water to filter through
the surface)

1. Fast Dry (Fine crushed aggregate)
2. Clay
3. Grass
4. Others (Dirt, Grit, etc.)

.

B. Impervious Construction
(one on which water dces not penetrate, but
runs off the surface)

1. Non-Cushioned
a. Concrete
b. Asphalt

(1) Hot Plant Mix
(2) Emulsified Asphalt Mix
(3) Combination Hot Plantand

emulsified.Mix
(4) Penetration Nbcadam
(5) Asphalt Job Mix

c. Others (Wood, etc.)

2. Cushioned Construction -

a. Asphalt Bound.Systems
(1) Hot Leveling Course and Hot

Cushion Course
(2) Hot Leveling Course and'Coltd

CuShion Course
(3) Cold Leveling Course and Cold

Cushion Course
b. Synthetic

(1) Elastomer
(2) Textile

C. Others
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Chart Comparing Various Tennis Court Surfaces
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characteristics is reprinted by permission of the United
States Tennis Association (U STA). More detailed informa-
tion regarding tennis court construction is available in the
booklet, Teanis Courts, published by the USTA and avail-
able from USIA Education and Research Center, 729 Alt (-
wider Road, Princeton, N.J. 08540.

The court should be laid out on a north-south axis line.
Care should be exercised to provide natural landscaping
without creating shadows. Good lighting is essential. Plat-
form tennis is extremely popular in cold northern locales and
some of the most efrrient installations locate several plat-
forms around a small centrally located room, well heated for
winter. Large windows allow waiting players to watch pre-
ceding latches in comfort

O, :dwo. Facilities

Construction Suggestions

In staldng out the space for the 60' by 30' surface, an extra
4 feet should be allowed on each side and end for the founda-
tion beams at the corners and at the locations of the uprights.
This is to enable them to project far enough to furnish a base
for the outer support of the uprights. Thus, the total area
needed for the foundation beams is 68' by 38'. Commonly
used specifications call for 4-inch by 6-inch foundation
beams across the base of the platform, resting on concrete
blocks, set so as to allow a distance between the beams of 4
feet from ...,.:nter to center. Four concrete blocks, evenly
spaced, Are requir-d for each beam. Beams of wood should be
waterpoofed witn creosote. The planking for the deck sur-
face should be 2 feet x 6 feet Douglas fir and should be spaced
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from 1/4 inch to 1/4 inch apart to allow for drainage between
planks. The clorner uprights are of 4-inch by 4-inch, and the
intermediate uprights of 2-inch by 4-inch, all projecting 12
feet above the surface of the court, as previously indicated.
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The court should be kid out on a north-south axis line.
Care should be exercised to piovide natural landscaping
without creating shadows. Good lighting is essential. Plat-
form tennis is extremely popular in cold northern locales and
some of the most efficient installations locate several plat-
forms around a small centrally located room, well heated for
winter. Large winciows allow waiting players to watch
preceding matches in comfort.

Construction Suggestions

staking out the space for the 60' by 30' surface, an extra
4 feet should be allowed on each side and end for the
f6undation beams at the corners and at the .locations of the
uprights. This is to enable them to project far enough to
furnish a base for the outer support of the_uprights. Thus, the
total area needed for the foundation beams is 68' by 38'.
Commonly used specifications call for 4-inch by 6-inch
foundation beams across the base of the platforms resting on
concrete blocks, set so r to allow a distance between the
beams of 4 feet from center to center. Four concrete blocks,
evenly spaced, are required for each beam. Beams of wood
should be waterproofed with creosote. The planking for the
deck surface should be 2 feet x 6 feet Douglas fir and shc'ild
be spaced from 1/4 inch to% inch apart to allow for drainage
between planks. The corner uprights are of 4 inch by 4 inch,
and the intermediate uprights of 2 inch by 4 inch, all
projecting 12 feet above the surface of the court, as prev-
iously Indicated.
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The Backstop
Around the platform are horizonutl bars known as top rails

connecting Lhe tops of the uprights and bolted to the insides of
each. These rails are of 2 inches by 4 inches along the sides.
Thus, the rails to whin the wire is froened project inside of
the uprights, by 4 inches at the ends and 2 inches at the sides.
The wiring covers all of ihe space around the platform except
12-foot openings in the center of each side, at least one of
which is closed with either netting or light gauge wiring. This
center closure is intended to contain errant balls.

All wiring should be attached inside the uprights, running
vertically and stretched in 6-foot widths from the top down to
the tension rail below, described in the ensuing portion. The
vertical wiring is then laced tightiy with light galvanized wire,
or held together with clips. All uprights are set back in ori., r
to prevent the balls from striking against them and :z1,ound-
ing unevenly.

At the bottom parallel to floor and a few inches above it,
adjustable bars of 2 inches by 4 inche* are provided and
belted below through the platform with half-inch by 16-inch
bolts. By adjusting these bolts, which raise or lower Lhe
tension bars to which the wiring is attached, the wire can be
kept tight and at uniform tension. Both sides and ends are
siniilarly adjusted. The sides are set forward only 2 inches,
due to being struck only glancing blows and requiring less
clearance accordingly.

The Wire

The wiring at the ends of the platform should :oe I-inch
mesh, 16 gauge chicken wire, though the sides need be on 1 t12-
inch mesh to be satisfactory.

The Net ?osts

Net Posts of 3-inch by 3-inch, 17 inches in heipht are set up

Outdoor Facilities
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3 feet from the center of each side line of the playing airface,
braced by four angle irons screwed into the court an4 by a
sUpportings2-inch by 3-inch beam diagonally angled inside.

The Paint
A quality paint jot, is important for looks, durability, suffi-

cient reflection ofligit during night play and ability to absorb
and hold enough sand to give the required non-skid surface.
Many installations fail to consider this last point and as a
consequence lost many playing hours %Bowing inclement
weather. Light green is considered best for over-all play. It
tends to remain light enough 'after application of sand. Care
should be exercised to apply fairly thick coats to absorb the
sand. A good rule of thumb for the amount of sand to he
applied is: Too much is better than too little. Sand will wear
away quickly. Between 50 and 100 pounds of sand per court
should be applied to the wet paint.

Volleyball

Although ou olleyballis gaining in popularity, the
required dimeni6ns are identical to the game plh yed indoors.

Track and Field
The planning of a new track and field facility or the

remodeling of an existing one should begin with a study of the
International Amateur Athletic Federation rules o track
and field facilities. National Collegiate Athletic Ass, iation
and National Federation of State High School Atiletic
Association rules, on track and field fhcilities generally
conform to IAAF rules but shonld be coniulted for pcssible
deviation.

Marking
An all-weather track should only be marked with a paini

compatible to the outfacing. The best means of insuring this
compatibility is to use the paint recommended by the track
surface manufacturer. A non-compatibli paint can cause,
ernonts other things, peeling and cracking.

Relay zones and staggers should be located by survey. The
enene-ing firm responsible for installation of the track and
their surveyor should certifY, in writing, that measurements
are exactly as required in the track and field rules. Various
iilors may be used for each set of markings.

'rho start had finish line for all races run aroun4 the track
shol,id be located approximetely 15 meters from the bend of
the first curve. A curve stardag line for all races not run in
lanes must be included in the markings. (See Figure 28).

Drainage
The, track should shed water to the inside. Small curb

openings permit the water to drain from the track. Since tie
area just inside lane one is usually used for warm-up and
jogging, the drain field ditch shoi ild be located about 6 to 8
feet iaside the track.

.The Steeplechase

The steepledhase water jump will be located on the in-kle
edge or outside edge of the track. Running surface off the
track and back again must be provided. If tho waterjump is on
the inside of the track, ri removal curb will bh necessary. Plan
for drainage and locate water connection near the waterjump
pit.

The High Jump
The high jump approach area should provide 22 meters -of

level surface (21.3 meters required by rule) from any angle
within an arc of 150 degrees. The arc should bi of synthetic
material, usually the same as the track. The high jump pit

Figure 28
Layout of 440-yard Running Track

400.0ts

162.01' 162.01'

_ 1,;;CI YPLH_u.PRL.E$

START LINE 6.269'
220 TD. DASH

°BREAK " LINE

FOOTBALL FIELD OPT.ONAL__i
/ (SEE OWO. NO. 14-06-02)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

FACE OF
CURD

-"START LINE -START LINE 100VD. DASH
120YD.HD1..S. -.- .

300.00'
15' 360.00'_____

267%31'
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07.69'

)44i

VARY 8 FINISH L1N fINISH _LINE _
440 YARD DASH 100 YARD DASH
4 40 YARD HURDLES 120 TARO HURDLIES
4405 060 YARD RELAYS 220YARD DASH
1/2,1,2,35 6 MILE RUN 220 YARD HURDLES
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Lane Measurements
Distance from Start-Finish Line to Star Line for that Lane

One Turn Stagger
Lane Distance

No Turn Stagger
Lane Distance

1 0 feet 1 0 feet
2 11.52 feet 2 23.05 feet
3 24.08 feet 3 48.17 feet
4 36.64 feet 4 73.29 feet
5 49.20 feet 5 98.41 feet
6 61.76 feet 6 123.53 feet
7 71.32 feet 7 148.65 feet

68.88 feet, 8 173.77 feet

Hurdlei
Distance of Height of Distance from Start Distance Between Distance Last

Race Hurdles to First Hurdle -Hurdles Hurdle to Finish
Yards Ft. In. Yards Yards Yards

120 3 6 15 10 15
440 3 0 491/4 381/4 461/2

Relays
Run-Up Zone

10 meters
Exchange Zone

20 meters

must be a minimum of 4.88 x 2.44 meters and of a composi-
tion te provide a safe landing (no bottom out) (Figure 36).

The Pole Vault

The vaulting box must meet the IAAF specifications and
be immovable. Tht pit shall be a minimum of 4.88 Meters
wide and 3.66 meters deep. The pit should be made of sponge
rubber and have a height of 91.44 centimeters (36 inches).
The vaulting runway mustbt; a least 38.1 meters in length (45
meters is a desirable length). Locate the pole vault so that the
prevaibg wind will be at the vaulters' backs (Figure 37).

/ The Long Jump and Triple Jump
The minimum length of the runway of long jump and triple

jump is 39.62 meters, but 52 meters is desirable if the triple
jumpers are to have sufficient runway. If possible, the
location should place the prevailing wind at the jumpers'
backs, or to the side, but not head-on.

The landing pit shall be sand. It is not less than 2.74 metas
in width and usually 10 meters long. The pit elevation must be
identical with the take-off board.

The take-off board for the long jump must be at least one
meter (four meters recommended) from the near edge of the
pit and ten metnrs from the far end of the pit.

The take-off shall be from a board 20 centimeters wide and
at ieast 1.22 meters long. The board must be immovable
(Note: painting a take-off area on the runway does not satisfy
this rule).

In the triple jump, the nearer edge of the landing pit to the
take-off board shall be 10 meter for high schoolers and 12.5
for collegiates. A 10.97 meter scratch line could be used by
the better high school atl letes and the younger collegians
(Figure 35),

Throwing Circles

Portland cement concrete is the recommended material for
throwing circles. Brushing the concrete while it is setting pro
duces small ridges which aid in preventing slipping. A band of'

angle iron or steel is to be sit flush with the cpncrete outside
the circle.

T:1 inside diameter of the shot put and hammer circles is
2.135 meters. The diameter of the discus circle is 2.5
,meters.Ttie metal circle shall be six millimeters in thickness
and two centimeters in height. The metal circle must be firmly
secured and flush with the throwing surface.

The discus circle should be located so the athletes throw
into the prevailing wind.

If the hammer is to be thrown, a cage must be set up around
the ring to ensure safety (the rule books contain a recom-
mended design).

The Javelin

F igure 34 illustrates the javelin throw layout and detail of
the jav,elin throw scratch board.

Archery
,.

Today, the eaching of archery and competitive archery
takes place bo indoors and outdoors. Indoor archery is dis-
cussed in Ch pter 2. Factors such as weather, type of
program, terrain, space, and costs are considerations to be
taken into account when developing an outdoor aichery
range.

While the emphasis in this section is on outdoor instruc-
tional archery, additional information on indoor archery
(Chapter 2) and recreational archery (Chapter 7) should be
consulted. An outdoor archery range layout is included in
Figures 28 and 29, Chapter 7. For added breadth to an
archel y program, consideration should be given to the
competitive rounds of various organizations. Those archery
activities that would require special areas arc:

I ield archery range - According to the National Field
Archery Association, a field course is designed in units
of 14 targets each, requiring from 50 to 10 acres per
unit, depending on the terrain. Two units or 28 targets,
compose a Round. the shooting distance ranges from
20 feet to 80 yards,
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Figures 29,30,31,32, and 33
Layout details for weight events, including shot 14
hammer and discus throw. (All detail drawings for track
and field events provided by U.S. Army Carps of En-
gineers.)
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Figures 34,35, and 36
Layout details for high jump (and long jump and tnPle
jump), pole vault and javelin throw.
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Clout shooting requires approximately 300 yards with
the regulation distance for women at 120 and 140
yards, and for men 180 yards.
Archery-golf can be set up on a golf course or on
existing large intramural fields. Dimensions can be
established according to available space, keeping in
mind the importance of providing sufficient space to
insure the safety of participants and passersby.
Competitive ardtery rounds. The .variety of rounds
varies greatly in distance, targets, and scoring. Con-
sideration should be given to providing a range large
enough to accommodate the FITA round. The longest
shooting distance for the FITA is 90 meters for the
men's round.

To insure a safe range, space should be provided beyond
the taeget line, free from stones and other substances that
cause the breakage of arrows falling beyond the target.

If a backstop is used, it should be of a "see-through" tytx
(i.e. a nylon net) to enable the instructor to have complete
visibility behind the target line. Posts on which the net is hung
should be approximately 25 feet apart. The net should be
hung from a heavy wire (No. 8 clothes' ine). The recom-
mended net height is 10 feet.

When shooting from beginning distance (20 feet to 20
yards), there should be a minimum of 30 yards clear behind
the target if no backstop is used. A hill is a natural backstop,
bur care should be taken to prevent anyone from wandering
over the hill while class N in session.

When existing outdoor areas serve several activities, an
archer y range can be placed on one of several.school sites:
football field, practice field, hockey field, playground, or
tennis court.

The overriding concern when an area of multiple use is
used should be safety. To this end, grass or dirt surfaces are
preferable to hard surface areas.

Targets

The type of target used is determined by the range and the
round to be shot. Often the targets need to be taken in at the
end of the day requiring portable targets.

Non-Permanent Targets

When targets must be installed and removed for each
archery class, the movable kind is recommended. They can
be sct up in the following manncr:

Pipes that are two feet. long and I 1/2 inches in diameter
should be spaced 38 inches apart and driven into the ground
until the top end of each pipe is slightly Wow the surface of
tne ground.

Prior to each class, the instructor and/or students can
insert a pipe or stake that is 5 feet long and I inch in diameter
into each of th( recessed pipes and secure the target matts to
the pipes or stab es by attaching two wire loops on each side of
the matt and sliding the loops onto the pipes or stakes.
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If desired, the recessed pipes can have a fireaded end so
that a cap can be placed over the pipe opening. This will pre-
vent rain and debris from falling into the pipes when the range
is not in use.

Commercial Movable target stands can also be used.
Tripods can be used, although they are more cumbersome to
transport and set up. In an outdoor range, the'tripods should
be anchored. Another idea for target stands is to use track
hurdles upside down and wire the matts to the legs.

Permanent Targets
Permanent targets can be installed in the following man-

ner:
Each targebwill require two supports. The supports should

be approximately 6 feet long and can be of the following
materials:.1-inch pipes, 21/2-inch cedar posts, 2- by 4-inch
wooden stakes, or steel fence posts. Stakes should be &hien
into the ground 38 inches apart and, to a depth of afleast 2
feet. An old rubber tire or 2 by 4s should be placed on the
ground between the two supports.

The bottom bale of excelsior or straw',should be placed on
top of the tire or 2 by 4s so that it does notrest on the ground.
This preserves the bales and eliminates arrows from sliding
underneath. Two more bales should be stacked on top of the
first, and all three bales should be banded together by using a
banding tootor two straps of No. 8 wire. This is done by com-
pletely encircling the bales and tightening the wire. If four or
five bales are desired, the target supports should be within 6,
inches of the top. Supports should never extend higher than
the tops of the bales,

When using the metal supports, it is best to cover the sur-
face of the suppim-ts with heavy -Libber, such as old car tires,
bicycle tires, or rubber hose cut in half lengthwise. To protect
excelsior or straw bales from too much water, the top bale
should be capped with a protective covering of plastic or
roofing paper.

A shooting line can be indicated by marking compound or
with a rope or measuring tape stretched between stakes. The
stakes should be placed directly in front of each target. For a
permanent range, cement or patio blocks, bricks, or similar
blocks can be recessed intr the ground to indieate shooting
positions. The distance frc. , the target face to the shooting
position may be painted on the face of the block.

The Archery Manufacturers Organization has designed a
sheltered archery range that provides the maximum safety for
a cost comparable to a doubles tennis court.

Li

Selected References
(Refer to REFERENCES sectio,i in Chapte II, INDOOR

FACI 'TIES and Chapter VII, RECREATION AND PARK
ARE AND FACILITIES.)

A complete annotated bibliography appears in the appendix.
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THE VAST EXPANSION in aquatics in the United
States during the past three decades places new demands

on planners of facilities for athletics, physical education and
recreation. General considerations in pool planning and con-
struction are normally the same for aquatic facilities in
schools and in communities. This chapter has been designed
to aid pool planners in designing facilities that will meet the
present and future needs for instruction and recreation.

Design and Purposes
uatic facilities can be designed for special programs or

general use. Some programs require Specific construvtion
features. Others can be conducted in nearly any body of
water.

Most communities and institutions must plan for versatil-
ity in program because of economic limitations. Therefore,
the focus of this chapter will be on planning a pcol complex to
be used for the most complete aquatic program.

A complete aquatic program includes swimming instruc-
tion, competitive speed swimming, synchronized swimming
and aquatic shows, water polo competition, springboard
diving, SCUBA diving, aquatics for the handicapped, small
craft instruction, and recreation. All these activities require
specific pool design characteristics.

Planning Considerations
Those involved in planning pool construction should

consult the references listed at the end of the chapter for the
latest information on the subject.

Design
The pool activity which imposes more requirements and

resirictions on design than any other is competitive speed
swimming. Fortunately, a pool designed for competition is
adequate for most other activities, but a pool designed for any
other use is likely to be inadequate r --mnpetition. It is
suggested that the most versatile pool be olanned to meet
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Indoor and Outdoor
Swimming Pools

Pool drawings by A.G. Thomas

competitive speed swimming specifications with modifica-
tions to accommodate other progams.

The current trend toWard adoption of the Metric system in
this country complicates the pool planning problem, but at
least two alternatives exist for allowing a smooth transition.
The pool can be designed with metric measurements in one
dimension -.nd U.S. measurements in the other, or a movable
bulkhead may be employed to allow instant conversion from
one system to the other.

Movable bulkheads, properly designed, offer the greatest
degree of versatility in swimming poot progratn planning.

The design program, when completed, should represent a
careful balance of such factors as pool size, program dimen-
sional requirements, sub-soil conditions, filtration plant
economics, advantageous shell construction, imposed bud-
getary restrictions, future expansion possibilities, code teg-
ulations, possible operational program changes, and imposed
site or technical limitations that will affect the final pool
design. The pool professional, engineer or architect, i.,

charged with preparing plans and obtaining bids for a project
after the design Rrogram is formulated by the planning
committee. A. swimming pool consultant who has adequate
experience in potil programming and pool management
should be employed for advice on-pool layout and special
features. Such advice can often help to avoid the many mis-
takes so costly in terms of program restriction and economi-
cal operation of the pool. In all states, pool plans must be
submitted to local or state health authorities for approval
before cOnstruction.

Final determination of the safe pool load (using the
recommendations in Table 1.) can be establist ed by consid-
ering the supervision available, the method of instruction,
and the nature of the activity being conducted. For example,
one instructor with no assistance should supervise only 20 to
25 non-swimmers in a class.

Purity and clarity of the pool water must be insured by
Oiroper planning for chemical treatment and filtration. Fortu-
mi)cly. modern pool designers and public health officials are

Swimming Pools



Table I
Minimum Recommended Occupancy

Design Factors

ACTIVITY AREA REQUIRED

Shallow Water Area (under 5'0")
15 sq. ft /capita
25 sq. ft./capita

Recreational Swimming
Advanced Swimming

Instruction
Beggpning Swimming

4ilit ruction
45 sq. ft./capita

Deep Water Area (over 5'0")
Recreational Swimming
Diving (based on area
within 30 ft. of deep end
wall and 12'0" deep)

25 sq. ft./capita
400 sq. ft/capith

Indoor Pools Outdoor Pools
Minimum Walk Width 8 ft. 12 ft:
Sum of walk dimensions 24 ft. 30 ft.

on both sides or both
ends of pool

(Walk dimensions shall be horizontal clear deck
width not including any portion of the coping or
interior gutter sections.)

changing the required Standards for filter size to reflect the
increasing popularity of aquatic sport. Many operators of
older pools are finding that filter size and turnover require-
ments for the time the pool was built are inadequate for the
heavy use imposed on the pool today. Most health depart-
ments now require filters of adequate size to filter the entire
pool capacity in 6 hours, producing a turnover rate of 4 per
day. Where heavy patronage or unusual factors are expected
it is bcst to design the pool with a 4-hour turnover to insure
water clarity and prevent costly shut-down time.

If a pool is to be used for competition it must be no less than
feet deep at the shallowest point within the competitive

course. Most coaches prefer a minimum depth of 4 ft. A
comprorpise of 3 feet, 9 inches works well for competitive
swimmers and provides water shallow enough for instruction
for elementary school children.

The ratio of shallow (under 5 feet) water area to deep'(over
5 feet) water area depends upon the pool size and program
considerations. If springboard diving is to be part of the
program it is essential that a safe diving depth be maintained
for a distance of 20 ft. from the/deep end, and that the slope up
to 5 ft. depth shall rise consiantly over a distance of 12-14
feet, Thus, a pool of 25 yds. (or 25 meters), standard length
would contain 32-34 ft. of deep water and 41-50 ft. of shallow
water. Any smaller diving area would be unsafe unless the
diving board were mounted on the side of the pool (Sec pool
layout drawings: Figures 4,4-A).

, Deep water is also required for life saving instruction. syn-
chronized swimming, water polo, and SCUBA instruction.

:pie ratio of shallow water to deep water must take into
atcount the relative importance of these program com-
ponthits.

Diving boards should always be mounted at heights of
and 3 meters from the board surface to the water surface.
They should be rm.unted a minimum of 12 ft. from the pool

Swimming Poo Is

edge and at least 10 ft. from the next board, measured center
to center. A 15 ft. distance between boards, or between board
and side wall is preferred.

Pools built to include competitive speed swimming pro-
grams should always exceed the standard course length
specified by 1 inch or 21/2 centimeters to allow for workman-
ship tolerances and for installation of electronic timing touch
pads.

A multiple-pool complex is the only complete solution to
meeting total program requirements, though pools with
movable bulkheads are a more economical compromise. The
ideal multiple-pool complex would consist of a deep water (6-
14 ft.) pool for competition, synchronzied swimming,
SCUBA, water polo, and springboard diving; a mid-depth (3-
41/2 ft.) pool for swimmihg instruction, and a shallow (1/2-3 ft.)
pool for small children.

Figures 2-7 represent layout designs for minimum pools,
compromise pools, and ideal pool complexes.

The Program
The pool planning committee should carefully review the

program requirements before attempting to tdetennine the
kinds of aquatic facilities needed. The list below suggests
program possibilities which may aid planning groups in the
development of aquatic facilities. Some, but by no means all,
of the specific requirements for each activity are listed.

Activity
Swimming instruction for
pre-school children.
Swimming instruction for
elementary school children
and adults at all levels from
beginner through advanced.
Instruction in Life Saving
and Water Safety.

Synchronized swimming,
aquatic art

SCUBA Instruction

Swimming for the Nandi-
caried.

Specific Requirements,
Water 6" to 3' deep, capa-
bility to warm water tO 86'.
Water 3'9" to 4'6" deep,
temperatures 80' to 84'; 45
sq. ft./pen on.

Water at least 5' deep for a
straight distance of 50' or
more, some water of 10' depth
At least 30' x 60' of water
10' deep, plus some shallow
water. P.A. Sysiem, special
lighting capabilities. Special
pool wall marking for under-
water orientation. Under-
water loudspeakers,. Specta-
tor seating.
Water from 4' to 12' deep,
preferable to 15'. Under-
water speakers and under-
water windo*s are helpful.
Special storage area needed.

Water depth to 6', depending
on age. Water temperature
capability to 92'. Ramp
entries into pool, wheelchair
entry from parking lot to pool
deck through locker rooms
and showers. Special show-
ers and toilets. Hoist at pool-
side. Handholds at water
level. (Refer to Red Cross
text on Adaptod Aquatics.)
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Springboard Diving 16' boarda of 1-meter and 3-
meter heights. Ceiling ht. 16''
above board level. Water
depth 12' to 16' from 6 ft.
back to 20 ft. forward of end
of board 10 ft. to 15 ft:
between boards and 12 ft.
between board and side of
pool.

Competitive Speed Swim- Special pool dimensions and
ming and Diving markings. Depths from 3'9"

to 14'. Float lines; back-
stroke and recall line anchors.
Storage area, spectator
space, team locker rooms.
Special consideration of
water inlets and underwater
lights. Start* blocks.
Special gutter Aystems and
recirculation requirements.
(See current High School,
N.C.A.A., A, A.U., N.A.
G. W. S. Rule Books.)

Recreational Swimming Adequate rovision for
supervision. Special appara-
tus anchoring systems for
game equipment such as vol-
leyball nets, basketball bas-4
kets, p&p goals. Storage areas
for game equipment.

Boating, Canoeing, Sailing Largest possible clear water
Instruction area more than 4' deep. Mov-

able bulkhead facilitates en-
larging areas. Storage for
boats.

Water Polo Competition Special .markings on pool
side walls. Provision for i
stalling goals, spectator
space, storage provision for
goals. All deeP area 25 yds.
or 25 meters by 45'. Ade-
quate deck area for officials.

Location of Specialized Areas
If a multi-pool complex is being planned, the placement of

the pools in relation to each other and to other facilities is
important. The shallow-water instructional pool should be
located in the area adjacent to the competitive pool. It should

'!fbe located conveniently in terms of shower rooms, drying
' rooms, locker rooms, lavatories, and classrooms. Access by
handicapped persons should be facilitated.

The indoor deep-water competitive pool should be at
ground level, with convenient spectator access to corridors
and exits so that audiences may come and go without tra-
versing the pool deck or the rest of the building. Spectator site
lines are extremely important since this pool will also be used
for synchronized swimming competition, water shows and
interscholasti c or intercollegi ate water polo games. This pool
should be adjacent to team rooms, storage areas, locker
rooms, classrooms, and the shallow-water pool.

The indoor diving well should be in the same spectator arca
as thc competition pool, but separated from it by a permanent
wall or movable bulkhead. Where possible, the diving boards
should run pamllel to the opectator seating. (See multi-pool
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complex drawing ) Spectators should be elevated aboVe the
pool deck by placing them on a balcony at least 6 ft. above the
pool deck. If access to the pooldeck is necessary, it should be
limited and controlled.

Recommended Features (General)
Rectingular shape for pools
Cove corners to facilitate cleaning
Acoustically treated walltand ceilings
Humidity control
Separate teMperature controls for spectator area
Central office with bay-type window providing observa-
tion of entire aquatic area
Entrance to office from outside corridor not in general
student traffic lanes
Separate ventilation system for office
All ladders recessed into pool wall, with a minimum of
two on each side, of each pool, three feet from end walls.
None in end walls.
In diving wells, ladders may be placed on end walls, but
should not be recessed, and should be easily and quick-
ly removable.
Dcinking fountains and cuspidors in each area
Ail decks and floors of 1-inch non-skid tile
Telephone in wall receptacle at each end of natatorium
Separate cut-off system for class bells if located in
natatorium
Distance markings on pool edge in yards and moters
Depth markings on sides and ends of all pools
Bulletin boards, 1 n' x 20' in each pool area .

Electric wall clock with large second hand :n each pool
area
Underwater windows at least 4' x 3', in side wall of
each pool. In deep-water pools, top of window a mini-
mum of 3'6" below water surface, and 10' from end
wall
Consider building the pool without windows. Glare or
reflection from windows is a major problem for instruc-
tion or for guarding of pools. Skylights directly above
the pool cause less problems than windows. If windows
are used, keep them small and as high as possible.
Consider a system of drapes or blinds to cover all
windows and/or skylights to eliminate reflection on the
water while teaching, to darken the pool for;afternoon
or early evening water shows, and 1.0 allow movies in
the pool area during some classes.
Vacuum cleaning system for pool bottom
Traffic pattern such that patrons must pass through
shower rooms between lockers and pool, and between
toilets and pool
Recommend4ed deck space ranging from 10 to 20 feet
on each side, and ends of pool will

Watei inlets on end walls must'be flush-mounted and
located directly under float line attachments.
Underwater lights on end walls must be at least 4 ft.
below the water surface, and must be oil a separate
switch.
Adequate cicar wall space for mounting scoreboards
and large record boards. Space for large wall, pace
clqcks exactly opposite th ends of tile-rirce,course on
side wall. _

Built-in capability for t rough-deck wiring for elect-
ronic timing systems anl scoreboard.
Public Address System tnd adequate microphone con-
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nections, (one at each underwater window, also)
special wiring and attachments for special lighting for
shows, and for attachment of scenery to walls and
ceiling
Precise water temperature control for competitive pool
Wall receptacles for plugging in underwater speakers

Additional Features (Diving Wells)
Recessed ladders in F ie walls 5' beyond the end of
diving boards
Removable ladder on end *all midway between diving
boards
System for water surface agitation beyond end of diving
boards (bubble or spray)
Pools built specifically for diving should be a minimum
of 14' deep to k maximum of 18' deep
Ceiling height 16' above highest board and 11 ' above
highesi platform
Guard rails on all diving boards. Extend to water edge
Boards extend 6' to 7' over water
Consult "Diving Facilities" drawing

Separate filter and heating systems to allow different
water temperatures in diving well and swimming pool

Additional Features (Instructional Pool)

Separate filter and heating system to maintain water
temperature at 83-84 degrees. Capability to 90 degrees
for handicapped and pre-school
Entrance ramp recessed off side of pool for wheelchair
entry. Deck hoist for handicapped swimmers
Ram ), if large enough, can be used as instruction area
for i re-school children.

Recirculation and Filtration System
All modem pools are equipped with a recirculation and

filtration system. Filters fall into three general classes: sand,
diatomaceous earth, and cartridge type filters. Rapid-flow
and high-rate sand filters, and cartridge filters are of the
pressure system type. Diatomaceous earth filters can be of
either pressure or vaculm system types. The flow in these
systems can be reduced to the simple schematic diagrams
shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Each system includes a pump for moving the water atid
piping to take the water from the pool and pass it through the
filter and treatment units before returning it to the pool. Local
and State sanitary cod5s must be consulted for requirements.

In the sand filter s)(stems, water impurities are held on top
or within the media bed. A coagulant floc may be used to
remove extrentely small particles. The system is cleaned by
reversing the flow and backWashing the bed.

Cartridge type filters are composed of permeable cylinders
of fibrous material which traps particulate matter as the water
passes through. They may L cleaned by backwashing, or by
removing and cleaning the cartridges.

Diatomaceous earth (diatomite) filters remove particulate
matter as the flow passes through a thin layer of diatoma-
ceous earth which is held by water pressure against a woven
cloth or metal mesh element. When the layer of media
bec.)mes clogged, the filter is cleaned by sluicing the elements
with water until the media is wattled away. A fresh layer (pre-
coat) ofdiatomite is then placed on the elements and the filter
is returned to service. During the filter cycle, the element
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coating is kept porous longer by the addition of smali amounts
of diatomite slurry to mix with the dirt from the pool.

In all cases, flow rates and filter sizes should be calculated
to produce a minimum turnover of 6 hours. Exceptionally
heavy use may require a turnover rate of 4 or 5 hours to insure
maximum water clarity.

4

Chemical Equipment
Careful consideration should be given to pool chemical

equipment. High quality, heavy duty equipment should be
purchased. It is this equipment along with the filter system
and cleaning system that will keep the pool water chemically
balanced and clean. Always follow the manufacturer's
instructions carefully and have a thorough understanding of
all equipment.

For large pods which get year-round use automatic con-
trol§ for water chemistry may lower maintenance cost by
holding chlorine and PH at precise levels.

POOL SHELL EQUIPMENT
Gutters and Skimmers

Pools use gutter systems nd skimmers for removing
surface water. Gutter designs include deck-level, recessed,
and semi-recessed. Pool consultants, health officials and
swimming coaches should be consulted in determining what
is best suited for the particular installation.

Inlets
Poolwater is returned from V - filters at different locations

through connections in the pool thlell. Inlets can be set either
in the wall or in the pool floor. Wall- -nounted inlets should be
flush-mounted and should be placed only directly under float-
line attachments if they are necessary in the end walls' of
competitive pools. Local and vate codes should be consulted
for requirements.

Drains
Drains are located at the pool bottom for the collection of

deep-end water and for emptying the pool. Usually, a reinov-
able grate is set in a frame, flush with the bottom of the pool
and firmly secured in place so it cannot be removed by
swinumrs.

Main drains are also used as pool-water returns, similar to
an inlet, and styles to accommodate these systems are avail-
able. Perforated drains are desirable for safety. Drains
should never be set directly below the diving trajectory. Local
codes set standards for the size of the drains.

Hydrostatic Relief Valves
Hydrostatic relief valves can be the most important shell

equipment provide,',. Every pool, when empty, is essentially
a boat hull. Water beneath the hull tends to cause the pool to
float. Hydrostatic relief valves relieve external %yatc :. pres-
sure on the pool shell.

Alarm Systems
Alarm systems for indicating the pre,.ence of persons in the

water when the pool is closed and unsupervised can perf;
an important watchman service.

Illumination Systems
Underwater lighting must he installed in accordance with
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Grow h of Swirnming Pools by Type
Classification, by Use and Ownership Totals Are Cumulative
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Figure I
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local requirements, This information should be obtained
early in the design-program planning stage, If underwater.
-, lighting is to be used, it should be restricted to 12-volt lighting

and should be equipped with grouncl-fault-inierrupter equip-
ment which has been ehecked for effectiyeness by aqualified
electrical engineer. '-

Undrriater lights contribute greatly to the safety and
maintenance of the pool and are essential to water show
production. They add tremendously tosithe aesthetic aspects
of the pool.

AttentiOn to Ihe spacing of underwater light units is.
rieeded. The Illuminating Engineering Society recoMmendi-
.tions yield good results, although what appears to be needed
is a calculation of lighting on the basis of volume, rather than
the batis of area.

White lighting, containing a light tinge of blue, has been
used successfully for night' lighting. For outdoor-pools that
are ljghted at night, amber lighting has proved most effectNe
in minimizing insect attraction. Other colors reduce the
transmission of light to, a serious extent and cause' the
swimmers to look garish. Area lighting shotild be designed by
a lighting specialist.

The N.C.A.A. recommends that indoor competitivipools
be lighted with an intensity of 100 foot candles at the water
surface, especially when events are to be, televised. Fut-
recreatiaa use, 60 foot candles is adequate. It is important to
provide for easy and ecOnoinical access to lights for changing
bulbs.

ExcessiYe source glare can, be prevented by a sufficient
number of fixture locations. .Mounting height for fixtures
should be alleast 30 feet for uniforrncomfort level's and glare
reduction. qv

COlored spotlights can be used effectively for architectural
or aesthetic interest and for highlighting the diving tower,
starting blocks, ladder locations, walls and other areas.

Infra-red heating lamps and quartzline heating fixtures, in
addition to provi ling light, can be used effectively for pro-
jecting radiant heat to ensure extra comfort, at prinCiple acti-
vity locations. Springboard divers, during competition, musts
spend a corisiderable amount of time on the deck. Infra-red
heating of the waiting area is desirable.

Control of Air Circulation
Air circulation and humidity controlneed close attention

ih pool design planning. Circulation fans should be removed
from the pool area to reduce the noise level.. Large volume air
circulation designed. to reduce humidik often results in
chilling swimmers when they emerge from die water. Increas-
ing the temperature of the circulated air makes the relative
humidity even less and results in further chilling. It is
essential to maintain a relative humidity of approximately, 75
to 85% for swimmer comfort.

Whenever possible an " air-wall" should be maintained
between swimming areas and spectator areas, and a lower
temperature arid humidity level should be maintained in the
spectator . area. Generally speaking, water temperature
should be maintained at 79-84 degrees and the air teMpera-

- ture at deck level should be 4 degress warmer than the water.
At temperatures above 85 degrees the air and water tempera-
tug should be the same.

Electrical Outlets
Multiple electrical outlets should be installed on the sides

and ends of the natatorium wall. In addition, microphone
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jacks and possible underwater speakee, jacks should be
spaced according to proiram possibilities.

All electrical outlets should be cif the weatherproof, out-
door type, grounded for safety.

Electrical outlets shbuld be high enough above.the deck to
avoid Water splash, from mechanical deck scrubbers. t

Deck Drains
5

Consult local and state sanitary codes for placement of
deck* drains. In general, water splashed or carried from the
pool should drain away from the pool Pip to drains at the far .
edge of the pool deck. The slopetoward the drains should
exceed minimum requirements to ensure the absence of
puddle formation on the deck.

Storage
A 'storage room should be accessible from the pool deck.

This room should be constnicted to meet the needs of the pro-
gram and 'should relate to the specific facilities. It should be
equipped with double doors and flush thresholds and shbuld
contain no obstructing piIl.rs or inconvenient cul-de-sacs. A
room,with minimum dimensions 420 by 40 feet will providp
space to accontnodate canoes, diving boards, rescue boards,
....Ater polo goals, SCUBA equipment and other large pieces
of equipment used in the aquatic program.

Ample stertige space and easy access should be planned:
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-Tor-storage of pool water chemicals, diatomite, and other
materials required for operation sif the pool.

Other Mechanical Installations
Below the aquatic wing, a tunnel should give easy access to

all pluMbing.
Filtration and chemical treatment equipment should be

located as close to the pool main drain or pool outlet col-
lection system as possible. Where a multiple pool complex is
planned, the filtration equipment should be located between
the pools, or at a central location to consolidate plumbing
costs and to improye efficiency of pool operation.

Separate filter systems and temperature contrOls for each
pool, will greatly increase the flexibility in program and
reduce the chance of a maintenance shutdown involving the
entire complex.

Swimming Pools

CONSIDERATIONS SPECIFIC
TO OUTDOOR POOLS

Location

Outdoor pools should be conveniently located in relation
to other facilities for athletics, physical education and
recreation. Locations in natural valleys, basin2, or depres-
sions in the terrain should be avoided. RelatNely dry sub-
surface conditiotr are recommended. Locations adjaceht,to
wooded areas, industrial plants, main traffic areas, or other
sources of possible pool contamination should be avoided.

Desi

The same design considerations are desirable for outdoor
pools as for indoor pools, except that larger installations are
frequently constructed outdoor§.

Deck space for outdoor pools should be at least twice the

1 ti
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square footage of the surface of the water. It is recommended
that consideration be given to the development of a dry 'deck
area for sunbathers.

Windbreaks
The structures housing the dressing .facilities, showers,

office, and mechanical equipment should be locatedto fprm a
windbreak for the pool area in situations where the pre-
vailing wind may interfere with swimmers' comfort. Plastic
or canvas may be attached to the perimeter for additional
windbreaks.

Water Heating

In temperate 'aid colder climates, provision for heating the
pool .water will 'extend thc annual period of pool use.

In very hot climates, it is helpful to provide for aeration or
other cooling processes to maintain pleasant temperatures.

-* Pool Coating

The interior surface of the pool should be finished with a
smooth coating that can be kept clean, but will provide
traction for safe walking in shallow water.

Fencing

Outdoor pool installations must be completely enclogid by
a fence at least seven feet high. Local and State codes should
be consulted.

Diving Facilities

Diving facilities depend upon the type of outdoor instal-
lation. If at all feasible, the construction of a separate diving
well is advocated. Boards and platforms should be mounted
so the diver faces away from the sun during most of the day.

Diving platforms add to the flexibility of the facility, and
their specifications should conform to official A.A.U. and/or
Olympic requirements for competition. Appropriate rule
books should be consulted for Jetails.

Lanes

Competitive lanes for outdoor pools, should be eight feetin
width.

Entrances and Exits
Entrances and exits, and dressing rooms, should be located

at the shallow end of the pool for safety, and ease of kuper-
visiod.

ifechanical Equipment
Filters, pumps ,and other mechanical elements for the out-

door pool must.have sufficient capacity to take care of the
extra demands Caused by airborne contamination elements,
increased growth rate of algae, and the rapid.dissipation of
chlorine due to direct sunlight.,

The Pool as Part of a Recreation Complex
In many cases, a community recreational swimming pool

will be located in a `park with other facilities. The relation of
the pool to the other recreational facilities should be con-
*tend in order to make the most effective and economic use
of the total park..

The pool complex should be designed with the total pro-
jected use in mind. The determining factors in its design are

Swimming Pools

the number, ages, and special needs ofe pefsons who will
use the pool.

If the pool is to be used.for competitive purposes, all re-
quirements should be strictly followed with regard to dis-
tances, depth, markings, and special features.

Consideration should be given to swimming facilities for
young children. Separate wading pools or increased shallow
waterereas in the regular pools may be considered. Areas of
31/2 - 41/2 foot depths can be increased to two-thirds of the pool
length hi larger pools. Separate wading pools of 6 - 30 inch
depth should be provided for pre-school children. Such pools
should be fenced and separately controlled for safety. 4

Because of the shallow depth and increased load of dirt and
bacteria, all wading pools should have separate chlorinators
and filter capable of two-hour turnover. Some state and local
codes now require this additional filtration capability.

Spectator Seating

Bleacher-style spectator sections are needed When water
shows and competitive meets are held in outdoor pools. Such
seating may be permanent or portable; depending on the
needs of each institution. The stands should be parallel to the
length of the competitive course and be placed so spectators'
backs will be to the afternoon sun.

Sound Systems
Public address systems, record players, and underwater

speakers are desirable additions to outdoor installations.
In the design stage, conduits within the pool deck should be

planned for hidden wiring for electronic Oiler mechanisms at
each starting block, for public address and underwater loud-
speakers, and for telephone communications with each life,
guard chair and the pool office.

A major consideration in designing the pool should be use
of the fadility by handicapped individuals. The locker room
dnd pool areas should be accessible to and usable by persons
with special limiting handicaps,

The number and placement of lifeguard Aands and safety
equipmetnt should be made according to state and local regu-
lations -raid the number of persons using a given area of the
pool.

Provision must be made for checking clothes for safekeep-
ing. A system of lockers, baskets or nylon checking bags are
most comrhonly used. Ifthe pool is to be used on a yea-round
basis, consideration must be given to the gyeater number of
clothing articlei which must be handled during winter
months. See Chapter 9, for guidelines for locker roomdesign.

4ti important aspect of the pool complex, both from a
conSienience and from a revenue standpoint, is the conces-
sion area. This facility must conPorm to all 'state and local
health regulations and should be designed to serve the out-
side park area as well as pool patrons. Preferably, the con-
cession area serving the inside pool patrons should belenced .
from the pool deck area. No food or drinks should be allowed

9.
in the swimming area.

Adequate parking areas should be provided. In many
cases, the same parking area can be used by various facilities

&within the complex. Planning shOuld provide for easy access
and orderly flow of traffic for the total complex.

Adequate provision for eniergency and safety eouipment
should be made, and staff members should be trained in its
use. A public address system is an essential element of the
safety equipment as well as a convenience to staff and
patrons.
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Figure 6 -

A pract cal pool for the institution unable to build a SO-meter pool. This pool, with easily movable bulkheads,. ,

provide adequatedeep water area for lifesaving classes, watbr,polo, SCUBA classes, springboard diving find .

synchronized swimming. It also solves the metric conversion problem.-

CHECK LIST FOR PLANNERS OF
SWIMMING POOLS

Gineral Consider4tions
1. A clear-cut statement has been prepared on

the nature and scope of the design program
and the special .requiremenls Tor space,
equipment, and facilities dictated by the -ad-
tivities to be conducted.

.

2. The swimming pool has been planned to rriet
the total requirements of the tprogram to be .

. cdnducted as well as any special needs of the
clientele to be serveo. --

3. , There are other recreational facilities nearby
for the convenience and enjoyment of swim-
mers.

4. An experienced pool consultant, architect, or
engineer has been called in to Advise on
design and equipment.

5. The design of the pool incorporates the most
k nowledg d best experience available re-
garding swim ing pools.

6. The plan has b n considered from the stand-
point of handicapped persons (e.g., there is a
gate adjacent to the turnstiles).

0

7., All plans and specifications bay& been
checked and approved by the local board of
health.

8. The pool is.the proper depth,to aocommodate
the various age groups and types of activities
it is intended to serve.

9. The bathhouse is properly located, with en-
trance to the pool leading to the shallow end

10. The locker rooms are large enough and have
-been considered from the standpoint-of
supervision.

11. The pool layout provides the most efficient
conteol of swimmers from showers and locker
rooms to the pool. Toilet facilities are pro-
vided forUet swimmers separate from the dry
area.

12. Seating for swifnmers is provided on the deck,
13. There is an area set aside for eating, apart

from the pool deck.
14. The area for spectators has been separated

from the pool area.
15. There is adequate deck ,space around the

pool. More space has been provided than
indicated by the minimum . recommended
delck/pool ratio.

16. The swimming instructor's o'ffice faces the
pool. There is a window through which the
instructor may view the entire pool area. There

4
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Figure 7
This 3-pool complex serves every aquatic need excepta 50-meter Olympic event course. It serves more people and
allowi more concurrent classes than any single pool. Increasing the depth would make it suirabl e for platform

is a toilet-shower-dressing area next to the
office for instructors. - .

17. The specifications for competitive swimming
have been met (7-foot lanes; 12-inch black
lines on the bottom; pool one inch longer than
official measurement; depth and distance
markings).

1. If the pool shell contains a concrete finish, the
length of the pool has been increased by three
inches over the "official" size in order to
permit eventual tiling of the basin without
making the pool too short.

19. The width of the movable bulkhead has been
considered in calculating total pool length.

20. Consideration has been given to the method
of moving the bulkhead.

21. Provision has been made for1he switch to
metric distances.

22. There is adequate deep water for diving (mini-
mum of 12 feet for One meter, 13' feet for 3-
meter boards, and 17 feet for 10-meter towers)

23. 'Adequate space has been provided between
diving boards and between the diving boards
and sidewalls.

24. Recessed steps or removable ladders are
located on the walli so as not to interfere with
competitive swimming turns.

Swimming Pools

4

- 25. There is adequate provision for life-saving
equipment and pool cleaning equipment.

26. All diving tandards and lifeguard chairs havep
been pr perly anchored. ,

27. Lifegua stands are provided and properly
located. .

28. Separate storage spaces have been allo-
cated formaintenance and -ilstructional
equipment.

29: There is a coping around the edge of the Pool..L_
30. The deck is of non,slip material.
31. All meta; fittings are ot non-corrosive material,
32. A properly constructed overflow gutter extends

around the pool perimeter.
33. The gutter waste water has been valved to

return to the filters and also for direct waste._
34. Where skimmers are used, they have been

properiy located so that they are not on walls
where competitive swimming is to b& con-
dikted.

35. The proper pitch to drains has been allowed in
the pool, on the pool deck, in the overflow
gutter, and on the floor of shower and dressing
MOMS.

36. Inlets and outlets are adequate in number and
located to ensure effective circulation of water
in ttle pool.

r
(.)-
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Figure 9
A smaller pool which is convertible from meters to yards
by addition of a temporary bulkheati at the shallow end
Emphasis is on maxium possible shallow water for
instruction while still allowing for scife springboard
diving. It does not provide a sufficient kneh of deep
water for life-saving classes or water polo and is poorly
designed for synehronked swimming. ,
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37. There is easy vertical access to the filter room
for both people and material (with stairway if
required).
The recirculation pump is located below the
water level.
The recirculation-filtration system had peen
designed to meet the anticipated futur4 pool
load.
Underwater lights are the 12-volt ?Pie, and all
metal in the pool area is grounded o a ground-
fault interrupter.
Consideration has been given to underwater
"lights, underwater observation windqws, and
underwater speakers.
Underwater lights in end racing wails hav
been located deep enough and directly below
surface lane anchors, and they are on a
'separate circuit.
Access from deck to underwater windows is
direct and uncomplicated.
There is a tunnel arourld the outside of the
pool:or a trench on the deck permitting ready
access to pipes. o

The gas chlorinator (if used) has been placed
in a separate room accessible from and
vented to the outside.
A pool heater has been considered in northern
climates.
Automatic controls for water chemistry have
been considered.

Indoor Pools
1. There is proper ventilation.
2.. There is adequate acoustic treatment of walls

and ceilings.
3. There is adequate overhead clearance for

diving (16 feet above one and three meter
boards, 11 feet above 10 meter platforms).

4. There is adequate lighting (60 to 100 foot

38.

39.

40.,

41.

42.

43:

44.

"15.

.43.

) 47.

candles at the, water surface are recom-
, mended).

5. Reflection of light from the qutside has been
kept to the minimum by proper location of
windowEror skylights. (Windows on sidewalls
are not desirable).

6. All wall bases are coved to facilitate
7. There is provision for proper temperature

control in the p' :)! room for both water and air.
8. The humidity c.:? the 'pool room can be con-

trolled.
9. The wall and ceilinginsulation are adequate to

prevent "sweating."
10. An adjacent area is suitable for movies and

lectures.

Outdoor Pools
.1) The site for the pool is in Hie best possible

location (away from' railroad tracks, heavy
industry, trees and dusty open fields).

2. Sand and grass haVe been kept the proper
distance away from the pool to prevent them
from being transmitted to the pool.

3. A fence has been placed arotfild the pool to
assure safety when not in use.

4. Proper subsurface drainage has been pro-
vided.

5. There is adequate deck surface for sun-
bathing.

6. The outdoor lights are placed far enough from
the pool to prevent insects from dropping into
the pool. .

7. Diving boards or platforms face north or east_
8. Adequate parking space has been provided

and properly located.
9. The podl is oriented correctly in relation to the

.sun.
10. Wind shields have bean provided in situ-

ations where heavy winds prevail.

(See Appendix for portfolio of pool photographs)

* *
Selected Referencest

Amatetfr Athletic Union of the United Statek Swimming Hand-
book, issued annually. A.A.U. House, 3400 W. 86th St., Indian-
apolis, Indiana 46268.

American National Red Cross. Texts on lifesaving and water safety,'
and on Adapted Aquatics..Available at local chapters.

American Public Health Association. Suggested Ordinances and
Regulations Covering Public Swimmidg Pools. New York,
1970.

Gabrielsen, M. Alexander, Editor, Swimming Pools: A Guide to
Their Planning, Design and Operation. A project of the
Council for National Cooperation in Aquatics, Third Edition,
1975. Hoffman Publications, Inc., Box 11299, Fort Ladaerdale,
Fla. 33306.

Lighting Handbook, Fourth Edition, Illurnin. , Engineer-
ing Society, Now York.

'Michigan Department Public Health. SwimmIng Pool Reference
Handbook. Michigan Dept. of Public Health, Division of Environ-
mental Health, 3600 N. Logan St., Lansing, Mich. 48914. 1974.

National Association for Girls and Women's Sports, Aquatics
Guide, 1978-79, MHPER, 1201 16th St. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. $2.00.

National Collegiate Athletic Association, NCAA Swimming Guide.
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Published annually, NCAA Publishing Service, Box 1906,
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66222. WM

National Collegiate Athletic Association, NCAA Water Polo
Guide. Publistod annually, NCAA Publishing Service, Box
1906, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66222.

National Swimming Pool Institute, Minimum Standards for
Public Swimming Pcols, N.S.P.I., 2000k St. N.W., Washing-
ton, Cr.C. 20006. 1q77.

Swimming Pool Data and Reference Annual. Publishqd
annually, Hoffman Publications, Box 11299, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
33306.

Thomas, David G., Swimming Pool Operators Handbook,
National Swimming Pool Foundation, 2000 K. St., N.W., Wash-
ington D.C. 20006, 1972, $5.00

U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Swimming Pools:
Safety and Disease 'Control through Proper Design and
Operation. H.E.W. Publication No. (CDC) 76-8319, Public
Health Service, Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, Ga. 30333,
1976,

* * *
See annotated bibliography in Appendix for related articles.
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Adequate space for all programs is provided in thispool, but meet officials are 'limited to one side of the course.
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Encapsulated spaces and Stadiums

rerserving a .wjder range of needs than those of the
DAY, THE TREND is toward the multipurpose cen-

traditional athletic.and physical education prograins. New .
synthetic materials, new building techniques, and, most
importantly, new program needs appear continually, making
the task of building a permanent, single-use edifice nearly.
impossible and surely unwise.

The terM "encapsulated space': by definion refers to
surrounded, encased, or protected space. In common usage,
the term has come io refet to any sport building or relatively
large enclosed space, including fieldhouses, domed stadiums,
natatorium:4 ice nuks, arenas; tennis centers, auditoriumk-
and warehouses. 4161s-chapter will be Jimited primarily to
analysis of the fieldhouse and stadium, with a brief review of
the physical education, center (under the heading, "Conven-
tional Design").

Fieldhouses were first constrUcted in the United States to
meet storage needs near outdoor sports fields. In the early
season or inc1ein4nt .weather, it was a natural step to move
practice periods for outdoor sports under the roof and on the
cfirt floors of the fieldhouse. As the structures became more
sophisticzted, dirt floors became unaccep , and flooring
surf

g
ro.es were added which included wood, a halt, urethane,
.ae

and artificial turfs. Designers began to include locker and
team rooms, full plumbing facilities, offices, and spectator
accommodations providing wider indoor recreational and
instructional usage.

Stadiums are built more specifically for exhibition pur-
poses w a mass seating. In addition to competitive athletic
events, these structures are often used for such purposes as
convocations, concerts, mass meetings and rallies. If located
'near educational facilities, they are also used for instructional
purposes.

General Planning Considerations
To insure that the facility will meet the intended needs of

users, whether students, faculty, citizens, or professionals,

Encapsulated Spaces and Stadiums

41,

o

preliminary study should include a survey of existing facili-
ties and resources; present and projected physical education,
athletic, club or recreational prOgrams, maintenance require-
ments; tournament and mass meeting requirements; and
landscaping and paricifig needs. Ultimately, architectural
design should take into account the survey findings as well as
general terrain, regional building styles, practicality, diverse
materials, and aesthetics.

'The plans and specifications must conform both tO state
and local regulations and to aCcepted standards and pracdces.
The building conimittee must understand its role: to coot&

-1--nateyapprove, recommend, support, challenge, advocate and
deny. It is a task with many ramifications. When an
institution tas determined thin more space is needed for
current programs, or more inConte is needed, exploratory
meetings are essential for determining what to build and how
to build it. Remember that the technology is available to build
whatever tan be envisioned, and, in the early stage% all ideas
are valuable.

Location a

The location of the new facility is of prime importance.
Such a decision musf take intd consideration accessibility,
drainage, aesthetics, landscape 'and topography, property
lines and easements, utilities, ecological and 'biological
conditions, parking, and security..

,The facility should be accessible to those who use it mod..
frequently. Therefore, it usually should be located near
dormitories and physical education buildings. The facilities
open to spectators should be easily accessible to the public
and, at the same time, separated from other building. An
analysis,of the anticipated traffic flow in the building will pay
enormous dividends in tenns of efficient supervision and
lower maintenance costs.

Facilities should be located to permit expansion. Attention
should also be given to the slope of the land outside the
buildings to assure surface drainage. Engineering features for
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foundations, reinforcement, dramage, pumps, and valves

( should be carefully Itssessed.
The facility should be located in attractive surroundings

and shonld be pleasing in design. The design should be
functional rather than traditional. It is possible for an
architect to plan a building that 40111tie modern and functional
but still blend in with the existing architecture of an area. An
effort should be made to locate the structure . away from
industrial and congested areas.

AdeqUate parking areas adjacent to the facility, with
paved 'access roadway leading to the building, are necessary.
When admission is charged for Inrking, a fence with a
minimum .height of 'seven feet gUrrounding the spectitor
structUre and* thi enclosed, field is essential. Gates are
necessary for spectator end service entrances and exits.
Admission gates shduld belocated near the parking lots and
other main aptiroaehes to the structure. The number and size -
of the entrances depends on the projected and potential
attendance. Exits should permit the crowd to.vacate the
enclosure in 10 minutes.. Twentitwo inches of linear exit
space should' be permitted for eaCh 500 spectators. At least
one gate 14 feet high and 14 feet wide should be piovideti to
accommodate trucka and buses.

Fieldhouses\
Today, the building'most commonly known as the "field-

house" is:a structure that encloses a large sports aro for
physical activities that do not warrant an expensive, Monu-
mental school structure. Instead, the activityarea is enclosed
6y low-cost construction. The structure, a conipetitive news-
shy in cold weather climates, is common in the northern

.' !attitudes.
Time' and acceptance.of low-cost constniction has made it

\ difficult -to differentiate between the gymnasiums built in-
recent years and the fieldhouse of earlier decades. Histor-
ically, the gymnasium was a small enclosed ar'ea,for indoor
sports surrounded by the main school structure. Today it is a
large expanse located in a wing ofthe building or in a separate
building. In many cases; the gymnasitun and fieldhouse have
become synOnymous.

Typical education functions performed in the fieldhouse
'include instruction in the physical education program;
practice fot intercollegiate athleties; intramural, interscho-
lastic or intercollegiate competition; informal play; horse-
bacx riding; exhibitions; commencement exercises; registra-
tion; and final examinations. Community uses may include
concerts, exhibits and mass meetings.

Educational insdtutior s should consider total activity
program needs when pis ming a fieldhouse. It is desirable to
include facilities for women's physical educ$ition .ahd recrea-
tion, such as tennis, volleyball, badminton, and golf.

Location and Size
Some institutions may wish to plan a fieldhouse in

' connection with a stadium or arena. In this case, consideraN
tion should be given to combining the two structures in such a
manner that the back wall of the stadium may serve as one of ,
the sidewalls of the fieldhouse. Such a ,plan may have
interesting possibilities, both from the standpoint of economy
and effective development of the areas under the stadium.

If the fieldhouse is needed for class instruction on a
camptethe preferable location is adjacent to the main
gymnasium building and natatorium. If space is not available
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in proximity to the gymnasiumthe fleldhouse wilf effectively
service the intniMural acthities and intercollegiate sports,
even though it is constructed in a peripheral area of the
campus. It should, however, be placed in an area contiguous
to athletic fields and fret, from critical parking problems.

A recent innovation on some large universily campuses are
"satellite" fieldhouses, developed .at severe locations on
campus contiguous to die-dormitories or liVing quartets. This
makes recreational areas immediately available to the stu-
dents and eliminates theteed for locker room facilities at the
site. Locating- facilities "where the students are" promotes
recreational participation and redpces parlems problems at
the central area facility (Figure 1, 2).

The size of th4 fieldhouse should be determinedby careful
study of the present and future needs of Programs in athletics,
physical education, and recreadon; clithatic conditions of the
area; existing 'facilities; and available funds. Consideration
should .be given tO the size end make-up,of the population
likel to use the facility simultaneously.

The minimum length of the fieldhouse should accommo-
date at least a 60-meter straightaway for track, plus suf-
ficient distance fOr starting and stopping. A wide door at the
end of the straightaway, to permit competitors to run outside
the fiddhouse, will.prevent injuries and eliminate' a psycho-
logical hazard where space is limited. Six lanes are desirable.
Field level entrances for the Public should be sharply limited
in order to prevent collisions between runner§ and other
individuals. The track size should be compatible with the
demands of competitive running events.

The area suribunded by a one-eiihth.meter track can
include the following facilities: a regulation basketball coutt
(or several basketball cross- courts),., tennis courts, broad-
jump, high-jump andpole.-vault runways and Pits,. and a shot-
put area. It is fireferable to isolate the shot-put area at one end
oflhe building. Portable, pit boxes can be brought within tile
Irak oval for' shot-put, high-jumping and pole-vaulting
during meets' attracting spectators. The minimum width re-.
quired to house a baseball iifield is 125 feet.

' Thus, the size of the facility depends in large part of the
kinds-of activities it will house and the number of partici-
'pants. bimensions of, the activity area should not be less than
150 by 250- feet. The ctractical number of square feet per,
person is determined on a slidinbeale. Under normal cir-
cumstanceS, a college of 1,000 studdnts _requires 18 to 20
square feet per student, while for a larger institution the figure
becreases 'to 12 to 15 square feet per student..

The height of the structure will be determined by the
,' number, and location of the balconies to be provided. The

fielcinoilse, must be able to acCommodate crowds effeetively
and safely, particularly whenNmany different types of activi-

, ties are scheduled.
ItsP

Fieldhouse Encapsulation
The encapsulation of vast surface areas to accommodate

multipurpose field layouts hass created the opportuaity to
develop a variety of construction techniques.'rensile struc:
tures, systems engineered buildings with modular capabili-
ties, wood Quonset structures, geodesic domes, and air-
supported membranes pre examples of building designs that
have been successfully' used in fieldhouse development.

Systems Construction
The term "systems construction" commonly refers to

buildings consisting of pre-designed, pre-engineered, faetory-

Encapsulated Spaces and Stadiums
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Figure 1
Exterior and interior viewsitf satellite recreation building.at Ohio State University

constructed units shipped to the site for installation. The lay-
man usually refers ty these buildings as Rrefabricated or
modular, buildings.. These buildings offer a wide range of
possibilities ?or exterior and interior design: Systems build-
ing was inttoduced in the United States in 1962, and,

* interestingly enough, schools were major clienti. The one:
level sprawling schools that dot so much of the American
landscape are testimony to the systems approach. More
sophisticated designs and technology now enable facilities to
be built in this faihion while escaping this sameness of
appearance.

The p onged construction time of many,piojects 'renders
buildingt, bsolete the- day they are -completed.-A-viable-
school building program, therefore, depends in large measure
on effecting economies in both. tiMe and monuy. Systems
construction has managed to control the 'lenioh of building
time and subsequently the cost of construction.

Ideally, systems building Compriaes four stages:
1. Study of.user requirements.
2. Establishment of fierformance standards for the build-

ing subsystems or the entire system. . e ,

3. Inteaation of individual building subsystems into a co-
ordinated llatilding system.

4. Testing of componentilor subsystems) to assure that
they satisfy performance standards.

One begins, always, by describing the way in, which a

facility must work. Then portions &the project are isolated
for open, competitive bidding, creating a series of solutions,
or subsystems. It is a condition of each solution that it must
integrate with all the others, a requirement that fosters
cooperative Ifforts on the part of many subcontradtors.

Construction systems ire erected quickly, enabling inside
work fo proceed uninterrupted by unfavorable weather. Site
construction de'pends on a builder's abilify to apply the
modular systems to a particular type of structure. The full
value in systts construction depends oti the builder's per-
formance in Ming the pieces together...

One advantage of cystems building is "fast track schedul-
tiine and-thereby reduces con-

struction monies. The system permits several construction..,
steps that normally ftllow one another to proaeed simultan-
eouay, resulting in, significant time saying, The theory
behind fast tracking holds that any phase of a project can be
begun on a foundation of generalited knoMedge. The 'sped-
fic needs can be determined at a later date without sacrificing
efficiency in either the design or construction proceises. The
necessary beginning drawings for the systems portion of the
project can be issued as soon as basic design decisions are
reached. This enables the architeCt to apply fast track
scheduling. Consequently, those parts of the buildinewhich
require the most time, such as foundations may be begun
immediately.

Figure 2
University Of Michigan North. Campus Recreation Building
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The modular 'concept is employed in the construction of

''`
4 f - the popular fieldhouse/arena activities center with the hyper-

. '1.-.! f . ,
bolic paraboloid architectural style. Any number ofmodules

. 1 future date (See Figures 3, 4). .

are developed, and the activities spaces' are placed inside the
.. .. building. Additional modules can be added as needed at a

-

Tensile Structures ,.

4
Tensile structures are a viable alternative when climatic

conditione or building codes prevent the use of the air
structure. Tensile.structure incorporates a membriine cover
supported by rigid columni. Cables are carried to anchor
points and over poles or masts foi support and stabilization.

,
lightweight structures do not require the.same amount of
construction materials needed in conventional buildings.
Fabrics manufactured by several corporations are like those
used on the air structure with cable-restraining nets. They are

Figure 3
noncombustible, self-cleaning, .and maintenance free. The

Hyperbolic paraboloid desigr.; Bra'nch Rickey Center at Ohin
tensile structure, unlike the pneumatic structure, can be

Wesleyan
, partially opened when desired without affecting the structure

of the building. The concept is the same as if the sides of *tent.

were rolled up (See Figures 5,6,7,)..
.

,

tel16:

Geodesic Dome
A geodesic .dome offers another option in encapsulation..

Basically, a geodesic dome is a "framework to enclose
space.7 In this context it is encapsulating space. In technical

language "a geodesic dorne is-the result of a-seriesof.physical-
and complex mathematical properties that create a fight-
weight, strong, transportable and economical structure that
can be used in a multitude of ways, It is made by precisely
interlocking triangles which appear as a series of hexagons on
a completed building. Enormous spans and heights can be
achieved, including i complete sPhere, without the need of
inside support walls. The' familiar half-sphere shape has
given way to manyvomplicated shapes as engineering know- '

ledge and confidence has progressed.

Fi 4
Air Structures

gure
Systems engineeredmodulat gatawrium at Worthington (0hio)

Traditional roofs-constructed 'of wood and/or steel have,

'High ,S'chool
since about 1961, been joined by a neWly accepted type of
roofingair structures. Air shelters work well as environ-
mental covers placed over existing recreational areas, and for

many institutions, the "bubbles' is theianswer to xi increas-
e- . ing need for large activity areas at a nominal cost. Cost

savings are in proportion tO the size or the 'space to be
covered. Spaces oVer 300 square feet usually bring a cost.. savings when compared to conventional rOofing. Because of
heat gain, which seems to present a more severe problem than
heat loss, the northern areas of the United States seem to be

rk, better suited for environmental covers. There are numerous
playing fields around 'schools and colleges which lend them-
selves easily to air fabric encapsulation.

There are a number of different kinds of air structures now
on the market, consequently air shelter technglogy has
become more sophisticated. Canadian Architeclure listed
the following advantages and disadvantages of air shelter
technology:

e
4dvantages

Figure 4-A
.

A modular steel building which cpvers the Iceland ice arena Low initial cost. Air shelters allow a client with a small
capital budget to acquire a facility that could not be obtained
if conventional construction techniques were employed.

5
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Figures Sand 6
Interior and exterior views of La Verne allege Student Center andpamta Center

Speed of erection. The actual erection of thr, envelope
takes only one or two days. However, additional iime is rea

. quired for the ground work, site services, foundation, anchor-,
flooring, and installation of mechanical and electrical

equipMent.-Only_minimal field labor is needed,
Ease of deflation, btfldtion,'and repair. Deflation and

liiffation of the fabric envelope doei not require skilled labor.
existing structures come supplied with repair kits. (The

1.ipair of a major fault requires skill and special equipment
such as that needed for eleCtronic fabric welding.),

Portability.- When deffated and packed, .the fabric
envelope can be stored in a small space or easily transported

. elsewhere for storage or .use. Depending on the size of the

tested. All other items such as the foundation, flooring, and
mechanical equipment have the life span of a conventiOnal
building.

Poor thermal insulation. The cost of heating is a
significant factor and should be evaluated against that kir a
comentionalbuildingovier tinie:During_winter months-when

the heat is required to melt the snotor to cause it to slide off,
a safe level of temperature will have to be maintained at all
times at the expenhe of heating costs. If the bubble is not tO be
heated daring the inactive hours, it will have to be super-
vised constantly for the dangers of unenected snowfall. In
the summertime the heat 'gain of the air-suPported structite
poses a cooling Prbblem.

.

envelbpe, dentition and Packing requires one or two days. Acoustic problein. The curved shape of the air-
Adaptability for temporary functions. For temporary supported structure prbduces a Nculiar adoustic environ-

use, the air-supported structure has definite physical and . ment. This .poses limitations on its *use for large gatherings
financial advantages over a bonventional building. A number
of manufacturers are now preparing to lease their air-. .

supported structures, which will increase their attractiveness
for short-term use.

Long-span and high-ceiling features. Clear and unob-
structed space is an inflerent feature of the structure. Conven-
tional long-span and high-ceiling structures are much more
expensive. When the intended function demands these
. structure attributes, the air-supported structure may have a
definite economic advantage.

Integrated heating, ventilation, and air-pressure
system. The integrated system is also an inherent principle.
Lengthy duct works and pipe works are not required. The
warm-up time of the-space is a matter of minutes.

Maximum use of daylight illumination. Translucency
is characteristic of some kinds of envelope fabric's. Artificial
lighting is minimized during daytime use.

Disadvantages

Limited portability in certain applications. The degree
of portability depends on the type of construction (concrete
foundations, conventional flooring such as wood), and site
services such as gas and electricity are not portable.

Life span. The fabric envelope in use today has a life
expectancy of up to 25 years, with longer-life materials being

and open-plan arrangements for different groups.,
Pressure. Although the 'air pressure in the structure is

only one inch of water column, some sensitive people feel a
slight effect on their eardrums, particularly at the moment of
entering the structure.

Uncertain perkmance oVer along-term period. Al-
though the structure has undergone numerous tests by recog-
nized laboiatories, many lona-term predictions are extrapo-
lated from short-time tests. Some regard this kind of "accel-

Figure 7
Supported membrane construction for fieldhouse at Cleveland
State University
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Figure 7-.4 ,

The dome roof over the gymnasium area at the new Central High School in Natchidockes, La., incorporates 24
laminatedswobd arches, 60 feet long, with stabilizing laminated wood ribs and purlins.

Figures 8 and9
The triple geodesic dome (left) at Elmira (N.Y.) College and (right) the domed roofconcept at Oterbein College in
Westerville, Ohio.
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erated test" as of little use, whereas others place great faith in
it. Because of the short history of this type of structure, it is
not yet possible to demonstrate performance value over time.

Restriction due to wind In winds of hurricane velocity,
most, codes require that the structure be evacuated.

The true capabilities of encapsulated space have barely
been uncovered. With today's advanced technology, and
with creative minds in the erchit6cture, engineering and
physical education professions, future facilities for sports can
reasonable be expected to be technically sound, program-
matically utilitarian and aesthetically pleasing.

Conventional Design

Although building to encompass large areas in the field-
house concept will satisfy many of the activities Aid meet
the needs of individuals, there is still the necessity to house
other teaching areas in smaller sectors or isolated teaching
stations. Thus, the conventional design still remains popular
when program needs dictate. .

The architectural style is generally; designed to conform
with the municipal or camr us surrounding. Function, rather
than appearance, should determine the building style ulti-
mately. accepted.

Many of the larger complexes have been built to incorpo-
rate the fieldliouse as a segment of the total building.

Fieldhouse Floors

The floor of the fieldhouse should be resistant to we aiher
and heavy usage. Dirt floors are not recommended. Rubber
asphalt, urethane, and poly vinyl chloride synthetics are most
commonly used in multipurpose areas. Wood, Still a popular
flooring, is frequently used in combination with synthetics .,

Mien basketball ahd volleyball are located in the fieldhouse.

Lighting, Heating and Ventilation
Windows should be located to prevent the interference of

sunlight with player performance at any time during the day.
This is particularly important when baseball is played. Walls
and ceilings should be light in color. Catwalks are necessary
for servicing the ceiling lights, spotlights and drop nets for
partitioning.

Condensation problems should be given major considera-
tion, particularly where extreme temperatures require sprink-
lifigof surface br dirt areas, or when large crowds witness
events in the fieldhouse. To prbmote reabsorption of excess
condensation, the building should be heated by the circula-
tion of warm air in addition to radiant heat. Adequate means
should be provided to supply and eihaust air. The walls
inside and outside should be impeMous to vapor pressure.
Technical heating, ventilating, and lighting problems should
be referred to a specialist. In the typical fieldhouse, which
includes a tunnel' vault roof, there should be no parapets.

Bleachers and Balconies
Permanent seating facilities may be provided in a balcony

and on the level of the playing floor. Because permanent seats
restrict the use of a floor space, they should not be used at the
level of the playing floor in such a facility.

The height of the last row of seats is determined by the
number of rows and the increasekelevation of each. The
height of the seating surface of the first row hould be 22
inches from the floor, and each successive row s, tould be 8.5
to 11.5 inches higher than the preceding one. ;

Encapsulated Spaces and Stadiums

0, The width of each seating space should Qot be less than 18
The fequired space per person will vary from 2.7 to 3

square feet. Sig* lines should be considered in relation to the
increase in elevation between successive rows. Spectators
should have focal points of vision at the court Wundary line
nearest the seats. Focal points More than three feet above
those boundary lines are unsatisfactory (See Figure 16).

When bleachers are extended, the first row should be at
least 10 feet away from the courl sidelines and end lines. The
depth of closed bleacher varies from 3 feet for 10 tows to 4.5
to 73 feet for 23 rows.

The seat4ig deck or platform cart be used to
supplement the number of seats provided at floor level.
Removable bleachers for the deck sho d! be the same as's
those used at floor level. By adopting Os design, planners
provide additional activity space on the deck and in the area
upder it. The Opth'of the deck depends upon the number of
bleacher rows. Temporary bleachers should be thoroughly
inspected before they are used, and their capacity should
never be taxed.

Balconies may be constructed to provide seats to supple-
ment retractable bleachers at court level, ind on the elevated
deck. They can be either a continuation of retractable
bleachers or elevated above them and extended partially over
the seating at a lower level. Balcony seats my have backs or
be similar to those for stadiums.

When permanent balconies are planned, they should be
constructed without supporting pillars that wotild interfere in
aby way with the playing or visual area. They should be
served by ramps connecting direetly, or by means of wide ,

cOrridors with convenient entrances and exits. Ramps have a
slope of at least one-fOot rise in 12' feet. Minimum landing§
are 5 by 5 feet,and extend at least one for' heyond the swing-
ing area of a door. Tfie ramps should ha ve at least a ,6 foot
clearance at the, bottom and level platforms at 30-foot
intervals on every turn.

The fieldhouse should be so designed that the normal flow .

of traffic will not encyoach upon the activity areas, to avoid
interference with instruction and participation and tO de-
crease maintenance costs. Permanent seating should be kept
to a minimum in areas used primarily for instruction. Roll-
away bleacheit are preferable.

In areas designed prime.rily for basketball, spectators
should enter and exit at a single level at various points around
the circumfcrence, from an qterior perimeter walkway.
Designers may decide on the usl of a continuous cross aisle

Figure 10
Net system atRike Fieldhouse, Otterbein College
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Figure 11
Two interior view&of Idaho State Mini Dome shows flexibility of dome design

,

connectad through the exit tunnel to the concoluse. In such a for these se*es if the fieldhouse will be used for attractions

design; all seats above this cross aisle are accessible only by . of considerable public interest. At basketball games, how-

Means of stairs at each exit tunnel, while the lower seats can -ever, the work0g press prefers to be as Oise to the action as

iie reacfied from the vertical.aisles connecting the main crois possible and sace should be provided at courtside.
aisle. This system simplifies the flow of spectators to and
froM an event and allows for efficient management and
control at one level. A portion of the lower seats are anched
to telescopic platforms, which roll back into wall pocketi
when a larger arena floor is desired. /

To determine requirements for ramps, stairs, exits, doors,
corridors, and, fire-alarm systems, planners should consult
local and state laws and the recommendations of the National
Fire Protection Associatim.

When the fi
crowds, conce
should be aquip
water, and sewe
they-do not 1ntefere with,the-normaLflow-of traffic. -The
booths should be\ accessible froth all seats. Approximately
100 sq lare feet per 1,000 spectators should be allowed fOr

permar ent conCesSion' booths.

Entrances, and E9s
Entiances to the fieldhouge should be located With refer-

ence to patting and traffic approaches. Provisions should be
made for a paved acqess roadway and at least one entrance
large enough to accommodate trucks. The main lobby should
be of suficient size to accommodate anticipated crowds
checking ckets and 'admission, particularly in noithern
climates.

The lobby should be so designed for ticket selling and
collecting that the trairr will flow in a straaight line, ornearlir
so, from the entrances to the box office to the ticket collectors.
To avoid congestion, approximately two-thirds of the lobbi

Ts.

Accommodations for Public Events .
Scoreboard and timing devices should be of sufficient

number and so placed as to he readily seen by players and all
spectators. They should be easy to operate and readily acces-
sible formaintenance purposes. Provision should be made for
installation of a public address system. Acoustical treatment
of the building is desirable.

Accommodations for reporters, spOrts broadcasters, and
talent scoutsshould be planned in the original design. Sound-
proof broadcasting and television booths should be provided

ldhouse is designed to accommodate large
sion booths should be constructed. They

with electric or gas stoves, sinks, running
connections and should be located Where

.

4 figures 12 and. 13
University of No rthern Iowa Uni Dome has jiberglassrmembrane covering with Tejlan coating. It has a cable suspension system combined

with and air support system
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shouldbe planned for accommodating box offices and ticket
purchasers. The remainder should be rekrved for ticket
holders,' who should have direct access to admission gates.
`, The seating capacity and the number of seats in eaoh
section will determine the number of entrances and exits
required. It is important that spectators be dispersed speed-

. ily, It is highly desirable to have exit ramps leading from
stepped aisles. Ramps, stairs, and passageways should be as
wide as the deck aisles served. Stairs .or ramps not opening
directly into a street or oilen space should have lanes of at
Yeast .20 feet in width leading oat of the area.

I.

Service and Auxiliary Units
If the fieldhouse is adjacent to tte main gymnasium

building and Vie natatorium, the requirements for lockers,
showers, and toilets can, in some instances, be reduced. An
underpass from thegymnitsium to the fieldhouse, may be
desirable in order to make the gymnasium service units avail-
ableto Some participants in the fieldhouse. If the fieldhouse is
not adjacent to the gymnasium, consideration should be given
to the erection of a small building or basement, simple in
design, with dressing, shower and toilet facilities, rather than'
use space for such purposes that might be used more advanta-
geously for activities.

Convenient and accessible dressing units equipped with
' chalk and tack bbards.for the home and visiting teams shout('
? be provided. When the fieldhouse. is to be used for inter-
schohistie basketball tournemlants and indoor track meets,
consideration should be given to providing separate locker
rooms with adjoining shower and toilet facilities: These units
could be used regularly throughout the year by intramural
participants and intercollegiate squads. It is desirable to pro-
vide passageways from dressing rooms directly to the basket-

all to avoid crowd inthrference.
A dressing room with adjoining shower and toilet facilities

should be provided for staff members. These acconimoda-
tions can also be used by game officials.

Separate toilet facilities in sufficient number for men and,
women spectators should be provided close to the 'seating
areas. Tailets should be provided near traffic lanes. Where
large crowds attend games, it is advisable to place supple-

tmentary toilet facilities.off the main lobby.
A room for first-aid treatment should be provided if the

fieldhouse program is planned ta attract spectators. This
room may also serve the purpose of a training room for emer-
gency treatment of injuries.

Figure 14
'University of Idaho Kibbe Activities Center
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Figure 15
Olympia Swim & Racquetball Club in Columbus, Ohio, uses three
large air structures to house nine tennis courts in winter

Provision for a lounge room may be advisable after con-
sideration of such factors as available spne and funds as well
as the functions of such a room for clubs, members of athletic
squads, letter men, officials and coaches, and visitors. An
adjoining kitchenette is desirable.

Storage Space
Many field houses are constructed with insufficient storage

space. It is essential to have adequate and conveniently
placed storage space if the facilities are to be fully usable.

Space should be provided for equipment and supplies for
the physical education, athletic, and recreational programs.
Supply rooms should be large enough so that supplies and
equipment can be cared for and issued from them. Shelves in
storage' rooms should be slanted-toward the wall.

After a building is completed, it is impossible to add stor-
age space unless that- space is,taken from areas designed for
other uses. Thoughtful planning of storage space' should be
done when setting forth total space needs. Adequate main-
tenance and control over supplies and equipment is possible
only when proper storage space is available.

A major consideration in connction with storage is the
provision of adequate entrances to storage areas. A loading
dock and elevator may also be required, depending on the
type of supplies and equjpment to be used.
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Figure 16
Plans for construction at Southwest Texas State Univetsity were developed in two phases

Figure 17
Sight lines and focal points must be established in planning bleachers

Diagram A shows a seating section vAth a gradual increase in riser heights. The focal Obints, "A," are same from all seats. "B"
represents height from a seat eye level, "C" represent, the distance from eye level to the top of a spectator's head.

Diagram B shows a seating section with constant riser and tread heights. As the seating tiers progress,upward, eer.,h focal point is
closer to the4ield.

These diagrams are adapted from Concrete Grandstands Portland Cement Association, Chicago, 1948.
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STADIUM S

This consideration of stadiums is primarily concerned with
the type of structure frequently needed for school and com-
munity use, with a capacity of 10,000 or less and with limited
spectator accOmModations: It shdukl be obvious, however,
that the basic considerations for such structUres will also
.apply to larger units. Those responsible for planning stadi-
ums should keep in mind that their creation is an integral part
of the physical education, recreational, and athletic pro
grams of the school and community.

For the purposes of this section, the terms "spectator
structure" and "seating stxucture" include both permanent
and temporary outdoor seating facilities, while the word
stadium refers only to permanent accommodations. Spec-

.

tator structures provide.seating from which people can satis-
facliorily view athletic events without inhibiting the activities
of the participants. Seating struCturps can be justified more
readily if they have multiple uses. In additin to serving ath-
letic contests, these facilities can be used for concerts, cbn-
ventions, 'patriotic observancers, plays and pageants, lec-
tures, commencement excercises, and other mass gatberings.

The space underneath a stadium may provide physical
educatlbn and activity areas. These facilities should supple-
ment rather than duplicate existing units.

Seating Capacity
If possible, the seating capacity of. a stadium should be

sufficient to meet present needs, with plans for expansion to
satisfy predicted needs fOr a period of at least 20 years. The
number of seats required -ill be influenced by the sports
sell:ed.', enrollment of the school or college; population and
socioeconomic status of the town, city and region; and
planned expansion of the program. The provision of an exces,
siye number of seats should be avoided because construction
and maintenance costs make it impractical to provide accom-
modations that are seldom used.

Design
Rectangular spectator structures provide the most practi-

cal seating accommodations for field games, tennis, Outdoor
basketball, volleyball, and other outdoor sports, and special
events or denionstrations. For baseball, a Structure can be
located parallel to either the first-base or third-base lines. The
most favorable view of tennis is from behind the eads of the
courts. Seating facilities for other outdoor events Whould be
adjacent to the activity area and as near as possible to the
probable miter of action consistent with the rules governing
the activity.

Track-and-field spectator seating is generally parallel to
the straightaway for the dashes. Some planners, howewer,
have located spectator seating so that the structure angles
gradually toward the straightaway end of the track. The front
end of the structure nearest the starting line should be farther
away from the track than the front end nearest the, finish. This
'arrangement faces the spectators toward the most common
center of continuing action.

The multiple use of a stadium for softball, baseball, and
football often results from the desire to use existing flood-
lighting. In most cases. sufficient seating facilities can be pro-
vided with a small permanent structure or be relocating
mobile bleachers used for football.

The combination baseball-football field should be avoided
if possible, and especially if planners do.not intend to use

artificial turf. Superimposing an infield upon a portion of the
gridiron makes undesirable viewing and playing conditions
for football and soccer. A baseball area that overlaps a track-
and field site presents safety problerns.tompetitors have had
serious collisions on such combined facilities.

v

Site and Location
A primary requisite for a satisfactory site is adequacy of

size. The site must be large enough to,pcommodate the play
and,safety areas for the sport or spbits to be conducted, the
proposed present and future seating, and service areas. The
site should be flat or easily leveled. However, natural inclines
of the topography can be used for support or partial support.of
a structure. Surfwedrainage of a site and adjacent areas as
well as the subsurface soils and geological formations should
be considered.

Cities with two or more secondary schools ihould cottider
the construction of one stadium for their combined use.
Teams from each school may practice on local fields and play
their regular games at the stadium. If pOssible, the structure
should be loceted on or adjacent to one of the schools' sites
for reasons cf greater accessibility, maximum use, and more
efficient maintena, operation, and supervision..

Seating Decks and Supports
°The main considerations in planning speetator structures

involve seating decks, deck supports, seats, and means of
ingress and egress. Satral factors should goVern the selec-
tion of materials used for seating decks and deck supports,
including expected capacity, intended use of the stk-u,cture,
availability of funds, climatic conditions, and desired aesthe-
tic qualities.

Wood, stone, brick, steel, and reinforced concrete are the
materials most frequently used. The inclusion of service and
other facilities under the stadium makes mandatory a solid,
continuous, and waterproof deck of either conciete or metal.
Wooden treads and risers may be used if the underneath area
willnot be developed. Appearance, tensile strength, adapt-
ability, exhaustability, durability, and cost of construction
,and maintenance are items that should guide the buyer in the
selection of building materials.

Concrete, structural steel; wooden columns, and natural or
artificial embankments serve as supports for decks of spec-
tator structures. Reinforced concrete columns are generally
used to support most wooden decks. The supporting structui e
of the stadium should rest upon foundations of concrete. The
design of deck support should meet structural strength re-
quirements of state and local building codes, and the supports
should be so located that they provide unobstructed spaces or
the appropriate dimensions to accommodate proposed uses
of the underneath portion of the stadium.

Stress standards shduld be considered at all times in sta-
dium construction. Regardless of the materials Used, all spec-
tator structures Ma Id be designdd to meet the following
specifications: to support, in addition to their own weight, a
uniform distributed line load of not less than 100 pounds per
square foot of gross hori7 .tal projection; to resist a hori-
zontal wind load of 30 pounds per square foot of all vertical
projections; and to withstand a seat load of 24-pounds per
linear foot of seats and a force of 10 pounds per linear foot
applied in a direction perpendicular to the seats' length.
Seating standards require that all seats and footboards carry
line loads of not less than 120 pounds per linear foot.

Bent steel plates may be used in the construction of steel
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decks (prefabricated sections of treads and risers). This type
.,1 of deck affords flexibility in expansion. A facility of this kind

may be Salvaged and Moved to 'a new Site, and it is sturdy,
durable, and watertight (if welded) structure. However, steel
plates do tend to deteriorate if yfot painted regularly.

A kructure with a seating aPacity of less than 5,000
persons might be constFueted of wooden treads ancrris6rS
mounted on concrete, steel, or wooden substructures. The
advantages of this type of construction are lower cost and
portability. Deterioration of the woOd and the almost con-
stant Maintenance problems are disadvantages.

Treads and Risers
In the seating deck of a spectator structure, the treads form

the hdrizontal surface while vertical surfaces form the risers.
To minimize expense, treads and risers should be as small as
possible but sufficient in size for comfort and good view. The
height ofrthe first riser should be kept to a minimum because it
'affects the ultimate height of the entire structure and, there-
fore, the CcItst. The width of the treads is governed by factors of
economy and Comfort. A minimum depth of 24 inches is
recommended for treads with backless seats. For structures
without continuous seating decks, this measurement should
be taken between the firont edges of the seating surface of
successive tiers. -The minimum depth for (read supporting
seats with backs is 30 inches. Tread widths remain constant
except for the first tier, unless there is a railing, low wall, or
fence in front; in which case, additional space is required fOr
spectator movement.

Drainage-must also be considered in the design of treads
for solid deeks. A forward slope of one-half to one inch per
tread will perinit wker to drain, otT rapidly, in addition to
facilitating hosirig the deck for cleaning pu poses. Gutters
and drains should be included for large structures. The
standards for the size of the drain are based on the minimum
ratio of one square inch to each 300 square feet of deck
surface served.

State and local building codes set standards for aisles,
entrances, and portals for spectator structures. Planners
should be cognizant of such codes. Aisles may not be neces-
ary ir, small seatIng structures. For structures with many
rows and larger capacities, however, aisles are necessary. ,
Sections between aisles should contain tiers with 21-32
seats,

The first aisles should be located 11 to 16 seats from the
ends of the structure. Horizontal walks are generally undesir-
able because persons using them will obstruct the sight lines
of others. If such walks are used, the next tread above should
be high enough to permit the spectators to look over those
persons walking in front of them. In addition, the first tier of
seats should be high enough to allow its occupants an unob-
structed v,iew.

Aisles should have a minimum width of 36 inches, and if
divided by *portal or o' istruction, each side should be at least
21 inches wide. Whenever the riser exceeds nine inches, an
intermediate step is necessary.

The seating, capacity and the number of seats in each
section will determine the number of entrances and exits
required. It is important that spectators be dispersed in a
minimum amount of time. It is Highly desirable to/have exit
ramps leading from stepped aisles. Ramps, stair ,, and
passageways should be as wide as the deck aisles served.
Stairs or ramps not opening 'directly into a street or open
space should have lanes of at least 20 feet in width leading out
of the arm r)
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Deck Walls and Railings
The ends, backseand in some instances the fronts of the

seating structures should be bordered by walls or a railing.
These walls or railings Should extend at least 12 inches,dbove
the treads and be designed to prevent sPectators from sitting
on them.

Sight Lines
Seating facilities should be constructed to provide spec-

tators with a good view of the performance. Nearness and an
unobstructed sight ling to the desired points affect the quality
of the accommodations. A sight line is a straight line from the
eyes of the seated spectator, over the heads of others below,
to a point on the field that represents the spot nearest the
structure that should be in his field of vision.

Recommended focal points for sight lines are as follors:
for football, the nearest side boundary lines; for baseball,
several feet behind the catcher, for track, about knee-height of e
die runner in the nearest lane; for side seating tennis, four feet
in toward the seats from the doubles boundary.line; and for-
end seating for tennis, 10 feet behind the base line.

Seating Arrangements
Considerations involved in the design of seating facilities

include the nature of the contest, the comfort and conven-
ience of spectators, proper balance of cost and comfort, sta-
dium cleaning, and maintenance expenses.

Back supports are generally unnecessary in stadiums
because of the nature of the activity e.,u.1 the added cost of
such supports. For planning purposes, an area of two by two
feet, or four square feet per seat, should be allowed for bench
seatsi The height of the seats above the foot-support treads
should bdbetween 16 and 18 inches. Some designers make
no allowance for seating other than directly on the treads.
However, elevated bench seats are much more satisfactory.

Lighting and Electrical Facilities
General lighting and electrical outlets should be planned to

satisfy the requirements of the specific spectator structure. If
night games are to played, illumination is necessary for all
areas to be used by spectators. The playing areas should
receive extra illumination in situations Where the last row of
seats is several hundred feet away from the action on the field.
Uniform illumination is necessary for proper player judge-
ment of the ball and its trajectory. Lighting also must now be
provided in terms of footcandles required for filming and tele-
vision. Standards for the design of floodlights are published
by the Illuminating Engineering Society.

Manufacturers have a wide variety of lighting systems,
direct and indirect. Some of the most popularly used systems,
are meroury vapor, fluorescent, incandescent, luminaries,
quartz-flood, filament, Lucalox, and multi-vapor.

Communication Facilities
Accommodations for . eporters, sports broadcasters, tele-

vision and motion-picture cameramen, and scouts should be
planned in the original design. The football press box should
be located opposite the 50-yard line, preferably on the west
side of the stadium. Baseball press boxes usually occupy
some portion of the gstand behind home plate, and tennis
matches can best be served by a press box behind the end of
the courts. A means of communication between the press box
and the field is necessary.
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Douglas f r, redwood, and southern cypress are the woods
most used for bench construction. Such factors as decay
resistance, bleeding, strength, slivering, and cross-section Of
grain warrant consideration in selecting the kind and quality
of wood. Types tlf commercial covering that protect and aid
in the maintenance of wooden seats should be investigated.

-Synthetic materials of plaster, Fiberglas, and the like,
molded into seating structures, are now past the experimental
stage. Extruded aluminum, natural in color, is fabricated into
seats and may be found in many modern stadiums. The
natural type is neither hot nor cold, withstands weather,
defies insect destruction, and drains and dries quickly and
cleanly.

Developing Space Beneath Stadium
The.space underneath stadium setting can serve a variety

of purposes. Planners should not coo sider service liras in,this
section of the stadium if no ,mo, e than 15 rows oi seats are
contemplated. Under-str4dium development is economically
advisable only if thc costof constniction of ry eded facilities is
less than it would be at other available sites. Many colleges
and universities may find it more feasible to develop the area
underneath the stadium than to have the 'Various functions

' that might. be served there dispersed to more remote areas.
A variety of uses can be made of this space. The most

common facilities to be located in this area are public toilet
roorris, storage rooms, concession booths, and dressing
rooms for competitors. Activity areas,classrooms, and office
might also be included in this area. In larger stadiums one or
more lounge rooms for pregame meetings and/or luncheons
with the press or other similar purposes might be provided.
Other possibilities include auditoriums and band rooms,
dormitories and dining halls, instructional ereas, mainte-
nance. shops, housing for the caretaker, basketball courts,
auxiliary gymnasiums, practice facilities for baseball and
track, and ,quash and handball courts.

Steps in planning the area under the stadium ir;...lude a
determination of the capacity and type of the proposed
structure, a study of other present and probable future facility
needs, and a determiniation of which needs can best be satis-
fied through development of the space. Three important
questions should be answered in determining the feasibility of
developing, this portion of the stadium. Is it possible to
construct the facilities in keeping with previously determined
requirements'? Will these facilities permit the intended use? Is
it economically practical? lr the space under the stadium is to
be developed, other important factors that should be con-
sidered are whether the structure is above ground and/or of
permanent construction; whether the seating deck is water-
tight; the space requirements of ..he various facilities, which
will indicate the location and design of columns, trusses,
beams and other supports; and whether the substructure is
designed to support the seating deck and, at the*same time,
provide a framework for the construction under the stadium.

Ramps, stairs, walks and other stadium service facilities
should be located to satisfy the intended purpose, but also
with consideration of facilities under the stadium. Common
errors made in the development of this area are the failure to
provide a watertight seating deckwith the necessary inclu-
sion, of expansion jointsand insuldcient windows and
ventilation.

Field Surface

Every considuation should bc given to the latest develop

ments in surfacing. The basic functionS to be served by the
stadium in the particular institution will deterjnine the final
selection. With the exception of cost, there is no longer any
reason to have dirt areas .that become mud areas on play-
grounds or fields. With artifiCial turf, the use of an outdo&
field can be increased 300 to 600 percent in a normal winter.
Football stadiums can be designed to serve baseball and
track. They may also be designed touse the same Arti-
fcial turf 'can be used all day, everyday, by every e.

Artificial grass is feasible since it causes no allergies, or
baldheaded fields, and it is good for all grass sportssoccer,
golf, tennis and lawn bowling, There are other synthetic sur-
faces that service smooth.surface sports such as basketball.

Provision should be made for a press box in the original
design of the stidium. It should be of bturdy, permanent con-
struction and should be high enough to permit the occupants,
to see over the spectators standing in the row immediately in
front. It should be heated and enclosed, with a glass front.

In cold climates, consideration should tr given co provid-
ing an area for sports photographers at.either end of the press
box. A protected and heated structure providing overhead
cover, with an open area in front from which pictures could be
taxen, might be constructed for a nominal sum.

Stairs and/or an elevator should provide access to the press
box, and the latter is recommended if the press-box floor is
more than 30 feet above iground level. Public toilet facilities
should be immediately adiiacent, with a minimum of two
water closets, or one for eliery 10 occupants.

Additior 11 Accommodations for Public F vents .

Scoreboards are essential for football, softball, 'and base-
- ball fields. Time clocks are also desirable for football.

it is advisable to have the scoreboard designed as an inte-
gral part of tke, structure, especially in the case of larger
stadiums. For activities attracting a, small number of spec-
tators, mechanical or movable scofeboards may be practical.

One public telephone should be provided :or every 1,000
spectators, with a minimuM of two for the stadium regardless
of the seating oapacity. Booths should be enclosed to elimi-
nate noise and should be placed in accessible locations.

For suggations on concession booths and dressing units
for peticipants and staff, see the discussions in the section of
this chapter on fieldhouses.

The availability of efectricity, gas, water, and sewer con-
nections significi. atly affects the use and validity of a spec-
tator structure. The concession center, press-box area, rest
rooms, scoreboard operations, field illumination and, water-
ing, and many other functions depend on or.e or more of these
utilities.

Public toilet units should be located in an area that is easily
reached from theseating area. Bec.:ause the stadium structure
is ordinarily not heated, all plumbing shoAid be constructed
so that it can be completely drained of water, and water lines
should be buried beneath the frost line of the locality. Toilets
used by large groups should have circulating (in and out)
entrances and exits.

Stadium cleaning can be expedited by providing the
recommended deck slope and drains with hose bibhs located
not more than 100 feet apart. Paving the surface under the
stadium scats and installing drains bnd hose bibbs designed to
prevent freezing facilitates stadium cleaning.
Provisions For Future Expansion

If there is a possibility that the size of the Staditim will need
to be increased in the foreseeable future, the method of
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expansion should be detetmined and the necessary details .

incorporated in,the original footings and other construction.
Insofar as possible, the requirements for future expansion
should be built into the initial structure.

THE ICE ARtNA
The ice rink is a highly specialized area and should be

plannedat the s'ame time you are planning the bailding. Enlist.
the help of experienced ice rink, people. The planning com-
mittee should visit as many rinkS ip operation as possible and
tifik to the owners and managers. Many worthwhile construc-
tion and operation pointers can be gathered from these

- experienced people.
Planners shouh..irst define the objectives and purposes of

the' skating facility.
To soli>e a 'community need?
To be revenue-producing?
Single-purpose or multi-purpose?
Spectator or non-spectator?
Types of skating tO be accommodated? Public skating?
Youth skating programs? College and/or high school
hockey? AmateK hockey2 Semi-pro. hockey? Pro-
hockey? Hockey.tournaments? Figure Skating? Initruc-
tion?.Ice shows?

From the above, you should be lible to establish the
requirements of location and siie, actessability,, parking
area, etc.

Spectator seating needed
Inside service areas required (skate sharpening and
rental, pro-shop, locker-rooms, etc.)
Skater and public entrances and exits
Estimated cost of land, building, rink equipment and its
installation
Length of year rink will be operable

atote

I/

/3

An estimate of the cost of the structurecan be determined
when these recuirements are defmed. If the project is fman-
cially feasible, an architect caii be selected and planning can
begin.

Building Size
The building size will depend on the types of events accom-

modated in the structure. 1-owever, the recommended size
for the ice surface is 85 feet by 200 feet. The rink should also
include at least 4 dressing rooms, refrigeration room, ice re-
surfacer storage room, which is accessible to the ice surface.
The clear span portion of the building need only cover 'the

rink, plus seating.
The number .of seats desired will depend on the planned

programs, but, remember that the width of the building will
determine to a great extent the number of seats. It will cost
more to increase the width of the structure than the length.
The minimum width needed for 1,000 seats plus ice width,
dasher boards, walkway in front of seats, players, seat width
at 21/2 feet per row, benches, penalty bench, scoring tables is
approximately 120 feet

Length of the building will depend on whether all facilities
will be included under one roof or if a block building is added
for dressing rooms, refrigeration room, offices etc. Figure 18

is for a building 260 feet long and 120 feet wide under one
roof. Another typical layout with minimal seating is Figure

Refrigeration
It is very important to choose tile right type &refrigeration

system along with a competent arid reliable installation
company. In selecting an ice rink installer, the follosiring
qualifications should be weighed: education and experience
of company directors, age of the firm, qualifications or its

Figure 18
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personnel, iist of rinks designed and volume of business
during last four years.

Be& a final contractor is selected, the committee should
visit numerous rinks constructed by each potential instaper
and talk to their owners, managers and engineers. Determine

°if there was satisfaction with the installation, training of
personnel to run the system and follow-up to problems that,
developed. Study the records of,operation of the refrigeration
system with respect to .expenie for energy and operating
personnel.

Producing and maintaining a good ice sheet is imperative
to any rink Operation. If there is tkbreakdown in refrigeration
and you lose your ice, your prograMs are lost for that time. In
privately-oWned rinks, money is lost which will never, be
recovered. Remember in refrigeration there is no such thing
as "cold". Cold is the absence of heat. With this in mind, it
will be much easier to understand and evaluate ice rink
refrigerator systems. Heat.is absorbed froma material when'
it comes in contact with a material having a lower tempera-
ture. In the case of refrigerants, this heat-absorbing quality is
increased by the ability of the refrigerant to change to' a gas

, which produces a greater cooling or freezing effect.
Basically there are two types of refrigeration systems: the .

Indirect brine system and the Direct system with two yam-
tioni (Direct Liquid Refrigeration "DLR" and Direct Ex-
pansion "DX").

The Indirect method is ithe oldest system used in ice rink
refrigeration. Rapid progress in ice rink refrigeration started
in the 1930's and 1940's when Dupont developed Freon
refrigerants. Before that time, because of high installation,
maintenance and operating costs, only wealthy municipali-
ties could afford ice rinks. Also ethylene-glycol was devel-

aped as a poss ible replacement for caletum chloride (salt) for
use with wator as the brine in indh ect systems. gthylene
glycol is non-corrosive and made possible substantial reduc-
tions in refrigeration equipment size. The calcium chloride
'unit must be monitored faithfully to prevent chemical im-
balance which can produce unwanted scale within the distri-
bution network of acidify sufficiently to accelerate detefior-

: ation not only of its own components, but those of adjunct
equiptnent as well.

Both systems use compressors and condensers. The com-
piessor is tat part of the'system that comPresses gaseous
refrigerant: During the compression process the gas becomes
hot and is pututed under high pressure by the compressor to
the condenser. The condenser is a heat exchanger that liqui-
fies compressed refrigerant gas.

The Indirect system (Figure 20) uses a brine pump and if
the pump fails, the system is not operative. Two of these
centrifugal pumps should be built into the s.3 stem to eliminate
this possibility: One would be used ai a standby in case the
other fails.

The indirect brine system is a two-step system. First a
refrigeraht, either ammonia or Freon 22, is pumped through a
series of pipes in a brine chiller, where the brine is chilled to a
temperature considerably below the freezing temperature of
Water. The chilled brine is then pumped from the brine chiller
through the pipes in the rink floor which in turn absorbs heat
from the water and freezes the rink floor. Because the
refrigerant does not go through the piping in the rink floor, the
system is called indirect. "Brine" is only used in this system
and not in the direct system.

In the direct system (Figure 21), refrigerant is used

Figure 19
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luoughout the entire network. It is supplied directly through
the rink floor Pipes. Freon 22 is both the refrigerant and
chilling agent. It is highly dependable, stable and has excel-
lent safety features: With this .method the brine chiller and
pumps are Eliminated.. There are "two , variations of this
system. Thetirect liquid refrigeration "DLR" and the direct
expansion "DX".

The "DLR" system is punipless with no moving parts;
only float valves which open and close automatically.Dis-
charge pressure from the compressor is used to 'mildly
pressure the transfer tank which feeds "cold" liquid Freon
under low Pressure to the rink floor pipes. There are no
restrictions .in the rink floor Periineter feed pipes. As the
Freon 22 flows through the floor piping; it draws heat
from the water or ice causing the 'water to freeze or theice to
freeze hardei. Skaters generate heat in the area wherethere is
"skating activity. Any ,change in the ice temperature at any
place in the rink causei an irnmediate pressure equalization
throughout the entire rink field system. An in-ice thermostk
is used to 'Signal changes in temperature and Works auto-
matickly. .

The direct expansion, system "DX" differs from the
"DLR" in the following manner: Freon 22 refrigerant is
puo:iped under high pressure fromthe compressor:condenser
into a holding tank Which 'feeds the perimeter feeder pipes
aroind the rink floor. The refrigerant is then forced under
high preisure through a series of expansion orifiCes at the
head of eackrun of pipe in the rink floor. There are approxi-
mately 255 runs of pipe in a rink floor, to it has 255 individ-

nt ual oriffees.
Until a few years ago the refrigeration unit was assembled

on the job, but now installation time and costs. have been
reduced by the development of the "packaged" ready-for-
hookup cefrigeration unit. It is shipped to the job site ready to
hook up to the rink floor. The unit has been pre-assembled,
pre-Wired; pre-inSulated and pre-tested for immediate use at
the new arena. Figure 22 is a typical preassembled unit on a
railroad flat car.

The Planning Committee should ask representatives of
each type of sy.stem to give a presentition. One system will
not satisfy every need. However, in Choosing.the rink installer
it is recommended that the company chosen assume total
responSibility for all the .equipmeni installation and satis-
factory operation of the rink, along ftith training rink person-
nel. Insist that the installer of the refrigerator system be
responsible for the entire rink portion of the facility. In this
way, only one company need be c'onsulted.

Energy Conservation
Conservation of energy is a critical consideration and

promises to become more important. Three things determine,
the energy requirement for an ice rink system:

1. Horsepower needed to operate the refrigeration equip-
ment, compresgors, condenser, pumps etc. 'The size and
number Of the operating components of the refrigeration
system determines the horsepower needed to operate the
unit. The higher the horsepower the more in cost per month
for operation.

2:' The more.efficiency that is designed and built into this
utiit; the less the refrigeratiOn equipment Will need to he
running.

3. Rate of efficiency loss of the 'refrigeration unit and
system over a long:period or time. Causes of efficiency loss
are corrosion,' mineral deposits and oil accumulation in the
entire rink network..

The direct refrigeration unit Uses less power to operate
than the indirect. The direct unit useslmaller compressors,
do brine chilier, does not need two brine circulating Pumps,
all energy users. In the Nine system, the refrigesant has.to be
chilled to a temperature of 10°F to 15 °F colder than the brine
temperature. -

With direct liquid refrigeration the refrigerant'in the rink
field peed only to be cooled to the temperature of the rink
floor. This means that the indirect .system must be' in
operation longer and at a less efficient, lower compressor
pressure. It stands 'to'reason that if a system opeiates longer
ata less efficient manner, the cost rises.It has been learned by
comparison of the two sYstemLoperating at peak efficiency
that there is a savings in electftal power of approximately b'
30% with direct refrigeration.

Ice Hardness
IAII ice for skathig is not the same: The best temperature for

each type of ice activity is as follows:
Hockey 15° - 17°F {Hard Ice)
Pleasure Skating 17° - 20°F (Softer_than forlockey)

' Figure Skating 20° - 22°F (Reasonably fast ice, but
skates cut into ice)

Curling (Soft ice without melting)

Rink Floor
After the selection of your refrigeration unit,, the next key

portion of your project is the construction of the rink floor, the
rink floor can be constructed in different wayssteel pipes in
concrete, steel pipes in sand, plastic pipes over a hard surface
covered-with sand. Steel pipes in concrete is preferred. This is
the most expensive, but over the long haul will prove to be the
most practical.

If the rink is to be a single purpose rink for skating only, a
sand floor will give satisfactory service and is lower in initial
cost. However, a sand florr is more costly to operate because
sand is inferior to concrete for heat conduction.

The use of plastic pipe is not recommended except for use
in small portable 'rinks. The efficiency of the refrigeration,
using plastic tubing, is less than using steel pipes. Plastic
tubing does not conduct heat as well as steel pipes. The only
advantage to plastic piping is lower initial cost. Also, plastic
pipes cannot be used With the direct system.

Before the rink floor can be poured, the sub-soil must be
tested to establish the water table. The presence of water in
the sub-soil wi,thin four feet of the rink floor can cause heaving

Figlire 22
View of a pre-assembled refrigeration unit
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ifockey arena at Michigan State University

of the floor due to freezing and expansion of thesoil under the
rink.

If there is a possibility of water at a depth of less than four
feet under the rink, one or all three of the following things can
be done: (I) a drainage system in the sub-soil, (2) removal of
the moisture-holding soil and replacement with a non-
wicking type fill and/or (3) installation of, sub-soil heating.
Sub-soil heating is inexpensive to operatebecause waste heat
from the condenser is used to heat the antifreeze which flows
through the pipes embedded in the sub-soil. This wiak solu-
tion of glycol is maintained at a temperature of 40°F by a
thermostat. This means that during the operation ofthe rink,
the temperature of the sub-soil never drops below 40°F and
never freezes.

Most rinka built today are insulated by using two layers of
2-inch thick polystyrene foam directly under the rink floor.
This insulation prevents the transfer of heat from the sub-soil
to the rink floor. A vapor barrier of polyethylene film
separates the insulation from the concrete or sand floor.

In a full-size 85' x 200' rink there are approximately
51.000 running feet of pipe. This pipe covers the total rink
floor and is spaced 4" on center. The concrete floor must be
poured in one continuous pour at a depth of 5 6 inches and be
separated from the surrounding concrete floor of your
building. The geid piping is only one inch below the surface of.
the rink floor to assure dependable and efficient freezing of
the ice surface.

There are approximately 2805 pipe connections in the
standard size rink. This means that leaks in the rink floor are a
possibility unless a professional job of coupling or welding is
accomplished at each connection. Welding is the best choice
if you have good quality control. One recent development is
the use of steel tubing which has no welded connections from
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one end of the rink to the other. Using this tubing the possibil-
ity of leaks in the rink floor is minimal.

Double Rinks
. There is a trend in some metropolitan areas to construct a
double rink. The typical double rink has a full-sized rink for
hockey and public skating and a smaller rink (at least 5000
sq. ft.) for instructional and figure skating.

Dehumidification A

n

Dehumidificrtion in ice rinks is a low coct way of removing
fog and condensation' problems that °cc-1r in a rink area
during the hot humid months of the summei. Air conditigning
the rink area is seldom necessary. However, in southern
climates it may be desirable to air condition other parts of the
rink, especially the spectator area, locker-rooms, offices, etc.
Remember that dehumidification just removes moisture from
the air and is by no means a substitute for ventilation.

Heating
It is recommended that the building be maintained at

around 50° 55°F at all times. If a crowd is expected, a lower
temperature 'should be maintained because body heat from
the crowd will raise your building temperature 10° -15°F.
Office space along with locker-rooms and showers should be
maintained at around 65° - 70°F. The heating fixtures should
never circulate warm air -directly, over the jce surface.
because of the added load this puts on your ice mAing equip-
ment.

All types of heating methods are used, so consult a heating
and ventilation contractor for the system best suited to your
arena. One recently developed heating factor is using the

Encapsulated: Spaces and Stadiums
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, waste ,heat from the' compressors to irelp supplement other
heating apparatus in the building.

Dasher Boards and Protective Screening
Every ice rink which i/ built for a full schedule of ice

attivities needs ,dasher boards and protective screening.
Dasher boards can be made of marine plywood or the newer
high density polyethelene material. Plywood is serviceable,
but almott impossible to remove the black.puck marksbn the
whith boards and Must bepainted often. The synthetic poly-
ethelene dashers are about the same in price, clean up well
and give an attractive appearance to.your rink. A 6-inch to 8-
inch kick board around the bottom of the dasher should be
made of the same synthetic and in a contrasting color.

The frame for The. dasher boards and protective Screen
should be solidly built to withstrind the constant impact from
the hockey pucks and the shock of body checks. The dasher
.boards should also have entrance arid exit doors fOr your
player benches, doors for penalty boxes and public skating
sessions, also a 10-foot-wide door for the ibe resurfacer to
enter and exit. Doors should never swing towardithe skating
surface, -

, The protective screening around the rink can be made of
plastic netting, wire mesh or *leer acrylic glass. The height
must be al least 4 feet and preferably a few feet higher. Plastic
netting is easily torn; wire mesh can be dangerous because of
sharp edges. Acrylic glass is more expensive, but easier to See
through for *spectators.

Locker-Rooms

At least four locker-rooms are a "must" in any arena which
plans tO have hockey as a money maker. The rooms should be
at least 12 by 20 feet to accommodate the nornial teani. Four
locker-rooms are suggested so two teams may be on the ice
and two teams dressing or undressing at the same time.
Showers with the proper number of shower heads should be
in close proximity to each loaer-room. Thievery is a pro-
blem in any locker-room and special attention should be
given to security measures.

Floor Covering
In all areas of the rink where individuals will be walking

with skates, it's imperative to have a floor covering which will
not be injurious to the skater or skate blades. Indoor-outdoor
carpeting, nibberized matting, or poured-in-place synthetic
materials are available. Carpeting is the least expensive, but
creates a cleaning problem and skaters can cut thesurface.
Rtibberized interlocking skate, tile can be purchased at an
intermediate price and is easily cleaned and comes in many
colors. The poured-in-place synthetic is very good quality,
but quite expensive when compored to the other two cover-
ings.

Scoreboard

For competitive play, a icoreboard should be installed. It
gives the arena a professional appearance and the "spectetors
and players can easily follow the game. Many arenas sell
advertising on the scoreboard to offset the expense of the
purchase.

Combined Skate Shop and Pro Shop
The skate shop and pro shop, if run efficiently, can help

defray cost of ice arena maintenance. The rooms do not have

Encapsulated Spaces and Stadiums
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to be especially large, but the skate shop should have enough
space for skate rentals and a skate sharpening operation.
Remember that proper ventilation must be provided for the
skate sharpener, so that the residue will be eliminated from
the 'air. The pro shop would retail skates, hockey sticks,
pucks, friction tape, skate laces, and other paraphernalia that
will be used for your arena prograins.

Lighting and Sound System

Knowledgeable lighting 4W acoustical engineers should
. be consulted about the systems to be installed in the arena.

Incandescent, fluorescent and high-intensity discharge lights
may, be used separately or in combination. Banks of lights

c should be wired to separate switches, since there are times
when a minimum of light is necessary and desired.. When
planning other electrical outlets, don't, forget proper wiring
for scoreboard and goal. lights.

06 Sound systems are important in every arena because
public skating requires taped or recorded music. Also regular
day-to-day activities and hockey games will, require an-
nouncement/. Acoustics oVer ice presents special problems,
so experienced personnel should install the sound system and
speakers.

The following items should also be remembered when
planning your Ice Arena:

S. Ice resurfacer storage room, with pit and drain for
dumping ice shavings
Hot watar outlet adjacent to ice resurfacer
Adequate public rest rooms and drinking fountains
Offices
Rental lockers
First Aid room and training room -
Public phones
Concession areas
Workshop

. Adequate parking around arena :
If arena is used for collegiate or professional ,hoCkey,
provisions for radio and television, press box, and ticket
booths need to be provided. The most recent edition of
the NCAA Ice Hockey Guide also should be consulted.

CHECKLIST FOR ENCAPSULATED SPACES

1. Provide ample spaceJ6e activities desired.
2. Include adequate fadministrative, recrea-

tional, and service f cilities.
3. Design for future ne ds.
4. Provide accommodat ns for men and women
5. Provide drainage aroune.,exterior of the

building.
6. Provide adequate storage sp ce.
7. Install proper lighting.
8. Provide for maintenance of light fixtures.
9. Provide adequate wiring with provision for

high-voltage current.
10. Provide windows and skylights with minimum

glare intensity.
11. Install sufficient and well-placed heating vents_±'
12. Provide for sufficient natural ventilation.

- 13( Include adequate exhaust fans and vents.
14. Provide well-placed ticket-sale and ticket-

taking facilities.
15. Provide for telephone, television, radio, and

telegraph facilities in the press area.
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" 16. Provide an adequate soul id system.
17. Provide an entrance large. enough for the

delivery of equipmeht.
18. Provide waterproof Irisulation for the ceiling.
19. Place pipelines an adequate distance from.

. the floor...
20. Provide sufficient shower and locker faCil ities
21. Install an adequate public-address system.
22. Include adeqbate facilities' for cleaning and

maintenance.
23. Include sUfficient water outlets.

.24. Provide for expansion or change. ,

25. Provide for portable faCilities.
26. Plan for accommodation of spectators in

areas where needed.-
27. Provide well:designed spectator exits.

I

4.

28. Include an adequate lobby and vestibule.
29. Provide a sufficient number of electrical out-

, lets, and place them for easy acoess.
30. Select good paint colors for, the interior of the

building.
31., 'Place windowe away from goals and vgoal

lines.
32. Provide filters in the.iir-circulation system.
33. Include movable and folding partitions, power-

operated and controlled by.key, switches.
34. Include Wall plates, located where needed and,

, firmly Attached.
35. Include hooks and rings for nets placed (and

recessed in walls) according to court loos-
bons and net heigle

SELECTED REFERENCES
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VEDERAL REGULATIONS relating to equal oppor-
tunities for men and women have created a si4nifiCant

increase in need for service facilities to support new pro-
gramsparticularly competitive athletics. Planners need to
project servi ice facility needs carefully for women's sport
teams. Failure to include additional space need4,(at least in a
master plan) can f t very costly bectuse of the unique pro-
blems and the great expense assdated with locker area
construction.
- Planning miist include joint, use by men 'and women as
much as possible. Storage rooms, equipment issue, condi-
tioning and athletic traini g rooms, and laundry facilities
should be planned for such u e. The recommendations in this
*chapter are pi.edicated on th rovisiori of equal opportunities

' for men and women.
Effective planning of e various service areas in activity,

centers is vital to the e len:Ilse of the building. The location
of the respective ities should result in easy, direct traffic
patterns for articipants, instructors, and custodial employ-
ees. The lection of proper space design and operational
syste an mutt in future years of efficient administration

nimal expense.
.04.1

THE DRESSING LOCKFR ROOM

Locati
13( rhaps the Most important aspect of location is accessi-

bility. Thelocker room should be locatedto serve the indoor
and outdoor teaching stations and other service facilities re-
quiring dressing space. The dressing room should be imme-
diately accessible from corridors': Planning for several cor-
ridors leading to these areas will reduce overcrowding during
class changes.

Ideally, the dressing room should be on the same floor as
the gymnasium and the swimming pool when a commo a level
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is used for bah stations. This will alleviate traffic congestion t
and possible injuries resulting from mottement up and down
stairways. Local architectural problems may make this
location impractical.

It is desirable that the dressing room have direct access to
outdoor recreational areas and indoor teaching stations
without requiring individuals to crois main corridors. As
students rettirn from outside activities they shpuld have
access to an area equipped with 'special drains and a mud
crock kir cleaning purposes. Wiam the swimming pool
adjoins the locker room, participants should be required to
pass from thd dressing areathrough the shower tothe pool for

.-hygienic reasons. In sdme designs, it is desirnble that a
separate dressing room be located at the pool area. This is
partiCularly true if a pool is used extensively by community
and after-hour groups.

Other Ansiderations for.dresring/locker room 'locations
are in relation to shower, toilet facilities, equipment issue
rooms, and instruetors' offices.

Locker Room Size
The size Of the dressing/locker room is based on a number

of considerations. The locker system and the mothod of
distributing towels, uniforms, end equipment affect size
demands. Of particular importance is the number of individ-
uals using the area at peak lbad. If there is an ovel lap of
classes or simultaneous use Oy athletics, physical education,
and intramdrals the room must be large enough to accommo-
date this treble flow without confusion. A general rule of
thumb recommends a minimum of 20 square feet per person.
A carefully drawn, preliminary scaled plan tti include the
locker placement, visual barriers, and acdczzories is the only
acceptable way to provide sufficient space allocation. Addi-
tional space should be allowed if faculty, graduate assistants,
and intramural and sports clubs must also use this facility.

3.4.:

Service Areas



Physical Features

Doors

Placement of doors for dresSing rooms shotild facilitate a
sMooth traffic flow. In locker rooms that have many partici-

, pants arriving and departing simultaneously, it is wise to pro-
vide for an entrance and a separate exit to a common passage-
way in order to eliminate a hazardous condition. All doors
should be of heavy-duty, moisture-resistant material and

°should open to form a natural sight barrier. Doors should be
placed in such a position as to offer protection to individuals
who move through a main adjoining corridor. Outside doors
from the locker room should be equipped with panic bars of
noncorto iv e m etal.

Walls

Walls should be of a moisture-resistant material, easy to
clean, and finished in a pleasing, light color. All corners in
locker rooms should be rounded, and the junction'of the wall
to the floor should be covered for eaie of cleaning and pre-
vention of injuries. There are many materials including tile,
plastics and other synthetics which are durable and easy to
clean.

.Floors

Floort should be of nonskid, impervious materials with a
carborundum impregnated surface such as ceramic or quarry
tile. If tile is used it should be small Sized, about 1" x 1", so

. that it offers a non-skid surface. Concrete floors with non-
skid surfaces should be treated with a hardener to prevent
penetration of mobture and odors. Terrazzo, while offering
excellent hygienic advantages, is too slippery for the average

locker room. The same holds true for vinyl or asphatile.
Floors should slope toward drains. Recessed bibbS provide

for easy cleaning of floort
Synthetic carpeting, laid directly over concrete, is be-

coming very popular for locker room use. It is aesthetically
pleasing, affords excellent footing and reduces noise to a
minimum. Another advantage is that the floor need not slope
since it is not hosed down for cleanigg. Repairs can be made
easily. The maintenance cost for carpeting is greater.since
regular vacuuming and periodic shampooing are required.
However, in well-supervised Areas, the carpeted locker
room offers unique advantages. One disadvantage of carpet-
ing is that moisture remains in the carpet and odors may
persist. Keeping carpet away from wet areas will alleviate
this problem.'Other sinthetiàs may also be used for the same
reasons thaftarpet may be desired.

Locker bases, 8 inches to 16 inches high, should be of the
same material as the flocir and coved at the base.

Ceilings and Lights
Ceilings, of a light color, should be acoustically treated

with a material impervious to moisture.
The lights should have vapor-proof fixtures and be cen-

tered directly over the locker aisles for maximum efficiency.
Electric outlets (including 3 prong units) should be approxi-
mately 3 feet above floor level. Emergency lighting should be
available a all times.

Sidewall windows should be no larger than 24 iiiches in
height, with the lowest point of the window at a minimum of
36 inches from the ceilin Fhis provides maximum privacy
and allows the lower portion of the walls to be used for other
services or an additional bank of lockers. If windows are

Figure .1
Location of locket's and showers
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deigned to operate for opening and closing, they should be
controlled easily front the floor. In most iriltances, the venti-
latiOn system should eliminate the necessity of opening and
closing windows. Windows of frosted, translucent materia:
should be used to allow natural lighting to pass down locker
,aisles rather than against a bank of lockers. Plidement and.
/ size of windows should 'be planned in conjunction with the
/ entire locker arrangement and should not dictate or limit
locker placement. It is recommended that glass not be used
but one of the newer acrylic synthetics. These new unbreak-
able materials reduce vandalism and provide increased
safety in the locker rooms. They can be pirchased in a variely
of finishes, th'Iknesses and colors.

Vented sky domes serve as an effective source of natural
light. Although ski, domes have been frequently a source of
water leaks, new construction methods have reduced the
hazards.. .

Accessories

Mirrors should be 'placed at strategic locations in the
dressing room and vanity areas. Several full-length mirrors,
placed at least 12 inches from the floor, should be. available
for individuals as they depart the room. They should be
placed not only over the sink areas but in other locations as
well.

Refrigerated drinking fountains of stainless steel or non-
corrosive material should be located near traffic flow. They
ihould be recessed or placed to protect the user from traffic
movement.

Lack of hair-drying facililties often discourages maximum'
activity participation, particularly when inadequate time is
provided to meet schedule commitments. Longer hair styles
make such facilities as necessary for men as for woMen. Wall
blowerspreferable with separate hoods, mounted at vary-
ing heights, and spaced at three to four foot intervalsare
recommended. If the dressing room services are used by
swimmers, one dryer for four or five men is sufficient. A ratio
of 1 to 3 is needed.for women.

Color
Adequate attention should be given to planning a total

colO'Nscheme for the dressing facility. Locker rooms no
longer need to be planned with an antiseptic appearance. A,
variety of locker colors, coordinated with decorated walls
and carpeting, create a pleasing environment. Renovation or
new construction should plan for the use of color to improve
locker room aesthetics.

FACILITIES FOR LOCKERS AND SHOWERS

Supervision
In Activity-oriented areas, supervision is of constant con-

cern. Strategic placement of offices or service areas can
facilitate administrative control.

The office of the teaching personnel is best located in an
adjunct sector of the locker rooin. Direct access to the locker
room from the office permits efficient performance of routine
chores and consistent surveillance. Locating teachers and
working personnel near the dressing room makes supervision
an ongoing rather than piecemeal process. A see-through
glass partition, or side windows on the wall facing the locker
room, provide adequate sight for supervision. The office floor
may be elevated to improve sight lines.
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Another source of Supervision is provided by placement of
the eguipment issue room or towel distribution center in a
location that allows working personnel to observe activity in
the room. Lockers should be placed perpendicular to the
supervisory staff spaces for ease in Observing locker aisles.

Security is also important and must be considered in plan-
ning. Expensive equipthent and facilities need maximum
security planning. Double security systems on main storage
areas can aid in preventing vandalism. A new concept in
'security is an electrical system monitored in a central security
office.

Shower Rooms

Location
Shower rooms should be centrally located in relation to the

dressing rooms served. It is economical to provide a shower
room that can servie more than one area. Howes',er, it must
be of adequate size to accommodate peak loadf in all areas.
The nature of the groups using the facility, is an impodant
consideration. For example, if a swiMming pool will be used
extensively by community groups, it may be advisable to
build separate service facilities for the pool. Such exclusive
facilities offer greater flexibility of programs along with
improved supervision and security.

In general; lavatory, toilet, and shower facilities should be
grouped in close proximity. Cost of installation is reduced
since the amount of piping will be considerably lessened.

Shower Room Size

The size of the shower i.00m is determined by the type of
shower arrangement and the number of people served at a
peak time. All individuals participating in instructional
classes, intramurals, and athletic programs-\should have the
opportunity to take showers. Since time for showering is
usually limited to 1042 minutes, a sufficient number of
shower heads must be planned. Ten shower heads are
recommended for the first 30 people and an additional ,
shower head is recommended for every additional four
persons.

Shower Installation

All types of shower installations should be studied and the
selection made according to.the advantages of a particular
system for the situation at the individual institution. The
center post system (Figure 4) provides for a grouping of
shower heads on a single pole. This arrangement allows for
the use of shower barriers rather than solid walls around the
room and thus affords easy supervision. If this system is
selected, the hardware cnd piping attached to the post at the
base should be of a noncorrosive material and a maximum of
four shower heads per post should be used.

Installations along the outside walls are the most economi-
cal in terms of space, since at least three full walls can be used
for shower heads. It i? kbs olutely necessary that provision be'
made to repair plumbing defects, by putting plumbing in pipe
spaces and providing access from the back of the shower wall.

Overhead showering (the progressive walkthrough) instal-
lations are adequate for showering before swimming. How-
ever, the advent of longer hair styles makes this system
unpopular except for swimming pools. Without close super-
vision it does not insure proper cleansing.

Service Areas



Shower Heads

The shower head should be selected after inspecting a
number of features. The head should tx.: self-cleaning and ad-
justed for fine spray. !A is generally recommended lhat, when
installed in buildings of institutional use, the angle of spray
should not be adjustable. Spacing between shower heads
should be two and one half feet for colleges. The height ofthe
Mower head should fllow the spray to be directed at shoulder
height, making it possible to keep the hair relatively dry if
desired. Most shower rooms are used by various age groups
in community programs, and it may be desirable to vary the
height of a few of the shower heads. A master temperature
control should prevent excessive water temperatures. Each
shower head should have an individual control consisting of
one hand control rather than separate hot and cold water
controls.

Gang showers are most economical for men and women.
Some shoi,vers should be located to provide for privacy. At
least 10 per cent of the shower heads for wothen should be of
L. Jividual booths close to the toweling room.

A liquid soap despensing system, if used, should be
designed so that all piping is behind the shower room walls.

This system should allow the custodial staff to refill' the
reservoir at a source away from the wet area. Recessed soap
dishes, even if a liquid dispenser is installed, are recom-
mended since many individuals prefer to use a particular bar
soap or shampoo. Consideration must be given to the dangers
of soap on wet floors and the use of glass shampoo bottles.

Doors

The opening to the shower room should be as wide as
possible to allow freedom of movement in both directr,M.
Openness facilitates supervision, and many shower looms
are being built with lialf walls or splash barriers for this
purpose. A sloped surface may separate, the shottier and
dressing room depending upon the lockei room drainage
system. A curb should not be employed since this creates a
safety hazard.

Walls

The shower room walls should consist of a "smooth and
impervious material that can be cleaned 'easily. BuilderS
should consider the use of glazed building blocks for the walls
of these areas. Glazed block construction provide& a surface

Figure 2
Combining open and private showers
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Figure 3
Suggested method of using flexible shoivers

similar to tile but less expensive to install. It may be used in
nonbearing walls only. Glazed block is suitable for low
splash walls or dividers (See Figure, 7).

Ceilings

Ceilings should Pe moisture-resOant, acoustically
treated, and a minimum of nine feet in height. All lights
should be recessed &his/ Tor-proof, with switches located in
dry areas.

Floors

Non-skid, ceramic tile or equal material should be used as
the floor surface. The floor should be pitched away from the
dressing room area and toward adequate-sized drains. The
'nest desirable drainage system for shower rooms consists of
tiled perimeter gutters directly beneath the shower heads
leading to appropriately spaced drains. All gutter edge
floor and wall joints should be coved.

Hose bibbs, for cleaning purposes, should be, located
outside the shower room for safety.

Ventilation

A ventilatien system is more economical and efficient if
the shower room is located with at least one side on the
outside building wall to allow ventilation and humidity
cattrol. It is essential to eliminate condensation, or main-
tenance becomes an expensive item.

Toweling Room
In general, the drying or tow ing room should be compa-

rable in size to the shower room in order to encourage
complete drying in this are . This is particularly important
when carpeimg is planned for the dressing room.
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Figtge 4
Shower Room, Schoolcre Community College, Livonia, Mich.,
with stainless steel stands providiig for liquid soap, soap dish and

five shower heads per stand.

The toweling room should be 'directly abolt-to the
shower and dressing rooms. The walls, floor, and ceiling
should be of the same material and quality as the sholfer
room:floor edges should be coved. Normally, the walls need

"Art be tiled beyond seven feet in height: (However, in most
construction it may be more economical to tile to the ceiling).
Noncorrosive towel Tacks should be attached securely to the
walls. It is convenient to have the towel-issue room adjacent
to, or near, the drying room. For sanitary.and safety reasons,
benches should not be installed in the tOweling area.

Provisions should be made for drainage. A bull-nosed,
non-skid, curb should separate the drying room front the
locker room to protect against floodirg.

Toilet and Lavatory
Stretegic plac6ment of toilet and lavatory areas tueilitates

pattern controls. This is critical for spectator events.
Each rtroo,n should have individual forced air ventilation
to the outside f the building at a rate of 30 changes per hour.
Water clos1 lavatories and urinals should be hung from the
wall tgiacilit9te cleaning. Special consideration should be
giveiyto the hOdicapped (See Figure 8). They should have a
higstading water level. Individual stalls should be securely

to floors, ceilings, and walls. In locations where
ight be inflicted upon metal partiOons'it may be

to use glazed brick or tile partiti6ns. When soap
are provided above lavatories they should be

mounte in such ways that soap will not fall on the floor or on
chromed fixtures. Paper towel dispensers are provided mpst
frequently for hand drying and require disposal cans. Electric
hand dryers are effective and more economical than paper.
Paper towel dispensers and electlic hand driers should be
located away from the lavatories to prevent traffic con-
gestion.

Service Areas



Mirrors should also be located away from the lavatories (A
good location for mirrors in the locker room is at the ends of
locker banks.) A shelf should be installed in school rest-
rooms, outside the locker area, where students' boOks may be
placed. In toilet areas for weimen, dispensers arid disposers
for sanitary supplies'are' needed. Waste disposals for all trash
should be built in. Paper towels should be provided even
when eleetric hand 'dryers are installed.

For the required 'number and type of plumbing fixture
planners must review state aandards, regulations, and build-
ing codes:

Lockers

The administrative and teaching person l should be
active participants in the selection of the lockers tem, since
they are faniiliar with the problems of locker room adrninis-
tration.

The locker system anCi locker dimensions must he estab-
lished prior to the determinatiop of the room size. These,
coupled with the plans for futive expansion, should be the
criteria in determining a ftmctiOnal lay-out and overall size
for the locker room. It is recommended that the number of
lockers should be equal to the peak load plus 10 to 15 per
cent, with adequate allowance for overlapping classes, vari4
tions in class size, scheduling, and anticipated use by intra-
mural, rebreation, and athletic participants. Projected enroll-
ment is another factor that must be considered.

There are several locker systems to be donsidered. Selec-
tion should fie made after carefully considering the following
requirements of any system:

,Security of street clothing and \physical education
'equipment
-Efficient use of space and facilities
Control of odors
Efficient adminiStration for student
Administrative feasibility, including supervision and
maintenance
Economy of operation
Flexibility for use by different groups

The Individual, Dressing Locker

There is little doubt that the individual dressing locker best
meets the needs of all participants. Costs in terms of space
and initial investment make it impossible to provide this
convenience for all users. Usually, such lockers are installed
for athletes, coaches, teachers, game officials, professional
major students, or the professional recreator.

The individual locker Should be large enough to handle
equipment for the sport requiring the maximum space (in
most schools, football). If an equipment-drying room is
available in which buiky equipment can be stored conven-
iently, the size of the lockers can be reduced.

Lockers with mesh sides and doors offer the best visual
inspection and maximum control of odors. The antiquated
"corridor locker" is no longer acceptable. The locker should
have an upper shelf for such items as books, a low shelf for
shoes, and adequate hangers.

Dressing Locker and Box Storage System

dressing locker and box storage is the most common
s stem for institutional use. Figures 9 and I 0 show variations
o this arrangement A series of smaller lockers to hold all
p sonal equipment 's usually located near a large dressing
locker. Only one box in a unit is assigned to a particular class.

Service Areas

Therefore, during any given class, each member has the use
of one large dressing locker, In some cases, storage lockers
are located in a separate'area and transported to individual
lockers. This system is more cumbersome, although it does
allow for special ventilation in the storage e .ea. If the latter
systein is used, the uniform and towel issue looms should be
located between the two areas for convenience:

Basic Locker Room Systems

The basic locker roorn system concerns the physical
layout, plaCement If the dressing and storage lockers, and
their relation to the various service facilities. In 'llecting the
desired size of specific lockers and determining the most
apprOpriate locker system, a number of questions needto be
considered: .

What equipment must the user store in storage lockers?
What athletic equipment is provided and stored by the
school?
Are other lockers available to store needed equipment?
Does the pi ogram require sweat suits and jackets for ,
outside Participation in cool seasons?
Will the bailie locker be used for physical educe Lion ard
for an athletic team?
Who provides the gym suit?
Who provides the towel?
Is a laundry system availabileor planned?
Will othersroupssuch as community recreationbe
using the\same locker" facility?
What personnel are available to administer a basket
system?
Is it feasible from a financial standpoint?

Maximum security requires that the padlock of the box
locker be transported to the dressing locker when in use and
all contents of the box lOcker be placed in the dressing locker.
Adequate supervision and operating instructions must
accompany this system.

Administrators have experimented with attaching perma-
nent combination locks on box lockers to eliminate need for
lock control. In most cases, this system has not been
satisf,actory and is not recommended since street clothes are
not secure without an additional lock. The system also entails
frequent changing of !ock combinations when lockers are
reassigned.

Color coding of lockers is a popular means of assigning
lockers. It not only affords easy r3cognition, but assists in
overall supervision and makes the locker room attractive.

The size of the box locker is important to the success of a
program. The tendency is to purchase lockers in sizes too
sfnall for efficient use. All locker companies build box lockers
in sizes to coordinate with the dressing lockers. The best
source of information is literature distributed by the manu-
facturer's representatives.

Increased shelf space rather than height has 1)een found to
provide more efficient storage in lockers. However, the -

program dictates the need. If tennis racquets are not furn-
ished, for example, the institution has an obligation to
provide adequate storage space somewhere in the building.
Similarly, programmers offering outside instruction in cool
weather should reasonably expect to offer facilities that
properly care for additional clothing.

For institutions that offer laundering of uniforms, the box ,

locker plan, which can be serviced from the issue room by an
attendant, has distinct advantages. This plan saves student
time because uniforms can be laundered and replaced sste-
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Heights qf Shower Heads and Mirrors.

Age Group Grades

Mirror Height,
Vertical To Bottom
Length of Mirror

Shower Height

Girls Boys

Elementary
junior High
Senior High
Adults

2 thru 6
7 thru 9

10 thru 12

.

. 30"
30"

30"

32"
40".
44"

. 48"

50"
54"
56"
60"

55"
60"
66"
72"

Shower
Valve
Height

36"
40"
45"
48"

*Notes: I. Mirroi mounting heights apply only to mirrors ot size listed. Smaller mirrors aro not recommended.
2, Shower heights are for heads S" from wall. Height should be ?.djupted if closer to wall.
S. Girls shower heights are shoulder high.
4. Shower heights are from floor to fc .41 of showerheaA (not rough-in dimension).

matically by the staff. The system also utilizes sfiace more
economically. Daily changes of uniform reduce odors in the
builcring. The operational costs of this system are obviously
high because of increased labor costs for attendants (See
Figure '1 1).

Tote Basket System
The ,tote hasket system (Figure 12) has been used most

frequently in elementary school or swimming pool areas. It is
administered in several different *ays. In some operations,
the basket is stored inside a storage room and issued through
windows. The student carries the basket to the locker room
area. Obviously, this system requires attendants and breaks
down when a large number of students arrive and depart
simultaneously.
:In anbther arrangement, baskets are stored on special

racks in the locker room itself. A student is issued a padlock
and has ready access to his equipment. This plan often results
in pilfering, since it is very difficult to construct baskets and
supporting racks that withstand deliberate attempts to dam-
age through force. When overnight storage is needed in the
locker room, storage lockers are preferred over baskets.

Another administrative plan for the tote basket system
merits consideration. It allows for the storage of baskets on
separate dollies for each class in a special security area. -

When the class arrives, the attendant rolls out the dolly and
returns the baskets from the prevbus class to the secured
area. In many situations, it is not necessary to put locks on

Figure 5
Locker suite traffic flow
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individual lockers as long as adequate supervisbry controls
can be established.

The main advantages of the tote bag system are:
A need for fewer standing lockers (wall hooks around
the locker room perimeter may offer sufficient space for
street clothes)
Relatively good ventilation
The economy of space. ,

The disadvantages of this system are:
Fragility of baskets.
Possibility of misplacing baskets.
Need for greater supervision.

There :is a growing tendency to replace this system in
elementary schools. If school systems are to give more than
lip service to the cgpimun1ty-scJool concept, the school must
be built to handM, the unique roblems* that exist when
community groups use facilities,' locker system instituted
for reason of ecotomy may not b4 used by the community
when school is not in session.

Figure 6
Shower head arrangements
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Figiire 7
Shover room at the University of Windsor, Ontario, with tiled floor and wag perimetergutter, recessed single
control spigots and movable shower heads.

Locker Construction

The proper selection of lockers is imperative. Equipment
of this kind should be chosen aecording to the nature of the
program and the usage it will receive. Failure to install
quality materials .can be costly. Specifications should be
written after a thorough study of locker construction. Most
locker manufacturers will provide literature. \

Sturdy. heavy-gauge metals should be used. Lockers
normally receive extensive use and must serve for many
years. Steel sheets are manufactured in thicknesses varying
from .1196 to .0239 inches. Thickness in inches is measured
in gauges. Normally, the doors are of greater thickness than
the sides and back. Special materials are used as needed at
locker ends or exposed areas.

It is advantageous, in most instances, to pbrchase all-
welded, factory-assembled units, which are more sturdy and
permanent than units delivered ready for assembling at the

Figure 8
Shower and lavatory facilities for the handicapped at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, EL
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site with nuts and bolts. Although initial costs and charges are
higher for a pie-assembled unit, the savings are frequently
lost in assemBly costs and errors at the construction site.

A second consideration in locker selection is ventilation.
Lockers with expanded mesh construction assure adequate
circulation Of air, speed drying, and reduce the growth of
bacteria bythe admission oflight. There is general agreement
that the locker room, itself, should be the"drying room rather
than a speciaPy-constrncted room. A total room ventilation
system is preferred to a system internally installed in lockers.

A third consideration is the needfor visual inspection. This
is an item oflocal concern, but it can be an important function
of, administration.

Sloping tops have advantages in thatdust cannot accumu-
late and they can be cleaned easily. Ventilation systems may
be affected by the additional height necessary for sloping tops
and this factor should be investigated before reaching a
decision, On the other hand; when flat, lockers tops are low

Ii
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Figure 9
Typical combined storage-dressing locker arrangement
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TYPE I.

Si indicates Dressing Lock;r
in indicates Stirs& Locker
= Indicates Fixed Bench

This Arrangement Separates the Clothing Storage
and Dressing Areas

TOWEL
ROOM

PASS
WINDOW

TOILET

%OF

TYPE II.

SHOWER TOWELING
ROOM ROOM

\..41

&

11

411,

/PM

NYI

11444 ,,,..^
eld Indicates Dressing locker
0 Indicates Storage Locker
= Indicates Fixed Bench

This Arrangement Combines the Cbthing Storage
and Dressing Areas

Figure 10
Illustrative arrangements for dressing locker and box storage

enough to allow frequent dusting, a flatsurface does provide a
convenient place for books while the lockei is being opened.

The latching device for lockers should provide three-point
latching at the top, bottom, and door handle. Rod guides at
the top and bottom give proper security.

When lOckers,are placed back to back, a 3" - 4" forced air
space should be left between the rear panels for adequate
ventilation. The bottom of the locker should belittached to an
8" - 16" base. This permits floor hosing and eliminates
corrosion.

Benches should be secured to the fltar witknoncorrosive
equipmdnt. A fiberglass, plastic, or hard wood seat 8 inches
wide, with rounded edges and a smooth surface, should be 16
inches from the floor. Space between lockers and benches
should be planned for traffic control and dressing comfort
(Seefigure 13). The recommended allowances.are 30 inches
from locker to beneh with an allowance of 8 inches for bench
width. Benches should extend the full length of eachIocker
.bank, with breaks at intervals of 12 feet.

Lockers that provide a recess at the door lock to keep tHe
padlock from projection to the aisle allow for easier passage.

There are a number of features that make a third arrange-
ment very effective. The solid pedestal slab placed over the
locker base, and extended out to form a bench on either side
of the lockers, is being used frequatly. This arrangement
should be given serious study. The prime advantages are that
the aisles are unobstructed, cleaning is simplified, safety is
improved, and floor area is conserved. An alternative to this
syStem has been used effectively and can result in a great
savings of space. The plan depends on a cimdition which
requires only one benchpenisle. Seldom does a locker room
demand more. The pedestal slab is used alternately between
rows of lockers so that only one pedestal bench is available
for each aisle. This represents a saving of one square foot

Service. Areas

TOWEL
ROOM

PASS
WINDOW

times die length of longer aisles for every two rows of lockers.
(See the illUstration concerning bench arrangements.)

The pedestal locker system, however, has its drawbacks.
Since the bench slab should be 16 inches high, the lockers will
extend 8 inches more than with the traditional 8-inch base. It
is inconvenient for elementary school youngsteri or short
students to operate lock combinations on the top row of'
storage lockers. A 60-inch locker arrangement is recom-
mended rather than 72 inches, if this stYle of bench is used. If
72-inch lockers are selected, the effects on lighting dispersion
and room ventilation in a given situation should be analyzed,
since the total locker bank hefght with a sloped top will
exceed 8 feet

Locker Sizes
- Lockers and locker units are available in many sizes and

, ombinations. They should be chosen after careful consider-
ation of the needs. It is extravagant to provide more space
than needed, but in most cases the lockers purchased are
inadequate.

Typical combined storage-dressing room locker arrange-
ments are usually selected according t., the number of
instructional periods available in a day. Frequent variations
in lengths of periods and, therefore, changes in the number of
periods per day, will upset a carefully planned locker system.
Modular scheduling, split sessions, and independent course
study also tend to disrupt the operation of a well-planned
system. The choice of the system should be made only after,,
thorough discussion with administrative Nrsonnel concern-
ing future operational plans. (Sec Figures,14 and 15.)

Special Features of Elementary Locker Rooms
Elementary schools should plan for the construction of

1
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Figure 11
At the (1,niversity of Windsor, attendant (kil) services box lockerfkom rear;panlitant(center) removes clean gear
fron. locker;,(right) he uses jidl length locker to secure gear.

locker facilities that allow 'pupils to change uniforms and
shower. In these grades, teachers should coitrol security.
j3askets on dollies that can be moved to secure areas are
adequate. Another acCe0able system is a series of shelves of
box lockers, secured by padlocked doors. The teacherneed
only open several locker doors for each álass, and the pupils
have no need to operate locks.

For the upper elementary students, wire Mesh lockers of
sufficient size to hold personal equipment should be available.
If these lockers are purchased as a part of the, systeM to

Figure /2
Front and side view of post office box lockers showing doors,
baskets and markers in the rear.
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include individual lockers, the large lockers serve a dual use
for after-school activities. Failure to provide faCilities of this
nature will deprive school 'personne from developing and
planning a comprehensive program for the future.

The locker-shower complex should contain sufficient
individual lockers to encourage factilty to assist with after-
school student acitvities and to be active for their own
recreation. Adult education and community groups should
have lockers and space available for night classes. It is
recommended that at least 600 square .feet be designed to
accommodate adult use. The multi-use concept requires that
serious consideration be given to planning an area in ele-
mentary school loCker rooms that can be used by athletic
teams in the district. A dramatic increase in the number of
athletic offerings, including the resurgence of girls' inter-
scholastic athletic teams, has created real problems in facility
scheduling at .the secondary schools. Efficiency can be
increased if adequate dressing and locker facilities for
designated school teams are planned as part of the
elementary complex.

The height, size, and amount of such service facilities as
showers, urinals, and drinking fountains should reflect the
school-community philosophy and provide suitable units for
all age groups.

The Athletic Team Locker Room

\The development of diverse athletic teams and the tremen-
dous vowth in numbers of participants mandate special

ention for team locker rooms. Frequently, planners fail to
pn wide for the expansion of particular athletic programs and
tht introduction of new sports teams. As a school increases in
po mlation, a varsity football program may expand to include
separate junior varsitrand freshman teams. At the*same
tim .. the fall sports program may be broadened to include
soccei , cross-country, and other teams. Growth may also
take place in winter and spring programs and include the
development of women's teams and intramurals (Figure 16).

A well-developed master plan will permit orderly expan-
sion. The following recommendations 'should be considered:

Locker rooms should be planned so'at least one wall is an
outside wall of the building. If the onstruction plan is

" Service Areas



designed to provide for figure expansion, the addition can be
put on at a future date. .

The physical education locker arrangement can include
team lockers Interspersed throughout the room. A plan of this
kind can allow one of the athletic teams basketball,
yolk yball, golf, or wrestling to use this dressing room
without undue interference.

There is 'a trend toward providin separatei outside
athletic locker rooms for sports such as footbail, soccer,
budhall, track, and. lacrosse (See Figure 11). The space
under bleachers or in, a separate building allows for
excellent facilities. Planners should coasider the following
points;

Cleaning costs are reduced becatise players do not go
back into the school building with dirty, sweaty.

\ uniforms.
Cleaning can be accomplished by hosing down.
Construction can include cinder block to reduce cost.
The cost of providing utilitiea at the site is. decreased.
Administration of the teams is improved because clf
separation.
Participants in after-school programs can continue to
use school facilities without interference. .

Outside ficilities such as public toilets, ticket booths,
and refreshment stands can easily be made a part of
the total complex.-
Paiticipants in community recreational programs
can use the facilities.
The locker room is easily accessible from the playing
site.
Visiting teams can use one of the loc ker moms.

The development of a totill complex for the team should
include coaches' offices and dressing, locker, and toilet
facilities for players, visiting team, officials, and coaches.
A training m, equipment issue room, meeting or lecture
room, stor, facilities, and adequate ,ventilation system
for drying hes are other needs for these team locker
areas. ,0

Lockers should be of open mesh, with expanded or
perforated metal. All team lockers should be from 60 to 72
inches in height and at least 12 inches in width (See Figure
18). If football equipment is stored in lockers, the lockers
should be 18 inches wide. Serious consideration should be
given to eliminating clothes lockers and providing proper
hanging space and a small security locker for valuablesjn
the football area. 'Ventilation, controlled automaticalry,
involves the to, al area and assures proper drying. The
administrative .0 oceclures must include proper identifica-
tion of player equipment and security control to protect
equipment from theft. Each of these arrangements can
save valuable space by eliminating the need for a separate
drying room.

Provisions should be made to separate the dressing
areas of the various teams for security purpose§. To ensure
flexibility, partitions can be constructed of heavy, mesh
screening.

The lecture room should be large enough to seat the
members of a squad informally. It should include a bulletin
board and chalk board and be equipped for such audio-
visual equipment as films, overhead projector, and video-
tape review.

Storage Rooms

Proper storage areas that serve the various teaching

PEDESTAL MOUNTW

DRESSING PUCKS

iag

16" 40# 12' Is' a.' ir47Or- 60

i

)7'
Figttre 13

Dressing bench arrangements

;

Figure 14
Combination system
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Supply-Issue Roo in

Adjoining the lockerdressing room, there should be a4
storage rootr for issuing physical education clothing and
instructional equipment. It can also serve for towel issue
and retrieval, Usually, a Dutch door or retractable-metal

4 partition is used.
Sufficient shelving and an efficient hanging system for

special equipment must be included. A sturdy' locking
device tosafeguard equipment is necessary.

Figure 15
IndiOidual lockers and showers at Methuen (Mass.) High School

stations enhance the quality ofprograms. Over a period of
years, a suitable storage system has sigrtificant economic
advantages 'because of incrensed security and the proper
care and maintenance of supplies and equipment. Staff
planners must convince architectural designers that it is
imperative to have adequate storage space.

Planners of any kind of storage area must be familiar
with fire laws. For example, certain state fire laws do not
permit storage under stairways unless the total construc-
tion is concrete and includes the installation of metal fire
doors.

Several kinds of storage' areas must be developed. In
many cases it isipossible to combine these areas efficiently.
However, for purposes of identification, they are con-
sidered individually in the following sections.

0.4 Mk-4y ,
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Out-qf Season Storage and Repair -

, An equipment storage space for extra supplies and out-
of-season equipment is best located immediatey adjacent
to the issue room, but separated by a solid wall with a door.
A small area shou'ld be provided for equipment repair.
This room should be organized for easy inveniory and
effective administration. Tilted shelves or none.orrosive
bars are conyenient for ball storage and other items.
Installing these devices about an inch from the wall
facilitates cleaning. Level shelves are needed to store most
items, ,,Bins are convenient for gymnasium equipment,
hockey sticks, and baseball bats. Proper ventilation and
humidity control are absolutely necessary for this room or
supplies will deteriorate over a period of time.

Gymnasium Storage Room

This room should be located on the gymnasium level
and be immediately adjacent to the teaching station. When
partitions are used tc4 divide the gymnasium into several
stations, each station should have either a separate storage
roOin or a separate opening to one large storage ares.

Double doors with flush sills end sufficient* height will
facilitate movement of apparatus and equipment such as
pinp-pong tables and tumbling mats. Invariably, these
rooms are made Smaller than necessary. Although a
minimum area needed for storage of large equipment is
recommended at 250 to 300 feet, extra precautions should
be taken by the physical education personnel to 'attain
sufficient space. The following*procedure is recomkended:

Make a list of all equipment, including' planned
purchases, that need to be storf.1.
Draw to scale, on graph paper, the storage space
needs for each item and cut out templates.
Arrange templates on scaled architect paper to
indicate space needs.
Present data to administrative personnel, as verifi-
cation of space needs.

In facilities that contain a separate gymnastics and
tumbling room, apparatus can remain in that room when
not used and eliminate storage needs. Selected activities
that do not require a ftill teaching station can use that room
when gymnastics classes are not conducted.

Some school systems transport gymnastics equipment
from school to school to save duplication of purchases.
Thus, a school retains the apparatus only while it is being
used, and only one school of the group requires space for
gymnasucs equipment storage.

Figure 16

Team locker room at Methuen High School
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Worthington (Ohio) High School has separate building a4.cent
to fields for varsity locker rooms.

Community Recreation Storage

The community recreational program requiret; istorage
space. The sharing of equipment and the misuse of
equipment , are frequent sources of. contention between
school and community goups. It is recommended that
definite storage spaces be designated for the community
program and adequate security measures be taken foi both
school and community equipment.

Auclio-visuafEquipment Storage

Effective use of audio-visual equipment mandates that
accessible, well-protected, and secure areas be located at
the instruction site. Video-tape and instant replay equip-
ment are invaluable as teaching aids. In order to rdduce
damage due to mishandling, a small secure area should be
available in which to store the equipment OR a movable
cart. The equipment can thenrbe made readily operational.

There Niso is, need for , one audio-vidual equipment
storage room accessible from the administrative areas.
This can-be used as a master storage area for audio-visual
equipment and auxiliary supplies.

Figure 19 a
Storage area for athletic equipment at Methuen (Mass.) High
School

Figure 13
Otterbein College in Ohio uses wire mesh, sloping top lockers for
its teant locker room

\Outside .Field Storage

If the main building is used for storage Of 'Outdoor
equipment, the storage room should be located near the field
exits. Such equipment would include archery targets, line-
markers, bases, football charging sleds, tools, and the like.

It is preferable to store these materials away from the main
building and near the play areas, to prevent dirt from being
tracked into the school and to allow easy access to the
equipment. A building designed as a separate athletic team
locker room affords an excellent space. Small outside sheds
are frequently used, but they are subject to vandalism unless
they are viell-constnicted and have a good locking device.

Athletic Team Storage Room
For purposes of control and accountability, stwage rooms

for athletic teams should be separated from thae for other
activities. Preferably, they should be adjacent to the team
locker mom for orderly issue of equipment. Shelving that
allows easy categorizing of sizes should be provided. Open-
end cubicles facilitate the storage of bulky items and provide'
for free lirculation of 'air ( See Figure 19).
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Cedar-lined closets serve to ?lifeguard woolen goods.
Tables are needed to fold clothes prior to distribution. A work
area for the repair of equipment should be nearby.

Controlled ventilation, temperature, and humidity are
necessary to prevent deterioration of clothing, leather, and
rubber goods.

Storage space t have maximum security. It is advisable
to make provision for segmenting the shelves for respective
teams with heavy wire-mash screening.

Issue, inventory, and retrieval of uniforms is a function of
the-storage complex. The 'most convenient location for the
i3sue room is immediately accessible to the locker room and
separated from the storage room. Laundry may also be
distribute( from the issue room.

Custodial Areas
Custodial storage rooms should be located conveniently

on each floor in each building. There should be at least one 6
foot by 8 foot custodial room for each 10,000 feet of flr

. space. And at least one on each floor. Each room shOuld have
a slap sink with a pop-up drain and a mixer-type faucet.
Shelves and hatiging boards should be constructed in each
room for storage of supplies and tools.

A small room about 6 feet by 8 feet should be provided near
the service entrance of each building for storage of tools and
supplies used in building maintenance within the building.

Laundry

If a healthful school environment ivone of the requisite s of
the educational program, laundry facilities for physical
education and athletic programs should be promoted. Re-
duction of illnesses and skin infections, minimizing odors,
improved aprarance of uniforms, and a general attitude
toward cleanTmess are all benrfits of a laundry. A well-
administered system can lower laundry, costs, , reduce
inventory, reduce losses due to theft, and provide general
economic advaatages to students and administration. .

The decision to institute a laundry involves a complete
feasibility study .to determine if it is more economical than
contracting with commercial companies. Renovation of old
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buildings is costly because of the need for extensive installa-
tion of heavy-duty utilities and the special features heeded for
room construction. A cost analysis should include such
factors as peisonnel, equipment, building maintenance and
use, utilities, supplies, and deliveries.

Location
The laundry room 'should be directly located off a corridor

and preferably near the lockcr room area. Installation costs
can be minimized if the laundry is situated near the shower
and toilet facilities. The room should have direct access to a
service roadway for transporting laundry to and from areas
located away from the main site. Ramps should be installedlf
laundry dollies are to be transported from different floor
levels. Provision must be made for adequate security of the
area.

Size
The total size of a laundry room is dependent primarily

upon the quantity of laundry to be handled and the number
and kind of machines to be installed. There must also be
adequate space to perform routine related tasks. Storage
shelves for clothes and supplies, space for laundry dollies,
tables for folding and ironing, and a work space for issuing
clothing and for general organizational purposes must be
planned as additional features of the room. Adequate room
for maintenance and repair should be left near the machines.

Equipment
Selection of equipment should precede architectural plan-

ning. Decisions relating to eqVuipment purchase merit careful
deliberation. Literature from the 'various manufacturers
describes special features and should be compared closely.

The size of the machines dppends upon the size of peak
loads. It is worth investigating the purchase of several
machines of different sizes, instead of one large machine to
wash all items. Delicate fabrics can usually be handled in the
smaller machines, and at least one of the machines is
available to handle all of the work in the event that repairs
must be made on others.

Figure 20
Suggested laundry room layout
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Investigation should be made concerning Ourchase of the
combination washer/extractor or separate machines. The
combination has advantages for institutional use since it
allows for a greater load to be handled in a given period of
time. It also requires less since, less employee time, and less
capital outlay.

The selection of dryers requires Close investigation of the
various machines manufactured. A series of dryers it'prefer-

e able over one large dryer for most institutions. Preference for
gas, electric, or steam must be decided on a local basis
according to costs in terms of money and personnel. The
same is true of the special features offered by variolis
companies.

There should be at least a minimum ironing service
available. Moderd fabrics have eliminated the need to iron
athletic uniforms, but on special occasions some ironing
service will be necessary.

A sink should be installed for items requiring special care
for stain removal or special rinsing.

Physical Features

Wa //s

Room construction should permit the laundry room to
operate functionally and efficiently with mimal main-
tenance cost. The side walls should be soundproof, te prevent
the noise of the machines from disturbing searby s^hool
activities. In addition, some of the walls should be clear of
obstacles or windows to allow for well-organized shelving,
spaces. Space should be provided for storage of laundry room
supplies as well as for systematic storage of clothing or
uniforms by sizes.

Doorways must be of sufficient size to permit replartement
of machinery. Swinging doors with protective guards
attached at the bottom .are recommended. Flush sills allow
laundry trucks to move in and out' freely.

Ceilings and Lights

Ceiling§ should be moisture-resistant because of the high
humidity. Acoustic treatment will reduce noise transmission
to upper levels. Beams should be of sufficient strength to
assist movement of machinery with pulleys.

Lights should he vaporized and furnish 50 fOotcandles of
illumination throughout the room. ,

Floors

Floors should be sloped to drains. They should have a
moisture-proof, nonskid surface that is resistant to detergents
and bleaching materials. Sufficient space should be main
tained between work areas to allow for efficient wo. k
patterns.

The floor should beodurable enough to withstand con-
siderable vibration and weight. Most machine manufacturers
specify the construction of elevated, concrete basesfor the
installation of machines. In some instances shock-absorbing
features are built into the machines and eliminate the need for
base s.

Utilities

The heavy demands of laundry equipment require cicse
conformity to manufacturers' recommendations on utilit ,es.
laundryequipment should be selected prior to pipe installa-
tions.

Institutional machines use lair amounts of hot and cold
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water. Steam must also be aviAlable. Machines must allow
regulation of water temperature for various fabrics.

Provisions must be made for both 220 and 110 volt outlets.
Manufacturers' speCificapons should be followed to prevent
overloading. Sufficient outlets for auxiliary use should be
spaced throughout the zoom,

Control of heat and humidity is always a problem unless
adequate provision has been made to control climate. A
location in the building that allows for gctod exhaust ventila-
tion is an economical asset.

Training Rooms

In the planning of training rooms, the director ofthe sports
medicine staff or head trainer should be consulted throughput
the process. Proper consultation with experienced trainers is
a must for every planning committee.

The size of the room needed depends on a number of
factors such as the number of individuals it must serve,
availability of assistant trainers, and the treatment dteas
contemplated.

Some universities with large athletic departments hive
training rooms in as many as five or six buildings. A central
training area will have offices for the sports medicine staff
during the morningtours, and later, during athletic practice
times, the staff is assigned to auxiliary training rooms in the ..
other buildings.

There is a growing trend for more and better equipped
training rooms in our nation's schools. Many 5secondary
schools have a designated Athletic Trainer, and this indi-
vidual is on duty at practice sessions and all scheduled
athletic eVents. College and universities with teacher-training
opportunities offer degrees with athletic training options or as
a major coupe of study and provide field experiences for
them.

Location

Training rooms should be accessible to both men, and
women and located adjacent to their respective locker and
shower rooms. There should be easy access to the area by
ambulance service. In- some universities and colleges the
sports medicine staff also supervises rehabilitation of injured
athletes and usually the rehab area is adjacent to the main
training facility and offices. In this way constant supervision
of this area can be maintained.

Physical Features

The floor of training rooms should be constructed of
concrete and covered with vinyl tile, or ,one of the suitable
synthetic materials. This facilitates easy cleaning. , The
training facility will be subjected to moisture, and therefore,
the floor construction should be of a non-slip type of
surfacing.

. The first iiN;e feet of wall space should be constructed of
easily cleaned building material such as tile, vinyl coated
wallboard, or epoxy painted concrete block. The remaining
wall space canbe.painted with a moisture-proof paint.

The ceiling should be at least 10 feet high, and constructed
of acoustic tile or eqt.ivalent. This height will allow athletes
L) stand on a table for strapping.

Lighting should consist of at least 50 foot candles at a
height of 4 feet. Because of the energy crisis which we all face
in the coming years, efficient fluorescent type lighting should
be used. Reflective coverings on walls promotes adequate
lighting. Sufficient wall plugs of both 110 volts and 220 volts
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should be located at appropriate areas around the room, not
more than 2 feet from the floor. Make sure that all switches
and terminals are properly grounded. Ground fault interrupts
(GFI) must be Mandatory in all hydrotherapy areas.

Proper ventilation is of importance to any area of a
building, but of particular importance to the training room.
Steam and moisture from hydrotherapy areas and heat from
other apparatus can make this room very uncomfortable
without well planned ventilation. The room should have its
own thermostat because of the minimal clothing worn by the
athletes. The total room should be color-coordinated with
colors that are pleasing to the eye and constitute a relaxed
atmosphere. The walls might be decorated with pictures of
recent outstanding athletes and teams. Also a large bulletin
board should be provided.

Layout
Most modem main training rooms are laid out with six

areas in mind: (1) the gsperal first aid and taping area, (2)
hydrotherapy area, (3)ib1ectrotherapy area (Figure 21),
(4) rehabilitation area, (5) athletic trainer's office and
physician's examining room, and (6) a good-sized storage
room.

Traffic control is important for efficient use of these areas.
The placement of most frequently used areas should be close
to the entrance. First, the taping tables; second, the electro-
therapy section; and third, the hydrotherapy section. The
rehab area may have another entrance (Figures 22 and 23).

Equipment
The equipment needed for each area of the training room

will depend on the availability of space, the number of
trainers employed and the size of the athletic program.

In the taping area of a large central training room at least 6-
8 taping tables are needed approximately 42 inches high.
They should have foam padding and be covered with a tough
vinyl-coated fabric. A small shelf can be constructed at the
one end of each table to accommodate storage of tape, gauze,
etc. Ankle wrap rolls should be accessible to each table. Also
a freezer should be located in this section. A new trend for
saving space allows for one long taping table that should
accommodate 8-10 athletes at one time.

The hydrotherapy section should be enclosed by a 40" -
48" high wall, so that water which occasionally overflows
from the equipment can be contained. The floor should be
constructed of non-skid tile and the floor should slope toward
the drain. Whirlpools which use both hot and cold water, and
the ice-making machine are kept in /Lis enclosure. The proper
electrical outlets andylumbing hook-ups must be provided.

The electrotherapy section should have treatment tables of
similar construction to the taping table, but with a minimum
length of 6' to allow an individual to layout full length.
Electrical outlets should be planned for each table of
sufficient voltage to accormvodate electrotherapy equip-
ment. °Wets should be 2 feet off floor so that arms, legs and
backs will not-accidently come in contact with receptacles.

The rehabilitation section should have a synthetic floor,
because of the constant use of weights for conditioning. The
type of equipment needed will depend on size of the school's
program and the academic. traininf. of the trainers.

Trainer Offices and Physical Examining Room
The trainer offices should have partial glass walls for a
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view of treatment areas. Other equipment would include desk
and chairs, a bookcase, filing cabinets, and a bulletin board.
Each office should have a phone.

The Physician's examining room should be completely
enclosed and include an adjustable examining table, secure
medicine cabinet, and small desk with chair. An adjustable

-'surgical lamp might be installed.

Storage Section
A storage area adjacent.to the training room is needed.

This room should be large enough to accommodate supplies
that will be used during the year. The arc: should have
climate control and a heavy locking door.

Facilities For Faculty And Staff

Administrative Units
Well-planned and effectively designed office suites and

work rooms facilitate a smooth working relationship among
the various divisions and enhance the success of the program.
Staff members develop increased morale and motivation,
which foster increased productivity, when office spaces and
service *treat provide a pleasant environment and a functional
setting in which to work.

Planners can generalize about the relationship of the
various spaces, but the unique problems of individual schools

Figure 23
Auxiliary training room
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make it difficult to establish- hard rules. Planners should
consider the following guidelines in relation to the special
needs of the individual institution.

Centralization of faculty offices normally improves com-
munication among the various departments. Working as a
unifying group develops a valuable esprit de corps among
faculty members. On the other hand, segregation tends to
break down unity among groups. In larger collegest the trend
has been for athletic coaches and administration to locate
apart from physical education. Since fhe athletic progam is
expaniive, the separation allows for efficient athletic
administration independent of physical education. However,
over a period of time, with separation of personnel and
subsequent changes in staff, a communiCation gaR develops
and little interaction takes place between two seertents that
normally require close coordination.

Planning committees need tolkeigh carefully the factors
affecting administration prior to decentralizing a staff At the
same time, there are divisions that can function More
efficiently if the staff is housed as a unit in a favorable
location. It is recommended that staff members be grouped as
working units according.to their function but retain a close
proximity to other departmental personnel. Normally, the
following units might comprise efficient working units:

Athletics
Intramurals
Teacher Education
Graduate Studies
Basic Instructional Program.
The trend is for basic institutional programs for men and

women to merge into a single administrative unit. New and
better coeducational programs are encouraged when the
responsible individuals can discuss problems frequently. The
location of facilities and congestion caused by large numbers
of participating students bears heavily on the location ofthis
area. Basic instructional programs involve the geatest
number of staff and students and should be so located as not
to interfere with other facets of administration.

Essential Administrative Fadlities

Essential facilities related to administration include
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Figure 21
A section qf training room at Michigan
State University

administrative and factilty offices, secretarial and clerical
offices and workrooms, reception and waiting room, athletic
offices, storage rooms, ind faculty/staff shower and isst

4roorns.
Administrritive OffiCes,

Administrative offices should be located centrally in the
building, with easy access from main entrances but apart
from the noise and the main traffic flow. A reception area,
controlled by secretarial assist'ants, should be available for
guests and for scheduled appointments.

The administrator's office should have a minimum of 200
square feet. A large facility may contain a suite of offices for
several administrators. These offices should be located cloie
to the secretarial area but secluded from the normal routine of
the day. Administrative offices should be provided with
private toilet rooms.

The decor should produce pleasant working conditions and
present a favorable impression upon visitors and guests.
Consideration should h.: given to acoustics, including the
transmission of sound through the walls and the sounds
resulting from heating and cooling units. Carpeting and
drapes are issets in these offices for improved acoustics,
aesthetics, and morale.

Faculty Offices
Faculty offices should allow the staff to work comfortably.

Partictilarly at the college level, many staff hours are spent in
the office on tasks associated with teaching. Writing,
planning, counselihg, and routine administrative work are
important facets of the job.

Office spaces should be large enough to accommodate the
following items:

Large work desk with lock
Comfortable desk chair
Filing cabinet
Bookshelves
Side 'chair
Compact storage cabinet.
The private office is recommended and should be a

minimum of 100 square feet. If rooms are larger, a common
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practice is for a second person to be assigned to the office
when additional staff is hired. The opportunity for each
individual to work with maximum efficiency is thereby
reduced.

Air-conditioning is recommended in warm climates if a
summer program is conducted.

Secretarial and Clerical Offices

Planning for secretarial and clerical offices should include
a job analysis for each position. Normally, secretaries are
expected to perform, in varying degrees, the following duties:

,ct as receptionist for students, faculty, visitors, sales-.
vmen, press representatives, and others.
Taka and transcribe dictation, a9d perform a variety of
typing chores.
Receive and redirect telephone calls.
Receive and distribute mail and other communications
Answer written correspondence.
Schedule appointments and keep track'of faculty.
Operate a variety of office. machines, such as dupli-
cators, mimeograph machines, ditto machines, and
computers.
File department papers, correspondence,, forms, and
oilier materials.
Perform such business operations as bookkeeping and
accounting.
Prepare copies of class tests and other teaching
materials as needed in courses.
Dispense tickets fbr spectator events.

In small schools requiring one or two secretaries, a single
main office usually suffices for all the tasks. At universities
conducting extensive programs in physical education,
recreation, and athletics it is preferred that secretaries be
dispersed to various areas according to their cunctions.

Secretaries should be located in accessible areas, but in
such a position that individuals do not pass in the immediate
vicinity of the area unless business is to be conducted.
Socializing with students must be discouraged.

L the reception room/office arrangement is used, the
reception responsibilities often make it impossible to carry
out thp important tasks. Under this arrangement, if more than
a single secretary is located in the office, it is best to use a
system whereby a visual barrier will isolate those secretaries
not serving as receptionists.

For each secretary, an operating space of at least 120
square feet should be planned exclusive of the reception agd
storage areas. Filing cabinets, desks, storage cabinets,
typewriter space, and a work counter arc the requisites for
each secretary.

The telephone system sho.1 bi convenient for all. The
main telephone containing all extension and intercom
lines should be at the receptionist's desk.

Easily accessible individual mailboxes should be located
in the office. It is important that messages be readily seen and
normal security be established for the mail.

A work room for carrying out rc tine clerical duties must
be available. It contains copying machines with ample
counter space to work efficiently. Metal shelving for paper
and mimeograph supplies is required. Equipment for
retaining and filing stencils should be placed in this room. If'
the work space for calculators and other office machines is
not available in the main office, the work room should be used
for this purpose. Ratherthan duplicate the purchase of costly
machines, secretaries from various units, eN en though not

located together, might use the same work room. The room
should theefore be so located as to be accessible to the
secretarial staffs of a number of units.

Audio-Visual storage

Audio-visual equipment represents a large capital outlay
and is subject to damage and theft if proper security is not
provided. Videotape with instant playback, movie projectors,
strip films, record players, and cameras are common'
equipment items. Additional supplies such as films, tapes,
spare parts, and cords must be properly stored and inven-
toried.

It is recommended that sccure storage areas be planned at
the respective teaching statilons for equipment normally used
at the site. Such an arrangement encourages use of the
teaching aids and reduces ifreparation time. However, in
addition to these satellite areas, it is necessary tO have a main
audiovisual storage room with a gbod inventory and issue
system and with one person lesponsible for security.

Schools 'expecting to use videotape and replay equipment
need to establish several small areas in which staff and
stalent may view and evaluate tapes or review tapes for
preparation purposes. If normal classrooms are not avail-
able, a special room should allow several students to view

.tapes simultaneously. Methods teachers, student-teacher
supervisors, and skill instructors have the most need for
viewing films and should be consulted concerning needs.

Conference Room

A conference room should be included in the plans for a
modern physical education plant to serve athletics, physical
education, and recreation. There is frequ nt need for inter-
departmental administrative andAtaff meetings. Student oral
examinations and small-group discussions are best carried
out in a room designated for these purposes.

A large table %%lib adequate seating situated in well-
ventilated, attractive room is recommended. A closet area is
convenient for visitors and guests. Usually, a small table for
refreshments is provided. Consideration should be given to a
kitchenette. Depending upon the needs of the particular
school, the room can serve such other purposes as staff
lounge, reading room, film viewing area, and so on.

*

SeMce Area Check Lists
Locker Room

1. The main locker .r0Ohl is strategically located
for the practical use of all facilities.

2. The locker room is of sufficient size to
accommodate peak loads.

3. There is adequate ventilation in the locker
room.

4. The floor surface is safe and easy to clean and
maintain.

5. The floor has been designed to enable thor-
ough hosing down and proper drainage. Hose
bibbs are installed.

6. The electrical switches and sockets are
waterproof9d at:id installed so as to eliminate
dangers f orn sqck.

7. The lock rs are i\1 unted off the floor and have
been pla d for tr ffic control and dressing
comfort.

8. Sufficient bulletirf boards are available.
9. A public address system is included.
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10. The looker rolmn is contiguous to the shower
room, drying OM end toilets.

11. Adequate gro tng WWI have been
12. The groominl areas inelude wash bowls,

mirrors, soap dispensers, hand towel &-

13.
Ciand lr dryers.

rckers
mi
'3'e of ibetantlal quality and

design so as 'o make for long term use and
easy maintenance.

14. Ughting fixtures &re vapor-proof and centered,
between alike.

15. Windows, if used are high enough so valUable
wall space is not lost.

18. Skylights, If used, are centered between sisiee-L.4'

Shower Room

1. The shower looms are centrally located in
relation to the dressing rooms served.

2. The shower rooms are grouped in close prox-
imity to service multiple areas whenever
possible.

a The shower room has sufficient- capacity to ;

heridie peak loads.
4. The hot water supply is sufficient to meet peak

load requirements.
5. The shower heads are mouhted at the Ideal

height and angle for the various users. A
single control is used to regulate water
temperature for each shower.

8. At least 10/6 of the shower heads for women
are In individual booths close to the toweling
area.

7. The plumbing is designed for economical
maintenance.

8. Soap receptabies ere provided even if a soap
dispensing system is planned. ,

9. The doorways in the Omer rooM are widai.
enough for two-way traffic.

10. The walls and ceilings are moisture-resistant
and can be maintained easily.

11. The floors are nonskid material pitched away
from the dressing area and toward adequate
drains.,

12. An efficient ventilation system has been
. installed.

13. The toweling room Is contiguous to the shower
room and is of sufficient size to handle peak
loads.

14. There is an adequate number of drains
through-out,the shower room facility to h Indic)
peak loam as well as possible emergel ides

16. The floor and wall corners are rounded for
efficient cleaning.

18.. The area is easy to supervise.

Storage and Issue Rooms

1. The storage areas conform to fire laws.
2. The equipment room, with respect to size and

layout, has been designed to meet future
needs.

3. The storage end issue areas are centrally
located and can effectively handle peak
periods.

4. There are sufficient storage areas to allow for
segregation of out-of-season storage, equip-
ment of limited use, and equipment that is
used daily or weekly.

5. The doors to storage areas are wide and do
not have a riser.
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6. The Storage Lies isllexible, has adjustable
shelves, and Includes space fot mobile
modules, .

7. There Is an adequate repair center away fibm
high activity areas. . -

8. There are facilities for record:keeping.
9. The*torage areas hive appropriete security-

Team Rot:me '1

1. The team locker room(*) are designed so that
they ere 'flexible for fututs expansion (i.e.,
additional sports teams formed).,

2. The concept of separate outside ibcker rooms
for men and women sports such as football,
soccer, basebell, softball, track and lacrosse
has been given careful consideration.

3. ThW team rooms are in the form of a total
complex, Including cioches' offices, locker
areas, toilet facilities, training room, storage
facilities, and meeting or lecture room.

4. The rooms are large enough to handle the IA

total team. .

5. The lockers are' la* enough to provide for
storage of clothing as well *splaying unifomis--

8. The lockers are well ventilated andthe locket
room has an efficient ventilation system.

7. Equipment for team meetings (chalk boards,
information boards, , and projectors end
screen) have been provided.

8. The team rooms are connected with the public
address system.

9. The team locker room, showers, and storage
conform to the check list for each of these
areas.

10. The room can be adequately secured.

Coachs' and Instructors' Pressing Room
1. The room is Conveniently located.
2. There is adequate floor space ard associated

facilities for peak loads.
3. Each individual has adequate personal stor-

age space and a preparation and record
keeping area.

4. The fibor is nonskid and easy to maintain.
5. An intercommunication system andtelephone

are included.
8. An informatiareepter, chalk board and clock

have been provided.
7. "(here are shelves provided for teaching

Materials, reference sources; etc.
8. There is at least one area where private

discussions can be held.
9. Full-size lockers are available for all coaches

throughout the year.

Laundry

1. The laundry is located directly off a corridor
and niiar the locker and equipment rooms

2. The laundry is located close to the other
plumbing services.

3. There is adequate space to house the ma-
chines, provide for storage of the clothes and
supplies, provide for the performance of rou-
tine tasks, and 'room for maintenance and
repair of the machines.

4. The floor is made of,nonskld material, sloped
and has adequate drains.

1 5 0
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5. The size anu'quality of the machines are ade-
quate to meet future requirements and,to give
long term service.

8. The room has been soundproofed.
7. The walls and ceilings arq moisture-resistant_.
8. The door ways have flush sills and are wide

enough to allow for replacement of machinery___
9. There la easy access if laundry needs to be.

transported from the building.

Trainees Room

4..

5.

6.

71.4

8.

1: .The layout of the training room controls traffic 10.
and reduces crowding with the mdst frequently
used areas close to the entrance. ____. 11.

2. 'The floor space Is adequate to meet peak t ...

loads. .,

a.

4. 4

The room is conveniently Iodated.
Ambulance service has accesi to the building
which leads directly to the training room.
The room is constructed to tolerate moisture
and heat.
Adequate wall plugs of sufficient voltage are
located throughout the rooms about two feet
from the floor.
The floor is qf nonskid material.
There is. a sink, a drainboard area, and a
supply of hot and cold water.
There is adequate.space for an office which
could double as a private examination room
There Is atelephone and an intercommunica-
tion system 'included.
Adequate provision it made for expansion of
facilities as the program grows *and staff
increases.
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Recreation and Park Facilities

Planning for Leisure Through
Recreation Concepts'

TNCREASED LEISURE TIME, coupled with an increase
lin discretionary income, is resulting in. an activity partici-
pation explosion in the recreatioa field. Facilities must be
designed to accommodate a wide range of age groups, social
mores, and physical attributes ofthe population. Also, pro-
gram emphasis should be oriented to recreational use as well
as to structural and competitive athletic activities.

Community Involvement
In developing plans for new recreation and park facilities,

and in propos' 'mnrovements to existing recreation parks,
the facilitie must reflect the wants and needs of the com-
munity. Public cooperation and involvement in the initial
planning stages will serve to strengthen community interest
both ac,ively and fmancially.

There arektnany ways to involve the public in the planning
process. One is the public meeting. Although time-
consuming, a series of well-organized public meetings is an
effective'means of presentingproposed plans for community
consideration.

A survey of leisure behavior and attitudes can be a eful
tool in ascertaining the needs and desires of the people wi
the planning area. Many users are found in the community at
arge, outside school populations. Thus, inter-agency agree-
ments for shared use of facilities is on the increase. Also,
cooperation between community agencies and organized
groups facilitates planning, promotes financial considera-
tions1 and assures community involvement.

The relatively new field of Indusuial Recreation is loom-
ing as the next major arm of progress in the recreation field.
Management and employees are discovering the benefits of
industrial fftness programs. As a result, industries throughout
the country are expanding current facilities or establishing
new recreational complexes. Programs such as these range
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from 4nulti-million dollar facilitiei with special equipment
and a medical and professional recreation staff to programs
offered in conjunction with local Y's or school systems (See .

. Figure 1).
Again, because industrial recreation/fitness programs

encompass such a wide range of opportunities, public and
private interests must cooperate to provide the best facilities
possible.

Planning Cinsiderations for
Metropolitan Areas

A

As a result of the population shift to the urban centers, open
space is at a premium within the confines of the metropolitan
areas and there has been a general decline in the environ-
mental quality of these areas. This has led to a groVing public
concern about recreational facilities and services. So, we
must consider these factors when planning retreational
facilities within these congested areas.

Lack of 'open space and often lack of economic
resources make it mandatory that all government and
public agencies cooperate in planning facilities for
maximum use. Recreational use of public housing
facilities, social and health care programs in recrea-
tional centers, and swimming pools adjacent to or part
of fire stations are just a few examples of ways in which
the public can maximize facility use.
Additional or secondary uses of all facilities, both pub-
lic and private, must be considered. For example, the
parking lot of a large industrial plant can be used for
recreational purposes on weekends with little or no
additional cost if properly planned.
The mobility of people in dense urban areas is often
restricted. Therefore, facilities must be easily acces-
sible to the people.
Plans should be revised for maximum use of existing
facilities. Twenty-four hour use should be considered
as a possibility in some areas.

f)
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Figure 1
Battell Laboratories Employees' Health Fitness Center, Columbos, Ohio
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Multiple Use
Planning facilities for multiple use is a major consideration

in the establishment of playgrcunds and other recreational
properties. Multiple use facilities require space that can
accommodate varied activities for all age groups , during
various times (if the day, week, month, season, or year. Most
activities are associated with specific times and/or seasons.
Basketball and hockey are considered winter activities, base-
ball is played in the spring and the summer, and football is a
sport for autumn. Thus, a facility that is planned to accom-
modate a single use becomes an expensive investment if
allowed *to stand idle much of the year.

Changing recreational preferences require that indoor and
outdoor areas not be restricted with permanent spatial and
architectural fixtures designed for specific activities in a set
period of time. There must be a flexibility built into indoor
and outdoor facilities comparable to the open classroom in
the field gf.education.

The cffitracter and location ofthe population are constantly
changing. The ethnic, socio-economic, and demographic
features such as age and family size vary within a neighbor-
hood as the years pas. With today's mobile population a
community that is planned on the basis of a static population
soon has many obsolete features.

Eliminating Architectural Barriers
It is essential that all recreational facilities be designed to

serve the handicapped. Therapeutic recreation services must
involve the special members of the population in the planning
process to ensure that acitivities and facilities will serve their
needs. Guidelines for the elimination of architectural barriers
are detailed in Chapter 8.

Indoor Community Areas and Facilities
Related aspects of the various types of 'planning units

(neighborhood, community, city or school district, and
county or region) were discussed in Chapters 1 and 3.
Relations among planning units, however, ire often changed
by physiographic or demographic changes occurring in the
planning entity. A new neighborhood might Le formed by a
significant change in housing or in nationality, or a com-
munity might be divided into two neighborhoods by a new
expressway. These factors are taken into consideration when
defining units.

Use of Planning UnitF
Population units form the basis for planning programs and

activities.
The park and iecreation agency, in order to plan and

manage its services properly, establishes its activities and
facilities on the demands of a known population with given
economic and ethnic characteristics. The larger the plaining
and managing agency, the broader the population proup with
which it will be concerned. An undefined popi. tation unit
results only in arbitrary allocations of services and provides
no accountability nor relevancy. Every effort should be made
to provide for recreational programs and areas in most
effective and efficient manner.

-N. General Recreational Buildings
RecreatiOhal buildings should be planned to meet the

needs and interests of all people in the neighborhood or com-
munity, regardless of age, sex or ability. They should pro-.
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vide a safe, healthful, and attractive atmosphere in which
every person in the community or neighborhood may enjoy
his leisure by participating ht activities of a social, inspira-
tional, cultural, or physical nature.

Improved technology, increase& ielf-awareness, and great
advances in the field of medicine have all contributed to the
longer life span. In addition, it is estimated that bne out of
seven people in our nation has a permanent disability. There-
fore, there is a greater challenge than ever to prevent the
construction of architectural barriers, which make it difficult
for the aging and the disabled to participate in the recrea-
tional program (See Chapter 8).

Recreation buildings may range from the simple picnic
shelter to the complex community recreational building with
its variety of special service .facilitiej. They may vary in
design from the rusti9 to the contermporary.

Unlike many of the early structures, present-day buildings
provide for adaptability and multiple use. This change from
the simple to the complex has stimulated the development of
a variety of recreational buildings. These are classified by
function and then categorized by size. The size of recrea-'
tional buildings is usually based on the population to be
served and the program to be conducted.

The Neighborhood Center
The mainstays of the recreational program are the recrea-

tional opportunities provided at the neighborhood level. The
neighborhood recreational center, designed to serve an area
of approximately 8,000 persons is believed to be the hest

. recreational facility investment.
This building encloses 15,000 to 25,000 square feet. The

size will deppnd also on whether the building is a separate
entity or part of a park-school complex where facilities are
available in the, school.

The nieghborhood center usually includes the following
facilities:

Multipurpose room or rooms
Gymnasium (if not available in neighborhood school)
Shower and :ocker rooms, when a gymnasium is
provided
Arts-and-crafts room
Game room
Kitchen
Restrooms
Lounge and lobby
Office
Large storage areas.

The Community Center
The community recreational building functions beyond the

primary purpose of serving a neighborhood. It is designed to
meet the complete recreational needs of all the people in the
community.

The size of the building depends on (a) the number ot
people to be sLrved, (b) the projected program plan, and (c)
whether it is a part of a park-school site or a separate building.
This building usually contains 20,000 to 40.000 square feet
of space, and is usually located in a major recreational area
such as a park-school site or community park.

The community center usually includes the following
facilities:

Multi-purpose rooms
Gymnasium
Shower and locker rooms
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Stad and auditorium (sometimes combined with gym-
nasium
Rooms for programs sin the arts (art, dance, music,
drama)
Game room
Kitchen
Restrooms
Lounge and lobby
Office
Large storage areas
Clubs or classrooms
Possible specialized areas as program cPltates (racket
courts, gymnastics, weight and exercise room, photo-
graphy workshop, r ad so on).

Multiperpose Room
The multi-purpose room should bt designed to accom-

modate such activities as general meetings, Focial recreation,
active table games, dancing, dramatics, music, concerts,
banquets, and the like.

The area of this room should be approximately 2,000 to
3,000 square feet. It should be rectangular in shape, with a
minimum width of 40 feet. The minimum ceiling height
should be 16 feet.

Vinyl-asbestos flooring is recommended for thi.s type of
facility. The floor should bave a nonskid surface to prevent
many common accidents..It is recommended that the floor
also be level LI order to permit multiple use for meetings,
dancing, dramatic presentations,' and so on.

The entrance should contain double doors and should be at
the end oppdsite the stage. Each door should have a minimum
unobstruced opening of at least 32 inches, with a removable
mullion.

Gymnacium

The structure should be at least 90 by 100 feet, with a
minimum height of 24 feet. This size will permit a basketball
court of 50 by 84 feet, with additional room for telescopic
bleachers seating approximately 325 spectators on one side
of the gymnasium.

Provision %should be made for a mechanical ventilating
system with air-conditioning considered where climate clic-

!

tates. It is preferable to have no windows in the gymnasium.
However, if desired, windows should be placed at right angles
to the sun at a height of 12 feet or more, and they should be
equipped with protective guards. The wainscoting, or tile, in
the gymnasium should provide clear, unobstructed wall
space from the floor to a height of 12 feet.

Maple flooring is commonly used in gymnasiums, al-
though synthetic surfaces are gaining in popularity. The cork
spring clip or other type of expansion joint should be installed
on all four' sides. If suspended apparatus requiring wall
attachments is used in the gymnasium these attachments
should be at least seven feet above floor level.

Recessed drinking fount; ins should be located where they
will cause a minimum of interference. Fountains should be
hand- or hand-and-foot operated, with up-front spouts and
controls. Protective floor covering or drainage at the base of
the fountain should be considered to avoid floor damage.
More detailed information concerning gymnasium construc-
tion is ford in Chapter 3.

Looker and Shower Rooms
Locker and shower rooms must be provided for physical
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activities, athletics, faculty and the like.' For further details
concerning locker rooms and facilities refer to Chapter 6.

Stage and 'Audi +orium

A stage and related facilities mst be built in conjunction
with the gymnasium or multi-purpose room. If space and
funds allow, hoWever, a separate unit is preferred.

The stage proper should'be about 20 feet in depth, and the
proscenium opening should be at least two-thirds the width of
the room. The approach to the stage from the floor of the main
room should be by inclined ramp with a nonskid surface to
facilitate the physically disabled and aging, and to accom-
modate the movement of equipment.

The room should be equipped with a modern public
address system, permanently installed with matched speakers
and outlets for additional microphones and phonographic
equipment. Consideration should be give to a master control
from the office of the building. All stage lighting should be
modern and should be controlled from a dimmer-control
cabinet equipped with a rheostat.

The base and wall of the room should be equipped with
electrical outlets to accommodate Nor and table lamps,
motion picture equipment, flo, iligh4, and other electrical
apparatus. A heavy-voltage line ?nay be necessary. Pro-
visions should also be made for installing television program
equipment.

The entrance should contain double 'doors. cStage doors
should be of sufficient width and heig4 'ta facilitate the
movement of scenery. It is desirable to have a door at the rear
of the stage area tolermit the handling of Stage properties and
scenery. Adequate exit doors should be provided and should
be equipped with panic hardware. Door frames and thresh-
olds should be flush.

Space should be provided for the storage of chairs, tables,
and portable staging. This space can be under the stage or in
an adjacent storage room provided with dollies having swiwel
ballbearing fiber or rubber-covered casters.

Acoustics are an important factor in an auditorium and
should be kept in mind in the selection of materials for walls
and ceilings. Rigid acoustic materials for ceilings are more
economical and discourage vandalism bead than suspended
acoustical tile.

Arts and Crafts Room
A separate room for arts and crafts is desirable. However,

if this is not possible, at least one club room should be
equipped for crafts, with provision for gas, compressed air,
and a modern sink with hot and cold water. The sink shotlid
have a clay trap.

Ample storage cabinets, closets, or lockers should be
included for the safe storage of craft materials, unfinished
projects, and exhibit materials. Base and wall plugs should be
provided in all club rooms for the operation of electric irons,
sewing machines, power tools, movie projectors and other
equipment. If a kiln is used, it should be equipped with a
heavy-duty 220-volt electrical outlet. Bulletin boards and
exhibit cases may be used to display completed projects.

Game Room
The game room, approximately 30 by 64 feet in size, is

designed for a variety of games, including pool and table
tennis. In planning this room, sufficient storage space should
be provided fbr the various items of game equipment and
supplies.
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Thifroom should be clime to office supervision and should
be acoustically treated. The choice of floor material should
be carefidly cooildered because of the heavy traffic antici-
pated in this roan. Windows should be placed high in the
walls to reduce glass breakage. A chair rail or wainscoting to
nrevent the marringof walls should be installed to a height of
three feet above the floor. Whenever possible, nonoontact
(nonmarring) &minus should be ,used.

The game room should' iiclude tables for billiards, table
tennis, and other popular table top games (FigUre 2, 3).

Kitchen

A kitchen is desirable for most community anti neighbor-
hood recreational buildings. If large dinners or banquets are
to be seried, provision should be made for a fUll-size kitchen
that conforms to local health regulations and has a free floor
space at least 54 inches wide. .

The kitchen shouldbe located near the club rooms and tlie
gymnasium, so it can be usedfor small gatherings in the dub
rooms and for large banquets in the gymnasium. The kitchen

placed between two club moms and made avat ilable to
i rooms by the use of aluminum roll-up doors.

Adequate storage space, cabinet space, and electrical
outlets' for such appliances as the refrigerator, range, dish-
washer, and cm openers should be provided. Exhaust fans
should also be installed.

Lounge and Lobby

The lobby is located just inside the entrance of the
recreational building. The lounge should open off the lobby
and, if possible, should be close to the central office and to the
multipurpose room and/or gymnasium. The lounge and
lobby are are often combhied into one room.

This facility should be attractively lighted and should
contain a" wall-mounted, recessed drinking fountain and a
lighted trophy case and bulletin board. Provision should be'
made for public telephones, and at least one telephone should
be installed to accommodate a person in a wheelchair. Ade-
quate space, preferable recessed, and electrical and water
connections for automatic vending machines should be
included.

Lobby entrance doors, present a problem from the stand-
points of aesthetics, safety, security, and vandalism. Solid-
glass panekfrom teiling to floorand solid-glass doors are
quite DoPular and attractive, but can be easily broken. Good
aluminum doors with a minimum of glass are preferable.

Carpet floor covering is desirable for the lounge and lubby
area. HOwever, terrazzo, quarry tile, and patio tile are pre-
ferred when cigarette damage is a possibility.

Office

The office alma, containing approximately 120 square feet,
should be located near the main entrance with adequate
window space to provide maximum supervision. However,
provision must be made to insure privacy when dealing with
disciplinary problems, small meetings, and the like. Secre-
tarial and program offices should be adjacent to the director's
office.

An adjoining shower/dressing unit with a floor surface area
of not less than 100 square feet is often recommended. A
storage closet with burglarproof door for storing valuable
supplies and equipment should adjoin, the administrative
offices.
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Storage Areu
One of the most common errors in planning recreational

buildings lack of sufficient storage space for equipment,
maintenance, and custodial purposes.

An area adjacent to the gynrasium should be provided for
storing apparatds and equipment It should have a six-foot-
wide °ming with flush, louvered doors and a flush thresh-
old, to permit Passage of the most btilkY equipment

The minimum size of the storage room should be aPproxi-
mately 250 square feet. Provision should be made for storage
of inflated balls, bats, softballs, and other itupplies, either in
separate cabinets or a. special closet Appropriate bins,
shelves, and racks are suggested. In addition, a recessed
alcove for the storage of a piano is desirable.

The maintenance storage roan varies in size, depending
on the adjacent outdoor space and the size of the building
The room is ordinarily located on the ground level, adjacent
to the outdoor areas. An outside entranci should be provided
by means of a burglar-prbof door large enough to permit the
passage of motorized maintenance equipment. Pecessed wall
shelving and cabinet storage should be proviued for tools,
supplies, and equipment. This space shouldalio contain hot
and cold.water, a slop sink, a lavatory; a water closet, and a
clothes closet. The floor should be concrete and pitched tO a
central drain. The junction-of the flbor and wall should be
-coved.

A supply closet equipped with a slop sink and space for
mops, pails, brooms, and cleaning supplies should be central-
ly located on each floor level.

Club or Classrooms
Experience indicates the desirability of prOviding a mini-

mum of 500 square feet of floor space per club rooni. For
communitY recreational buildings, at least three to five club
rooms should be provided for multipleeuse. At least one large
club room should be located adjoining the kitchen.

When windows in club rooms and lounges are placed high
in a wall, they are not broken.as often as low windows alid
they also provide more space for furniture, bulletin boards,
pegboards, chalkboards, and exhibits. Since broken window
glass is a major problem, a nonbreakable type of pane is pre-
ferred. .Windows may be omitted and sky domes and vent

,domes use, eliminating the need for drapes, Venetian blinds,
and curtainsall items subject to vandalism.

A chair rail or wainscoting to prevent the marring of walls
should be installed to a height of three feet above the floor.
Whenever possible, noncontact (nonmaning) furniture should
be used. Floor-level radiant heat in rooms -where programs
for small children .wil) be conducted should be considered.

(i
PhotograPhy Room

A special room can be equipped as 'a darkroom. Ventila-
tion should be provided through lip-proof ventilators. Hot
and cold running water, sOcial light plugs (both wall and
base) and plibtogaphic sinks for developing and washing
prints should also be provided. A mixer is desirable to control
the water temperature accurately. A filter should also be pro-
vided if the water quality is not good. Doors should be light-
proof.

Music lk ,om

The size of the music room should be determined by the
potential number in the choral or instrumental group using

this facility at any given time. A guide commonly used is to
allow 20 square feet for each participant Provision should be
made for the storage of music, instruments, band uniforrns,
and supplies. Shelves are commonly used for storage of
musical equipment

Auxiliary Gymnuium
The auxiliary gymnasium is for such activities as wrest-

ling, weight-lifting, tumbling, fencing, and apparatus worit.
Acoustic,treatment for this room is desirable.

The size of the room and height of the Ceiling will depend
on the various activities for which this facility will be used.
The floor should be treated with material that will withstand
the use of such equipment as heavy weights.

At least Ine well-ventilated storage moth will be needed
for equipment and supplies used inthe auxiliary gymnasium.
If the apparatus kilo be cleared from this room, an additional
apparatus storage room should be provided.

Instructor's Office
If the recreational program is of considerable size, there

should be an offiCe for instructora and leaders. It should be
approximately 120 square feet in size and should be adjacent
to the gymnasium.

A dressing room opening into this off ici ihould be
provided for the activity leaders. This facility should contain
a shower, water closed, lavatory, and clothes Closet. Proper
ventilation should be provide for all

Checkroom
The size of the checkroom will depend on the magnitude of

the program. This room should open into the lobby and
should be equipped with a Dutch door, shelves, and portable
hanger racks.

Specialized Recreation Buildings
Many cities and communities provide recreational pro-

grams that require Specialized facilities. While the construc-'
tion of these facilities can bejustifiecl in the majority of cases,
care must bmaken to provide for maximum year-round use.
The specialized centers should be centrally located to serve
all the public.

Art Center
In recent years many cities have constructed a commtirlity

art center to satisfy the public demand for programs in thr
arts. The size of the facility will be determined by the number
of people to be served and the type of art programs tobe or -
ducted. Generally, art centers will include work areas for
ceramics, sculpttirepainting, and sketchli, 3epending on
the interests in the community, a center may also include
facilities for woodworking, lapidary, stonecutting, and other
arts and crafts. Some art centers include facilities for dance,
music, and dramatic classes and protrams as well.

Pre-school Center
Pre-school centers for day care, Head Start, and nursery

school programs are being built in some communities with the
aid of federal funds. These buildings are smaller than neigh-
borhood center buildings, and the design scale is geared to
pre-school children. Generally the centers include a large
multi-purpose room, small rooms for small-group activities,
an office, po.cible a kitchen and eating facilities, and ample
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Figure 4
Laura. M. BU'rch Memorial Teen Center, Cortland, NY, a multi-purpose center.

storage space: Special care should be taken to ensure good
acoustic treatment in'the center.

Senior Citizen Centers
Senior citizen centers are similar in design to neighbor-

hood recreational centers. 'HoweOer, more emphasis is
on facilities for the arts, areas for ,uscussion and

ma for passive games than for large-scat sical activi-
ties. While a gymnasium is seldom found in .enior citizen
area, a large multi-pirrpose room is needed for square dance,
shuffleboard, and similar activities.

The senior citizen center should be a single-floor building,
and special care should be taken to eliminate all hazards such
as steps and protrusions on walls.

Swimming Pool (Natatorium)

Many neighborhoods and communities have a consider-
able interest in swimming and demand that a swimming pool
be included as part of the,recreational building. For maxi:
mum year-round use, the indoor-outdoor pool is recom-

'mended. The construction cost of this type pool is greater, but
the value of having a year-round rather than a seasonal
activity is more important to the community or neighbor-
hood. (See,Chapter 4 for complete information on.swimming
pools.)

Teen Centers
While teen centers (See Figure 4) have been very popular

and continue to be built, the trend today ic to construct multi-
. use centers that will proyide opportunities for teen programs

along with other activities. For example, a teen office and
lounge are provided in many community recreational centera.

When a separate teen center is desired it should include:

multipurpose .
gymnasium
shower and locker rooms
rooms for programs in the art
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restrooms
game room
lounge and lobby
office.

Indoor Tennis
There are avid tennis players across the country who want

to play all year, but cannot dtie to inclement weather. Thus,
various communities and organizations are buildineindoor
tennis facilities.

These structures vary in size, cost, andpurpose, depending
on the type of facility nealea and the fundslavailable. The
most common types of facilities are conventional buildings,
air structures, and systems type structures;

Excellent' lighting is the key to a successful operation.
Some indoor courts have sky lights or translucent putels to
allow natural light to enter. However, in many cases natural
light causes an unwanted glare. If possible, a, complete
lighting system should be installed. Lighting shonld'provide a
minimum of 100 footcandles evenly distributed on the court.
Ttie four types of lighting most _often used are:
' Incandescent This type of lighting is relatively

inexpensive to install, but is moreexpensive than
other types to operate. Incandescent lighting can
also cause unwanted 'glare.
Fluorescent This type of lighting is more expen-
sive to buy, has long life, and is less expensive to
operate. The light supplied is soft and veil, ade-
quate, but the lights grow dimmer with age. The
lights also cause a distracting blinking when they
are burning out. The,direct light is disconcerting
when serving or returning lobs.
Mercury Vapor This type of lighting system pro-

. duces a great deal of light. The biggest drab
backs are that it is slow starting, produces a dis-
coloring effect, and is expensive for initial instal-
lation.

ft
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Metal Halide This is used as an indirect lighting
system with tennis courts. No glare is produced
because of this Indirect light. Metal halide lightidg
also lights the entire oNeit, not just the top ea with
most other lights systems. The light causes no dis-
coloration like that found with mercury vapor.
The only disadvantage of this type of lighting is
that it is slow starting, with twe or three minutes
required for the system to reach maximum power.

Court stailwes vary from standard asPhalt to many synthe-
tics. Highly cushioned sinfaces give slower 'play and higher
mail denEnce costs. Resilient surfaces are recommmded, but
the dvgree of resiliency can be a matter of judgment.

Unobstrncted overhead should be at leaat 30 feet over the
center of the court, and 35 feet is better. A two-court battery
should be at least 120 by 120 feet in order to provide
'sufficient room for backcourt play.

Term iyratures should be maintained at 60 to 65 degrees.
Gas radiant heating has proved to be most economicai.
Adequate ventilation is required to avoid humidity problems
during the cold season and to provide playing comfort in the
warm season. Air-conditioning is a queNtionable need be-
cause of cost of construction and operatior. Many courts are
using ceiling fans to increase air circulation and, at the same
time, decrease energy consumption.

Space is required for men'S and women': dressing rooms
, along with shower facilities. The practi e of assigning

permanent lockers to individuals should be mided so that a
limited number of lockers can be provjded. F n. example, in a
four-court building the maximum locker reqr trements would
be 32 lockers each for men and women, if pe manent lockers
are not assigned.

Snaee for a pro shop should be provided for sale of balls,
rackets, and wearing apparel. Racket stringing is a desirable
service.

A nursery room for the small children of tennis-playing
mothers is most important. Office space, stoi age, and lounge

areas are needed. Some indoor tennis facilities have also
provided such opt:tonal features as saunas, exercise equip-
ment rooms, whirlpools, and steam rooms.

Additional tennis court information is contained hi

Chapters 2 and 3.

Racquet Clubs (and Courts)
The fitness movement has spawned tremendous interest in

the sport of racquetball. Courts are being built as separate
racquetball complexes or in combination with tennis, swim-
ming; and conditioning activities as sports clubs. Cdurt
construction originally followed the Pattern of handball
courts, but the fast growth of racquetball has encouraged the
development of courts whim meet the needs of racnuetball
specialists.

Recommendations tor coal/ construction:

Location

Temperatvre difi :ieus inside and outside of courts can
cause condensation to form on walls. For this reas-m, avoid
placing a wall immediately adjacent to a swimming pool or
having a playing wall exposed to outs",e builoing walls
without providing air space.

Corridors
Con idors should be illlutninated with direct light-
ing,
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If eiss walls are used,, the background area
should be Of a light color.
Place enough elecnical outlets around the corridor
areafor maintenance and repair needs.
Carpeting is a low-aost material that is aestheti-
cally pleasing and can reduce maintenance costs.
Install switches for individual courts in the cor-
ridors. Key covens may be used to reduce electri-
cal use.
Bulletin boards are needed in the corridor area.
Provide space for storage of telescoping scaffold
to replaw lights.
Consider space for storing and issuing equipment

Flors
The wood floor is the most popular and gives
improved player performance. Synthetics are less
expensive, but require increased maintenance
care.
The.foundation should be concrete to give a level
floor surface that el'ows side panels to meet flush----
with the,floor arcund the entire cow t.

Walls

Most court systems use a plastic laminate or
pressed masonite-type wall. ,Excellent perform-
ance end low-c6st maintenance are available with
the packaged court systems. ,

Plaster walls are still used occasionally. Exact
specifications must be adhered to and it must be
completed under exact temperature and humidity
conditions. Maintenance is high because of
racquet damage to the walls.
Light colors shOuld be used on walls.

Ceilings
The same matedal as side walls should be used to
achieve maximum trueness of bounce.
The use of acoustical treatment on the rear of
the ceilings and in the balcony will reduce noise
level.
Laminated panels cart be premachined to "flt
architectural designs fOr lighting, heating, ventila-
tion and air-conditioning.

Lighting
Lighting should be flush-mounted and designed
for 50-60 foot candle illumination.
Courts should be designed for individual lighting.
Avoid the reflection of direct sunlight into courts.
Mercury vapor, metal halide, and fluorescent
lights are normally used. The types selected vary
according to initial costs and upkeep.

Doors
For safety purposes, doors should open to the
corridors in most installations.
Doors should have flush pulls and hinges.
A small shatter-proof window or slot fisheye
installed flush with the interior surface should be
located at eye level of the average adult
Doors should be large enough to allow a scaffold
fo be brought in for painting and changing lignts.
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STARTING MAO

SIDE BOUNDARY II

FINISHING HALF

SIDE BOUNDARY

13'.0" 10'.0"
V-0"MIN,

I Y-0"MAX, 54-0" 5'0"
V-0"MIN.
tr-0"MAX,_ 10%0" 10%0" 13%6-

78'.0" MINIMUM 92%0" MAXIMUM

Figure 10
Layout of a Bocce court

Figure 5
A private tennis facility with...

Figure 7
Exterior of private handball club
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Figure 6
indirect halide lighting and synthetic surface

Figure 8
Observation deck at the club
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Heating and Air-Conditioning

Refrigerated air-conditioning or at least forced
ventilation is essential for indiyidual courts.
Design air-eonditioning for 4 - 6 changes of airper,hour,
Desirable temperatures range from 60-70 degrees.
Humidity should be controlled between 40-60%
for ideal playing conditions.

Exact dimensions and a sample layout
Chapter 3.

are included in

Bowling Lanes
The 'construction of bowling facilities is a complex

architectural and engineering task. Specialists Should be
consulted and brought into the planning at in early date.
Major suppliers of bowling equipment will provide excellent
architectural consultaton and research services.

Bowling ianes can be used extensively for instruction,
recreational bowling, and competition. A minimum of eight
lanes should be constructed to provide an effective instruc-
tional unit. With four individuals per lane, eight lanes will
effectively accommodate 32 individuals. The lanes should be
located for 'convenient access during both day 'and evening
hours, and where noise from the pins will not interfere with
other activities. It is not especially important to locate the
lanes near dressing and Shower rooms, as recommended for
other activity areas.

The ceiling height of the room should be a minimum of 10
feet, with 12 feet strongly recommended. The width of the
facility is dictated by the number of lanei. A lane, including
gutters, is 60 inches wide. Eight lanes, including lane dividers
and four ball-return chutes, require a minimum width of 44
feet, 8 inches. Space for a passageway to the pits must be
added.

Other. Srecialized Facilities
Information pertinent to other specialized indoor

recreational facilities can be found in Chapter 3.
The planning of a recreational building demands a precise

and logical approach. Since a recreational building reflects
the unique needs and interests of a neighborhood or com-
munity, the specific design will vary, but the preliminary
considerations of planning objectives will be the same.

The successful incorporation of accepted planning objec-
tives will 'ensure maximum use of the building. The initial
functional/spatial specification and the continuous re-
evaluation of the architectural specifications of the building
prior to its constrUction should be considered in terms of the
following:

Check List for Indoor
Recreation Facilities

si

Has m st eftntive use of the entire structure
been determined ?
Does dr!. preliminary sketch include all the
essential far;lities necessary to fulfill the)
program objectives?
Does the layout provide for flexibility in use
and fcr future expansion?
Does the floor plan permit convenient access
to, and facilitate circulaticn within, thc
building?
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Does it provide for ease of supervision and
administration of the building?
Have individual rooms been located so as to
encourage multiple use wtthin safety limits'
Has the buildinh bean designed to ensure
opportunity for its use by all members of the
community, including the aging and tl,J
disabled?
Does the dedgn encompass accepted aesthetic
qualities that relate harmoniously to the
surroundings?
Is the building desiined to ensure cooperative
use with other public or private agencies?
Is it designed to permit economy in construe,-
tion and subsequent maintenance?
Is' it designed for sufficient and convenient
storage? * * *

Outdoor Community Areas
and Facilities

Growth projections for the' next decadeprovide evidence
that few, if any, metropolitan areas in the United States have
stuficient open space to meet the demands of the future.
Based on theme projedtions, it is imperative that planning
boards and commissions on sll levels of government review
previous planning philosophies with the intent of revision or,
when necessary, the development of new master plaiss:

As open space becomes less and less available, greater
consideration must be given to multiple use of these lands and
every measure taken to use them most efficiently. Municipal
and school authorities should acquire, plan, and develop
areas for joint use. This process calls for professional
guidance in the fields of planning, designing, and engineering,
and for the advice and counsel of professionals in the fields of
education and recreation.

The most efficient and successful planning is accomp-
lished when everyone in the organization, particularly those
who will be identified with the finished product, have an
opportunity to participate in the planning. those who are to be
served should also have a voice in the planning, through
community meetings where they have an opportunity to
express their interest and needs.

'en

Standards
A variety of standards for the size, location, and number of

educational and recreation0 areas and facilities have been
proposed over the years by persons with long experience in
the operation of such areas and facilities. These standards are
sound when formulated to mak:. possible a program to serve
the basic: needs of people for physical education and recrea-
tion. However, they are not valid in prescribing specific
activities or facilities for every neighborhood. While they are
a useful guide in the acquisition and construction of a
property, standards can seldom, if ever, be applied completely
or without modification because a typical or common situa-
tion is seldom found. Standards are formulated to indicate a
basis for the intelligent development of local plans. There-
fore, the standards for areas and facilities should be reviewed
and appraised for each planning unit and mcdified whenever
changing conditions warrant their revision.

Standards for areas and facilities developed by private
-- 'limning firms, public agencies, and service organizations at
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the local, state, and national levels have wen widely endorsed
throughout the United States and have provided the basis for
recommendations in scores of long-range plans for school
park, and recreational systems. The proposal that at least one
acre of iecrestion and park space be set aside by urban areas
for every 100 of the present and estimated future population
has been more widely accepted than any other space
standard. HOwever, this standard does not relate to the demo-
graphic or physiographic charactet; of particular locales and
is becoming obsolete. Professional and governmental author-
ities, including the National Recreation and Park Atsocia-
tion and the National Park Service, have pointed out the

. desirablility of providing an even higher ratio of land to
population in towns and small cities.

Modification of this Jeneral standard has been suggested
for all planning entities based upon local requirements for
populated cities. Some municipal planning officials believe
the development of large outlying properties owned by the
municipality will help meet the recognized deficiency in the
inner municipality. However, this proposal should be con-
sidered as a prccticable substitute indicative not just of
necessity, but also of feasibility.

Actual studies of recreational behavior patterns verify
people tend to form neighborhood recreational groups with
others of similar social backgrounds. The resulting patterns
might follow or be divided by arteries, depending on whether
transportation is prov ided.

Previous number standards related to the number of tennis
courts or swimming pools per thousands of people, and so
forth.'Such numbers do not take into consideration the land or
people and the climatic and geographic locale of the planning
entity. The specification and allocation of facilities should
reflect the activities demanded und supply to meet the
demands. Standards of so tri any facilities per thousand are
arbitrary. They neither reflect the requirements of the com-
r iunity or neighborhood nor are universally applicable. A
planning process of inter-action and participation by the
public should determine the number of facilities from one end
of town to the other.

Recreational acreage should be based on usage. Guide-
lines for acreage allocations for different park types are only

- illustrative. Every activity Nis a public demand. The demand
for some activities is often met by the private or voluntary
sector. Ski lodges.tennis centers, and other corporations all
conduct market studies to ascertain the leisure needs of and
probable use by their clientele. Public agencies must condu ct
comparable studies to analyze demand. If the municipality
can ascertain the probable use, turnover, capacity, use time,

" and low/peak load for each activity, it can compute the
number of activity stations and facilities for each activity
group. This analysis is comparable to processes used to
determine the indoot and outdoor space requirements for a
school. The recreational acreage is then computgd fo: actual
facilities, for circulating paths and roads, for landscaping,
and for other features.

Park and Recreational Areas
The types of outdoor recreational areas described here

represent a variety of service units, which may be used in pro-
grams of athle.tics, sports, physical education and recreation.
Local conditions will dictate to a large extent which tynes are
to be used in,any given locality. Hence, different co nbina-
tions of areas and facilities will emerge as the solution to the
problem of meeting the needs and interests of a particular
locality.

Recreation and Pa, A Farllities

There is some controversy over parkland aesthetics as
measured by the terms active and passive recreation. Many
individuals with inlwrent interest in recreational or leisure
pursuits associated with nature denounce the intrusion into
parklands by tennis buffs or ball players. Obviously, these
two groups heves different attitudes about the character of
parklands. Parklands can be designed for active or passive
use, or both, without destroying the aesthetic values. The use
of parklands shouldereflect the greatest good for the greatest
number and the protection of the health, well-being, and
safety of all.

If a community is split over use of parklands, a cost-benefit
anaylsis should be made to ascertain the feasibility and costs
of trade-offs. Obviously, the character of the resources also
influences such trade-offs. There is no sense in preserving a
swamp that was created artifiaially and lacks any ecological
value, but a natural swamp might be found elsewhere and pre-
served to meet specific needs and interests. There are alterna-
tives in every planning proces, and they should be consid-
ered. The aesthetic values of a parkland, whether oriented to
play apparatus or floral displays, does not have to be sacri-
ficed because it is termed passive or active.

Abandoned industrial sites, such as strip mines, waste dis-
posal areas, and sand and gravel pits, offer tremendous
possibilities for park and recreational development In many
cases, recreational use is not only the most beneficial, but the
most economic use of such sites. The recreation planner must
not overlook the possibility of obtaining these sites for public
Use. If possible, cooperative planning should be started while
the site is still being used by industry so landscape features
can be developed to make it more appealing for recreational
use.

Playlot/ Mini- Parks

Location,-Size, and Features
A playlot/mini-park is a small recreational area designed

for the safe play of pre-Jchool children.
As an independent unit, the playlotimini-park is most fre-

quently developed in large housing projects or in other
densely populated urban areas with high concentration of
pre-school children. More often, it is incorporaterQts a
feature of a larger recreational area. If a community is able to
operate a neighborhood playground within a one-quarter mile
zone of every home, playlots should be located at the play-
ground sites. A location near a playground entrance, close to
restroonys and away from active game areas, is best.

The playlotimini-park should be enclosed with a low fence
or solid plantings to assist mothers or guardians in safe-
guartIng their children. Thought should be given to place-
ment of benches, with and without shade, for ease of super-
vision and comfort for parents and guardians. A drinking
fountain with step for tots will serre both children and adults.

Play equipment geared to the preschool child should com-
bine attractive traditional play apparatus with creative, imag-
inative equipment. Such proven favorites as chair, bucket,
and glider swings; six foot slide; and a small merry-go-round
can be used safely. Hours of imaginative play will be enjoyed
with such features as a simulated train, boat, or airplane; a
playhouse; and fiberglass or concrete animals. A small
climbing structure and facilities for sand play should be
included.

Play Apparatus Arca
The design of pl tyground equipment.and play areas can
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significantly affect children's ,psychomotor, affective and
cognitive development, In order to meet paychomotorineeds,
equipment should stimulate locomotor, non-l000motor and
manipulative actions which stimulate the development of
large muscles. Equipment should elicit repetitive responses
ts well as increasingly nt,w complex responses. Some

quipment should be permanent and stable in order to Stimu-
late the child to move, but children should be able to move
some pieces from place to place. The equipment should be
child-sized, some designed specificaily for' younger c'aildren
and some for older children.

Younger children need opportunities to create, build and
manipulate the environment. Older children need play set-
tings which stimulate multiple responsesmore than one
way to move; from one piece ofequipment to another.

Cognitive needs of children may be met by providing'
equipment which is multipurpose in design. Equipment
should whet children's curiosity, stimulate exploration and
elicit a variety of respopses. Children do use a variety of
bases of support as well as different kinds of level, direction
and range of movement on different pieces of equipment. No
one piece provides Wes-pate variety for all children. A
variety of kinds of equipment is necessary.

Affective needs may be met by varying the shapes ofpieces
such as squares, circles, rectangles. Varying spaces in-
creases a variety of responsessome should be narrow, wide
large, small, high and low. Some pieces ,should be thick
(planks) while others should be thi,1 (bars). Sculptured ani-
mals and natural oLects such as tree trunks are widelY used.
Texturenhould vary from loose, soft, smooth such as sand,
bark, wood chips to hard, shiny, dull, rough such as metal,
wood, plastic and fiberglass and concrete.

Colors impregnated in plastic and cement prevent frequent
painting. The color of the equipment should be in contrast to
the ground covering in order for a child to see the support on
which to place a foot. In contrast to adults, color does not
affect children's choices of equipment significantly.

Some equipment should encourage socialization. Others
should provide for quiet contemplation. Some elay apparatus
should sustain theinterest of individuals. Other pieces should
appear unpredictable in the nature of responses available.

Equipment choseh for outdoor areas should be consistenti
with materials used indoors to illustrate a coordinated
curricular philosophy of recreational interests. Equipment
should be usable in physical education classes as well as at
recess.

Play equipment must be durable, safe and sanitary. Some
pieces should be resilient. All pieces requiring cement foot-
ings should be covered by dirt or a softer ground cover.
Footings should be deep enough to maintain stability. Metal
pieces may need shade to keep them cool. Paint on equip-
ment prevents rust and makes the piece cleanable. Moving
parts should be oiled regularly. Nuts and bolts should be
tightened frequently. Equipment requiring low maintenance
is advisable.

The surface treatment under apparatus equipment is very
important. Varieus types of materials that have been used are
sand, wood chips, tanbark, asphalt, and a variety of synthe-
tic surfaces. The use of asphalt covered with a synthetic
material has been gaining in popularity because of the safety
and aesthetic aspect.s even though the initial cost is higher. A
level surface is always maintained with this treatment, which
is safer for the children at play, Water puddles do not appear
under swings, and less maintenance is required for this
surt ace.
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Enclosing the area may be appropriate in order to prevent
nuisance legal problems. If equipment cannot be played on
safely without adult supervision, a fence with a lock is a
necessity.

Although home-made equipment m.ay be durable and cost
less initially, legal concerns, may warrant the purchase of
commercial equipment. Comparative shopping may reduce
the.coat of commercially-made pieces by as much as 50%.

The whole play area should be designed with the aid of
educational consultants andior commercial planners. Pieces
of equipment should not only be placed by age gr., soupa. butl;
more importantly, they should stimulate movem
piece to another. Morlog parts require spaces f. a r of
movements. Equipment needs to be placed for
vision and safe traffic patterns. Since the piece o .uipment
placed in the centa of an area receives the most i tion,
apparatus should be c1 Aged frequently to provide hildmn
with new opportunities to explore the environm t. Play
areas throughout the community should roll variety.
Funds should be allocated to change locations pieces of
apparatus on each playground and between play unds.

Small Games Courts
The playlot/mini-park may also include.courts and areas

for such activities as hopscotch, marbles, and circle games.
The entire small-games area can be used es multi-purpose
space. These areas are located primarily in neighborhood
and community park-schools and may be used for both class
instruction end reqeational programs.

The small-games area should be a minimum of 25 by 25
feet, adjacent to the crafts-and-apparatus area. It should be
well-drained and surrounded by a fence or shrubbery barrier
for maximum safety and control. The surface should be of
sandy loam, asphalt, or portland cement concrete.

Hopscotch is popular with children. A special court may
be marked off in one section of the small-games' area (See
Figure 9).

Kindii of Play Areas
One-Time User. Usually a commercial play area designed

to sustain interest for a short time span.

'Returning Client Play Area. Usually a schoolkr public
recreation area. Should be designed to stimulate L., 'tiple
responses and some elements of unpredictability.

Adult. Currently commercial and educational planners are
experimenting with equipment designed for adults. The
designs are adult in size and in challenge.

Adventure. Play areas originally conceived in E\orope.
Children are involved in the planning, creating and building
of an area. A play leader will facilitate play and construc-
tion. Some parts are fixed while others are movable. Parts
can be changed frequently (daily) or periodically (at the end
of a season).

Creative. Play areas which stimulate children to elicit a
variety of responses rather than a single response. Loose
Anaterials as well as fixed objects are part of the setting.

Junk, Constructed, usually by adults, from discarded
materials. A variety of materials enhances the choices avail-
able and stimulates multiple sensory responses: tires, tele-
phone cablespools, raih oad ties, sand, wood, turf, rope.

Thematic. Usually built around a central idea: pioneer,
Ti easure Island, Indian, seafaring, and circus traffic or trans-
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portation which may feature a combination of planes, cars, or
boats. Variety is important in the settings as is the appropri-
ateness with the local environment and safety of the objects.
Glass-and locks should be removed.

Tradidonal Play Areas. Generally feature tottal equip-.
ment including swings, slides, see-saws, merry-go-rounds,
single purpose in design and tend to move children rather than
stimulate children to move.

VesOocket Playgrounds. Originally created by Paul
Friedberg in New York for high school studentswithin one

Figure 9
Hopscotch Court layout
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lot between buildings, designed on an- adult scale to be
compact and indestructible.

Neighborhood Playground,
The neighborhood playground is the primary area in

planning for recreation. It is established primarily to serve
children under 14 but should have additional features to
interest teeh-agers and adults. The trend in recent years is for
the neighborhood playground to become the center of activity
for a wide variety of needs and interests expressed by all resi-
dents. The more diversified pursuits of today's recreation
consumer challenge the facility planner to provide for a
broader program, with more attention devoted to multiple use
by different age groups (See Figure 12).

The neighborhood playground serves the recitadional
needs and interests of the same population served)by the
neighborhood elementary school. Its major service ione will
seldom exceed one-half mile, with most of the attendance ori-
ginating within a quarter-mile distance. It should be centra
located in the area to be served and away from he ily
traveled streets and other barriers to easy and safe acc s.

The neighborhood playground normally -requires a tu-
mum of five acres. The particular facilities required '11

depend on _the nature of the neighborhood, with space bei
allocated, according to priorities, as follows:

Acres
Turf area for softball, touch foot 2-3
ball, soccer, speedball, and other
field games
Hard-surface area for court 0.50
games, such as netball, basket-
ball, volleyball, and handball
Open ;pace Pr informal play 0.50
Corner for senior citizens 0.30-0.50
Space for quiet games, storytel- 0.20
ling, and crqfts
Playlot 0.20-0.50
Children:s outdoor theater O. 15
Apparatus area for elementary 0.25-0.50
age children
Cervice building for restrooms, 0.15
storage, and equipment issue or a
small cluohouse with some indoor
activity space
Circulation, landscaping, and 1-2
beer zones
Undesignated space 0.75

Total 5 to 20

Depending upon the relation of the property to schools and
to other recreational facilities in the neighborhood, such
optional features as a recreational building, tennis courts, or
swimming pool might be located at the neighborhood play-
ground. If climatic conditions warrant, a spray or wading
pool may be provided. The following space for optional
features should be added to the standards listed above:

Recreational building
Landscape areas (if there is no
neighborhood park)
Swimming pool
Tennis courts

Total

Acres
0.2
2.0

0.5
04
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011111111
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Figure 11
Horseshoe pitching layout

The addition of optional features may require provisions
for off-street parking.

,

Neighborhood Park
The neighborhood park is land set aside primarily for both

active and passive recreation. Ideally, it gives the impression
of being rural, sylvan, or national in its character. It emphaz
sizes horticultural features, with spacious turf areas bordered
by trees, shrubs, and sometimes floral arrangements: It is
essential in densely populated areas but not required where
there is ample yard space at individual home sites.

A neighborhood park should be provided for each neigh-
borhood. In many neighborhoods, it will be incorporated in
the park-school site or neighborhOod playground,. A separate
location is required if this combination is not feasible.

A separately locatedheighborhood paik normally requires
three to five acres. As a measure of expediency, however, an
isolated area as small as one or tv wres nay be used. Some-
times the functions of a neighborhood park can be satisfacto-
rily included in a community i.. city-wide park.

The neighborhood park plays an important role in setting
standards for community aesthetics. Therefore, it should
include open lawn areas, planting, and walks. Sculpture
forms, pools, and fountains should also be considered for
ornamentation. Creative planning will employ contouring .
contrasting surfaces, masonry, and other modern techniques
to provine both eye appeal and utility.

Community Parks and Playfields
This type of recreational area is required :n a community

where it is/hot feasible or possible to acquire and develop a

t?,

community park-school. The community park and playfield,
like the neighborhood playground, is designed primarily to
provide facilities for a variety of types of organized recrea-
tional activities, but is should also have the characteristics of
a landscaped park. It usually serves as the playground for the
children living in the immediate neighborhood, but its pri-
mary service is to a much wider age group. Thus, it supplies a
geater variety of facilities and more extensive service than
can be justified at the neighborhood playground. The school
child, teen-ager, young adult, hobbyist, senior citizen, and
family group all find attractive facilities at the well-developed
community park and playfield. Because there is no school
building at this area, some type of indoor facility is needed. In
may cases, a multipurpose recreational building is provided
to meet this need.

City-Wide or District Park

The city-wide or district park serves a district of a large city
or a total community of a small city. It should serve a
population of from 50,000 to 100,000 with a wide variety of
activities (See Figure 13).

The ideal location for this area i in combination with a
high school as a park-school complex. Where this is not
feasibk, consideration should be given to placing the park as
close as possible to the center of the population to be served.
The land available will be a determining factor in site
selection. While the service zone will vary according to
population density, a normal use zone is two to four miles.
The size may, range from 50 to 100 acres..

Depending on available acreage, topography and natural
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Figure 13
Man-made' city park in Cortlanc4 NY, features picnic areas, water sports lake, recreat
and spacious parking area.

features, the cityiwide or district park will contain a large
number of different components. These would include, but
not be limited to, the following:

Field for baseball, football, soccer, and softball
Tennis center
Winter sports facilities
Day-camp center
Picnic areas (group and family)
Cycling paths or tracks
Swimming pool
Water sports lake
Pitch-and-putt golf course
Recreational building
Nature trails
Skating rinks (ice and roller)
Playlot and apparatus
Parking areas
Outdoor theater.

The above facilities should be separated by large turf and
landscaped areas. Natural areas and perimeter buffers
should be provided.

County and Regional Recreational Areas
County and regional parks are relatively large land areas

intensively developed for recreational purposes and which
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building, n)re trails

'1'zi 30
supplement the facil ties furnished by the 4dfi parks and
recreational areas. Ntural surroundings and spaciousness
are emphasized to a gr ater degree than in the large city park,
although some county iIarks in rural counties have character-
istics of the community park and playfield. County and
regional parks are cornmonly Used for day-long or weekend
outings. They supplement the resources of nearby communi-
ties and provide opportun:des to engage in a variety of activi-
ties requiring more space than most local parks afford. In
some counties, consolidated or centralized schools provide
facilities that serve not only school children but people of all
ages.

A second type of regional area is the preserve or reserva-
tion, which generally consists of extensive land areas with
relatively little development for recreation and with major
emphasis upon the preservation of their natural, scenic
qualities. Conservation areas, wildlife refuges, flood-control
areas, and forest preserves fall into this category and are often
accessible for recreation.

State and National Recreational Areas
The expansion of outdoor recreational activities and

experiences has increased the significance of state and
national facilities within reasonable access to urban centers.
Campgroundspicnic areas, and in some instances, sites ffor
summer homa are provided in state and national forests and
other federal properties. National tecreation areas, sea-

Recreation and Park Facilities



shores, and waterways are more recent concepts within the
national parks system. Recreational activities in these areas
are broad in scope and geared to mass use.

Special-Use Areas and Facilities

Bicycle Feat litiesBikeways
Most of the recommended bicycle programs and facilities

will require considerable investments of time and money to
bring them to fruition. The development of bicycle paths
through urban, residential, and outdoor recreation areas will
require coetly investments that are not always available from
public budgets.

An alternative program might be considered. This program
would develoit bicycle touring mutes in and across the
country, using rural and low volume vehicular routes ( See
Figure 14). The only expenses involved in the creation of this
system are for initial system planning, printing bikeway
maps, and marking intersections. County 'and city govern-
ments tosether ivith schools and universities have imple-
mented touring 'systems.

Steps in the development of bicycling facilities:

Ani committee appointed from interested groups of
individuals, including representatives of the
school or university and the recreation depart-

. ment.
Make a survey Of county road maps and mark a
conceptual bicycle system on a work map. One of
the objectives is to create a roughly circular route.
"Spoke" routes would radiate from the campus to
the peripheral ioute. Select the safest fessible
routes. High v lume roads and intersections
should be avoi ed. After the road map is finished,
the comi iitt e should find that they have the

.

framework for an adequate bicycle touring
system,
The next step involves field reconnaissance of the
roads that have been marked on the working map.
Alternate routes may be selected if the original
roads are not appropriate for bicycling. Actual
travel bY bicYcle is recommended for the recon-
naissance.
Following the completion of the field reconnais-
sance the next step is the drafting of the final bike-
way map. Titles and safety information are also
placed on the map. The back of the map may be
filled with a variety of information. The bikeway
should be marked, especially the abrupt turns.
Marking may be done by painting distintive
symbols and arrows on the pavement of the road.
Standard highway marking paint May be used,
and stencils for the symbols may be cut from
heavy gauge linoleum.

Figure 15 offers a schematic of the bicycle facility plan-
ning process.

Bridle Paths and Rings
Horseback riding is popular with all age groups but is

generally restricted to the larger park areas because of vace
requirements. Riding trails are Usually a minimum of 10 feet
wide to permit riders going in opposite directions to pass in
safety. Except on very steep terrain, very little is required in
the way of construction. Clearing, a small amount of leveling,
removal oflarge rocks and boulders, and trimming or removal
of low-hanging tree limbs constitute the major items. Most
small streams can be forded, but an occasional bridge may be
required as well as cross drainage on steep gradients. No
special surfacing is required except that a gravel base may be

Flgiure 14
Opening of a bike trail through the combined efforts of Middle State Tennessee University, Mud' sesboro,
and Ruthetford County, Tenn.
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TECHNICAL DATA AND CRITERIA
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Figure 15
Bicycle facility.planning process
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needed in wet or boggy areas that cannot be avoided. Tan-
bark, cinders, and other materials are also used frequently on
heavily used trails and in areas of concentrated use around
hitching racks and in riding rings.

Stables and adjoining facilities, such as feed racks, hold-
ing corrals, riding rings, and hitching racks, should be located
it least 500 feet from the nearest public-use area because of
the fly and odor problem. The size of these facilities will, of
course, depend on the number of horses..Hoivever, the stable
will ordinarily contain a limited number of horse stalls, a
feed-norage room, a tack room, a small office, and toilet
facilities for men and women. A fenced enclosure, commonly
called a holding corral or paddock,into which the horses can
be turned at the end of the day is required. A surfaced riding
ring sometimes encircled with a rail fence, is frequently
provided for training novices in the fimlamentals of riding.
For dimensions of show rings, see Figure 16.

Exercise Trail

The physical fitness boom of the 1970's has inspired a
unique total body conditioning programexercise trails.
Marketed commercially as Fitness Trail, Fit-Trail, Life-
course, and Parcourse, 'ithe trail combines cardiovascular
development, agility, flexibility, strength, and endurance.

The exercise trail consists of a number of exercise stations
located at various lengths along a jogging course. A typical
trail could have a 1.5-mile distance with 13 exercise stations.
The running intervals and exercises are designed for flexibil-
ity, agility, strength, and flexibility progression, all the while
developing the participant's cardiovascular system. (See
Figure 17).

Orienteering

Outdoor enthusiasts use compass directions to guide them
in exploring new terrain, One of the ultimate uses for
compass directions is in the fast-growing sport of competitive
orienteering. The sport of competitive orienteering involves
finding one's way with a map and compasi along an unknown
stretch of ground to one's pre-selécted destination.

For whatever the reason--sport mtercise, nature study, or
just to enjoy the quiet beauty of the wildernessorienteering
provides the means by which one can navigate.

Alpine Slide
The Alpine Slide is one answer to the ski area opera9rs

biggest problemsummer. The Alpine Slide, a popular and
successful form in both the United States and Canada. The
Slide provides an ideal means of using mountain areas,
especially ski resorts with all their eitisting facilities, in a way
that is designed to be compatible with the environment (See
Figure 19).

Golf Courses
The design, construction, operation, and maintenance of

golf courses is too vast a subject to be covered in detail in this
publication. For general thformation and guidance, write the
National Golf Foundation at 200 Castlewood Road, North
Palm Beach, Florida 33401

Assuming the land is suitable for construction of a golf
course, the following space requirements must be taken into
consideration:

For a standard 18-hole course -- 120 - 160 acres
For a standard 9:hole gourse 70 - 90 acres
For r 9-hole par three course (including a couple of par
foil ides 45 - 60 acres.

Recreation and Park Facilities
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Figure 16
Horse show rings

The planning should provide also Tor and administrative
clubhouse, a practice putting green and a practice driving
range.

Marinas P
America abounds in waterways. The myriad of inland'

lakes, the riliers and streams, the vast Great Lakes, and the
thousands of miles of coastline serve to invite America's
citizens to take advantage of ihis natural resource. Today,
boating commands more of the recreational dollar than base-
ball;fishing, golf, or any other single activity. There is a need
for efficient, realistic, and functional planning for facilities to
accommodate the present needs and the ,future growth that
this recreational interest will precipitate.

Thc launching, mooring, and storage of yachts and row-
boats are the function of a marina that will serve the needs of
the recreational-boat owner (See Figure 20).

Size and Scope
It is suggested that knowledgeable and experienced person-

nel be engaged to conduct a study of ihe number, types, and
sizes of existing boats in the area, the number and size of
existing berthing 'facilities, and the condition of such existing
facilities. The survey should also include the potential popu-
lation growth in the community and surrounding irea to
determine the future boat ownership. An accurate and com-
prehensive evaluation of such a study is the first step in plan-
ning a marina.

The data from the study will cf.ermine the next important
cons;deration in laying out a marina: choosing the correct
number df slips of each size that will be required. Based on the
needs of the community to be served, planners will determine
the necessary'number of slips to accommodate boats of
various sized.

Because marinas vary so greatly in their design, function,
location, and capacity, it is virtually iMpossible to arrive at
standard conclusions and judgments concern;lig a model
marina. Each planner will be able to apply the general
principles to his unique circumstances. From that point,
however, he must adapt his marina to the peculiar needs and
characteristics of his community.

1
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Figure 17
PA RCOURSE outdoor exercise trail

(Courtesy PARCOURSE Ltd.)
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Exercise stations

Roller Skating
Roller skating may be permitted n a multipurpose area or

on sidewalks and streets under proper safety controls. If a
rink is built, it is suggested that the ar-g y 100 by 200 feet. A
track for speed skating can encircle the figure or leisure skat-
ing area. The track should be banked at the curves, and the
interior should be slightly pitched for drainage. Boundaries of
the track should be defined with flags, wooden blocks, or
pylons. Mark each turn with pylons, and indicate the starting
and finish lines. The rinks should be oriented so that skaters
travel in a north-and south direction.

The surface should f- smooth wood (wide) or concrete
sprinkled with rosin or a similar substance. If the areas for
skating are speed r nks or multi-purpose areas, they should be
fenced for safety and control.

Ice Skating
Ice-skating facilitie;i are feeling tha impact of modern

technology in more and more communities each year. With
the advent of mechanical freezin?, the skating season has
been extended from a 20- to 60-day average season to a 140-
day season and, depending on climatic conditions, to as much
as 240 days.

While natural-ice rinks have not gone out of style, artificial
rinks are replacing them as central or regional facilities.
Natural-ice rinks arc continuing to seri& as a supplemental
neighborhood facility in many corm' inities. A considerable
number of skaters rtill prefer the rugged pleasure of an old-
fashioned skating experience.

Ice Hockey
Ice rinks may have a sport function as well as providing a
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recreatiohal service. If ice hockey is to be pact of the rink's
activity schedule, goals wilk be needed and a four-foot high
solid fence, called the dasher, will have to be .installed to
enclose an area as near 85 by 185 feet dS possible. Dasher
boards are heavily reinforced to op.nd the shock of players
being pushed against them and are lined on the rink side with
either wood dr plastic. There is normally a ohain link or clear
plastic butler another four to six feet on top of the dashers to
enable spectators to view games safely. The dasher board
enclosure should have round corners, because square corners
present a hazard. A kick board, six or eight wide, is fastened
at the base of the dasher boards and is replaced as oftia.
n^cessary.

Because dasher boards reflect sunlight and cause meltii:g
of the ice, they should be painted.a dark color. However, it is
dffficult to follow the puck if the dasher boards are too dark,
so a shade of grey is recommended. If the hockey rink is in-
doors, the dasher boards can be painted a light color without
causing a melting problem.

Information describing the complete ice arena is ir4luded
in Charter 5.

Curling
Curling is a popular ice sport. Sponsored by clubs and

leagues, it is played with a hand-propeli.. d 35- to 38-poun
stone. There are four members on a team, with two stones.
The object is to place one's stone nearest the mark. For a dia-
gam of a rink laid out for curling, see Figure 23.

Performing Arts Areas
In the past few years there has been increased demand for

Recreation mu/ Park Facilities
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Figure 19
The big 00'1 riding the A Ipine Slide at Bromley, Vt. Riders can control their speed as they travel the 4060 fhot
(.1( wnhill run on plastic sleds theough dual cement flumes.
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Friure 20
Naylor University Marina is usedfor instruction during the day and is open fqr recreational use in the afternoon

and evening

suitable indoor and outdoorfacilities for operas, plays, band
and orthestral concerts, pageants, festivals, holiday pro-
gram, azd civic celebrations. When performed outdoors,
such activities usually requir tage or band shell with ad-
joining amphitheater cap e of accommodating large num-
bers of spectators.

Selection of the pr r site for an outdoor theaier is of pri-
mary importance. should have good acoustiC properties
and be located in a quiet place away from the noise of traffic
or of groups at play. A natural bowl or depression on a hill-
side with a slope of 10 to 20 degrees, preferably bordered by
slopes or densely wooded areas, provides a fine location.

At some theaters, people sit on the slope of the amphithea-
ter. At others, permanent seats are installed. Terraces with a
turf surface are no,. recommended because they are too diffi-
cult to maintain. Sufficient level space should be provided at
the rear of the seating area for the circulation of spectators,
and aisles should be wide enough to facilitate the seating of
large numbers in a short period of time. Public comfort
tlations and refreshment facilities are usually provided near
the entrance to the amphitheater. Provision for the nearby
parking of automobiles is essential, but parking areas must be
located where noises and ca lights do riot disturb the stage
action.

The dimensions of the sta-ge are detennined by the pro-
posed uses, but rarely should a stage be less than 50 feet in
width or 30 feet in depth. The rear of the stage may be a wall
or high hedge, or even a planting of trees, and the wings may
be formed by natnral plant materials. The band or music
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shell, however, is m e satisfactory for projecting voices and
sound free from echoe and interference. A vertical rear wall
with inclined ceiling is n only the simplest and most econo-
mical to construtt, but a s excellent acoustic qualities.

The band shell usually contains dressing rooms, toilets,
storage space, and control centers for amplifying and lighting
quipment, although sometimes these facilities are provided

in separate structures near the back of the stage. An orches-
tra pit is generally located between the auditorium and the
stage.

Mobile stage units with self-contained fighting and acous-
tic systems are becoming very popular tqday because they
can be used in many parks instead of restricting programs to
one permanent location. Equipped to serve as a band shell,
stage, puppet theater, or platform for other performing arts,
these mobile units can bring productions to new audiences
never exposed to such activities. Excellent units can be
obtained at a cost less than that required for a permanent
band shell.

Shooting Sports Facilities

Shooting sports, once confined to private menthership
clubs, have gainek; in popularity as a part of municipal recrea-
tion programs. The type of needed facility varies with the
particular sport, and requires technical advice from special-
ists for each type of range. Many organizations offer such
service and a listing appears in this section.

Recreation and Park Facilities



NOTES:

All measurements for court markings ate to the outside of lines
except for those imolving the center service line, which is
equally divided between right.and left service court.

Ali court markings to be 2" wide.

Fencing required 12'.0" high with 16-gauge
hexagonal, galvanized 1" flat wire mesh fabric.

For net wit details see manufacturers' literature.

Net height to be 3'-1" at posts and 2%10" at
center court.
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Figure 22
Ice Hockey (from NCAA Ice Hockey Guide)

Trap and Skeet Ranges
flanges for safe and effective conduct of shotgun sports

require considerable land located in a sufficiently remote area
where associated noise will not be objectionable. The amount
of needed land will vary in accordance with topography and
location. For Skeet, 29 acres should be allowed for single
field with 2 additional acres for the shotfall danger zone
(Figure 24). For Trap (Figure 25), 16 acres should be
allewed for a single field with 3 additional acres required for
the shotfall danger zone (Figure 25).

Preferred orientation for the center line of both Skeet and
Trap fields is northeast-southwest with the shooter facing
northeast. Each sport may have shooting stations con-
structed of concrete, with the shooting area and a 100-yard
radius minimum cleared area to be turf. The recommended
300-yard radius shotfal Tone may be turf, water or left in a
natural state, and the ntire range should he located on a
relatively flat area wi h an open background. Posting of
warning signs and appropriate fencing should be provided for
safety. ,

Combination ranges are sometimes built which super-
impose a Trap range and a Skeet range on the same area
(Figure 26). While this saves space, it does prechide the use
of both facilities at the same time.

Sources of Assistance Pr
Planning and Construction

Pinni"; of all shooting sports facilities necessitates greater
corsideratto.: of safety factors than any other sport. The
3. :SiS tanc f .,,rofoz,ionals from the shooting sports industry
Red ffoni?..er;,i.ons is essential in planning and development.

f. sources which offer information regarding
con; ion ;4 icilities.
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Figure 23
Curling

National Shooting ,Sports Foundation
1075 Post .Road
Riverside, CT 06878

National Skeet Shooting Association
P.O. Box 28188
San Antonio, TX 78228

Amateur Trapshooting Association
Vandalia, Ohio 45377

National Rifle Association
1600 Rhode Island AVe., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Remington Arms Co.
939 Barnum Ave.
Bridgeport, CT 06602

Winchester-Western Co.
275 Winchester Ave,
N Haven, CT 06504

Outdoor RP Ranges
Small bore outdoor rifle ranges require shooting distances

ot' 300 feet for maximum effectiveness, though shorter dis-
tances can be used. Distances between firing points and
behind the shooting area should be at least as great as those in
an indoor range, and greater, if possible. Backstops may be
made of steel plate or earthern construction, but must be
effective in stopping bullets safely. A remote area is prefer-
able for the location of the range for maximum safety.

Ranges for high powered rifles required firing lines at 200,

Recreation and Park Facilities
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Skeet field layout
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Small bore rifle and carbine range
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Figure 25
Trap field layout
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300, 600, 800, and 1,000 yards. Safetyrequirements demand
large arnounts of space, and the design and develppment of
such a specialized facility requires ,the services of a con-
sultant.

The indopr rifle range is discussed in Chaptir 3.

Archery Range (Recreational)
) This sport iiipeals to a sizable group in most communities.
Sufficilent .space is needed to ensure rthe safety anti enjoy-
ment of,the participants.

The t inge should provide shooting distances of 100, 80.
60, 50, 40, and 30 yards. For junior use, target ranges can be
from 10 to 50 yards, Targets are 48 inches wide and should
be at least 15 feet apart. Generally, the target line is flied and
varying shooting lines are used. The side boundaries should
extend 10 yards beyond each (!nd of the range.

In the interest of safety, additional space should be
provided beyond the target, free from stones and other sub-
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stances that might cause the breakage of arrows falling Wide

of their mark. This space may be piotected by ad earthbunker
or bales of hay and straw piled up to the top of the target.

'An atchery ranges 'should be fairly level. Orientatibn 4

should be north slid south so the arohers will not ke facingthe
'sun. A fence enclosure is desirable but not essential. The
public should be controlled.in some manner, however, so they
do not walk through the range.

Storage sheds for butts and other equipment are sometinles
a part of the archery 'tinge. Somestorage rooms have been
placed within the earth bunker behind the targets.

So the facility may be used by the disabled, it is desirable. to
design a, four-foot wide,, ground-level, hard-surface wail2 for
Wheelchair use along the shooting lines. Another wslir
extend to the target line (preferably down the center) and per-
ha walkway behind'the fargets to provide access

. for extracting arrows. Such walki reduce interference from
inclement weather, increge the use of the range, and reduce
maintenance costs.

Field archery is a simulation of actual shooting conditions
in the field.App to 28 targets are used on the field course. The
site selectefkfor sucit a course should be heavily wooded and
have rollinifterrain. It should be fairly well isolated or in an
area that can be bontrolled so the -general public will not
intrude.

Targets should be mounted on built-up banks or qn the side
of a hill.' Each target has variousepins (shooting positions).
The farthest target is 80 yards and the nearest is 30: The
target shoyld simulate either animals or concentric circles.
The .Size is dehendent upon the distance from the target. The
scoring is simikr to that for golfthe score istotaleafor each
target, the graiid total giving the score for the complete round.

Clout shOoting requires a variation in target size and
.arrangement The target 'face is marked on the ground with
white lines. The size of the target isenlarged so.that one inch
on a regular 48-inch target would equal 12 inches on the
ground. The center of the bull's-eye must be indicated by a
single-color flag. The range for men is 180 yards; for women
and juniors, 120 yards.

The field dimensions for flight shooting are approximately
20QJ,y 600 yards. The field Aiould be roped off on all sides
exc pt that frontwhich the archers shoot. A distance of not
less than 10 yards beland the,shooting line is reserved for the
flight shooting space. Officially, the flight must be from a
series of csilored or numbered pegs set in the ground, usually1
about six feet apvt.

I>

Figuies 28 and 29 depict a sample outdoor archery range
lay-out and target details. Additional information regarding
aithery is included in Chapters 2 and 3.

Snow Sports

/ Ski Courses
Skiing has beco e very popular in the past few years. If

climatic conditio are suitable and desirable topographic
features availablel a school or a park and recreation depart-
ment shottld look into the possibility of developing the
facilities needed to foster this sport..

The provision of skiing in a school or public recreational
system should be approached from an instructional stand-
point, the theory being to give participants some basic
instruction in the uptrt so they can enjoy it as a leisure-time
activity in the resort areas that have more ideal facilities. If
the park system contains ideal skiing hills with plenty of
room, regular ski courses may be developed. Some of the

Recreation alid Park Facilities
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NOTES:

Space behind and to either side of the range
to be clear and free from hard objects.

Baaground beh1ndsta4jets to be preferably
dense trees, natural or manmade hills Or
protectin shields.

Range to be sited on fairly level land, free fro'p
obstructons, prefer3bly sheltered from,high
winds and oriented to north .t 450.

Stantiarei rounds for adults, 30 - 100 yards.
Ii

'Standard rounds for juniors,, 20 - 50 yards.,

Target may be mounted on a round butt of
spirally sewn straw or rush supported by a
portable soft wood 'target stand. Colors may
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basic facilities required for skiing instruction includeproper
4topographical features; a headquarters building to be used for

rental of equipment, a refractory, and similar purposes.; a ski
tow; and various slopes forinstructional purposes.

Normally, the series of classes is broken into three units:--
beginners, advanCed, and expert. It is the..,opinion of ski
instructors that the beginners' ski class is by r the most
impoltant for redeational skiing.

Basic instruction in skiitig may be conducted in èlasses not
exceeding 25 to 30 beginners. Forthis gimp, a gentle and
short slope with a relatively large flat run-out area is desir-
able because it permits a beginner to have complete control of
himself and allows him to gain confidence, in* the use of his
skis: In the adyanced group classes are much sinaller, and in
the expert gronp, instruction becomes almost individual. For
each successive group, hills .become 'longer and a. tittle°

steeper.
Cr

Beginners' Classes. The following criteria are recom-
mended for the selection of facilities for beginners' classes:

Flat-top hill area, 50 square' feet per skier, 25
skiers per class
Slopetabout 75 feet to 100 feet long, drop in grade
of 15 feet, or 4:1 ratitl
Starting line at top of slope, 100 feet wide
Run-out at bottom of slope either fat or uphill
Slope facing east or northeast
Instructional area free of stonef, woods, and
other impediments
Protective cover, such as trees or hrush, around
the Aa.

Advanced Classes. The following criteria are suggested for
advanced classes:

Top*Of hill about the sant?. as for beginners
Sloike is*.most important: ratio about 3:1, and
length 100 to 150 feet
Width of hill .or slope, sminimum of 150 feet
becanse of speed and space required for turning
movements.

Expert Classes. The follovAng criteria are recommended
for the selection of facilities for expert classes:

Either the same hill as advanced classes or,
preferably, a longer and steeper hill
Enough downhill lengthto permit a minimum of
three turning movementsfor example, 250 feet
on a 3:1 slope
45reater width than that of slope for advanced
classes.

Cross Country Skiing

The doss-country skiing revival came in the mid-60's and
its popularity has increased dramatically. The rebirth of
cross-countiy skiing, which has become known,as ski touring,
has attracted Many people who cannot afford to keep up with
"alpine" or "downhill" skiingprice tags, or,standing in long
lines at the lifts.

Ski touring deserves a place in physical education and
recreation programs. One of the attractive features of ski
touring is that a successful program call be developed with
limited facilities. Unlike downhill skiing, it is not vital tohave
hilly terrain or, several inches of snow base. Such areas as
athletic fields, golf courses, parks, and nearby vacant land
serve as an ideal training course.
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Coasting, geighing, Toboggnning
Often. a community has a hifrof hills suitable for coasting,

which become meccas for children with sleds, toboggans, and
other coasting devices after every snowfall. In the absence of
a natural coasting hill, some park and Public worksdepart-
ments have built such a facility. These hills are usually
located in a park safely guarded from the hazards of street
traffic.

,In developing local sledding (coasting) areas, care should
be taken to incorporate adequate safety features. Plenty of
roam sh2uld be provided batween sled runs, and up traffic
should beisdlated from the down traffiC.The area sh(Ould be rs'

as free as possible.from hazards, such as nearby trees, grills,
benches, or other park paraphernalia.

Communities with an extensive response to sledding or
skiing may want to counter a&ferse weather with the use of
artificial-snow equipinent or improve the activity with a ski
lift.

Sleighing is a recreational activity that uses sleighs drawn
by horses or oxen. It can take place on roads, trails, or paths.

Tobogannitig is a thrilling sport requiring designed 'space.
Occasionally, natural slopes are used if they are free from
obstructions and have a long bottom.run-off. The common
practice is to choose a hillside with a reasonable steep and
even grade. A chute isconstructed off a wooden trough. It can
be penniment or built in sections.

SnOwmobiling..

According to a recent survey, snowmobiling is the third
fastest-growing sport in the United Stales behind tennis and
snow Skiing. Assuming snowznobiling will continue to be
Popular; the predictions Kaye it that approximately 10 million
people will take to the sport by 1985. As with cross-country
Skiing, areas such as athletic fields, golf courses, parks, and
vacant land can serve as an ideal training course 'for snow-
mobilers.

Areas for Outdoo, Education/
Recreation

Future historians will surely note the decades following
World War II as a time when the outdoors came into promi-
nence .as a significant place for both education and recre-
aim. The unprecedented growth of all types of outiloor ac-
tivities necessitating land,areas and facilits catibe expected
to continue apace. A growing awareness on the part of
educational td recreational leaders that the present genera-
tion and thos to come are far remove;i from the land and the
rural life of their forebears has caused much interest and con-
cern in ihe development of outdoor education programs.
Because of school-age children raid many adults know little
about the' outdoors, programs and facilities must be designed
to educate them in, about, and for the outdoors. An ecologi-
cal approach to outdoor education has both recreational and
educational implications.

Outdoor education is a term that refers to learning ac-
tivities in and for the outdoors. Such activities can be pro-
vided in the curriailums of schools, colleges, and universi-
ties as well as in the programs of recreational, camping, and
community agencies. Outdoor edtication has been broadly
described as follows:

Outdoor eduation means learning in and for the outdoors.
It is a means Of curriculum extension and enrichmentthrough
outdoor experiimces. It is not a separate discipline with
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prescribed objectives, like sciente ind mathematics; it.ia
simply a learning climate offering opportunities for ,direct
laboratory experiences in identifying And resolving real-life
problems, for acquiring skills with Which to enjoy a liftitiine of
creative living, for building concepts and developing concern
about wan and his natural environment, and for getting us
back in touch With those aspects of hying where our rciots
were once firm and deep.

Qutdoor education and outdoor reoreation encompass' a
great variety ofactivities, many of which can be conducted on
a single, large tract of land. With careful planning, facilities,'
some in or pear an urban area and Others in more distant
'places. An butdoor-education complex on one pieee of land
or on several plots in close proximity has many advantages in ..
the areas of administration, leadership, equipmentj and
transportation. Such a site lends Itself to wide community
use, with responsibilities for leadership and finances shared
by se'ieral agencies. Obviously, the size aril physical char-
acteristics of an outdoor-education complex will depend on
the geographic location and .tlie topography of the land.

Some ofthe facilities and types of site treatment for a corn-
plex that would accommodate a broad program, of outdoor
education and outdoor recreation, and which would consti-
tute an outdoor laboratory or field campus, are biiefly
describe4. It is assumed that there will be inany areas and
facilities',P public and private, that can also be used in a
comprehensive program.

( Considerations in Selecting and Developing Sites

. Size

The tyPe of program planned should determine the size of
the site. Size alone does not necssarily mean much except
that it does affect the numbers of ceitain species of wildlife
that might live in the area. A large area does nOt necessarily
have a divers ty of physical features. It may just be level land,
harboring only a few species of trees, with no particularly out-

. §tanding features. Nevertheless, such an aria could be made
interesting from an educational point of view, provided good
leadership is a vailable.

Many, schools, recreation departments, mid community
agencies already have school sites, parks, and reereational
areas that should be developed for outdoor programs. Schools,
as well as other agencies, in some sections of the country also
have forest lands that could be developed and used in a broad
educational and recreational program.

Site Characteristics

The characteristics of the site are also determined by the
type of program planned. If plans call for a resident camp,
many more requirements must be met than if the site will be
used only on a daily basis. If the land and facilities are to
contribute to all aspects of the educational curriculum, or if
there is to be special emphasis on science, conservation, and
outdoor skills, manylcharacteristics will need to be con-
sidered, such as the following:

A location to give some privacy and solitude
Year-round accessibility by road
A minimum of natural and man-made hazards
Interesting geologic features, such as rock outcroppings,
op'en field, flat terrain, cnd a variety of soil types .

A variety of native vegetation, including woods
Wildlife that can be maintained with good management
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-A pond, stream, seashore, 9r large Qy of water
Demonstration areas for conservation practices

46 'Woods for practicing outdoor skills, and uae of native
materials
Sanitkry facilities, inCluding good drainage and good

'drinking' water .

Simple shelters in the event of inclement weather
Proxintity to adequate' medical and hospital services.

Special Features
Many kinds of develop`ments are found in various types of'

outdOor education areas. Some Of these are 'appropriate for
camps, some for outdoor laboratories or nature centers, and
some for outdoor recreational and sport centers. An outdoor
education and. outdoor recreation complex would include
many, site plans and facilitiel not possible in more linined
areas. The adaptability of the area to the proposed program,
the Cost of construction, maintenance problems, aesthetic
considerations, and\tivailible leadership ate tall factorp in
determining what faci/ities might be developed articular
land'arer %cluster of acreages.'

Listed below 'are some of the special de
might be included in appropriate sites. So
listed are discussed elsewhere in this chapter ead are merely
mentioned here. Others, not mentioned in othe\plices, are
discussed in 'More. detail.

.

Grass, shrubs, and trees. They provide shiide, prevent soil
erosion, provide food and cover for wildlife, serve as wind-
breaks, matk the boundary of the property, abt as a buffer
zone .to ensure privag againtt an adjacent (presently or
potentially). populated area, demonstrate principles of
plant growth, serve as a resource for eCological studies,
and give, practice in forest management. A school forest
offers many popular activities.

-A vegetable garden or a bog garden.
Soil:erosion demonstration areas. Such an area should be
ri`ch in vegetation, feature good conservation practices, be
situated on hiclined terrain, and be located next tla a piece
of land denuded of.its vegetation and also located on an
incline: Comparisons can then be made over a periOd of
time to determine what happens to the quantity and quality
of soil in Loth areas:

elopments that
e of the features

Snake pit. A variety of. reptiles found in the local area
coUld be kept in a circular pit about 20 feet in diameter and
constructed of concrete and stone. Concave walls and a
water-filled moat surrounding an island will prevent the
snakes from escaping. .

Wildlife sanctuary. Provide mixed plantings and construct
birdhouses, feeders, and bird baths to attract a variety of
birds.
Weather station. This is for the study of meteorology and
should be located in an area that can be fenced off and
locked.
Council ring. This facility provides a place for campfires,
for conducting orientations.before field trips, and for other
special programs. The council ring should be located in a
woodek area to ,enstire a feeling of isolation.pUse logs for
seats.
Nature trails. Develop, if spacg permits, a variety of trails,
each serving a different purpose. One may be a geology
trail, winding its way through an area rich in geologic
features. Another trail may emphasize the study of erosion,
while still another may lead to 'an historic spot.
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Pioneer living area. Social studies lessons are vividly
illustrated in such an area. Dramatize the life .of the pio-
neer, including suchactivities as making dyes from plants,
cooking outdoors, constructing shelters, learning to ident-
ify edible plants, and learning other survival practices.

. Observation platform. This plafform can be used for ob-
serving birds for studying astronorriy. It should be
located on the highest point of the property.

" Out door Zoo. Animals indigenous to the local area are
featured. Be certain that arrangements can be made to care
pitperly for the animals caught.
Miniature gardens. Each garden features a particular
grouping of native plants found in the typical setting in
which they normally grow.
Plant graf .4. A demonstration area that provides inter-
esting studies in genetics.
Animal-baiting area. Put a salt lick and same meat in a
cleared area. Place loose dirt around the baited spot,
spread it, press it dowr.. with the feet, and smooth it out.
Animais attracted to the area will leave their footprints,
which can then be observed and studied.
Natural preserve. An area could be set aside in which no
developments would be made. It would be given complete
protection and wOuld provide a spot for the observation of
ecological aspects.
Orienteering courses. The development of several courses
for map and compass use would stimulate educational and
recreational use of the area.
Greenhouse. A place for the propagation of plants, some
of which may be used for area improvement, is important.
A greenhouse would make possible an acquaintance with
plants and would be a means of providing projects for study
during the off season.
Winter-sports area. Places for skating, skiing, and coast-
ing would be desirable in those parts of the eountry that
have sufficient snowand cold weather to make these sports
feasible.
Natural Play area. An' area set aside for children, contain-
ing such elements as climbing logs, ropes for swinging
across low areas, sandbanks, and hide-and-seek areas, can
provide play different from that in the city.
Turtle pit. An'attractive pit ivith water and plantings would
make it possible the study and observation of turtles and
other amphibians.
Rifle and skeet ranges. Such an area will provide oppor-
tunities Mr instruction in gun safety as well as for participa-
tion in rifle and skeet shooting.
Casting and angling area. Developments for casting and
angling would serve both instructional and recreational

'uses.
Amphitheater. For large-group programs, an amphithea-
ter would be important. It could be used for lectures,
drama, music, and a variety of demonstrations.
Mironomy Area. A special area for astronomy may be'
developed on a large open area, waterfront, dock, or even a
roof. Seating facilities are desirable, and sometimes a tele-
scope is permanently mounted to facilitate observations.
Bird-feeding station.
Historical markers. Sites of old farms, early settler's'
homes, Indian trails and village sites, and pioneer roads
are illustrations ofthe kinds of historical sites that might be
used for student projects.
Shelters. Adirondack or picnic shelters can serve day-'

'camp and day. use groups during inclement -weather.
Tree stump. Locate a fairly well-preserved tree stump.

make a sloping cut, smooth the top by sanding, and treat it
with a clear waterproofing material, such as fiberglas resin.
Much can be learned about gee growth from careful*
studying a tree stump:
Herb garden. This garden features food seasor4ng and
medicinal plants and serves as a useful teaching aid for a
home economics class.
Photogrsphic blind. Construct a blind near a Wrd-feeding
station for taking pictures of wild birds.
Evergreen-tree nursery. Trees can later be trausplanted to
desired areas.

,Pield archery:Targets are set up in Wooded limas or tields;
simulating actual hunting conditions.
Natural areas. Such areas are left relatively undisturbed,
and man-made modifications should be avoided as much
as possible. These places serve as excellent resources for .

scientific studies of natural phenomena.
Pienic site. It is desirable to locate the picnic site on the
periphery of the property.
Seashore areas. Communities adjacent to seashores may
have areas set aside for study and observation. Develop-
ments might include ramps or walks to facilitate observa-
tion. Walkways through tidelands may be developed as
nature trails. One pf the national parks has an underwa .er
nature trail.

Outdoor Laboratories
The term outdoor laboratory is used for a pieck; of land

(including wetlands, lakes, and seashores) set aside by a
school for learning experiences directly related to land and its
resources. It may be located close to an individual school, or
it may serve a group of schools. It may be a part of the school
grounds or a section of a park-school development. It may
consist of only a few acres nearby or of sevtTal hundred acres,
nearby or many miles away. It may serve individual elemen-
tar schools, high schools, or universitia, or all of them
jointly. Because outdoor laboratories are extremely varied in
their site possibilities and their purposes, no rigid format for
their development is possible.

The term /andfor learning has been appVed to the school
laboratory. It implies the opportunity of school goups to
study, explore, and experiment.with land and ifs resources.
Outdoor study, fieid trips, and experiments with water:, soil,
plants, and animals constitute its major functions.

Developments may range from nothing more than a few
trails; with the area left natural, to nature trails, class and
museum buildings, horticultural plots, developed ponds,
forest plantations, gardens, and small-farm operations. The
creativity of the teacher or outdoor education specialist, the
potential of the available site, and funds available may be the
only limiting factors in the development of program facilities.

If a laboratory is heavily used, water and toilet facilities
might be essential. A storage building for tools and supplies
might also be desirable.

_Nature Centers
The term nature center is used to designate a particular

type of development that will facilitate learning in the out-
doqrs and the growth of recreational interests. The estab-
lisl tment of nature centers is being promoted extensively by
th National Audubon Society and the Science for Young
Americans Association. Several hundred such centers have
been developed in the United States in recent years. Chil-
dren's museums may be 'considered a part of -this develop-
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ment, although some of these museums lack adjacent lands
for outdoor education.

Nature centers have been developed pancipally by thsee
Wks of fmancing and management: schools, private associa-
tions, and public park and recreation departments.

The Site
Some of the suggestions for the school outdoor-education

labdritoty are" applicable here. Nature trails, ponds, bogs,
* gardeni, forest plantings, and the like may provide the variety
essential for a rich outdoor education program.

The Building .

The buildinglhould be designed so as to pernit expansion
theseaogram grows and as more funds be e

bits initial stage, the building should contain a minimum space
of 2,500 square feet, which is large enough to contain one
class adequately. The buildingshould be designed according
to the needs set by the program. The .following general
facilities are recommended:

OffiCe for 'staff
Toilet facilities. Access should be provided to the outside

7 as well as to the interior of the building.
-Large meeting room. The wall space can be utilized for

exhibits. Lo* cabinets along the walls should be provided
for storage of educational aids. A long counter providing
work arid display space shouldbe constructed on top of the
cabinets.
Classrooms. Two classrooms should be provided so that
clasi may be broken up into smaller groups if ssaiy
Workroom. 'This room would be used for construe g
displays and for arts and crafts.
Science laboratory. A room should be equipped with
microscopes, soil- and mineral-testing equipment, and
other materials necessary 'for scientific studies.

I
Library. The large meeting roorri can contain J.he library,
which would occupy one section of the room. 'The library
should contain reference material, field guides, magazines,
and novels concerned with the outdoors.
Storage room. Adequate space should be provided for
storage of the many piei,es of instructional and janitorial
equipment that will accumulate over the years.

It should be emphasized again that it is not essential fete one
center to have most ofthe facilities described here. Dynamic
leadership is, to a large degree, more important, and not even
the ultimate in good facilities can-ever satisfactorily replace
the need for effective leadership.

Interpretive Centers
Although' the name Interpretive centers might well be

applied to the outdoor laboratories and the nature centers
mentionectearlier, it has a specific use in describing certain
facilities of public parks Offeredsas a service to the general
public and, in some cases, tq school groups. The National
Park Service has the most extensive development of such
denters, although state and metropolitan parks have, in recent
years, been expanding the number of their interpretive
centers. The U.S. Forest Service is beginning to develop
information centers that are essentially interpretive centers.

The primary purpose of interpretive centers is to help
visitors understand and appreciate Ole natural, historical, or
archeological features of the areas in which the centers are
located. Inasmuch as the problems of interpretation of each
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area is different, faciliiy developments isle likewise varied:

Interpretisie centers frequently contain a trailside museum
or interpretive-center building. This may vary in size from 10
by '20 feet to a large, multi-roomed structure. The size
depends on the groups to be,accommodated, the interpretive
materials available, and the types of programs to be presented.
A large building may contain 'some or all.of the tblldwing.

Display rooms with habitat cases and other exhibits
Office space for kaff members.
A laboratory for research and 'the preparatipn of display
materials
Meeting rooms for lectures, V s, or movies
Lavatories and toilets
A counter for the sale of books and the distribution, Of
pamphlets
An outdoor amphitheater or campfire area for lectures
and movies
Trails to points bf interest (often self-guiding nature trails)
Parapet.; or Other special obserVation points, often includ-
ing mounted telescopes and pointers indicating places of
interest
Interpretive devices at points of interest, including bulletin
boards, maps, diagrams, and displays .

Parking areas.
School gyoups often visit interpretive centers, usually by

school bus on a one-day basis. In some cases, picnic areas are
provided for such groups. Work space, where children can
work on projects at the center, if often a desirable feature. .

, .

1

School and Community --sardentwFarms, and'Forests
Gardens, farms, and forests provide direct experiences

with growing plants and, in some cases, with domestic ani-
mals. Schools, park and recreation agencies, and slew
private agencies have been responsible for the develepment
of facliities. Even when facilities are developed and operated
by park and recreation departments or private agencies, some
direct relationship wkh schools is often provided through an
instructional program in which the school children are
enrolled.

Display Gardens
Gardens of vitriinis kinds should be developed to-provide'

for visual, cultural, and educational equipment.
A formal garden may be composed entirely of one type of

plant (such as roses), of various types of assorted plant
materials, or of a series of individual gardens comprised of
single types of plant units. Features swims a water fountain
.and statuary can be incorporated into the design.

Informal gardens should have long, sweeping lawn areas to
serve as a setting fbr plants and flower beds. Plants may
include large specimen trees, flowering trees, shrubs, and
vines. The flower borders can be of varied plants.

All the plants should be of interest to the average home-
owner and should be useful in helping him select plants for his
own yard. Attempts should be made to keep abreast of the
latest introductions and to display those types of plants that
are hardy to the particular region in which the garden is
located.This aspect of planting for the homeowner should be
stressed in both formal and informal gardens, and demonstra-
tions of plant cultural practics should be provided.

Natusalistic and native, or wildflower, gardens are estab-
lished in a wilderness locationosthere the plants native to the
region can be assembled in one- area so they are easily
accessible to the citizens. Developers will probably need an
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area of vari ed topographylowlands, highlands, and prairies
and an area with varied soil conditionsfrom alkaline to
acidto accommodate the var;ous types of plants.

Tract Gardens
In a tract garden. which is the most common type of sthool

or community garden a peice of property ranging in size frdm
one to ten acres is divided into small tracts for the use of
individuats. A cypjtal pl9t size may be 10 by 20 feet, but
adults and families can use larger gardens,. A garden Oa-

, grain with 25 plots can be set upon one-fckth acre of land,
although move space is desirable. Four acres of land can hold
100 gardeners wits:plots of varied sizc and community crops.
This size allows spape for a service building and activity area.
It should be on rich, well-drained soil with water available.

Garden programs may involVe instruction, environthental
projects, field trips, and science activities. Community pro:
jeets may include novelty crops such as a pumpkin plItch,
gourds, Indian corn; and a Christmas tree farm. Gardening
Appeals to all ages and is an eicellent program for families.

Some of the necessary or desirable features of the tract
garden are the following:

Gardenbuildingeither a small building for the storage of
tools and equipment or a building large enough for class
meetings and indoor activities during bad weather
Toilet fadilities adequate to care for* maximum number
of participants expected on the garden plot at one time
Greenhouse. for plant pcopagation
Ready access to water, with spigots and hoses available for
limited irrigation
Fencing for protection of the garden
Pathways and walkways to provide easy access to all plots

4 A demonstration home yard, with grass, flowers, and
shrubs
Good landscaping..
Preferably, the trar.t garden should be located within

walking distance of the homes of the participants.
In many cases; gardens art. dcveloped on or adjacent to

school grounds.
Tract gardens for adults and families have been estab-

lished in some communities. They Are usually intended for
people living in crowded urban centers or apartments who
would not otherwise be able to garden.

In some communities, these gardens are located at some
distance from homes, and transportation is left up to the
individuals concerned.

Farms
CommUnity or school farms are becoming increasingly

important, especially near metropolitan centers, and offer
opport unities for a rich and varied program. Farm programs
imilude animal care and training and traditional rural activi-
ties such as hay rides, picnics, and nature activities. Model
farms are heavily used by famihes who just want to walk
through .to see and pet the animals.

Simple barns and pens contain horses, cows, pigs, chickens,
sheep, and other domestic animals, which children can help
care for and feed. In an urban setting it is essential that the
facility be attractive and well-maintained. There must be
water, feed 'storage, and adequate exercise space for the
animals. An office, restrooms, drinking fountain, indoor and
outdoor activity areas, and storage space are needed for the
people.

In addition to the buildings that,are generally found on a
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diversified farm, there are meeting places and exhibits that
make it possible to carry on Lndoor instruction. Pienic Areas,
farm ponds, clay-camp facilitieS, campfire circles, and'hiking
trails are often developed also:

Working farms are sometimes adapted for recreational
purposes. This type of facility actually produces while city
residents visit to learn, observe, take part in, and enjoy
farming activities. Groups may use the farm on a day basis,
and overnight accommodations can be provided. In either
case, a large room and open outdoor space are needed for
activity and instruction.

Farm camps offer oppirtunities for a farm-oriented camp-
ing experience..The farm camp is a farm not worked for pro-
duction but set up for resident programs in enVironmental
education, farm activities, natural history, science, and other
outdoor reCreation. There may lie a large farmhouse con-
verted to a program building and farm buildings converted to
cabins. Facilities needed are a kitchen, dining irea, sleeping
quarters, restrooms, latge activity room, and ample storage
space. In addition barns, animMs, farm equipment to main-
tain the area, and other facilities will be needed depending on
the/program directibn.

Forests
Numerous school and community forests can be found

throughout the United States. Many of these were acquired
from tax-delinquent land, through gifts,.or through protection
programs for community watersheds. Their use has followed
diverse patterns. Some schools have carried on field trips,
forest improveinent projects, and other outdoor education
activities. In general, however, schools have not made the
maximum use of such areas.

Many of these forests .could be developed as Qutdoor
education laboratories. Some might be suitable °sites for
nature centers, day camps, or even resident camps.

Sdhool "and community forests may serve valuable pur-
poses even without extensive development. Water, trails, and
toilets may be all the developments needed to provide useful
educational facilities. Such areas. may serve their best func-
tions as places in whieh to study the ecological changes taking
place over a period of years.

Outdoor Skills and Sports Area
Outdoor skills or sports areas should be included in the

outdoor: education-recreation complex, but it may be neces-
sary to acqdirp special sites,klepending on the topography of
the land. These areas should provide opportunities to learn
and prvctice skills, but they may also be used as outdoor
laboratories.

The following are some of the specialized program facili-
ties that might be included in the outdoor skills and sports
area:

Casting and anglingplatforms and open, level spaces
Outdoor shooting range
Archery rangetarget field course, archery golf, and other
games
Camperaft skills area
Overnight camping area

Ito Outpost campingAdirondack shelters
Facilities for water sports, including swimming, r.:anoeing,
boating, sailing, skin diving, and water skiing
Area with crafts with native materialscarving, lapidary,
weaving, and ceramicswith a simple structure forincle-
ment weather and to house equipment

Recreation and Park Facilities



Winter sportsski slopes and tów ski sheiteritobogan-
ning, and ice-skating rinks. ---

Maur/ Areas
Natural aref!s_pregenerally thought of as representative of

the original, undisturbed plants and animals of a locale. They
may. eriCompass a variety of habitats, such as woodlands,
-cliserts, swamps, bogs shorelines, or sand.duhes..

It is almost impossible today, even in the wilderness, tO
find undisturbed areas. Most places categorized as natural
areas are protected lands that indicate the least dfsturbance
and that, through protf lion, planting, and development,
approximate the Vriginal charactetics. -

It is characteristic of natural are* that they are protected
from nonh:xmonious developmentS- and activities. Simple
access trails, protective fencing, and simple interpretive
developments such as entrance bulletin boards are usually
acceptable-1n designated natural areas, the enjoyment and
study of the natural features are encouraged, and uses that
detract from the natural features are discouraged.

Schools, parks, and camps are ofterPthe agencies `that
develop, Maintain, and protect natural areas. Such areas are
valuable assets in environmental education,

,

Other Outdoor Areas .

, Information pertinent to other outdoor.facilities is avail-
able in Chapter 2.

Camps and Camping
Historically, the word camping signified simple living out-

'doors and engaging in activities related primarily to the out-
doors. Today the term has broadened tremendously and
encompasses a Wide spectrum of developments for families
and children. Resident centers, day camps, group camps,
family camps, and wilderness camps are the common desig-
naCons used for the various types of camps.

Camps have been developed by public agencies at all
levels of government and by many voluntary youth-setving
organizations. The rapidly increasing participation of children
and adults in camping necessitates careful conMderation of
desirallle areas and facilities.

Allliough most organized camping takes place on agency-
owned or private property, public land is becoming increas-
ingly involved. public land is one of the major resources for
school 'outdoor education programs, arid- many resident
centers have been constructed on publicproperty or by public
funds. Schools use the facilities during the school year and
park and recreation agencies use them during the summer.
The purposes of outdoor education, whether sponsored by
park and recreation departments or by schools, are similar in
many respects, and cooperative planning iA notonly necessary
id order to get the most from the community dollar but
inifierative if suitable lands and sites are to be obtained. If
adequate facilitieis.are to be provided to meet the needs of
both organized camping groups and schools, the, facilities
must be designed for year-round use.

Resident Camps
The term resideritca7 is used to designate an area that

provides for 50 to 150 eople, with facilities for cooking,
sleeping, and program deVelopment. There are three major
considerations in the development of resident camps': ( a)
selecting the campsite, (b) planning the layout and develop-
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ment, and (c) consAructing the buildings end facilities.

Selecting the Campsite
The selection of a site for a camp in which children and

adults ciui live and learn is no small task. Both vision and
technical knowiedge arerequired. There is no such thing as a
perfect campsite, and the plans will need to be adapted to the
site ayailable.

Camps should not be so close to campers' homes' that
parents can drop in at odd times.. Campers feel more of a
sense of adventure when camp' is somewhat distant from
home. About 40 or 50 miles is a desirable minimum dis-
tance. If distances are too greal, however, travel costs be-
come prohibitive. A site should offer both a sense of seclu-
sion and reasonable accessible.

It is advisable to setae a tract large enough to provide for
future growth. At least an acre per camper, in terms of pre-
dicted future use, is isminimum, If the land is especially
"tender" and intensive use is planned, an even larger mini-
mum should be considered..

Land with a varied topography and possibilities for many
types of outdoor prOgalms is hikhly desirable. Generally the
more natural the, area the better, though serioas naturall
hazards should be avoided.`Level land for buildings and
certain programs is important. Drainage and factors related
to use &ming different seasons. should be borne in mind.

Water for both program and doinestic purposes is essen-
tial. Water activities are important in most camps and, if not
naturally available, will nessl.to be provided artificially.

Planninghe Layout and Development
MOney will be saved and mistakes reduce0 is a camp

planner, architects, and engineers are engaged to develop a
master plan. Problems arc considerably different frotn'those
in other types of developments, and there is no subsitate for

.specialized technical help. All groUps who will use the camp
should be,aonsidered in the plan. Plannibg,should include
consideration of 'the following:

Present needs and possible future demands
Purposes and objectives of the camp

. Possible year-round Use
Groups thPt will use the campagez sex, and socio-
economic background
Program of the camp
Leadership
Transportation available
Financing of construction, maintenance, and operation
Protectionfire,, police, and off-season -

Accessibility and seclusion
Aesthetic values.

Because a large part of the program in most camps is re-
lated .to the environment, camping should take place in a
natural and protected area. However, whenever large num-
bers of people use an areathey disterb the naturil resources.
Camp plans should be concerned -with minimizing the
damage lo resources through protection; careful location of
buildings, roads, trails, and utilities; and planting, drainage
management, and surfacing where needed.

The U.S. Soil Conservation Service will assist camps in
developing land capability maps that indicate how certain
land may best be used. The Service often has aerial photo-
graphs that can help in planning. Topographical maps can be
obtained from the U.S. Geographical Survey. Additional
surveys may be required to give greater detail. Five-foot
interval maps are usually,required for construction purposes.
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Figure 30
Floorplan of large overrtight camp unit

To protect camp resdurces the help Of capable persons in
surveying the plants, wildlife, and waters of the site should be
secured.,

A general layout should be planned, indicating the loca-
don of roads, utilities, buildings, and program facilities. Eyen
though all of the plans cannot be 'realized immediately, they
ghould be included.

Most resident camps today are decentralized, with either
units 'for 18 to 30 campers or small camps for 10 1:112..If
there is winter and school use, more centralized facilities for
larger grot. as may be advisable.

The lay Jf the land with its natural divisions will often
determine construction sites, and plans should be flexible to
take advantage of the land. The following, however, are
coniidet.ed desirable di.stances between structures:

Cabinsat least 100 feet apart
Units or small camps=500 feet apart, or so located
that there is little interference from one another

'Health centerat least 200 feet from other facilities
Wash houses or toiletswithin 150 feet of living
facilities.

The main access road should be 18 to 24 feet wide and
should enter the camp as far as the parking lot. The camp
should have a parking lot sufficient for the number of vehicles
that would normally be accommodated, taking into account
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that at times there may be need to park several school buses.
A relatively flat, open, and well-drained area nearby can
serve as an oveiflow pOting area.

Normally, it will be/expected that passenger cars will not
penetrate the campsite' proper. A spur drive from the main
entrance road should be constructed to the kitchen and other
basic facilities.

A trail system should fbloW natural travel routes to camp
facilities. Well-planned arid developed &ails will protect the
natural environment.

The first building approached when one enters camp
should be the administration building, and the next should be
the dining hall. These buildings are main points of interest, for
it is around and in these facilities that many camp activities
will be centered. The buildings should be placed within easy
access to both the parking area and the living units.

Constructing the Buildings anC1

Since camp structures represent a large investment, they
require the best of planning energies and abilities. Not only
do these structures provide for the basic need of shelter, but
they also dreate an atmosphere about ihe camp that can be a
definite aid to the camp program.

The designer's objective should be to develop an exterior
appearance that is suited to the region, the site, and the carp
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program. Contrary 'to popular belief, nearly all of the,
standara building materials can be used to produce an attrac-
tive building. The problem of annualmaintenance, as well as
appearance, must be considered, Native materials should be
used wherever feasible and practical. In every way, the archi-
tectural treatment of thoexterior and interior of buildings and
other stnictures should be in harmony with the motif of real
clutiping and 'with the natural enyithnment.

The structures should be-planned to meet all presently
known and anticipated needs. It is helpful to study plans of
existing facilities and to interview present camp directors.
Visits to facilities that have been iti;use a number of year§ are
mbst beneficial, However, one should never apsume that a
camp plan applicable to one site should be duplicated exactly
on a different site or for a different camping use. Each camp
designer will have to adapt such plans to the nee& ofthe local
program.

Administraaon Building
The administration building will house all the administra-

tive functions of the camp. There should be office space for
the camp director and assistants, a conference room, a
secretarial room, a workroom for mimeographing and mail-
ing, and toilet facilities for men and women. Provision should
be made for proceskng the entering and departing calipers.

Telephones should be located in both the office and the
health center. A public telephone is not usually recOm,
"mended, and calls by children should be made under staff
Supervision.

Dining Hall, Kitch.en, andrStore
A central dining room should contain at least 12 to 15

square feet, of dining spade per person. It should be attrac-
tive, comfortable, and heated if, used in cold weather. It
should be located within fve minutes' walk of camp livi, ng
quarters.

The dining room should be designed so that the campers
may 6e served at their respective tables. The lighting should
be adequate, well-distributed, ,and without glare. Ease in
cleaning ii: also essential. Light-colored asphalt, rubber, vinyl
asbestos, or terrazzo tile make an acceptable floor covering.

Coat racks Alets and a fireplace may be included in the
plans. Easy access from the dining room to the kitchen food-
service counter is important.

A person experienced in kitchen arrangement and equip-
ment should be consulted in planning the kitchen. It should he
at least one-third the size of the dining hall and should have
facilities for food preparation, cooking, refrigeration, dish-
washing, and storage. Greaseproof asphalt tile is a suitable
floor covering.

Adjacent facilities should include a loading platform, a
garbage crib, the dietitian's or head cook's office or desk
space, a camp store for supplying food to cookout groups, the
camp post office, and the bank. Toilet and lavatoi y facilities
should be provided fbr the kitchen staff.

Housing Units
There are several approaches to the design of housing

units, depending upea the needs of the groups and the pro-
gram. Some camp administrators prefer to house an activi4
group together in one large unit, while others prefer smaller,
decentralized units.

Most new camps have decentralized layouts. Camps for
handicapped people and camps used the year around have

, .
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special requirements related to size and winterizatiof of
living facilities.

In the large hmsing-unit arrangement, both boys and girls
or men and women may be housed in threne building, with
sleeping rooms separated by a comm living yoom (See
Figure 1). It is desirable to locate each staff roonf adjacent to
'the lounte and sleeping room so thatsadequate supervision
can be maintained. In a school camp, this arrangement makes
possible a good teacher-camper or counselor-camper liVing
relationship.

In a resident camp.designed for the use of schools, each
housing unit should accommodale 25 to 30 campers. Single
beds are tecOmmended. It is also desirable to have kitchen=
ates in case the central dining hall is not used. Kitchenettes
are especially convenientif the camp4s to be used for small
adult-education groups, conferences, or workshops. Flush
toilets and shower's should be adjacent to the sleeping rooms.
Not only is this style of buiLing suitable for adult groups, but
it is highly recommended for winter .camping for young
children.

At least 40 sqUare feet of room per camper should be pro-
vided in sleeping quarters, and cots should be placed at least
three feet apart and so arranged that c#inpers' heads are at
least six feet apart.

Architectural design, insulation, and the heating plant will
vary with the cimatic conditions of the area. Ciomfortable
beds, springs, and mattresses with water-repelleht mattress
covers should be provided. There should also be storage cabi-
nets for clothes, suitcases, and perSonal items. Mirrors
should be provided in the sleeping room and washroon-a
Each sleeping room should have one writing table and chair
-ler eight children, if these are not provided in the living room
or lOunge. The general lighting should be subdued, but there
mitht be student lamps for the writing tables.

'Some groups prefer to have smaller housing units more
widely dispersed. This plan lends itself better to unit con-
struction, which makes it possible t(ibuildSome camp facili-
ties immediately and add more units from year to year. It
does, however, require more night-time staff. In addition to
the well-placed and well-spaced housing units; there shbuld
be a central main building containing the food preparation
and dining facilities.

Small housing uniti should be equipped with the minimuth
utilities. Each housing unit or cabin will accommodate
approximately eight to ten campers and staff. In certain
sections of the country, it is desirable to provide toilet and
shower facilities in each housing uni', especially in a year-
round school camp in a cold climate. In other parts of -
country, unit-type toilet and shower buildings could be pro-
vided to serve more than one housing unit. The number to be
served would depend upon the unit site and location.

Buildings or canvas shelters should be designed so as to
seem to belong in the camp environment. Tents, tepees,
covered wagons, and other movable living quarters are com-
mon in decentralized camps, but cabins are needed in severe
climates.

There are h. n schools of thought on counselor-camper
hving. One maiptains that counselors should live adjacent to
but not in the same room with campers, whereas the other
prefers that counselors live with campers. If counselors live
with campers, some type of partitioning is advisable. In large
winterized quarters, stwarate rooms for counselors may be
provided next to campers' sleeping rooms.

Additional housing is usually needed for program special-
ists who an not charged with the daily supervision of camper .
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groups. A stafthouse viith sleeping rooms and a lounge for the
use of counselors whdn off duty is often provided.

The director, program staff, and caretaker, if living at c
the year round, require homes with reasonable corifbrt.
Family hontes should be located near the property entrance
to assure supervision.

Health Center
The resident camp needs a center to pro4de health care

and to house the camp nurse. Desirable features include the
following:

Space for ill campersone bed for 20 cant; Irs, with
separate rooms for male and female patients
Isolation room for observation and temporary care of
campers with suspected communicable diseases
Treatment room
Office space for records and nurse's work
Housing for camp nurse
Bath and toilet facilities 0

Water heater
Hot plate for simple food preparation.

spower Houses
A camp without showers in the living quarters may have a

central shower house or several shower houses. These should
provide lavatorier and flush toilets as well, and laundry
facilities are desirable. The following are minimum needs:

One shower head for 10 to 1.5 persons
One' toilet seat for 8 to 10 girls'
One toilet seat for 12 to 15 .boye
One urinal for 30 boys
One lavatory for 10 persons
Heated water for showers.

General Maintenance Building

A building of sufficient sizt to store the necessary equip-
ment for maintaining the camp is desirable. It should include
space for trticks, a tractor, ground maintenance machinery
and tools, repair materials, and a room for miscellaneous
repair work. The design of the building will depend upon the
type of equipment to be stored and the nature of maintenance
work to be performed by the residenemaintenance staff.

Fire-fighting equipment should be kept readily available.
Some campsites need fire-control systems with hydrants and
hoses.

Tools, power equipment, gasoline and other flammable
material should be kept 'under lock and key and used only by
authorized personnel.

Sewer, Water, and Utilities
Resident camps need to develop their sewage systems

carefully. The state board of health should be consulti
during the planning so that state herath requirements and
anti-p011ution regulations are met. Several systems may be
acceptable, such as absorption fields, aeration systems with
lagoons, or dry wells. State health boards g% ally 'prefer
flush toilets to pit latrines, although the latter, if properly
constructed, may be acceptable in decdntralized living
quarters.

Provision must be made for disposing of solid wastes.
Community waste disposal areas, if 'available, are preferred.
Sanitary landfills are generally considered desirable.
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Adequacy awl purity are the chief features to be sought in

theomesfic water ,supply. The help of the state board of
health should be enliated to assure, development of an
approved system. The amount needed depends on the type of
camp but a miniinum of 100 gallons per person-day is
usually suggested in these days of increased water usage. An
adequate reserve supply should be maintained for fire and
other emergéney use.

The possibility of uring water from community sources
should be explored. Drilled wells are generally preferred to
dug wells, or sptings. Surfac*ater needs to be filtered and
chlorinated. Data on available water supplies may be secured
from state hydrogeologists, local well-drillers, or nearby resi-
dents. Adequate and approved drinking fountains should be
installed at strategic places of iieed.

If caraps are used only Seasonally, provision must be made
for wiOr proteCtion or diainage of water.

Electricity is usually needed in the kitchen, dining hall,
office, and health center. Opinjons differ on the desirability of
electricity in living quarters; but if 'camps halie winter use,
electricity is generally included in living quarters.

'Natural gas is usually preferred for kitchen cooking and
heating.

Program Facilities
Following are some of the facilities used for various camp

programs. Specifications and construction details for most
are found elsewhere in this book (see Index).

Water developments. Water-related activities are among
the most popular in summer camps. During the 11 and
spring, school groups and other groups may use develop-
ments for fishing, canoeing, and boating.

Lakes, ponds, 'streams, bays and inlets offer many recre-
ational opportunities. All should be idied in detail *ith
regard to currents, eddies, depth, slope, shoreline, debris, and
other factors.

Canoeing, boating, and sailing are activities that may'be
conducted on a lake, pond, river, reservoir, hay, Or other body
of water. The water area should 1,ave accessory facilities .

such as floats, docks, markers, or buoys. Various sizes of
water bodies are required for different activities and events.
For instance, canoe-racing courses are 100, 200, 440, and
880 yards as well as one mile. Sailing requires a wider body
of water because the boats usually finish to windward. The
different classes of sailboats, such as Sunfish and Sailfish,
require different courses.

Casting is simulated rod-and-reel fishing. Practice casting °
on a playing field or in a gymnasium is possible the year
round. If a pond or lake is nearby, a bench or dock affords an
excellent facility for the casting program.

In order to teach all phases of the activity, an area 300 by
100 feet is desirp.ble. A football, soccer, hockey, or lacrosse-
field is ideal for class instruction.

Casting targets, which are 36 inches in diameter, are easily
constructed and ean be an excellent project for any Wood.
shop4program. It is recommended that at least 10 targets be
made. Others can be added as the program expands. Targets
for use on the water are also 30 inches in diameter and are
made of hol'ow metal tubing. Tbey float and can be easily
anchored.

Campfire circles and council rings. Most camps develop
centers for meetings and evening programs.

Craft centers. These may range from canvas-covered
arias with provisions for storing tools to extensive and well-
equipped craft shops.

tf'
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Recreational buildings. Spare for indoor activities,
especially during bad weather, is sometimes provided by an
additional storv on the dining hall. Separate recreational
buildings may be constructed.

Shelter houses. Wooden or canvas shelter's for program
purposes may be locrittd in individual units:

Shooting ranges. Archery and target r.anges arp found in
many ceMps.

Open sports areas. These range from open grassy areas
for informal play to well-equipped sports fields.

Horseback riding stables. Horseback riding is an expen-.
sive but very attractive ikddition to camp programs.

Eiviironmental education centers. Varied facilities rang-
ing fr om open meeting centets to completely equipped indoor
laboratories serve its work Centers in natural science.

Day Camps
A day camp is an area and facility intended to provide a

program similar to that of the resictent camp except that
campers sleep at home.

Planning Considerations
Many of the considerations of planning mentioned in the

zection on resident camps apply to day camps. However,
facility p?obrems are simpler because day campers sleep at
home and usually eat two of the day's meals at home. Pro-
visions, however simple, must nonetheless be made for
water toilets, rainy-day shelters, eating ar d cooking, refriger-
ation,'first-aid and health, and program.

Abundant land for programs is extremely desiroble, par-
ticularly when the emphacis is on outdoor-related activities.
Reasonable isolation and a varied topography with outdoor
program possibilities are essential. Natural parks, park-
schoorareas, and community forests often lend themselves to
use as day-camp sites. Some comMunities have developed
special day-camp areas; others make appropriate picnic
areas available for this special use.

Buses are often used to transport campers to the day camp.
If more than half an hour is consumed in daily travel each
way, the effectiveness of the program is reduced.

Units and Facilities
Day-camp groups are divided into units or counselor

groups ranging from 8 to 20 campers. Most day camps pk-
vide simple/acilities for each unit, including a fireplace for
cooking, storage cabinets, and tables. Somelday camps serve
a daily meal in a central dining hall, reducing or eliminating
the need for unit coaing facilities. ,

Storage is negded for equipment, food, and program
cupplis.s. Some day camps use trailers or trucks for storage,
hauling them back and forth each day.

A well-equipped first-aid station and a rest-area facility are
nece. sary.

Group Camps
Many public agencies today provide special campsites for

groups, such as scouts, church groups, and school
classes. These sites generally accommodate from 10 to 40
persons. In most cases, the groups stay from one to five days.
Small units ir decentralized resident camps sometimes have
facilities that can be used for group camping.

Simple fireplaces for cooking, picnic shelters for use in bad
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weather, toilets, and safe drinking water are necessities,
The great increase in winter t, awing by small groups often

necessitates special developmep i. S 'tine winter campers live
completely outdoors in the cold, even in mow. Usually,
however, winterized buildings are used for c xalring, sleeping,
end evening' actOities.

Family, Camps

At 6ne time "family camping" meant the activity of
families pitching tents in natural art,-..s, living and cooking
simply, and finding their own interests outdoors:Today the
term , may include sleeping in tentq er living in expensive
motor homes, stopping overnight or vacationing in complete-
ly equipped resorts with varieties of entertainMent.

Overnight Or transient camps are usually strategically
located for travelers passing by or for those wishing to visit
nearby points of interest. These camps need to offer very
little, chiefly cleanliness and comfort for short stays.. They
generally do not provide natural areas and recreational

FamilY resident camps offer complete meal and living
accc:imodations for families or adults. The facilities may be
similar to those of residem camps except that some of the
sleer quarters may be adapted' to families.

Most of the campgrounds in state_or federal areas are
destination camps. Campers generally stay more than one
night and often tor several weeks.

In recent years a great many resort camps have sprung up.
These resorts, generally privately developed, are more or less
complete vacationlands in themselves, offering, frequently
under leadership, a recreational program and facilities in-
cluding swimming pools, recreational buildings, children's
playgrounds, special game courts '. marinas, horseback riding
trails, and the like.

Sport Camps
In recent years another type of camp has developed with

greai interest; the sport camp. These camps emphasis a parti-
cular sport suh-ku; baseball, tennis, basketball, football, and
skiing with many cattips_specializing in a particular &met of
the aforementioned sports.-The trend to sport camps has been
spreading throughout the United States with great acceptance.

Planning Considerations
Development plans will depend on whether the camp-

grounds are intended to offer natural outdoor living experi-
ences or just living space for overnighters or those who will
spend their daylight hours visiting surrounding areas. The
demand or market should be studied befor'e plans are drawn.

Locationis an extremely important factor in success. One-
nighters do not .wish to detour fai- from their main line of
travel. Destination campgrounds should be near interesting
areas or themselves offer attractions so that campers will
stay.

The reasons for camping are extremely varied and some-
times appear contradictory. Studk,. indicate, however, that
campers in destination campgrou':3 rate water activities,
such as swimming, boating, and fishilg, high on their lists.
Socializing is important-for some campers. Campfire pro-
grams and social ...ctivities attract man; , but others seek soli-
tude and outdoor experiences. Children's playgrounds or
play space are important to many families.
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Features and Facilities

, Water Supply

An ainple and safe water supply is essential. Water
systems must meet state health requirements and be ade-
imate for users.

Unless water is supplied to each individual site, a waten
pump,or faucet should be available in a central location for
each 10 to 15 sites. 'If camps are operated in Old weather,
these should be resiitant to freezing.

Many camps have some complete hookups and some
partial hookups. A water hookupto a recreational vehicle
necessites a sewage hookUp as well. Fill and waste valves are
generally prohibited. With hookups, standard hose . con-
nections for sewer pipes are provided for connection to the
left side of each recreational vehicle.

. With increased demand for clean toilet facilities, wash
houses have come to be considered necessary. They should
be located,within 300 to 500 feet of camp sites. Facilities
should be jçovided as follows:

Men Women
Flush toilet 1 for 30 sites 1 for 1$ sites
Urinals 1 for 30 sites
Lavatories 1 for 15 sites 1 for 15 sites
Showers 1 for 30 sites 1 for 30 sites
Dumping stations ire desirable where recreation vehicles

are accommodated without complete hookups. Sink water
and dishwater disposal can be problems, and drain pits
should 1.7 nrovidetk Camps anticipating lengthy stays should
provide k...L.Jries, either in wash houses or separate buildings.

Garbage and Refuse Disposal
Provision for refuse disposal is an9mportant aspect of

campground development. Insect problems, odors, smoke,
unsightliness, and the public health are at stake.

Refuse should be placed in durable, water-tight, non-
abso. bent, and easily cleaned containers. Hearty-duty gal-
vanized 20- or 30-gallon containers with plastic lining bags
are widely used. Garbage from individual campsites should
be wrapped in' newspaper before being placed in containers.
The containers should be placed no'farther than 100 feet from
camp sites. There should be a container for each two to four
campsites. The cpntainers should be placed on bases or tiling
from brackets above ground level.

Administrative Facilities
The office should contain general office space, first-aid

equipment, telephone (preferably a pay phone for campers),
and information center. Sometimes the office may be part pf
the operator's home. The operathr must maintain a register of
campground occupants and include information required by
state agencies:

Centrally located bulletin boards should give information
regarding campground rules, how to report a fire or reaca
police and doctors, church services, parks, golf courses,
laundries, auto repair shops, shopping areas, special events,
and other items of interest in the locale. Maps of the camp-
ground and surrounding area are desirable.

Many camr operate small stores with limited supplies of
groceries and equipment. ,

Individual Campsites
Six to eight sites per acre are common in natural areas, with
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50.to 75 feet between tent or vehicle locations: Minimum size
for a site is about 2,500 squae feet. In transient or even resort
camps, recreational vehicles may be allotted as little as 30 by
40 feet each.

Tent campers require space for tents, outdoorcooking, and
camp living. Grills or combinations of grills and fire circles
for evening campOres ntight be providWr .

There is a tendency to proVide plearicity even if no other
hookups are p 'tied in 'likes in natural areas. In transient
camps atd o n in resort camps, complete hookups with
sewer conne 'ons,' water, end electricity are usually avail-
able.

'OutdoOr tables with benches are needed by tent campers
but not as much by users of recreational. vehicles.

,Access for recreational vehicles to individual sites requires
careful planning. Most campgrourails provide back-in spaces,
which make it possible for four vehibles to obtain water and
electricatconnections from one post, thereby reducing utility
costs. A rather wide road is needed When back-up spaces ire
provided, se that large trailers may be maneuvered into place.

i
Surfacing

Natuad woodland surfaces and grass are desirable in
natural areas. Since these surfaces are subject to erosion with
overuse, areas should be rested from time to ti-ae if adequate
space is available. Grass is the surface priderred by muzt

, campers but id often difficult to establish and mikintain
* Gravel or hard Surfacing is generally essential for deve-ins

and back-ins. Grixel is also provided in areas Oiacent to
recreational vehiclet. Cement pads nu4y serve as walks and
patios foy individual sites.

Program Facilities
ecause campgrounds differ so markedly, program possi,

bllities also differ. Overnight campgrounds may fmd a
lounge, a children's playground, and a small pool more than ,

adequate. In many natut al areas, the surroundings them-
selves may be the greatest attradtion, and few developments.

, may be needed. A few of the many possibilities for program
developments are suggested here:

Water Activities
Water is one of the most irriportant recreational attrac-

tions, particularly for destination campgrounds, as it pro-
vides for swimming, boating, fishing, and scenic beauty.

Swimming and boating facilities are discusged elsewhere
in this publication'. Marinas may range- frr 7imple boat
docks. or beaches to full-fledged marina rge boats.
SpecifiCations for marinas are discussed Part Four,
Chapter 3.

A fish-cleaning center is needed if fishing ia an important
sport. A cleaning table with running water and a drain into
sewage facilities should be available, either open orenclosed
in a fly-tight building. Containers for discarded parts are
essential. The areas must be kept clean or they become
aesthetically and hygienically offensive.

Boat rentals, motor repair, and sales of bait, motor fuel,
and fishing equipment are important sources of revenue in
many camps. These features require suitable buildings,
equipment, and personnel.

Picnic Grounds
Picnicking use varies from a single-family picnic to a large-

goup picnic involving several thousand people. Accommo-
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dations range within these two extremes and require careful
planning to ensuie prope control anck maintenance..

In large parks providing picnic (groves and fireplaces
accommodating an appreciable number of people, a large
open shelter with a fireplace in one end is highly desirable to
give protection from sudden rainstorms. Shelters are built in
varying sizes from 20 .by 30 feet, accommodating approxi-
mately 60 persons seated at picnic tables, to 30 by 50 feet,
which will accommodate about 150 peolile. It has also been
found desirable in some areas to provide electrical service for
night-picnic use.

The areas of heavy 'use, such ias near the Picnic shelter,
toilets, and drinking fountaitis, should be haresurfaced.
these sections, then, should have tables for large groups and
be locatednear the parking area. The trea for smaller gather-
ings and play equipment should be 'located beyond the
facilities for large picnic groups. The groupings of picnic
facilities, such as tables, easily accessible trash 'receptacles,
and fire. grates, should be designed to take advantage of the
topographical features, trees, fme view?: and- other similar
factors that make an outing 'a pleasurable experience.

Tables of various kinds of matetial are available. In con-
gested or metropolitan areas where ,picnic grounds are
subject toucontinuous 'vandalism and destruction, and where
there is not much supervision, picnic tables that will with-
stand abuses from the general public should be provided.
Normally, this will require a table in 4 fixed location and with
a hard-surface area under it.

In the more native or/natural areas away from heayy popu-
lations, such as county or state parks, heavy rustic types of
wOoden picnic tables and facilities may be more desirable
because of their appearance and the fact that they blend with
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the natural surroundings. Usually, these types of areas are
not as heavily used, are r.ot so suSceptible to vandalism, and
have more space available for the distribution of picnic uses
so that the surfaces of these areas do not Ilecotne womput, as
is,frequently true of city parks.

Other features that may be incorporated in picnic areas are
a council ring, barbecue Pit, and picnic shelter. There seems
to be a generartrend toward people bringing their own
cooking utensils, and it has also been the experience over past
yeact that a small picnic grate for chiarcoal use is highly satis-
factory and more economicsl to construct. A large fireplace
made of stone or other similar material is subject to vanda-
lism and deterioration.

Other Facilities
Recreational buildings may be simple, open-sided shelters\

or fully developed buildings containing many of the features
of commudify buildings as previously described. In overnight
tamps the buildings may provide shelter for eating and bad-
weather activities. In resort camps they may house full pro-
grams including square dancing, bingo, cards, slide shows,
lectures, groupoinging, and so on. An indoor lounge for in-
formal get-togethers, reading, and watching 'television is
often provided:

Large grassy open space offer opportnities for informal
play. Campgrounds of all types frequently contain equipped
playgrounds for children. .

'Hiking trails, horseback trails, and self-guiding nature
trails are popular facilities. Cominercial campgrounds some-
times provide facilities for miniature golf, volleyball, bad-
minton, shuffleboard, hOrseshoes, and other sportM
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Planning for the Hdndicapped

TN REC&NT YEARS much intereSt in problems of archi-
Atectural acceskibility has been expressed by. personnel
from many different disciplines and walks of life. Despite
federal legislation, state mandates, and 1ocl. regulations,
facilities have been built and renOvated without considera-
tion for individuals with handicajiping conditions. Many
students with physical impairments and orthopedic condi-
tions are still 'relegated to, special schools simply because
they cannot function in existing buildings!

Similar problems are related to athletics, physical educa-
tion, recreation, aquatic, and ,camping programs and facili-
ties. Individuals with influence In these areas have publicly
stated that laws, mandates, and'regulatiOns requiring acces-
sibility were not intended for recreation ficilities. However,
these situations are changing.

While specifiC barriers are being eliminated and facilities
made accessible; not enough is being done in attacking the
major cause of these situationsattitudinal barriers. Al-
though major emphasis currently is on eradicating symptoms
-1architectural barriers themselvesbasic attitudinal pro-
blems must be kept foremost in Mind. Only with concerted
effort and attention to both cause and effect can problems of
accessibility be eliminated entirely.

Removal of these barriers in facilities used for athletics,
physical education and recreation so everyone can use them
regardless of handi6apping conditions must be accomplished.
Yet, attitudinal barriers between leaders and participants,
planners and users, therapists and patients must also 'be
eliminated. To convey a positive attitude toward problems of
access for all, the term accessibility rather than architectural
barriers is recommended.

The importance of actively involving the handicapped per-
sons themselves in all aspects of planning, 'and evaluating
facilities cannot be overemphasized. Unique needs of indi-
viduals with different handicapping conditions can provide
valuable input which generally may not be available from
others involved in planning processes. This same consumer
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involvement needs to be incorporated in 'planning processes,- -
for programs which are to exist in given facilities.

Mcessibility and Attitudes
Architectural" bathers deny many members of society

convenient access to indoor and outdoor facilities. Individ-
Arllis with different handicapping conditions are often hin-

) dered in getting from one place to another by such barriers.
Limitations placed on mobility thus may isolate particiliants,
prevent individuals from getting needed services, and even
leave some in dangerous situations. Bathrooms too narrow
for people in wheelchairs to use and flights of steps which
prevent them from changing _floors are examples of such
barriers. Curb cuts plaeed in best positions for wheelchair
users can create orientation problems for independent,
mobile blind persons. Architectural accessibility is complex
and requires a great deal of thought and cdoperation among
those involve&

Architectural bathers hot only affect individuals with
permanent or obvious physical conditions, bin persons With
temporary or hidden conditions as well. Individuals with
baby strollers, persons ,who must temporarily use crutches,
those wearing leg braces, or individuals with heart conditions
are just a few affected by architectural barriers in accessibil-
ity and whose needs are Often overlooked. Only 17% of
physically impaired persons are born with such conditions.'
The other 83% acquire disabilities through disease, acci-
dent, war, or old age. Mostpeople,'at one time or another, are
personally affected by architectural barriers. Even if an indi-
vidual is not° so affected, the need for all facilities to be
accessible to everyone is imperative as basic human and civil
rights.

All features of barrier-free design must be linked as part of
a coordinated whole. An accessible restroom on the second
floor of a building cannot be used if the only way to the second
floor is up a flight of stairs. Ramps must be planned and
placed to 'complement such features as steps and archi-
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tectural style. Curb cuts on one side of the street are of little
value. Each barrier must be eliminated according to specific
criteria to be functional as well as to meet certain standards.

Despite federal, state, and local legislation requiring that
all facilities be accessible, many communities and -states
continue to isolate special Pbpulations in segregated facilities
or lir special classes in regular schools. Able-bodied persons
still impose their wishes on special populations whether these
approaches and procedures are appropriate or 'desired by
thoSe for whom such services are designed. Special projects,
tasktorce groups, iidvisorypanels, planning'committees, and
countless other groups explore problems of facilities and
equipment for special groups. Unfortunately, few of these
planning groups ever invite input from those most directly
involvedthe impaired, disabled, and handicapped con-
sumers and their families. As a result-

Some playground designed for severely mentally
retarded adults; are better suited to Marine
Commandos!
Braille trails go unused by blind individuals!
Totally accessible facilities are found to be far
from totally accessible!
Millions of dollars are used to build special

-facilitiei hot needed or wanted by groups -tor
which they were designed!

Many expensive special facilities are unnecessary. Partici-
omits want to take part in programs in facilities little different
from those used by their peers and contemporaries. Basic
accesiibility and availability are, key considerations. In
planning any program or activityincluding facilitiesit is
imperative that .several groups be included in making deci-
.sions that so intimately affect them.

Consumers themselsindividuals with va rious handi-
capping'conditions for whom programs, activities, and facill1
ties are planned and implemented in ways not consistent with
what people for whom they are designed want. The impaired,
disabled, and handicapped personsincluding mentally re-
tarded individualsmust be consulted for this kind of input.

Providers of servicei who are going tO use facilities, direct
programs, and coordinate activities must provide input. Too
often architects dictate program by facilities They design
rather than Solicit input from those who are going to provide
these services.

By obtaining input from consumers and providers of
serviceS, facilities can be made functional for programs,
activities, populations, and leaders who are going to direct
and guide adtivities in these facilities. Some of the most
practical, functional, and inexpensive recreational facilities
devtloped for the impaired, disabled and handicapped have
been planned by these people themselves.

Current emphasis is on returning or keeping persons in the
community and on programs in least restrictive environ-
ments and most normal or integrated setting feasible.
Thus, an ever-increasing need to make existing facilities
accessible and functional for everyone, including the mental-
ly retarded and those with other impediments. With state and
private residential facilities also providing recreation pro-
grams and leisure opportunities for many of these same
people, coordinated plans should emphasize approaches
whereby handicapped persons can use community facilities.
In this way, special populations can use faCilities in terms of
their individual needs.

Legislative Foundations
Several legislative mandates require that facilities built or
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renovated with federal funds be accessible to individuals with
handicapping conditions. All states have similar legislation
governing facilities built with state funds and most states
possess matching legislation for building renovated with state
funds. Increasing numbers of local jurisdictionscities and
countiesare requiring accessibility through ordinances,
building codes, and similar regulations. Three key federal
mandates with which everyone responsible for and involved
in planning, implementing and evaluating building and reno-
vation processes should be familiar are

, An Act to Ensure That Certain Buildings,
Financed with Federal Funds Are So Designed
and Constructed As o be Accessible to the
Handicappe4 more commonly known as The
Arrhitectural Barrier Act (Public Emir 90-480).
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-
112) containing a non-discrimination on the basis
of handicap clause (Section 504) which states,

( "No otherwise qualifiedlandicapped individual
\--shall, solely .by-reison of his handicap be ex-

cluded from participation in, be denied-the bene-
fits of, or be supject to discrimination under any
Progrant-or-activity-receivitriederallinancial
assistance." Participants with handicapping con-.
ditions must also be provided program opportun-
ities in most normal settings appropriate to the
maximum degree possible.

- The Education for All Handig&ped Childreq,
Act (Public Law 94-142) requiring free approprit
ate education for all handicapped children. Physi-
cal Edilation is specified as part of the definition
of special education and as such must beprovided
in least restrictive environments with nonhandi-.
capped classmates to the maximum degree pos-
sible.

Each state has adopted corresponding laws regarding
federal legislation, particularly P,L. 90-480, P.L. 93-112,
and P.L. 94-142. Such state legislative' information needs to
be part of planning processes since state requirements must
meet federal requirements and in some instances are more
stringent than federal laws.

Design Guidelines
At the present timme a varietY of resources deal with

adapting facilities to make them free of architectural bar-
riers. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Standards for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible
to and Usable by Individuals with Handicapping Condi-
tiorts were issued in 1961 dnd reaffirmedkn 1971. A project
at Syracuse University School of Architecture to adapt and
extend these standards was completed in 1977.*

*As. of date this publication was printed. spec(fiC details on
availability of new ANSI standards had not been released.)

Although standards for architectural accessibilitY may
vary to Some extent according to specific conditions and
unique factors at state and local levels, most jurisdictions use
directly or modify slightly basic ANSI Standards. However,
experience has shown that in some instances facilities meet
standards but are not really functional or usable. For
example, a small porch or stoop that is only three feet wide
meets the standard but is functional only if the door opens
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inward. At least five feet are necessary if the door opens
outward. These inconsiF teneies emphasize the need for input
from the consuniers themselves.

Although most standards pertain to basic apessibility of
buildings and related structures, such barrier-free design
features apPly also to physical education and recreation area
facilities. In fact, basic accessibility and availability are far
more important factors to consider in these areas than ape-r
cialized facilities per se. Basic factors to consider for acces-
sibility of all facilities are .

AVoiding making old.facilities accessible through
addition of, new facilities without carefully ana-
lyzing how old facilities can be made usable to
persons with handicapping condifions.
Avoiding designs which provide accessibility for
part of a facility and create extreme internal
barrier problems in other parts of the facility.
Minimum height factors for mirrors, telephones,

, lavatories, faucets, elevator bottoms, and switch
controls should consider their locations as well as
populations being served.
Ramp gradients and -turns need to consider all
forms of wheelchairsself-propelled, electric.
Sufficiently large restrooms with grab bars and
accessible sinks and mirrors.
Low public telephones.
Low and easily-operated water fountains.
Non-skid floors.
Elevators, ramps, and/or special lifting devices
rather than steps.

o Proper lighting.
Doors at least thirty-two inches wide.
Ramps with a slope not greater than one foot rise
in tweliie feet.
Hand rails that are smooth, extend one foot
beyond the top and bottom, and are placed on at
least one side of ramps that are 32 inches high.
Door thresholds flush with the floor.
Curb-cuts.
Special and extra large parking spaces for vans
and with sufficient space between cars when
doors are open.
Braille markers on 'elevators and in other key
places for information.'
Sound system for emergencies and othq program
uses.
Visual warning system for emergencies.

Pedestrian-operated traffic signals with standard-
ized time-delay to, allow deaf or blind persons
enough time to cross streets safely.
Meeting rooms designed so deaf persons can
clearly see interpreters, visual display areas, and
others in the meeting.
See-through panels ih doors, unless privacy is
necessary, to allow deaf persons chances to see
into rooms before entering.
Anti-static carpets to avoid interference with
hearing aids.
Flashing light attachments on phones to indicate
rings.
Fire alarm and smoke detection systems attached
to strobe lights to ensure that deK persons are
notified of dangers.
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Other emergency messages Conveyed graphically
i.e., a sign in an elevator could flash help is on
the way should the cab become stuck.

z

'Modificationt and Adaptations ,

Modification of any existing building is predicted on the
principle that needs of impaired, disabled and handicapped
people are exactly the same as needs of able-bodied individ-,
uals. Where faciAties are available to physically able per-
sons, they should.be designed to be accessible to and usable
by physically impaired persons. Conversely, all facilities
should be planned, designed, rid constructed so that they are
accessible to everybne, including the most severely, pro-
foundly, and multiple impaired.persons,

Many factors must be considered whi establishbg prior-
ities for modifying facilities. Howev r. it is difficult to
recommend a set of priorities which pply to alk building
types. It is necessary to consider indi *duals with different
handicapping conditions. So often th4 only ,considerations
are givsn to individuals with mobifty difficulties while
ignoring needs of those with sensory impairments.

Most necessary facility adaptations areinciuded in A meri-
can National Standards Institate Standards pitch of ramps,
size of restrooms and adaptations of stalls, heights of drinking
fountains and telephones, size and placement of parking
spaces, type and pitch of walks, size of door jambs, place-
ment of hardwareand only need to be applied to athletic,
physical education, and recreation facilities. Common sense
application can be made to certaiit aspects of these facilities

Extend pitch ()Cramps for nature trails, walks, and
other areas requiring locomotion.
Make nature trails, walks, swimming pool decks,
and 9nilar passage areas a minimum ividth for'
two wheelchairs to pas
Lowerbasketba1lgoalsJf4reduceapparatussize
for elementary school age youngsters because of
their sizes, chronological ages, and functional
levels, not because they are in wheelchairs.
Use lights behind basketball backboards that are
synchronized with the game clock and timer's
horn to assist those with hearing problems.

This kind of planning input and recommendations from
participants is very important. Many of the most practical,
functional, ancf realistic adaptations'have been suggested by
consumers themselves,

Although early legislation focused on,apce sibility require-
ments for new construction, emphasis is now shifting toward
making existing buildings bartier-free. Some state and muni-
sipal building codes, sudh as those of Massachusetts and
Chicago, stipulate, with certain exceptions, that any remodel-
ing of public buildings must result in accessibility for every-
one. North Carolina has made a two million dollar fund avail-
able for remodeling state facilities to make them accessible.
Federal tax credits'can be obtained by companies as incen-
tives to remove architectural barriers.

Financial Considerations
An often-used ratibnalization for not making existing

b facilities barrier-free and accessible has been cost. Some pre-
liminary estimates for acceptable renovation projects have
been as high as forty to one hundred percent of projected
costs. Removal of barriers has actually been accomplished in
.many of these same projedts for as little as three or four
percent above costs of the renovations without the special
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considerations. When plans to make building barrier-free and
accessible are included froth the beginning,increase in costs
have been found to be Ir the range of one-tenth of one percent
to one percent above total project costs without these factors
being considered. Other comparisons include one cent addi-
tional per square foot to make a building accessible and
thirteen cents per square foot to keep floors in this same
building clean?.

Another argument dismissing the, cost myth is evidence
that such buildings have fewer hazards that result in acci-
dents and liability claims. With safer conditions, rate reduc-
tions may be obtained on liability insutance.

The Concept of creating a barrier-free environment is more
readily accepted than the cost of making facilities accessible.
Lack of research into cost-benefits as well as actuarcosts of
barrier-free Construction are two factors that allow fear of
exorbitant costs to continue.

If is difficult to make a direct comparison between original
construction costs and costs fel renovating a building years
later. Modifications to existing buildingOusually cost more
than new construction because often something must be

_ removed_or changed di istically before making changes to
insure that the facility is barrier-free and accessible.

Despite possibilitiei- of increased costs, existing facilities
must be made accessible as soon as possible. Cost of.
removing barriers mUst be included ir established mainte-
nance budgets as well as those used for capital improve-

. Inents. While more costly than making new facilities barrier«
f ree and,accessible, renovations and modifications of existing
facilities are npt, nearly as expensive as geherally felt. In fact,
actual figuretrand percentages for this 'Focess are many
times rower than figures often given.

Benefits of barrier-free design are realized by able-bodied
persons is well as by those with mobilitY or sensory pro-
bleihs. A recent study by the American Mutual Insurance
Alliance noted die following advantages of accessible facili-
ties:

Few accidents in public buildings reduce losses
and ratet under health insurance policies.
Wide doors and ramps permit rapid evadiation
since standards recommended for'aiding persops
with handicapping conditions also meet highest
fire prevention standards.
Since buildings with aids for individuals with
handicapping conditions have fewerbazards that
result-in accident and liability claims, insurance
rate' reductions may be obtained on public liabil-
ity policies when architectural barriers are. re-
moved.
Elimination of barriers also reduces chances of
work-connected accidents so .that employers
benefit through reduction in compensation in-
surance preiniums.

The 'Community Development )3lock Grant Program
makes funds available to eligible cities and countries when
their needs are documented. Local officials are responsible
for assessing community needs, planning approPriate
development of projects and activities, and taking the initia-
tive to develop proposals to obtain these funds. An analysis of
housing needs of residents with handicapping conditions
along with appropriate proposals to meet these needs must be
included in plans if a municipality is tq reorive hinds under
this Block Grant Program. Some ways Con,. inky Develop-
ment Block Grants can be used to help individuals with
handicapping conditions ,include:
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°Ac constnicting," or revampinesspecial
areas for full use by persons with handicapping
conditions.
Fostering cultural activities throbgh neighbor-
hood libraries or museums, andpremoting actli-
ties such as crafts and homemaking.
Using funds for special projects to remove
material and architectural barriers to promote
mobility and accessibility in urban areas. .

Planning, managing, and evaluating community
activities designed for persoqs withhandicapping
conditiona.
Planning for the design, location, and operation of
community mental health ctnters, group homes,
and recreation centers forgaividuals with vari-
ous handicapping conditions.

I.

3

Guidelines for Community Action
Communities must make sure that appropriate barrier-free

provisions.are incorporated into locally applicable building
codes while at the same time ensuring conipliance with
federal and state laws already on the books. The following are
considerations for initiating community action:

Insure best possible results with respectto removing and
eliminating architectural barriers by. imposing on architects,*
engineers, and contractors, even more rigorous requirements
than pose found in ctirrent building codes and 'popular
standards: -

Form . an architectural barriers task force to inform
decisidn-makers about problems of architectural, accessi-
bility, focusing on both practical, and social aspects of
accessibility. -

Develop a standing collunittee on nitectural barriers
to encourage local interest in elizninating barriers, serve as
basis for continuing 'community education, organize and
oversee such projects, be an advocate for rights of those with
special needs,.approve all architectural designs for new and
reconstructed facilities,`anil be involved hi all dimensions of
the decision-making process relative to facility design as it
affects accessibility and usability for individuals with special
needs. 4

Reach newspapers, television, radio, newsletters and
local periodicals with this important message.

Develon a guidelines position paper to use in recruiting
influential individuate tqjoin this effort. This document could
be developed by the standing committee previously men-
boned or a general adirisory committee and should include
essential features as a

general philosophical position on accessibility and
usability by those participating MI the facility as well as by
those employed 'or visiting the facility;

clarification of the meanings of te?ms such as impaired,
disabled, handicapped; special populations, individuals with
a
special needs;

statement on provisions for appropriate access and
traffic eleme,nts, restrqoms and equipment, building equip-
ment and furnishings, environmental controls, gradients and
textures, communication and orientation methods; and

statement asqo legal materials and other resources
which are to be used to insure that the architectural design
truly meets the needs of special populations.

,
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Provide all architects enwed in designing the facility
with copies of the guideline position paper and legal re-
sources identified in the document.

Conduit a survey to determine accessjbility of com-
munity buildings.

'PreOare a guide on accessibility ofcommunity facilities.
Set up a watchdog program for Continuous,contact and

follow-up with building owners, architects, and builders to
ensure that new and renovated buildings are accessible to and
usable by all individuals.

Include representative numbers of impaired, disabled,
and handicapptd persons in all aspects of planning, imple-
menting, and evaluating all such projects and activities,
especially at decision-making levels.

pevelop ;in information resource center containing
essential information relMive to barrier-free design and
,construction and related laws and legislation. Essential
information identified in the guideline position paper could be
communicated to architects, engineers, and ,contractors
retained to design the facility and to thOse or persons
responaible for fmally approving any facility design as it
affects persons with handicapping conditions. .

Architectural Barrier Survey

Parking
a. Is an offstreet parking area available adjacent to the

building?
b. Is the parking lot surface hard and smooth?
c. Are there parking spaces wide enough to allow a ear door

to be opened to full extension (approx. 12' wide)?
d. Are there specifically identified parking spaces for the

handicapped?
e. Are there curbs, wheel stops, or parking barriers within,

, the parking area?
f. Has' a curb cut, ramp, or passageway been provided to

eliminate these barriers?

Building Access
a. Are walkways at least five feet wide with smooth hard

surfaces (no sand or gravel), free .of deep:cracks, ruts or
sudden changes in level?

b. Is the most accessible entrance to the building one which
avoids unsafe traf'fic crossings from the parking area to
the building entrance?

c. Is the approach to th l! entrance door on groundAev el?
d. Are there steps in the approach to or at the entrance door,

if so, how many are there?
e. If there are steps, is there a sturdy handrail in the center

or either side of the stairs?
-T. If there are steps, has a ramp been provided to eliminate

the barrier?
g. Are the ramps constrUcted in subh a way that the grade ,

does not_ exceed a 1:12 ratio, that is for every foot in
leagth it gains no more than 1" in height?

Building Entrance
a. Is the doorway at least 30" ide?
b. Are thresholds and door saddlçs flush with floor or no

higher than 1/2"?
c. 4 the door automatic?
d. Are there steps or interior level changes?
e. If there are steps or interior le el changes, have ramps

been provided to eliminate thes barriers?
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f.\ If t&re are steps, is there a sturdy handrail in the center.
\ or either side of the stairs?.

Elvator or Lift
'6 J

a. Is the building multi-story?
b. Xs there a passenger devator or lift?
c. s the elevator or lift piovkle access to all essential

as? .

d. e there any steps, or interior level changes between
esaential areas which are not served by an elevatof?

.:. - Ha e ramps been provided to eliminate these barriers?

Rest

a. Wo d one need to go ukor down steps to reach the rest
rooql.

b. If, yes, have ramps been )rovided to make these areas
accessible? -

c. If there* steps, does each.flight of stairs have a sturdy
handraill in the center or on either side?

d. Is the width of the toilet room entrair doorway at least
'- 30" ?

e. Are thres olds and door saddles flush or no higher than
1/2" to the iloor?

f. Is there e ough space within the rest room to allow a
wheelchair to turn around (approx. a 5' diameter)?

g. Is the width of the toilet stall door opening af least 30"?
h. Are toilet stalls and urbials equipped with grab bars?
i. Does the stall door open outward?
j. Has the door been replaced with a privacy curtiim to*

eliniinate doors?
k. Are sinks and Mirrors low enough for use by children or a

person in a wheelchair(bottom of mirrors no higher than

Telephone

a. Is the public phone mounted low enough to be used hy
childAn and perions in wheelchairs (the coin slot or
receiver arm 50" or less from floor)?

b. If located in phone booth, is the opening into the booth at
least 30" wide?

c. Would one havrto , go or doWn steps to use the
telephone?

d. If yes, have ramps been provided to make the telephone
area accessible?

t.

Wall Mounted Controls

a. Are all viial wall controls (light switches, door knobs,
elevatgt controls, etc.) located within reach of child or
person in wheelchair approximatelyA8" from the floor?

b. Are all emergency equipment (fire alarms, instruction
panels '. fire entioguishers, etc.) located within the reach
of handicapped individuals and children (approx. 48"
or less from 'floor)?

Wafer Fountains

a. Are water fountains low enough to be used bythildren
and perions in wheelchairs (bubblers approx. 33" from
floor)?

b. Are there any barriers, such as steps, around or leading
'to the water fountain?

c. If so, have ramps been provided to eliminate these
barriers?

u
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Visually Impaired

a. Have braille markers or relief graphics been used to
communicate important informatiori to the visually

, impaired?
b. Has textured paint or a change in surface texture been

used to-alert the visually impaired to curb cuts, sudden
. level changes, or other vital informatiori important to the.

independent Use of the area by the visually impaired?

c. Have any other adaptions for thevisually imPairect been
provided, if so, please indicate.

* * *.
Survey developedby Linda Nierenberg, Director ofPlanning ;Ind

Design, Human Resources Cenigr, Albertson,
Long Island, New Fork
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Trends in Facility Design

THE TYPE AND extent of faoilities that will be provided
. I. for athletics, physical education, and recreation in the
future will be determined by a variety of factors. Heading the
list are economic conditions at the time of construction,
technological Advances in conitructk methods, materials
and equipment, legal requirements (both as to building con-
struction and to program requirements), program changes
and emphasis, new games, fitness activities and sports inno-
vations, and student interest and enrolhiients: The challenge
to facility planners is to predict accurately program trends
and emphasis for the next 20-25 years, in order to provide
flexibility and expandibility to accommodate changing cur-
r:eulums_ and acttvities.

I,

asio Trends/ , Probably the trend h4ing the most immediate impact on
facility planning is the d creasing student enrollment,in the
past decade which result d in a reduction of new school con-
struction, particularly a the elementary level. As the ele-
mentary school age group groollts older, high school and
college building construOtion may also be reduced. This
enrollment factor, along With the reluctance of the public to
support additional school bosts through nal estate taxation
will force school and coike administrators to assess plant

, neids and building plans arefully so as to provide suitable
facilities* reascnable costs. Economib factors may call for
joint occupancy by school systems and recreation depart-
ments, by colleges ard community groups and, in many
instances, by public and private enterprise, in order to share
financing and reduce costs in construction, maintenance, and
operation of facilities for each agency.

Although school enrollments are down, with a resultant
downward trend in overall schooi conbtructioli, the public
demand for physical recreation and for facilities in which to
participate in sport and fitness activities has increased. The
trend in life style is to Physical fitness. More people in the
United States, of all ages, are participating regularly in some
form of plisical exercise than ever. Growth is most apparant
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in jogging, tennis, racquetball, cross country skiing, sciftball,
tema handbill, platform tennis, grass skiing, and Skate-
boarding, to name a few.

Participation in sports and physical activity is no longer a
youth phenomenon.'Fitness programs for the aging are being
recommended by medical authorities and demanded by
senior citizens. Business and corporate employers, con-
cerned fot their employees' health, are promoting fitness pro-
grams and providing facilities for these activities. The
expansion potential of these fitness programs is immense and
must affect future commercial building planning and senior
citizen centers.

Partioipanes are demanding facilities 'and, where these are
not provided by the public sector, private sports clubs and
private industry have constructed facilities for participants
willing to py a fee. The number of racquet chlbs, Lis single or
multi-pu se (tennis, squash, racquetball, nd swimming)
clubs is increasing. Membership in givat multi-purpose
clubs usually ranges from very young to old ith activity for
the entire family, including babysitting facilities. lThe demand is
not only for additional court space and swimming, physical
fitness aspirants and the spOrts innovators are asking for par-
cours or jogging exercise trails, for bicycling tracks and road-
racing circuits, for skateboard parks, for climbing walls, and
for softball parks. The demand at present outweighs the
ability of public agencies to provide these spaces and a new
industry in sports and heath facilities is growing.

Rental fees for the use of a facility are increasingly used to
help defray the cos+ of construction, operation, and main-
tenance. Some public agencies operate facilities on a lease-
back arrangement. A private party constructs the faCility and
the public agency operates it on a lease arrangement over a
period of years. Or, the faciiity is constructed with public
funds and operated by a private company. Rentalof school or
college facilities to non-school or off-campus groups, e.g., a
college hockey rink being renteci to a youth hockey league,

. enables the school to recover some of the costs of construc-
tion it nd operation, gives fuller utilization of the facility, and.
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usually gains community support because of the reduction in
overall sehool costs. Some municipalities charge fees for use
of facilities to cover costs of operation.

Private clubs and private industry charge membership fees
as well as use fees on an hourly basis to Cover operation,
maintenance, and constniction costs and, in private industri,
for profit. Judging from the growth in the number of private
clubs and the substantial membership fees, individuals are
willing to pay if they can be aSsured of a place to participate in
the sport of their choice. The present building boom in private
club and commercial sports facilities demonstrates this
ability and willingness to pay. Planners of insqtutional sports
facilities may need to alter building plans to accommodate
rental groups. Additional space, serv Ace facaities, traffic
patterns, and security provisions may be necw. sary.

In many high schools and colleges the numbe.. of students
involved in intramurals, spotts clubs, varsity, and general
recreational activities overcrowds existing facilities. The
demand by women for equal use of facilities and equal pro-
grams, and by the handicapped to be involved in recreational
programs, is challenging program directors to provide suffi-
,cient and suitable facilities for each program. Men and
women students are asking that additional actiVities be
included in the program, such as rugby, soccer, lacrosse,
team handball. Accommodation of these programs requires
that facilities be available from early morning to late evening
and that outdoor facilities be usable in the evening and during
inclement weather. An illustration of the demand for play
space is the ice hockey community where some of the rinks
are open almost continuously for 24 hours to accornmodate
all the groups that want ice time.

Legal Requirements and New Legislation
Trends in facility construction and remodeling will be

influenced by the lcral requirements of several federal laws
passed in recent years in addition to those safety codes and
construction regulations already applicable., The Occupa-,
tional Safety and Health Act (OSHA), 1970, requires safety
in construction, maintenance and equipment installation. An
example of the type of regulatory concern in this act relates to
noise level. Workers shall not be exposed to aPtnany as 90
decibels for more than an 8-hOur day. Many state and munici-
palities have similar safety and health ordinances as well as
environmental pollution legislation that requires all construc-
tion to meet the safety and health requirements of their codes.
Facility planners must review the requirement of statutes to
meet standards for a particular facility. Modification in plans
and construction may be needed to meet the requirements.

Title IX of the Educational Amendment Act of 1972 is
designed to end sex ,discrimination in American education.
The act requires that all educational institutions receiving
federal funds take measures to equalize their policies, pro-
grams, and facilities. Each institution must provide equal
intercollegiate, club, recreational, instructional, and intra-
mural athletic opportunities to members of both sexes.
Among other criteria, equal opportunity in athletics is
assessed by determining whether appropriate equipment and
supplies are provided; games an(' practice times are fairly
scheduled; locker rooms, pratice and competitive facilities
are equitable; and medical and training facilities are equally
provided. The use of a gymnasium, pool and gymnastics area,
for example, exclusively by one sex is prohibited. Separate
restrooms, change and locker rooms, showers; baths, and
toilet facilities, permitted by Title IX on the basis of sex, must
be comparable in convenience and quality.
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Title IX does not require ttat sex-segregated administra-
tive units be merged. Sex-integrated .offices within newly
combined units are recommended tdispeed actual integration

. of previously separate units. Segregated offices.for male and
'female staff can be justified, particularly where toilet or
shower facilities are attached, but there should be no discrim-
ination in the size of the office,and provisjon of equipment.

Physical education classes must be sex-integrated. tra
murals and athletics as. an integral part of the educ onal
program are fully subject to Title IX regulations. Tohieet
Title IX requirements, changes have come abdut in the cur-

\ riculum and physical education programs. The requirements
Title IX are legal and motel responsibilities of education

and greatly influenee the planning. remodeling, and/or build-
ing new school or college facilities for athletics, physical
ethication, and recreation.'

The Women's Educational Equity Mt of 1974 (WEEA)
was enacted as Section 408 of the Educaticmal Amendment
Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-38P). Present eduCational
programs are frequently inequitable as such programs relate
to women and frequently limit full participation of all individ-
uals. The purpose of the law is to.provide educational equity
for women. Among the provisions of this act are an expansion
andimprovement of educational programs and activities for
women in vocational education, career education, physical
education and educational administration. This act also has
implications for administratoi4 in the planning, remodeling,'
or construction of new physical education facilities.

The regulations of the Education fo- All Handicapped
Children Act, Public Law 94-142 and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which became effective October
1, 1977, are designed to assure that all handicapped children
have available to them a free appropriate public education
and that they are educa`led to the maximum degree Possible
with their non-handicapped peers in least restrictive environ-
ments. Physical education is the (:41y cu..ricular area inclu-
ded in the definition of special education, whereas recreation
is specified as'one of the related services that can be provided
handicapped children.

Specifically, activities included in the list of areas for parti-
cipation are non-academic and extra-curricular services such
as athletics, transportation, health services, recreationaL
activities, special interest groups and clubs. Physical educa-
tion services, specially designe if necessary, must be made
available to every handicapped child receiving free appro-
priate public education. Each handic"apped child must be
afforded the oppOrtunity to participate in the regular physical
education program available to non-handicapped children.
Regulations also require that the school make provisions for
supplementing services such as resource room or itinerant
instruction to be provided in conjunction >with regular class
placement.

The provisions of this Education for All Handicapped
Children Act require specially designed locker, shower,
dressing and toilet facilities, as well as ramps to physical
education areas to provide opportunities for the handicapped
to participate in all programs. Doors and thresholds must

. accommodate wheel chairs and students on crutches. Pro-
visions for the hard of hearing and blind are required.
Remodeling of older structures to provide for the handi-
capped is essential in public school and college physical
education and recreation buildings. Designs of future buLld
ings must accommodate these programs. ,(Details for pro-
viding for the handicapped arc expanded in Chapter 8.)

The Ama, ..ur Sports Act of 1978" provides a one-time
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supplemental appropriation for amateur sports in the United
States. the federal government's involvement in the amateur
sport movement will have long term effects on both athletic
programs and facilities. The ettablishment in recent years of
national training centers will influence the direction or future
athletic, physical education ancl recreation facilities. Other
countries throughout the world4are well ahead of the Utted
States in providing national facilities for amateur sport.

Curricular Trends
t,/ A

Another major factor which needs serious consideration in
schbolund college facility planning is the rapid expansion of
thevhysical educ ion curriculum to include classes in recre-
ation-oriented activities such as hiking, camping, canoeing,
sailing, rock climbing, survival activities, surfmg, fishing,
skiing, cross country skiing, self-defense activities, ice hockey,
ice skating, and bicycling. These activities along with the
traditional individual, dual and team sports, aquatics, and
dance-rhythmic activity Must be accommodated in a new,
facility. New buildings should be designed for the student's
increasedeWareness and need for physical fitness, increased
participation in individual sports, and incre)ised emphasis.on
the "new games." Other trends in coll ge are increased
participation in intramural sports, shared facilities and inte-
grated programs, and increased emphasis on women's com-
petitive and recreational sports and dance. New facilities
should be designed differently than our traditional gymna-
sium and field house. The facilities should support the new
curriculum; rather than hinder its development. Buildings
must also be planned for new methods of teaching and the
greateruse of audiovisual teaching aids.

Economic, AeSthetic and Environmental `,7, actors

While it is now possible to design ahnosi. any type of
§trUcture, there are economic and environmental factors that
will influence the facilities built. The emphasis on environ-
mental protection requires planners,to consider all aspects of
construction and design and their impact on the environ-
mentthe site, the building design, the traffic engendered
because of the new building, and changes the facility, will
bring to the surrounding area. An impact study is usually
reqtired prior to construction and may result in changes in
the final plans. The energy crisis affects building design and
operation. Natural gas, oil, and hydro-electric power to'
supply heat and electricity for the buildMg will be in short
supply in the future. Buildings eamot be constructed using'
only traditional power sources and equipment and expect to
function economically.

Computers are a fact of life in modern building maintr,
nance anA may be used to reduce operational costs. Com-
puters can control building temperatures, water supplies,
water temperature, lighting, ventiiation, and swimming pool
circulation and filtration systems. Computer controls can be
extenIed to building security and other aspects of operation
to sa e work hours and'reduce energy costs.

In e last decade, there has been a growing emphasis on
inno ative ideas which enhance the design, flexibility, and
func on of the building. There is a need for less expensive
techniques of providing the neeled space. Costs of conven-
tional structures have become prohibitive. Lack of new con-
structir in the past ten years has forced many schools to
"make do." For these school districts the challenge is to up-
date existing facilities and provide more usability of the avail-
;Able space.
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Reassigninp space from one activity to another, by having
large areatthat can be subdivicied and/or changed as needed,
can provequite functional. The conàept pf providing portable
indoor recreational facilities might not be too far-fetched.
Consider a mobile strUctUre fitted with locker, Shower, and
changing facilities and attached by a breezeway to an air-
supported structure. This zlf-contained locker and shower-
ing facility, with the air structure, could be moved froth one
part of the community to another and from one community to
another as the need arises.

The aesthetic quality, ontside and inside, of a sport, physi-
cal education, and recreation facilityimust be considered
thrOughout the *planning stages. The vast size of such,
structures requires that they blend with the surroundings.

Aesthetic appeal can be achieved inside the facility
through the selection of appropriate colors for floors, walls
and ceilings. The use of color, murals, and design art can
enhatke the aesthetics of indoor 'lutes and should be iiceirpo-
rated where appropriate.

Technological Advances and Equipment
The changes now possible in facility design due to improved

jechnology seem astounding. Whether or not they become
realities can only be speculative. Other changes are presently
being incorporated into new buildings. Some of the innova-
tive concepts which may affect future facility design in physi-
cal education-athletic complexes are rotating permanent
Seating, pool surfMg, Climbing walls, electric carpeting, paper
structures, air roofs and walls, increased use of synthetics and
membranes, new lighting and acoustical treatments, and
electronic security and energy management systems.

Surfing is a popular sport which could only be offered at
schools in close proximity to an ocean. Now, through use of
mechanization, surfing pools can be built. Electrical carpet-
ing installation in classrooms, audio-visual centers and
laboratories make conventional sockets and extension cords
unnecenary. The total floor is an electric circuit Beneath the
fl-ir coiering is a grid of electricity. The equipment cord Can
be pushed into any spot on the floor to obtain electricity.

More and more demand for usable space, may bring about
the use of elevated people platforms in high ceiling gymna-
siums. The platforms are lilf-ly to be controlled by air
pressure or hydraulics ,eld f.onsist of whole teaching stations
such as a gymnastic h or weight area. The platforms will
be suspended at varying heights and be completely movable
when high ceili ,gs are necessary. Wasted space may not be
a problem. The neW problem may be how to employ all avail-
able space.

New *security systems are being employed in high risk
areas to protect equipment and facilities. The use of internal
electronic security systems can detect any-attempt to enter a
protected area and relay the break-in to a central control
panel in the school's security area. The exaCt area of entry is
visible on a central control board within a second after entry.
Entire 1, tildings, schools and universities can be totally-
equipped with such an electronic internal security system.
klectronics also may be employed in energy control. Elec-
ironic computer systems limit p ak electric demands, control
temperature, program motors ck doors and operate lights.
The system can control doors n case of fire to seal off the fire
area. Other electronic/usage can be found in scoreboards,
lasars, and daily ctputerized schedule boards in locker
rooms.

Many other new products are adaptable for physical
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' -Figure .

Small gantes mom with a climbing wall

.r

FON 2
Synthetic gross ski romp fbr,teaching

Figuiv 3
Thomas Jeerson Juni& HO and Community Center in Almandria, Vbjfn4 proWda
space/or changing pogrom (Photo by J. Alexander, Clry Chaff, MO
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Solar heating has prolonged the swimming season

Figure 5
East Orunge (NJ.) Middle School makes effective use of roof
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education-athletic facilities and designers of future com-
plexes should investigate these. A few words of caution are
necessary in that many times it is difficult to convince archi-
tects and state planner to try out new concepts. This is a
major challenge aove and beyond tha ckallenge of facility
design itself. Specialists shouldleep abreast of new trends
and have resource materials available to convince planners of
the validity of these innovative facility ideas. It must be
understood, however, that any new"facility concept which is
adopted may encounter problems that cinnot be foreseen
until the concept takes its physital form. The solution is usu-
ally found and the concept perfected for future planners.

Ideas for Planning Facilities
Following are some ideas for renovating existing build-

ings or for planning new construction that takes inW account
current trends in education and. technology:

School districts and municipalities forced to close ele-
nientary schools because of falling enrollment should
consider converting them to sports, and recreational
community centers.
Facilities for developmg outdoor recreation skills could
be incorporated in urban facilities, i.e. climbing walls in
the gymnasium or outerwall of the school building.
An ice arena not used in the summer could be planned
for multi-use as an exhibition hall, convention center,
riding ring, or rodeo arena. When synthetic ice becomes
feasible, the rink could provide year-round skating.
Public recreation planners could consider including a
restaurant, bar, and/or babysitting facilities in recrea-
tion centers. The practice is popular in prope.

*

Mini ph$rsicaUfitness corners in classrooms and Corri-
dors could be planned in elementary schools so activity
is not confined to the gymnasium alone.
Creative, adventure and/or junk playgrounds should be
considered for children's playgrounds in addition to the
traditional playground equipment.
School districts or municipalities might consider stack-
ing facilitiesplacing a complete sports facility in a few
locations and minimal facilities in the remainder of the
district to reduce costs while providing all facilities in
the' district.
Adoption of the metric system should be incOrpOrated
in any new, remodeled, or converted facility to accom-
modate official game requirements...
Carpets of the new long-w aring fabrics could be
installed in all areas where the rug surface is Com-

, patible with use. The ckrpet is less expensive In overall
cost than floor tile. Over a period of yean, the
difference is significant in "acoustical quality, plimate
control, physical and psychological comfort.
Parcours orfitness trails could ,be planned on almost
any school or college outdoorarea. The trail requires a
limited path for =ping and a small afea for each fitness
station. , °

Trends in planning facilities for athletics, physical educa-
tion and recreation are influencegiby the participants and
programs, by legal requirements and legislation, bytechnical
innovations, and by social and ,economic factors within the
district. Facility planners should carefully a.7sess the current
trends in order to.provide fUnctional facilities for future'as
well as durrent use,
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A BUILDING SERVICE CHECK LISt
Developed by DaVid Griner

Dept. of Recreation ta.Intrimurals, Ohio State University
.

0

Programmed custodial and maintenance servif are extremely'
important to the smooth, economical, and efficien operation of a
facility for athletics, physical education, and recreation. The follow-
ing list is a reference point for developing your own plan. Items may
be added or deleted where necessary. Each facility manager mugt
Select the frequency of servic6Ifor his facility based on several
factors such as size, type of activity, number of participants and
spectators, surface materials, hours of operation, etc.

Based on your needs, plan the frequency rate on the blank
provided.

Twice Daily Monthly
Daily Bi-Monthly
Three Times t Week Quarterly
Two Times 'a Week Semi-Annually
Weekly Annually
B1-We9kly As Required

GYMNASIUMS, MULTI-PURPOSE AND
CON DITION I NG ROOMS

Dry mop, sweep ail gymnasiums and all activity areas and
their adjacent rooms, corridors, lobbies, stairways and
courts.
Apply cedar san type sealer to all wood floors after each
mopping. Remove all scuff marks,

Synthetic Gym Floors

,Dust mop
mop

Scrub
Strip and re-coat (2 coats)

Wood Gym Floors and Handball Courts

Dust mop
Damp mop
Strip and re-coat (2 coats)

Conditioning Rocrns

Vacuum carpet
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Dust mop tile floor
Damp mop tile floor
StO and refinish tile floor
Clean bleacher areas 'completely, including washing
seats, cleaning floors, sealirtg floors.
Mats -47, Damp mop ind disinfect.

POOLS N

Clean and-sanitize pool deck, showers, steam room, and
corridors.14etween these areas.

Pool Decks

Scrub with tergiquat solution (2 oz, per gallon)
Picicup with wet/dry vacuum
Rinse with clear water
Pick up with wet/dry vicuum
Clean out drains

Pool Bottom

Sweep

RESTROOMS, SHOWER ROOMS, LOCKER ROOMS

Clean, sanitize, service and restock restrooms, using an
approvedsjermicidal cleaner to diskifect lavatories, com-
modes, urinals, partitions, fixtures, mirrors, towel and
soap dispensers.
Damp mop floors using clean water and a germicidal
disinfectant.
Damp mop restroom floor's.
Fill drain traps with water.
Sanitize urinals.

restroom partitions,
Sanitize commodes.
Provide tissue paper as needed.
Sanitize sinks.
Provide hand soap and paper towels.
Clean and buff tile floors.

9
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OFFICES, CLASSROOMS, CONFERENCE ROOMS

, Do general housecleaning, including cleaning (rider and
behlnd furniture and dust walls.

____,____Vacuum carpeted areas. Spot clean spills as soon as
possIble.
Clean.
Inspect, upholstered furniture. Vacuum .fabric on up-

. holstered furniture.
Spot wash vinyl and shampoo fabric as needecl,
Damp mop vinyl 'furniture.
Clean classroom chairs and tables.
Damp mop all classroom/lab floors.
Clean and pollsh office desks and wood furniture.
A thorough and complete vertical and horlzontal dusting of
the following areas:
furniture, file cabinets, desks, ledges, and sills, railings,
partitions, plcture frames, etc.
Clenn paneling.
Cle, -1 tables and chairs in conference rooms.
Damp mop lobby and first floor corrldors per request of
building coordlnator.
Water and sponge clean all lab/classroom/conference
room chalkboards and trays.
Vacuum and clean erasers. Restock chalk trayswith chalk
and erasers.
All chalkboards with DO NOT ERASE leave until cleanlng
is requested.

GENERAL_ Empty and damp wipe all ashtrays.
Custodial employees shall not admit anyone pinto the
building except properly identified recreation or depart-
ment of safety personnel.
Check all entrances prlor to leXng to see that building is
secure, This Includes closing and securing windows and
interior doors.
Alert University Pellce by telephone of Illegal entry, flood,
found Items, or emergency,.
Immediately report all fire4by telephone.
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Interioegoors may be unlocked only in the areas of active
wort performance.
Do not unlock all interior doors at the beginning of a shift.

_Empty waite and sanitary receptacles. Remove soft arid
hard trash to assigned areab.
Custodlal personnel Will be responsible for poking the
area around the dumpster.
Plastic Ilners for waste receptacles will be replaced as
needed.
Soap and water clean all waste receptacles in the building.
Report any. Items requiring repalr, i.e., lights, latches,
doors, windows,. etc.
Note safety ffems.
Wash interior glass and sills of exterior winbows.
All lights must be turned off except in the area's of active
wort performance.
Do not turn on large areas Of lights at the beginning of a
stilft or during a shift.
Tum off lights except 'night lights after completing serVices.
Spot wash walls, Interior doors and frames.
Dust mop/sweep concrete floors.
Damp mop concrete floors.
Seal concrete floors.
Dust coat racks, radiators, window ledges, doors, fumi-
ture, and lockers, ,

Clean supply and exhaust vents and grills.
Damp mop floor areas in all stairwells.
Wash all handrails and dust risers.
Thoroughly clean stairways (including dust mopping steps,
landings, dusting ralls, risers, and removing spillage with
damp mop).
Cust mop non-athletic wood floors. Strip and rewtx.
Clean and sanitize water fountaln. Polish stainless steel.
Exterminate (particularly pool filter) rooms, locker rooms.
Clean all light fixtures, vents,`grilis (both supply and
exhaust), ceilings, and walls.
Dust mop resilient tile and terrazzo floor surfaces. Spray
buff.
Vacuum tracke and remove prints and smudges from
dOors and wall areas in elevators. Dust mop and spot mop.
Sweep and/or dust mop all unoccupied areas.

41 *. SJ)
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METRIC CONVERSICIN TABLES

.)

Mese tables are extracted from the Standard Edition of METRIC CONVERSION TABLES, courtesy of Arena Publi-
cationaltd4 325 Streatham High Rd., London, SW16 3NS, England. For complete 'Vance tonverslon tables lq
quarter-inch increments to &distance of 350 feet, please refer to the original publication.

4
MILE V-DISTANCE aQuiVAILINTs. IMPERIAL - METRIC

YARDS ME :r RES
o

MILES METRES

SO

$468
45.72
so

1 mile (1,760)
, 2,000 yards

1409.34
482840

SS 50.29 1 mile 421.23 3.010.
4 60 54.86 1 mile 1,52484 3,000

65.62 60 2 miles (3,520) 3,2469
70 . 64-01 2 miles 834.45 4,000
7$. 68.58 ., 3 miles (5,280) 4,82403

70 3 miles 188.07 5,000
00 73.15 3 pules 1,281.68 6400
87.49 so 4 miles (7,040) 6,437.38
90 82.30 4 miles 615.29 7,000
98.42 90 4 miles 1,70691 11,000

100 91.44 5 miles (11,1100) 8,044.72
109.34 100 5 miles 1,042.51 9,000
110 loam 6 miles110,560)

,

9,65646
120 109.73 6 miles 316.13 0,000
120.30'
150 .11113,.16

6 miks..1,469.73
7 miles (12,320)

1,000
1,265.41

16444 150 7 miles 00136 2,000
164.60 $ milei (14,000) 2,874.75

200 182.88 p miles 136.97 3100
218 72 200 8 miles 1,230.59 4,000
120 . 20117 9 miles (15,140) 4,484.10
ISO 228.60 9 miles 564.20 5,000
300 ' 274.32 9 miles 1,657.81 6,000
32848 300 0 miles (17,600) 6,093.44
330 301.15 0 miles 991.43, 7,000
350 32044 , 1 miles 32544 11,000
437.44 400 1 miles 1,418.65 9,000
440 (i mile) .402.34 2 miles 7.52.27 20,000
SOO 457.20 3 miles 85.88 21,000

, 546.81 SOO 3 miles 1,179.49 22,000 %
$50 302.92 4 miles 51111 23,000
600 548.64 4 miles 1,60612 24,000
656.17 600 5 miles (26,400) 24,140.16
660 603.50 .5 miles 940.33 23,000
765.33 700 8 miles 1,12840 30,000
770 70449 20 miles (35,200) 32,186.88

98
4j mi..).

$00
804.61
900

24 miles 1,504.53 '

15 miles (44,000)
Marathon*

40,000
40,23160
42,194.99

990 905.26 30 miles (52,1100) 48,280.32
1,000 914.40 31 miles 120.66 50,000
1,093.61 1,000 3$ miles 61,600 56,327.04
1,202.97 1,100 40 miles 70 400 64,373.76
1.312.34 1,200 45 miles 79,200 72,420.48
1,320 (1 mlle) 1,20101 50 miles 80,000 80,467 20
1,421?.70 1,300 62 _miles 24133 100,000
1,531.06 1,400 75 'miles (132,000) 120.700 80
1,640.42 1,500 100 miles (176,000) 160,934.40

TAUB 11N41M11 CONVERSIONS FOR RUNP4INCI EVENTS.

100yds./1110PIts. 221yds./3011Mts1440yds./11110y461111441ts.-,
Ack10.8 to 141erc. Subtract41 sec. SuberectOlto0.4sec Subtract41to1421.

Theaboveadditionsendsobtrocifensarethomefficioilyundbystatisticaleigonis-
,

ationsin converting times. As (er as 120yords and liOnwitresOurelles) records
are concerned, metric times will also include .a read at yards. The table, below
shows approximate conversions of middle distance events.

"I irfeem / 3,111111M 3 Miles 5,00014

3147 3:30 040 7115 12:30 12:117
40 301 04 .29 15 1312
491 32 06 30 40 07
50 321 10 34 46 ' 12
511 34 15 -39 SO 17
52 346 23
515 36 gl 1310 2$
$4 344 23 41 OS

5.51 3$ 27 50 10 is
56 3113 30 , 52 IS 43
571 40 35 5/ 20
SI 40.1 311 1110 54

410 '42, 40 02 30 ss
02 4,3.9 45 07 35 14:04
124 00 10 40 ' WO

04 451 30 II 45 14
041 46 SS , 16 50 20
06 47.6 59 20 SS 1.5
065 48 9:00 21 11400 30
011 49.4 OS 25 OS 35

'00.6 50 10 30 10 40
10 , 51 .3 15 35 IS 4$
1011 52 20 39 20 SI
12 53.1 15 44 56
13 54 30 49 10 15:01
14 SS 35 53 35 06
15.1 56 37 SS 40 ii
16 561 40 SI 4S 17
'111 SI 45 9:03 50

,
22

19.5 410 SO 07 SS 27
20 045 SS 12 1500 32

15 05.1 40 SO OS 37
301 10 SO 9:07 10 42
35 144 10:00 17 IS 411

41.1 20 10 26 20
43 23.6 '20 35 2S 511

51.9) 30 30 04 16:03
SS 324 40 53 35 00

5:021 40 50 1003 40 13
05 42.1 11:00 12

I
45 19

13.5 SO' 10 21 SO 11
IS 514 20 31 SS 29
241 5:110 , 30 ,40 1600 16:34

6 Miles / 10,111014

MOO
10
20
30
40
so

2710.
10

30
40
so

2810
10
20
JO
40
so

29:00
10
20
30
40
so

3010
10
20
30
40
so

31.1tO
10
20
30
40
se

3210
10
20
30
40
so

31_00

26&
2746 6

, 16
27
37
47
so

Is
29

49
MOO

10
21-
31
41
52

3012
12

33

54
3144

14
23
35
46 FP
S6

32 16
17
27 `
37
44
so

3310
19
29
39
SO

1410
11

Note: Figures shown in brackets after miles in bold lettering, indicate the equivalent
distance in yards; Continuation figures after miles In italics are yards. i.e. 1 ' ii,..'- , ,
1,418.65 - 11 miles 1,418.65 yards.

Marsthon: The distance in milsege imi 26 miles 3113 yards.
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A'aLOSSARY OF TERMS

Accessibility: The characteristic of facilities conveniently avail-
able to those whom they were designea to accommodate.

Acoustids: The science of heard wind, including its production,
.transmission, and effects; the qualities of a room that havato do
with how clearly sounds can be heard or transmitted in it.

Adapted Activities:. Recreational events adjusted to fit the needs,
interests, and capabilities of the physically and/or mentally
handicapped.

Aggregate: Any hard material (usually sand and rock) for mixing in
graduated fragments with a cementing material to form concrete,

' plaster,t; the like.
Aging: Those manifestations of the aging processes that algal-

canny reduce lobility to perform eitheivhysical or mental tasks
but are not accounted for in other caMories.

Angle of Reflection: The angle between the reflected ray and the
normaf or perpendiCular to the point of reflection.

Smile of Refraction: The angle between the refracted ray and the
normal or perpendicular drawn to the pbint of refraction.

Apparatus: A collection or sat of devices designed to contribute to
physical development by providing opportunities for climbing,

., swinging, balancing, and performing gymnastic stunts.
Appraisal Survey: A method of evaluating the existing community

. recreation or school resources, program, and service in accord-
ance with some established standards or criteria.

Aquatics: Sports perforrni.d in or upon the water.
Arts and Crafts: Activities that serve as outlets for creative expres:

sion and provide opportunities to find satisfaction through mak-
ing things with the hands, such as carving, modeling, weaving,
painting, sewing, and photography.

Asphalt A browa or black solid bituminous substance ohtsined
largety as a residue from*certaln petroleums and wnich is
insoluble In water. It is used for paving, roofing, in paints and
varnishes, and in combination with other materials for floor tile.

Astragals: A small convex moulding of rounded surface, generally
from half to three-quarters of a circle; a strip of moulding on the
edge of folding doors.

Athletic Field: A ppecialized type of outdoor recreational area
intended primarily for highly organized games ondeports, such
as fOotball, track, and baseball. Permanent seating facilities are
usualty provided, and the area is often enclosed by a fence or
wall. Athletic fields equipped with permanent seating facilities
are referred to as stadiums. -

Athletics: Sport activities based on organized competition, requir-
ing a set of rules and a code of ethics, a high degree of skill,
conditioning, and training: Examples of athletic contests are
college football games, high school basketball games, Amateur
Athletic Union track-and-field meets, and intracomm inity soft-
ball games.
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Attractlieness: Aesthetic appeal; beeuty irioterms of 'intended
purpose:-

Auxiliary: An additional, supplementary facilityused to supplement
the main facility.

Bathing Leach: A traot of land adjoining a lake, stream, or ocean,
Facilities provided usually include a bathhouse, playground
apparatus, picnic areas, courts for games, and space for parking.

Berm (or Dike): A narrow shelf, path, or ledge, as along the top of a'
scarp or, along a road.

Blinding Glare: Glare so intense that for an appreciable period of
lime no object can be seen.

Brightness: Luminous intensity creited b., direct emission of ligiit
from a source by transmission through a translucent medium or
by reflection from a surface Thee, unit of brightnebs is the
footlambert.

Brightness Balance: Specified ti;nitationa of brightness differ-
- ences and brightness ratios within the visual fields Which, if

observed, will contribute toward visual comfort and good visual
,performance.

Brightness Contrast: The relationship between the brightness of
an object and its immediate background.

Brightness Difference: The difference in brightness among the
various reflecting surfaces and light sources within the total
visual frekLas measured in footiamberts:

Brig htnese liatio: The ratio of tw brightnesses in the field of view.
British Thermal Unit: The quantity of heat (252 calories) required

to raise the temperature of one pound of water one 'degree
Fahrenheit at or near hs point ot maximum density (62 '40 63 ).

Bulkhead: An upright Partition separating two parts In protection
against fire or leakage, as a wall or embankment holding back
earth, fire, or water.

Candlepower Luminous intensity expressed in candeins (formerty,
melee).

Casing: The act or process of encasirig a frame, as of a window or a
door.

Caulking: A filler forseams or cracks.
Chair Rail: An encircling band on the walls around the room at chair

height to protect walls from dafnage by chairs contacting them.
Chamfer: The surface formed by ciitting away the angle formed by

two faces of timber, stone, or metal; to furrow, to channel; to flute;
to bevel.

Chlorinate: To combine chlorine with water for purification.
Circuit Breaker A device that automatically interrupts the flow of

an electric current.
Cilmate Control: A term used to Include the control of heating,

ventilating, and alr-conditioning.
Color: A property of light that depends upon Its wave length or

frequoncy; any one of the hues of the spectrum.
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Color Discrimination: The perception of differences between two
or more colors.

Community: A small ciW or a section of a larger city, primarily a
residential area *rally composing three to five nethborhoods,
representing the service area of a secondary school and contain-
ing a business center. The people are held together by paircho-
logical, sociological, and economic bonds and may act together
consciously or unconsciously in their chief concerns of life. The
comrripty creates, as a result of its common interests, certain
institu ons of legal, protective; educational, recreational, and
religious charactar. A community includes factors of inter-
dependence and belonging and a sense of usefulness through
contributing to the common good.

Community Recreational Center A structUre devoted exclu-
sively or primarily to a diversified piOgram of comnIunify recrea-
tional activities. Such features a; a gymnasium, club rooms,
social hell, craft rooms, game rooms, kitchen, auditorium, lobby,
and service facHities are usually provided. The term "neighbor-,
hood center" is often Used to describe a recreational center thai
serves a specific neighborhood

Competition: Activity involving conscious or unconscious rivalry,
in which one person or group tries to gain advantage over the
other person or group; involvement of two or more opponents ih a
contest. This term can also mean rivalry with a previous record of
an indtvidual or group. Competition can occur without conflict, as
in a friendly game of cards.

Complementary Colors: A pair of contrasting colors which, when
mixed In proper proportions, give a neutrdcolor or grey.

Comprehensive Suniey: A study that provides an extensive,
thorough investigation and analysis of the leisure and recrea-
tional pattern of eleven locality. It includes an investigation of
social, political, economic, and cultural causal relationships that.
have affected, are affecting, or seemingly will affect the future
leisere andarecreational services in a specific locality.

Concession: Authority, granted under contract with mutually
acceptable provisions by all parties concerned; given by recrea-
tion departments to operators permitting them to provide services
and/or sell commodities to patrorit of .recreations4 areas and
facilities.

Condemnation: To pass an adverse judgment on; disapprove of
strongly; censure; to prove guilty of wrong-doing; to declare unfit
for service or use; to cAderrin private property for public use; the
processes by which,government exercisesas rights of eminent
domain.

Condensr: That which makes dense, concentrates, or cdm-
presses.

Convestor: A medium of convection; the transmission of heat or
electricity by the mass movement of the heated or electrified
particles, such as air, gas, or liquid currents.

Co-recreation: Activitiesengaged in jointly by both sexes, strch as
dances,' mixed choruses, and hiking.

Cove: A large hollow forming part of an arch in sectionS joining the
walls and ,floor, or the walls and ceiling of a room.

Creative Retreation: Activities that provide opportunity for pro-
duction, formation, origination, making new things, or remodeling
old things; an outlet for one's creative urge. Arts and crafts,
dance, drama, ana music are examples of creative recreation.

Crowned Field: A curved field with the summit or highest point
(crown) at the middle, running lengthwise. (A football field is
crowned for the purpose of drainage.)

Dado: A term applied td the lower portion of walls when decorated
separately.

Day Camping: A group experience in the natural environment
under trained leadership requiring that the campers be absent
from home only during daylight hours.

Deck: A platfor cr floor, such as a ship or a swimming pool deck.
Design: The arthitectural form, pattern, or scheme of construction

of athletic, physical education, or recreationaf areas, facilities,
and their units.

Diatomaceous: Containing or consisting of diatoms or their fossiic
(a number of reiated mfcroscopic algae, one-celled or in colonies,
whose walls consist of two parts or valves and contain silica).

Discomfort Glare: Glare that produces discomfort; it does not
necessarily interfere with visual performance or visibility.

District: A large geographical planning unit of a large city, compris-
ing a number of communities.

Drama Recreation: Activities that give form and order to theatrical
impulses; such activities Include the imaginative piasof children,
charades, pageants, and plays.
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Easement: a right or privilege that a peraPn may Mlle on anothe;'s
land, as the right-of-way.

Eaves: The lower part of a roof-protecting beyond the lace of the '
wall.

Economr Costs kept at a minimum compatible with program
needs, durability of materials, low maintenance, and attractive-
ness.

Elevation: A geometrical 'projection on a plane perpendicular to
the horizon; an elevated place; the distance above or belOw the
zero level or ground level.

Environment: The aggregate of ell the external conditions., pr-
.. roundings, and influences affecting the place or individual.

Equipment: Movable 'furnishings as opposed to stationary prop-
erty; relatively permanent articles, furnishings, machinery, and
devicetused in adrninistering, operating, and maintaining recre-
ational programs and services. i

Estutcheon: A 'shield or 'plate, es arOund a keyhole.
Experience: An actual and conscious Hying through an event, or

events, as tn.,/ occur, anythleg observed or lived through.
Extrude: To thrust out; to push out or force out; expel; to stick out;

protruZie; project.
Facade: The face or elevation of a building. ..

Facilitiel: Areas, structures, and fiktUres essential to accom-
modate the program. .

Familiarization: Programs acquainting the user, as with the Water
When teaching ewimming.

Fascia: A wooden or stone band between moldings.
Fenestration: Windows and all other sources and means of

control of natural light.
Field House: A facility providing enclosed and unof-structed

apace adaptable to various physical educatioa and recreational
activities, services, demonstrations, and meetings. It is otten
located on, or near, a playfield or athletic field. The term also
refers to a service building used by people using the athletic
field. .- .

Fixture: ,3omething firm" attached, as a part or an appendage,
such as a light fixtui . quipment affixed to the surface of a
building In such a manner that its removal would deface or mar
the surface. (Legally, it is the property of the building.)

Flashing: Sheets of Metal or other material toed to Waterproof
t joints and cages, especially of a roof.

Flexibility: Increase or decrease in kind and amount of use at
reasonable cost and effort; a quality of elasticity of the muscles
and the connecting tissues in the body.

Flush: Unbroken or even In surface; on a level with the adjacent
surfaces; having no indentation.

Fluting: The vertical channeling on the shaft of a column.
Footcandie: The illumination at a point on a surface that is one foot

from and perpendicular tog uniform point source on one candela
(candle); a lighting term used to denote quantity.

Footle mbert: A unit of brightness of a surface or of a light source.
One footiambert equals one lumen per square foot. Candelas
(candles) per square inch is an optional term for a unit of bright-
ness of a light source. One candela (candle) per square inch
equals 452 footlamberts. The candela per square meter is the
metric term and will be useri more in the future. For "brightness"
we now say "luminance (photometric brightness)."

Foot-pound: A unit of energy equal to the amount of energy
required to raise a weight of one pound a distance of one foot.

Fu lc ru m: The support or point of support on which a lever rotates.
Fullers earth: A clay-like, earthy substance used as a filter

medium.
Furring: The leveling of a floor, wall or ceiling, or the creating of air

spaces with thin strips of wood or metal before adding boards. or
plaster; the act of trimming or lining.

Gable: The triangular portion of a wall, between the enclosing lines
of a sloping roof.

Gallery: A communicating passage or wide corridor for pictures
and statues; upper story for,seats.

Glare: The sensation produced by brightness within the visual field
that are sufficiently greaterAhan the brightness to which the eyes
are adapted to cause an oyance, discomfort, or loss in visual
performance and visibili . ,

Glaze: Any impervious m terialproduced by fireused to cover
the body of a tile to prevent absorption of liquids and gases, to
resist abrasion and impact, or to give a more pleasing appearance.

Glazed Tile: A hard, dense tile that has been glazed to prevent
, absorption, to increase its beauty, orto improve easeof cleaning.

Gradient: The grade or rate of ascent or descent; a rate of increase
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er decrease of a variable magnitude, or the curve that represents
it.

^

Grid: A framework of parallel liars; a grating. .

Gutter A trough or channel along or iinder the eaves of a roof to
carry off rainwater, also around the upper edge of a swimming
Pool:

Gymnasium: A building or part of a bur ding devote*rimarily to
oup activities such attasketball, gymnastics, volleyball, and

dancing. It is equippsd with gymnastic apparatus, a Court area
for playing athletic and game activities, dressing room facilities,
and seating arrangements for spectators.

Gymtorium: A combination facility designed to be used as a
gymnasium oc.aUditorium. Other combination facilitiessre cafe-
toriums (cafeteria and auditorium) and gymnateria (gymnasium
and cafeteria).

Handicap -ad: A person who has less thannormal aptitude and/or
ability for performing the ordinary tasks of life, or of a particular
vocation or avocation. 'The usual reference is to a person physi-
cally handicapped, I.e., who has a Specific anatomical or physio-
logical deficiency (poor vision, hearing), but it may alioapply to
the mentally deficient, maladjusted, or retarded person.

Header A wooden beam placed between two long beams with the
ends of the shoPt beams resting against it.

Health: A state of optimal physical, mental, and social well-being,
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.

Hearing Disabilities; Deafness or hearing handicaps that might
make an individual insecure in public areas because he is unable
to communicate or hear warning signals.

Hobby: An engrossingactivity to which one frequently reverts and
- to which he gives his free time, such as stamp collecting, knitting,

and' gardening.
Hosellibb: A faucet with the nozzle bent downward and threaded

for hose connections.
Hbmidity: Moisture content of the air expressed ih percent of

maximum.
iii and Handicapped: A collective term that includes all those

classifications, by authorities, of persons suffering from diseases
or disability.

Impulse: Acting briefly and as a result of impulse.
Indoor Center A building, such as a school, church, or community

center, that has the facilities needed to carry on recreational
activities. .

Instruction: The process of conveying facts or information, ideas,
and concepts.

Integral: The result of integrating parts into a whole; necessary for
completeness; essential; whole or complete.

Integration: Functienat interrelationship; the process of making
whole.

Interpretative: Explanatory; a conception of art, writing, program,
structure, or concept; used to interpret.

Jamb: A side post of a doorway, window frame, fireplace, etc.
Joint: A piaceor part where two things or parts are joined together.
Leadership: The ability of one person, or a group of people, to

influence others to recognize goals of common interest and to
stimulate them to act cooperatively to achieve these goals.

Leisure: To be permitted; a bulk of time; 'a state of frendom; a
minimum of obligation; a physiological and emotional necessity;
identified by "when" rather than "how."

Liability: The responsibility of one who is bound in law and juctice
to do something that may be forced by action; a condition that
gives rise tb an obligation to do a particular thing, to be enforced
by court action; a responsibility between parties that the courts
recognize and enforce; an unintentional breach of legal duty
causing reasonably foreseeable damage.

License: A formal permission to do something; a document indicat-
ing certain permission; freedom to deviate from strict conduct,
rule, or practice; generally may be permitted by common consent.

Light: Visible radiationgenerally 'considered to be the electro-
magnetic radiations of wave lengths between 380 and 780 nano-
meters, which are the violet and red ends of the visible spectrum,
respectively.

Lintel: The horizontal timber or stonti that spans an opening, as
over doors or windows.

Louver An aperture or frame with boards fitted in a slatted panel for
ventilation.

Lum en: A unit of output of light source or of a luminaire.
Luminaire: Lighting unit, including lamps.
Maintenance: The keeping of recreational areas, facilities, equip-

ment, and supplies in accordance with established standards
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and existing needs for effective operatioe.
Marina: A water dock or basin providing secure moorings for water-

craft
Master Plan for Recreation: A long-term guide for the systemic

ahd orderly selection and developnient of recreational facilities
and services oyer a given period of time. It might be cbmposed of
such elements as goals, organizational structure, activitY pro-
gram, areas, facilities, personnel, and financial support.

Milieu: The total environment and surroundings within which an
activity takes place. Milieu is frequently used as synonym fix
environment.

Module: A stimdard or unit of measurement; the length of some
part used to determine the proportions of a building.

Monitor An instrument used for monitoring; a warning; a reminder
a test fc intensity of qUality.

Monolithic: Massively solid; single and uniform.
Motivation: The process of initiatingrconscious and purposeful

aCtion. lt becomes objectified as an interest and usually leads to
action in pursuit of thatinterest. A psychological interpretatibn is
the application of incentives to an individual or group for whom
activity is 'desired. This term is not to be confused with the
.psychologicaliern1 "unconscious motivatitm."

Mullion: A slender, %Meal dividing bar between the lights of
windows, screens, etc.

Multiple-Use Areas and Facilities: Physical features designed
and constructed-to meet the space and facility requirements bf
several types of recreational activities. A gymnasium is an
example of a multi-use facilitydesigned to serve more than one
purpose.

NatatoriUm: An indoor aquatic facility.
Negligence: Failure to act with reasonable care or prudent judg-

ment uncle,' the circumstances involved.
Neighborhood: A segment of a community composed of Ecresi-

dental area in which the people may have common ethnic,
social, and economic characteristics. They are generally served
by the same eleMentary sohool and recreational center. The
neighborhood may be bounded by barriers, such as thorough-
fares, railroads, and waterways, and by commercial and industrial
developments.

Neighborhood Park: A landscaped area with a more or less
formal design intended to provide an attractive neighborhood
setting and a place for recreational activities.

Neighborhood Playground: An outdoor play center designed to
meet the recreational needs of a neighborhood, especially the
children from 6 to 14 years old. Playgrounds are ideally located in
the center of a neighborhood. An apparatus area, a playlot, a
wading pool, and a shelter house are usually provided.

Nonslip: Having the tread so constructed as to reduce skidding or
slipping.

Nonslip Tile: Tile the components of which incorporate Certain ad-
mixtures such as abrasive granules in the body or the surface.

Nosing: The projecting edge of a step; that part of the tread which
extends beyond the riser; a stair nosing.

Objectives: Short-range and realizable goals; goals that are more
attainable than remote alms, but less attainable than immediate
outcomes; attainable goals that guide one's thoughts and actions.

Observation Gallery: A platform or projecting upper floor attached
to the back wall or sides of a room designed to permit seeing,
watching, and observing.

Opaque.. The quality of being impervious to light.
Open Space: A relatively underdeveloped area provided within or

near urban development to minimize feelings of congested living.
Orientation: The directional placement of a facility; establishing

position.
Outdoor Center An area designed to provide the space and

facilities needed to carry on outdoor recreational activities.
Ourdoor Education: A processtaking place under leadership in

natural surroundingsthat is in or about the outdoors. '
Outdoor Recreation: Aey type of recreational activity accomp-

lished in the out-of-doors, such as outdoor band concerts,
picnics, outdoor pageants, and outdoor dances. It usually refers
to activities performed in the natural environment.

Outdoor Theater: A recreational facility designed to meet the
needs for a suitable place to hold outdoor plays, pageants,
concerts, and meetings. Outdoor theaters vary in size from those
located on a playground to the large community type and are
constructed in a natural setting, conforming to the character-
istics of the area. Grassy slopes, sodded terraces, cement steps
or terraces, or benches serve as seats for the spectators.
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Outrigger Any temporary support exiending out from the main
' structure.

Park: An area permanently dedicated to recreational use and
generally characterized by ite natural, historic, and landscape
features. It is used for beth passive and'active forms of recreation
and may be designed to serve the residents of a neighborhood,
community, state, region, or nation.

Park District: A subdivision of state government exercising within
its jurisdiction the authority of a municipality. It may operate and
Maintain parks, recreational programs, police forces, airports
and other such facilities and programs as may be designated
the act establishing the district.

Park-School: An area cooperatively planned by school and munici-
pal authorities to provide programs of education and recreation
for darbY-day use by the people of a neighborhood or community.

Parkway: Essentially an elongated park with a road running through
it, the use of which is restricted to pleasureiraffic. Theparkway
often serves to connect large units in a park system and is rarely
found except in large cities:

Peripheral Fild: The portion of the visual field falling outside the
central visual field.

Peripheral Vision: Vision outside the central visual field.
Permeable: That which can be permeated; open to passage or

penetration, especially by fluids.
Aysiced Education: The science and skill of movement, using all

types bf sports and physical actMtles for the following specific
purposes; to develop and maintain physical efficiency, to develop
useful knowledge and physical skills; to teach students to act in

'socially useful ways; and to develop skills that may be used for
physical recreation.

PHastele A rectangular feature in the shape of a pillar, but projecting
only one-sixth of its breadth from a wall.

Planning: The development of an organlied procedure, including
the selection of goals and objectives and the tools of action
necessary to carrycout these goals. Raring involves taking into ,
consideration the social and physical environment of an area a§

- well as the rola that recreation plays in area development.
Platform: A surface that is g'eneraPy horizontal, flat, and raised, or a'

philosophical basis for a program of abtion.
°Play: The willful and spontaneous natural expression of people that

pervades many of the recreational activities of cildren and
, adults.

Playfield. A r4treational area designed to serve the needs of a
community or neighborhood having a population of 10,000 to
15,000 persons. Its essential feature are a community recrea-
tional buildtng, areas for sports and 'games, a playground for
children, picnic areas, public parking, and occasionally, a swim-
ming area.'

Playground: The basic recreational area in a residential neighbor-
hood, providing a variety of recreation activities for people of all
ages, primarily children of 6 to 14.

Playlot: A small area intended vimarily for the play of preschool-
age children and generally located in the corner of a neighbor-
hood playground or near the center of one or more units of a
multiple-family housing development. It is usually equipped with
a sandbox, slides, swings, and other playground apparatus. Tot-
lots and playlots are synonymous.

Plaza: A small landscaped area rarely more than a block in size and
often consisting of a triangle or circle at a street intersection.

Post Sleeves: Metal pipe,' installed at ground level or slightly
below, that receives posts to facilitate various activities.

Principle: A guiding rule for the planning, construction, use, or
maintenance of a ffacility in accordance with its intended pm,
pose; a rule of action or conduct; a fundamental rule; an intel-
lectual concept; a guide to the obligations of right conduct.

Proprietary Functions: Those services performed by a munici-
pality, dchool, county, or other governmental unit for the specific
benefit of the inhabitants of that unit in contrast to a benefit of the
general public, or which may be conducted in competition with
private enterprise.

Prudent: Care, precaution, attentiveness, and good judgment as
applied to action or conduct; capable of exercising sound judg-
ment in practical matters; cautious; discreet in conduct; circum-
spect; sensible; not rash.

Psychophysical Equipment: Laboratory testing devirxis used to
indicate a variety of abilities related to visual acuity, field of
vision, distance judgment and depth perception, color vision,
night vision, glare vision, glare recovery, reaction time, and
steadiness of hand.
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Public Relations: The creation of good will through information
and 'education at every pOint of contact between the agency and
its publics; some of the Media used to promote good public
reiatioes,are piloted circulars and reports, program denionstra-
tions, employee contacts, newspapers, radio, window displays,
'and public addresses; harmonious Working relationships to
ieform, to correct misunderstandings, to change opinion, to gain
support, to remove apathy, to modify attitude, to estiblish
dence, to develop awareness of importance Of programAnd to
develop the partnership concept.

Rabbet A groove or cut made in the edge of a board, etc., in such a
way that another piece may be fitted in to form a point.

Ramps, Ramptwith Gradients: in this text, tempi with wadients
(or ramps with slopes) that deviate from what would otherwise be
considered the normal level. An exterior ramp, as distinguithed
from a "walk," would be considered'an appendage to a building
leading to level above or below existing ground level. As suet., a
ramp shall meet certain requirements similar to tilos. Imposed
upon stairs. .

Ray: A single line of light coming from a luminous point.
Recreation: To create anew, or to refresh from toil; what we'do

because we want to do it; recreating the' mind and body; whole-
some and pleasurable behavior; action motivated by inner desire
(no outer compulsion); spontaneity; not orderep, impoted, or
forced; the IndMdual has somethingto choose from and he is
capable of maldng a choice; the motive is enjoyment and
personal satisfaction, and the doing of it has its own aPpeal; the
"when" is leisure, the "what" is recreation.

RIcreation Areas: Land and water space set aside for recrea-
tional usage, such as parks, playgroynds, lakes and reservoks.

Recreation, Commercial: Recreational services and activities,
4, such as daace halls, bowling alleys, theaters, amusement parks,

and carnivals organized primarily for profit and provided by-
business enterprises.

Recrational Facilities: Buildings and other physical features
and provisions, such as swimming pools, community recrea-
tional centers, stadiums, and outdoor theaters, designed and
constructed for recreational use.

Recreation, Municipal (Public): A program of public recreation
prOvided by the corporate body for persons residing in anyone of
the several types of governmental units having the power of local
self-government. it is financed prima* by taxation and includes
the establishment, operation, conduct, control, and mainte-
nance of programs, services; areas, and facilities.

Recreational Museum: An area or facility for preserving and
exhibiting recreational objects and artifacte

Rcreation, Private: A recreational program and/or services
established under the auspices of an agency or organization
supported by other than governmental funds. Private agencies
usually serve a particular constituency and often limit their
services to a given area of a pity and to those invited by the
agency. Recreation is often a technique rather than a primary
purpose in privatelagencies.

Recreation, State: A recreational program or service offered by a
state agency, such as the state recreation commission, con-
servation department, or welfare departMent, on a statewide
basis. The services may include operating a public area and
facility such as a state park, carrying forth statewide research,
planning and promoting new recreational programs, and/or
advising local groupp on various problems relating to recreation,.

Redevelopment: An additional developing process.
Reflectance (Reflection Factor): The percent of light falling on a

surface that is reflected by that surface.
Reflected Glare: Glare resulting from specular reflections of high

brightness in polished or glossy surfaces in the field of view. It
usually is associated with reflections from within a visual task or
areas close to the region being viewed.

Reflection Factor: The percentage of light reflected by a given
surface.

Refrigerants: Any of the various liquids that vaporize at a low
temperature, used in mechanical refrigeration.

Resident Camping: A sustained group-living experience in the
natural environment under trained leadership in which the sur-
roundings contr ilmte through program tothe emotional, physical,
arid soial growth of the individual.

Resiliency: Ability to bounce back or spring back into shape or
position after being pressed or stretched; elastic.

Resistance: Any opposing friction causing force; the reciprocal of
conouctance.
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Riser The vertical distance (and pieces) between the steps in a
stairway,

School Camping: An oreanfzed camping pi aaram conducted by a
school as an Integral pert of the regular school program and
emottealzing outdoor edication.

Scuba Diving: Diving with selacontained underwater breathing
apparatus (air tam).

Service Building: A structure affordi!ig the facilities necessary to
accommodate the people using radreational facilltlea such as a
get course, pool, or ice-skating rink. It may contain
dressing .rov, lockers, toilets, shower rooms,, check and
storage rnams, a lobby or lounge, and a repair shop. Also, the,

., used in reference to buildings that facilitate the operation
and maintenance of the recreational system, such as green-
houses, ctonge buildhipa, and garages.

Shadow: The space from which light from a given source is
excluded by an opaque (*ea the area of comparative darkness
resUltAng from the interception of light by an opaque object.

Sheathing: The inner covering of boards or waterproof material on
the roof or outside wall of a frame house.

Shelter Hot. t : A building, usually located on a piwground or play-
field, equt iaed with such features as an office for the director,
space foi storage, toilets, and a craft or play room.

Short-Term Residence Camp: A creative, cooperative experi-
ence In living in the out-of-doors in self-sufficient small groups for
periods of five days or less.

Sill: A heavy horizantal timber or line of masonarsupporting a vidli; a
horizontal piece, forming the bottom frame of a door or window.

Sleeper A piece of timber, stone, or steel, on or hear the ground to
support dome supentructure.

Social Recreation: ACtivities or experiences primarily engaged in
to produck:t sociability, such as parties banquets, club meetings,
picnics, and dances. Social recreation uses as a medium the
activities of spurts, games, drama, music, dance, nature recrea-
tion, and arts and crafts. The motivating purppae is to, bring
people ',other.

Soffit: The ceiling or underside of any architectural member.
Special Recreational Areas and Facilities: Areas and facilities

designed, constructed, and equipped to meet the requirements
of a specific foro, of recreational activity, such as a golf course,
swimming pool, and athletic field.
acIficatIons: Detailed descriptibn of The parts of a whole; state-
ment oflenumeration of particulars, as to size, quality, and
performance; terms; something specified.

Sports tiecreation: Activities that usually require a great deal of
physical movement and the use of specific equipment and areas.
Facamples art oolf, trinls, hunting, fishing, skiing, and corecrea-
aortal softball. Athletics and sports are not synonymous; ath-
letics is one of the many kinds of sporting activities frequently
referred tb as physical recreation.

tlaggerrld: kranged so that alternate intervals of space or time
are used.

Stanchion: An upright bar, beam, or post used as a support; one of
a pair of linked, upright bars.

Standards: Norms established by authority, research, custom, or
general consent to be used as criteria and guides in establishing
and evaluating programs, lealership, areas, facilities, and plans;
as measures of quantity, quality, weight, extent, or value.

Stile: A vertical piece in a panel or frame, as a door or window; a set
of steps used in climbing over a fence or wall.

Supervise: Oversee or manage a program, activity, or people, and
arrange for economy of control and management.

Savoy: A cooperative undertaking that applies scientific methods

!
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to the study and treatment of curre .! recreational data, problems,
and conditions. The limits of a survey are prescribed before
execution ani its facts, findings, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions &remade commoraknowledge,and orovide a basa for intelli-.
gent, coordinated action.

SYnthetic: Artificial; hot real or genuine; a substanceproduced by
chemical synthesis..

Tanbark: Any bark containing tannin (used to tan hides) and, after
the tannin has been extracted, it ;s used to cover tracks,,circus

flrings, and dirt oors in fie
Template: A short piece pia d in a wall under a beam to distribute

; houaes.

the pressure; also a beam spanning a doorway, or the like, and
. supporting joists.

Terra Cotta: Ciayware having the surface coated with fine slip or
glaze; used in the faVng large buildings for milef ornament or
statues.

Terrazzob A type of flooring made of smallicchips of marble set
irreguiffrly imceraent and polished.

Threshold: A piece of wood, stone, metal; etc., place beneath a
door; doorsill; the enfrance or beginn.na point of something; the
point at arhicn a stimulus is Just strong enough to be perceived or
produce a response, as the threshold of pain.

Topography: The configuratioh of a surface, including its relief;
graphic delineatign of physical :eatured of any place or region.

Translucent: Transmitting light but scattering it so that details
cannot be distinguistpled through the translucent medium.

Transparent: Allowing Tight to pass through so that objects behind
can seen distinctly.

Truss: To support or strengthen with a constructural trusi;. a
bracket or modillion.

Underpinning: A supponing structure of the foundation, especially
one placed beneath a wall.

Unglazul Tile: A hard, dense tile or homogeneous composition
derMng color and texture from the materials of which it is made.

UtIllty: -The degree to which an area, facility, or instrument is
designed to senie its purpose, and the degree to which it is used;
percent of usage during the workday adapted or. available for
general use or utility.

Validity: The degree to which an item or instrument actually does
what it is intended to do.

Vestibulo: A passage hall or chamber between the outer door and
the interior of a building.

Tliek Asphalt tile impregnated with vinyl.
Visual Task: Conventionally; those details and objects that must

be seen for the performance of a given activity, including the
immediate background of the details or objects.

Vitreous: Of, pertaining to, or derived from glass; like glass, as in
color, brittleness, and luster.

Wainscot: A wood lining or paneling on the lower part of the walls.
Walkway: In this text, a predetermined, prepared surface; exterior

pathway leading to or from a building or facility, or from one
exterior area to another, placed on the existing ground level and 0
no deviating from the level of the existing ground immediately
adjacent.

WIlderness: A rather large, generally inaccessible area left in its
natural state available for recreational experience It is void of
developmeat except for those trails, sites, and similar condi-
tions made by previous wilderness users. (No mechanical trans-
portation permitted,)

Youth Center: krecreational building designed primarily to be
used by adolescents. The center May operated by a public or
private agency or by a teen-age organization under adult guidance

Zone Heatl ng: Climate control placed in a building by area.
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.
ANNOTATED KOLIOGRAPHY

GENERAL REFERENCE `

Abramson, Paul. "Educational Construction: A Statistical Summary,
1976 and Beyond". American School andUniversity 49 (April
1977): 26-33.
This detailed summary lists the building construction under-
takervby schools ranging from the elementary school through the
4 ye.ir college. The suimary covers the years 1974-1976. Pro-
jections are also listed for the years 1977-1979. The special
facilities listing indicates that constrUction of gymnasiums and
oytdoor athletic facilities has risen since 1974

"A Comparative Approach to DitsIgn-Build". American 'School
and University, February 1977, pp. 20-21.

Explains how architects and contractors may epproach the new
facility as a Joint project to help eliminate pro 31ems.

American Association for Health, Physick I Education and Recrea-
tion. DrssIng Room's. Washington, D.C. 1:472.
The publication identifies significant consInfrAktion in the planning
of dressinb locker rooms and relatad dervioe facilities. Compre-
hensive treatment of each aspect has riot been attempted. Used
in conjunction with listed references and up-to-date information
available frbm architects. This matsfial shouid provide a sound
foundation for planning those costly and important facilities.

Annual Purchasing Directory. American School and University
49 (May 1977).
Listing of products and services for the year. An index is
included.

Bareither, Harlan and Schillinger, J.L Uniirersity Space Planning,
University of Illinois Press, kkbana, Illinois, 1968.
Bronzan, Robert T. "Guidennes in Facility Planning". Scholastic

Coach 46 (Januar. 1977).
Discussion relating to interests and needs'of students and the
responsibilities of developing and implementing a master plan to
fit those needs. Emphasis is given to a step by step plan to elimi-
nate pitfalls of new facilities.

Bronzan, Robert T. New Concepts in Planning and Funding
Athletic, Physical Education and Recreation Facilities.
St. Paul, Minnesota. The Phoenix intermedia, Inc. 1974.
A compTate book on planning new facilities. It incorporates many
areas, including financing, justifying new facilities, philosnnhies,
indoor and outdoor facilities. Included alno Mu examples of
modern P. E. facilities.

r nzan, Robert T. "Planning and Se Airing Funds for Athletic
Facilities". Athletic Purchasing and Facilities 1 (April-May
1977)
This article discussed the importance of developing a sound
peblic relations 7rogram throughout the community and the
financial rewards uf such a program.

Brooks, Kenneth. "Sele Ming the Architect". American School

Jr

.4*

4...4 University 49 (October 1978): 49-5e.
This article expirgris the importance of selecting the right archi-
tect. Most architettural selections for school projects involve the
interview approach in aelaction.

Coates, Edward. "The Role of the Physical Educator in Facility
Planning". The. Physical Educator 28 (May 1971): 74.
This article gives nine guiding principles for the construction of
facilities and gOidelines to follow In the initial stages of planning.
Many "common mistakes".are listed that are often found after the
buildings and areas are operational. Author urges the specialist
or physical educator to become involved in the planning.

Crompton, Joir L "Commercial and Public Cooperation to Provide
Facilities for Recriation". Journal of Physical Education. 48
(NowDec 1978).
The author suggests that if new recreations facilities are to be
provided, the public sector recognizing Its own financial con-
straints should adopt as a primary goal the need to encourage
the commercial sector to provide them.

Cryer, Lewis A. "Facts _on Funding New Facilities". Athletic Ad.
ministration (winter 1978-77): 6.
This article gives major guidelines for the raising of funds and
other needs when considering additions and for building new
facilities.

Dispenza, Robert.:'Sharing Facilities". Recreation Management
18 (Nov. 1975).
This article relates the tradition of sharing facilities between the
public and private sectors thereby creating a city-wide complex
id Rochester, New York.

Eison, Maring J. "The Study of Leisure". Town Planning Review
48 (April 1977).
Discusses the General Household Survey and the Darlington
Amenity Trust, their importance in analyzing future life styles and
its impact on facility planning.

Ezersky, Eugene M.,.and Thiebert, Richard P. "Facilities in Sports
and Physical Education". St. Louis, Mosby Company (1976).
A complete book on facilities.

Gans, Marvin, Sequential Steps in Planning Facilities for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Athletics,
PhD. Thesis et University of Utah, 1972.

Griffin, C.W., Systems: An Approach to School Construction.
Educational Facilities Laboratories. NY. 1971.

John, Geraint. "AJ Annual Technical Review: Sports Building De-
sign". The Architect's Journal 165 (January 1977).
Points out that overall consideration is economic; need cheaper,
more imaginative schemeS. Suggests particular trends for swim-
ming pools, ice rinks and surfaces. Introduces "trim circ .'ts" for
logging and suggest Joining arts and sports In the same facility.

I, ,
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Guidelines in Facility Planning. Scholastic COach, January
1977.
Outlines six major guidelines which will help to eliminate pitfalls
when planning facilities.

Keller, Roy. Modern Management 'Of Facilities for Physical
Education, Stipes Publishing Company, champaign, Nnois
1973.

Kotz, Anthony W. "Landscaping Necessary for Complete Facilities".
Recreation Management 20 (April 1977).
The author suggests that landscaping is not a luxury but should
be considered a necessity for a complet facility. Ground cover

,plantings can be an asset over turf.
Martin, Stanley, and Gould, William. "What to Look For Before You

Start Remodeling". American School and University 48
(January 1976): 47-51.
This article discusses the importance of an audit for.evaluation
purposed before remodeling a building. The evaluation includei
four weed': physical condition, functional stability, historical and
aesthetic values, and present costs.

N.A.C.D.A., Administration of Athletics in Colleges and Uni-
, versifies, bIE.A. Publications, Washington, D.C. 1971.

Nagel, Brian N. "Leasing Out Facilities Can Cut Costs". American
School and University 49 (August 1976).
A presentation of the intricacies of leasing college and university
facilities. An emphasis is placed on a tenant that will blend in with
the activitieS of the school so as not to let 4burden of adminis-
tration outweigh the financial advantagesy

Penmna, Kenneth. Planning Physical Educ tion and Athletic
Facilities in Schools. ,'ohn Wiley and Sons, Inc., N.Y. 1977.

Plant Planning and Purchasing Guide. American School and
University 49 (May 1977):
This is a listing of 1,700 suppliers of products arid services under
63 different categories

"Quick, Tell Me How To Buy Athletic and Playground Equipment".
American School Board Journal 164 (February 1977).
Article presents basis for purchasing athletic and .playground
equipment including, age, need, ability.,and safety considera--
tions. Suggests use of multi-faceted equipment.

Sapora, A.V. and H.E. Kenney. A Study of The Present Status,
Future Needs and Recommended Standards REgarding
Space Used for Health, Physical Education, Recreation,
and Athletics, University of illinoia Study, Stipes Pubiishing
Company, Champaign, IllinoiS, 1960.

Theunissen, William. "What's Happening in Facilities: The Role of
the Program Specialist". Joper, Volume 49, No. 6, 1978, pp. 27-
29.
Includes information on the planning stages involved in a new
facility.Ward, Richard G. "Don'ts and Do's of Site Planning".
Scholastic Coach XLV (Janue,.'y 197'.5).
Long range planning is stressed throughout this article. A quite
extensive listing of do's and don'ts is given that can really help
the school administrator or physical educator in theireong range
planning.

"What's Happening in Facilities". Joper, June 1978, pp. 33-48.
Yearwood, Randall, N., "Selecting Your Architect". American

School and University, September 1978, pp. 54-58.
Gives guidelines and warning signals to look for when selecting
the architect.

INDOOR FACILITIES

AIR STRUCTURES
Educational Facilities Laboratories. Four Fabric Structures, Edu-

cational Facilities Laboratories, N.Y. 1975.
Eckstrom, Rurik. "This May Be Your Next Bag". Ame .an School

And University 43 (June 1971): 30-32.
The history of air-supported structures is discussed. The advan-
tages of such structures are: 1) less energy is required to provide
building space. 2) there is considerably less expense for original
cost outlay, and 31, the structures are less permanent, thus,
ailowing for constant up-dating for architectural design. Air
structures also solve immediate building needs.

Englebrecht, Robert. "13ubble, Bubble Everywhere". Popular
Science 202 (March 1973) 92-95.
The balloon type bubble is a simple air-supported structure, The
boat type is just inflated tubes or panels to make an air-inflated
structure. The Fuji Group Pavilion is the third type of bubble
called a hybrid air structure which has external walls or frame-
work. All of the bubble types may be used extensively for recrea-
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tion, campus sites and methods to fight pollution.
"Fabric Roof Tops A Permanent Structuie". American School and

University 48 (August/1976),
The roof of the field house at Charles Academy is made of., ncri=1
,degradable materials, the actual struCture ott the 'building is
cement with a fabric roof. The fabric roof results in only 10% of the
total cost of the field house, which was built for $588,000.

Hill'and Knowlton. "Air-Supported Structures". Scholastic Coach
(January 1974): 15, 103-104.
A new steel cable reinforced air-supported structure can now be
expected to last for 20 or more years. The structure can be up to
600' long, 120' wide, and 48' high. The structure can be a variety

,of architectural styles and the cost is lower, than the traditional
building costs.

Katz, Anthony W. "Air Structures Expand to Meet Youlk,Nee'ds".
Recreational Management 33 (April 1976).
This article describes various air supported structures in terms of
their advantages and disadvanthges. °

"A Profile of the Two Largest Air-Supported Roofs". Architectural
Record 159 (January 1976).: 141-144.
A detailed study of how the two cable restrained, air-supported

proofs at Pontiac, Michigan Metropolitan Stadium anilthe Univer-
sity of Northern lowa Dome were constructed,. Lower construc-
tion costs (than rigid roofs), the translucency of the fabric and the
self-cleaning properfy of the fabric were cited as advantages of
such a design,

Puckett, John. "Two Promising Innovations In Physical Education
Facilities". Journal of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation 43 (January 1972): 40-41.
"Shelters or limited shelters" and air-supported structures are
briefly discussed for considerbon as facilities for physical
education. Selected examples and basic specification of liel-
ters are cited, especiall4 for elementary school use. Air-
supported structures are explained including the new types of
anchorage systeces, chiracteristics of the structures, and the
cost.

"Sliding On Air". Time 106 (September 1975).
This article describeo the new Aloha Stadium in Honolulu, Hawaii
and its revolutionary ability to change its shape and,purpose by
sliding its stands on a cushion of air.

Theibert, Richard. "Air supported Structures', ,Coming On and Going
Up Fast". Scholastic Coach (January 1974): 13-15, 98-99.
Bright prospects for this type of structure are mentioned. Top
manufacturers are also listed, along with steps on how to put this
type of structure together.

"World's Largest Air-Supported 'Structure". American School
and University 47 (July 1975): 23.
This article describes The activities center at the UnivEfrsity of
Santa Clara, which is the world's largest permanent air sup-
ported structure. It talks of the roof, safety, errergy conservation
and lighting.

AUXILIARY AREAS
Brown, Robert. "Multi-Purpose Facillties". AmericanSchool and

University 47 (November 1974): 23-2-7.
The multipurpose concept for stadium areas is discussed in this
article. A study for the University of Minnesota is discussed to
illustrate how one facility can host eight different sports on the
same surface just by changing the markings on the field.

Brubaker, W.C. and Hutchinson, George. "New Life for Old Buiid-
ings". College and University Business 52 (January 1972).
This drticle outlines several possibilities to give old buildings a
new Life such as rbnovation of existing buildingb for some other
educational function and for the sarnq function, and remodeling
of other non-educational buildings-fer new college roles.

Dotter, Richard L. "The Multipurpose Challenge". 4ournal of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 37.
The author presents both advantages and disadvantages of the
multi-purpose room used for physical education, and other
things, such as cafehrias and auditoriums.'

Kiene, Charles. "Using Balconies In PE Programs". JOPER (April
1977): 64.
TV "article discusses ways to use existing sPace for the
teaching of physical education. Ideas tor limited space units and
safety precautions are suggested.

"Making the Most of Multi-Use Space". American School and
nversity 39 (SepternW 1966): 33.

Because many schodiS today cannot afford separate facilities
tfaor physical education, eating and/or plays, the multipurpose
G.' Ile
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room would seem to be the answer. With today's light, portable
furniture, 'l'ooms may serve double or even triple duty.

"Mixing Media". The Architectural. Forum 138 (May 1973): 30.
This article concerns the new multipurpose aeditorium and arts
center for Dickinson College. The arts building will accommo-
date studios, and offices for art, dance, music and lounges for
exhibition space.

"Music, Drama, PE, All In One Facility'. Scholastid Coach 45
(January 1976): 20.
An excellent.example of organized planning between the archi-
tect, school administrators and staff with a rewai ding result
because of their efforts.

"OSU Puts Sports Where the Students Are". Americah School
and Uniersity 49 (December 1976).
With available monies, Ohio State University build satellite multi-
purpose recreation centers around the university campus, Ad-
vantages such as great student access, ine nsive construc-
tion and minimal maintenance are discus d. Ge alsiructural
points are reve pled.

"Planning a Classroom Fitness Center".
Newsletter (Aprjl 1976).
This article destribes how an eleme

hysical Education

tary physical education
instructor in Rhode Island adapts phys al education to the open
elementary school classroom by setting up a fitness corner on a

' free standing portable wooden frame.
Pollock, Alexander. "Multi-Use Stadium Prototype". Scholastic

Coach 41 (January 1972): 22, 40,
This type of multi-use stadium is designed both for' school and
community use..lt provides several outdoor spectator areas for a
wide range of sporing events as well as agricultural fairs, reli-
gious convocation and horse shows, plus the already existing
indoor, facilities such as a pool, gym, locker rooms, training
roomsVnd classrooms. It is a design of the future with a total cost
a about $5,000,000.

Rainey, T. Marshall. "Hidden Teaching .Stations". Scholastic
Coach42 (January 1973): 7.
Various suggestions concerning the maximum use of physical
education buildings and faeilities are disbussed in this article,
The author relates many uses for the "cage" (field house),
natatorium, arena, ice rink, locker rooms and laundry facilities.

Steen, Barney. "bide Wall Accessories". Scholastic Coach 41
(January 1972): 42.
The article describes the portable side walls which Calvin
College built to help increase their facilities for both handball and
naddleball. Tne 5 portable walls gave them 4 new courts in the
balcony of the gymnasium.

Stevenson, Ian T. "A Jumping Complex". British Journal of Physi-
cal Education (June 1973): 43
.Here is a suggestion for a multipurpose jumping complex which
has attempted, at low cost, to incorporate all the major athletic
jumping events into one wilt specifically designed for teaching.

Theibert, Richard P. "Facilities for Lifetime Sports". American
School and University (November 1971): 14-18.
Explains the problems of designing facilities for athletics and
expecting them to accommodate physical education and intra-
murals. The "open space" concept to accommodate a large
variety of activities is discussed. Stresses area and facility for
lifetime' sports

COURT GAMES
Bigham, J.H.L. "Multipurpose Courts for All Seasons". Parks and

Recreation 8 (May 1973).
Article discusses the reason for and the bas. design needs of a
multipurpose court. Possible locations fol ich a facility are also
rnen'ioned.

"Bloody Courts, Bloody Weather". World Ten n is 24 (August 1076)
The author relives some of the memories of theflritish Hard Court
Championships with explicit comments on the less than ade-
quate facilities.

"Building For Sport: Uptown Racquet Club". Architectural Repord
(February 1977): 115-117. . \
This article deals with the growing boom in tennis, squash. and
racquetball. It specifically tells of one racquet club in New York
that was built over, under, and alongside an existing department
store. It cont tins 14 singles courts, a nuivsery, restaurant,
saunas, and other facilities It is the largest commercial club of it;
kind in the U.S

Dudas. William L. ''New Standards for Volleyball" Athletic Journal
56 (May 19 /6)

2 lO

This article gives upto-date design for efficient volleyball
standards with safety and tie specifications as a primary
objective in their construction. Diagrams and illustrations are
included.

Flynn, Richard B "Indoor Racquet Clubs". Joper, Vlume 48,
Number 9, 1977 p. 45.
A discussion of the recent trends in the building of racquetball
clubs. . .

Knight, Pamela. "Fold It Out nd Presto: Tenderloin Is Hamburger".
Sports Illustrated 38 (March 26, 1973): 7273.
Since Squash is becoming more popular in the United States,
facilities must be made avairable for participants. One sug-
gestion for present (inappropriate gymnasiums Is a pre-
assenibled box-like structure made of stressed skis plywood
panels which fold open and closed. It is estimated it would cost
$8,500 per unit.

"Paddle Tennis: Holding dourt on Today's Campuses." American
School and University 48 (June 1976),
Platform tennis, a smaller, more convenient and faster version of
tennis is a growing sport in the midwest and northern parts of the
country. This article gives court dimensions and describes some
of the different designs and materials being used to construct
new courts.

Penman, Kenneth A., "Do's and Don'ts in Constructing Handball-
Racquetball Courts" Athletic Purchasing and Facilities,
Volume 2, Number 3, 1978, p. 24.
Article emphasizes important points to consider when construct-
ing handball-racquetball courts.

"Platform Tennis Builds. New Interest Into Employee Recreational
Facilities." Recreation and Management 20, (March 1977).
This article validates the inclusion of two platform tennis courts
into the United States Automobile Association's new recreational
facility in San Antonio. Specifications concerning rules, facilities,
and'maintenance required are included.

Taub, Deborah. "Boca West: Tennis Without a Racket." Tennis
Directory, Volume 2, Number 2, 1978, pp. 18-21.
Contains information on innovative features of a recently de-
veloped resort club.

Van Dis. "Handball Courts in Future YMCA's." Journal of Physical
Education 70 (January-February 1973): 40-41.
After explaining why YMCA's, for monetary reasons, have not
built handball courts, the author goes on to give suggestions for
adaptability of handball courts to other activities. He also talks
about the need for spectator space and how it should be
developed, On the page next to the article are diagrams illus-
trating handball court designs.

vJ
DOMED STADIUMS
"A Dome Amidst the Hexagons." American School and Uni-

versity 48 (August 1976)
A prefabricated dome Was built over a gym in a SOuttt Carblina
H.S. The building contains 12,000 square feet of interior space
and seating for 1,000 spectators.

Davis, William E. "A Stadium For All Seasons." College Manage-
ment 7 (February 1972): 21-24.
Nicknamed the "Minidome," this new complex at Idaho State
University was a winner from the time of completion. The building
!louses a stadium of 12,000 sets, dessing and locker rooms,
offices, concession stands, rest roon a football field, portable
basketball court and board track, and a portable stage. This
article describes the steps taken in selling, planning of the
building, and also equipment selection.

"Dome Provides beauty and Low Cost Space." American School
and University 48 (January 1076).
The geodesic dome built at the Commueity Col;ege of Beaver
County, PA is the first pu 11c geodesic doMe in the state. Center
height measures 67 fee( and provides 38,000 sq. feet of floor
space. It is designed to withstand the weight of 4 feet of snow,
and 125 mph winds.

"Geodesic Dome Shipped 3,000 Miles to Construction Site."
School Management 15 (September 1971): 45.
A brief review of how quickly and inexpensively a geodesic dome
can be shipped and erected. This eipme will house ice hockey
and can be Converted to a nuniber of t:ttivity areas for the school
and community.

Green, Leon G. "The Kibbe Dome: Idaho's Indoor Innovation."
Athletic Administration 6 (Fall 1976): 21.
The Kibbe Dome was built at the University of Idaho to house
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football due to the area's fall weather conditions. Because of the
nature of the building, It is now being set up to be used as a multi-
purpose building which csn handle just about any indoor activity.

"Notre Dame's Twin Domed Wonderland." Scholastic Coach 39
(January 1970): 20.
Notre Dame's 8.6 million dollar convocation center is one of the 2
or 3 wondess of the college sports world. .The twin domed
complex is 750 feet wick?, 630 feet deep, and containi 460,000
sq. ft. of air-conditIonedlepace. Virtually every sport, varsity club
and intramural can play or practice somewhere in the superb
complex.

Parker, DiS nald W. "Walla Walla Community College Geodesic
Dome." Athletic' Purchasing and Facilities, Volume 2,
Number 7. December 1978.
A new building designdd.for energy conserGation. ,

"Prefabricated Dame Solves A 'College Budget Problem." Ameri-
ofin School And University 48 (August 1976).
After 10 months of planning and a few months of construction at
Mississippi College, a new gymnasium called "TheColiseum" is
nearing completion with a cost of only $27.75 per sq. ft.

Reed, J.D. "Really Running In The Red." Sports illustrated 48
(March 1976).
Although political and businesslike in nature, this article says
much about planning and effectively running a large sports area,
the Louisiana Superdome.

Schmidt, Lawrence W. "New Athletic Programs Fill Triree Domes."'
Athletic Purchasihg #nd Facilities 1 (April-May, 1977): 42-48.
Three golden domes were fabricated and erected from com-
ponents by Temcor, a building systems manufacturer specializ-
ing in geodesic domes. The need for an indoor Ice rink in this
hockey conscious community helped contribute to this decision.
The integrated design of the domes leaves no girders or rafters
to hang lighting; instead, lights Were placed in towers at the
perimeter of each dome and are beamed at .the ceiling.

"Sports Dome Offers Something for Everybody." American School
and University 491December 1976): 30-31.
The indoor facility at the University of Northern Iowa is a football
stadium, basketball and track stadium, etc., besides being an
auditorium, physical education and intramural building. This
multi-purpose structured facility was constructed for $7 million, a
savings of $15 million to UNI. The dome of the facility is woven
fiberglass which is kept up by four air blowers and a network of
steel cables.

"Spreading Idea: Domed Stadiums." U.S. News and World Report
(Septembe- l975):
This article discusses the present trend in stadium building.
domed stadiums. It talks about the oldest and cheapest at
Houston, to the newest and most expensive at New Orleans.

"Superdome's Seating." Architóctural Record 159 (April 1976)
The Superdome in Louisiana can be used for both sports and
other forms of entertainment. Movable grandstands on the first
level is the main topic of discussion.

"The Elmira Story: Three Geodesic Domes and a Natatorium."
Scholastic Coach (January 1975): 20-21, 80.
This article discusses the 'domes' individual uses aititt also the
use of the natatorium. Besides the aestetic qualities, they are
also multi-purpose. The article also includes the type of heating
and ventilation used in these domes.

"The Only Domed High School Field House In Washington."
Scholastic Coach 42 (January 1973): 16.
This article describes Washington High School, eight miles
south of Tacoma, Washington. The structure has a triax dome
with a light strip around. the sides. There is a 9trx 94 foot
basketball area surfaced with Tartan over a Vncrpte shb. The
author describes the other surfaces under the dofhe, the track,
illuminatiob, and heating. The locker room basket facilities are
also described.

"The NAU Ensphere: A New College Cominunity Asset." Athletic
Administration, Volume 12, Number 3, 1977, p. 10.
Is a descriptive outline of Northern Arizona's 502 foot diameter
domed stadium.

FIELD HOUSES
"Facilities That Reach Out and Say, 'Lafayete, We Are Here."

Scholastic (January 1974): 12-13, 93-94.
Discusses the design and use of the areas in the Allen P. Kirby
Field House al Lafayette College.

"Lightweight Column-Free Membranous Field House." Scholasiic
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Coach 44 (January 1975): 22.
New techniques in architecture provide much space at relatively
low cost at Graceland College, Lamoni, lowa..Obstruction-free
40, 435 square feet of space is provided at a cost of $15.91 per
square foot.

"Multi-PutPose Mammoth." College Management 5 (August
1970): 18-21.
Because of the climate, St. Lawrence Univerelty, New York, has
limited outdoor' ahtletic activity. The Athletic Department con-
structed a 160 x 260 building which entlosed a one-tenth of a
mile treck, a tennis court, and 20,000 feet of practice area inside
the track. 4'

Peterson, Alex. Guide for Planning The Fieldhouse at a Col-
lege or School Physical Education Facility, Columbia Uni-
veraity, N.Y. 1969.

"Product Applications." American School and University 45
(June 1973): 58.
This short article describes the liberal open design of the
Parkview Juoior High School in New Castle, Indiana, the new field
house at the-Thomas Jefferson High School in Arlington, Virginia,
the use of aluminum seating at Hermitage High School in
Richmond, Va., and the new indoor tennis courts' at Yale Uni-
versity. Although this article is basically an advertisement, it
allows the reader to look at some of the new innovations in the
area of athletic and physical education facilities.

GYMNASIUMS
Aase, Kermit, "The Corner Gym." Journal of Physical Education

and Recreation, 47, (Sept( .nber, 1976),
This article deals with a piece of apparatus called the "corner
gym." It can be adapted for various types of exercises and for all
grade levels. It is eapecially useful when lack of space is a factor
iri planning new facilities.

Austin, Dean A. "Use Your Gym For Tennis Practice." Athletic
Journal 53 (December 1972): 10, 50-52.
The athletic director at the University of Wisconsin discusses the
total use of the gym and its facilitjes for the imprrovement of the
student's tennis game. He suggests the use of the weight room
for building strength, handball for eye-hand coordination, jump-
ing rope for enduranCe, and running and foot shuffle drills to

. improve agility.
Byrnes, John N. "Selecting the Right Gym Floor." AMerican

School and University 48 (April 1976): 38-41.
Is one surface better than another? This article discusses the
merits and myths of both synthetics and maple flooring.

"Gigantic Gym." Nation's Schools 2-(February 1975).
This article describeS how the University of Minnesota built five
levels of athletic facilities beneath the stadium seats.

"Gymnasium In The Round." AnierIcan School and University 43
(June 1971): 24.
Circular gymnasium at Ann Arbor Huron High School with a
domed ceiling. It is a three level structure that can seat 4,000,
people. On the dome, a material named "Tectum" was used as a
forming material while concrete was poured. Tectum also Serves
as an attractive ceiling. ,

"Here and There". Athletic Journal 53 (January 1973): 4.
The new gymnasium at the Union High School in. Bellows Falls,
Vermont has one 15,600 square foot facility without the usual
folding partition separating the girls from the boys. Or the few
occasions when a partition is desirable, the bleachers, which are
movable and have a solid bacre utilized.

"Indoor Track Without a FacilitScholastic Coach 44 (January
1975): 60.
A very interesting article on the utilization of a gymnasium for an
indoor track facility. In detail, it. described the formation of the
track, placement of the starting blocks, high jump, long jump pit
and pole vault pit. Equipment is inexpensive and easily movable.
The program is an excellent example of imagination and multi-
use.

Leeper, Terry. "The Round House": Journal of Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation 47 (September 1976).
This article explains the facility and program at Marshalltown
H.S. in Iowa. The round gymnasium includes 3 basketball coats:
seating for 4,500; :i weight room; 1/10 mile track; 6 lane, 25 yard
pool and locker facilities.

Pettine, Alvin M. "Pl inning a Gymn:.,sium". JOPER (October 1973).
58-62.
This article deals with the specifics of building a gymnasium. It
stresses the important role of the physical educator wo1-king
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closely with the architect in planning the roof, floor, walls, lighting
and acoustics of a new gyMnasium.

Puckett, John. "Gymnasium Specifications for Elementary Schools",
Journal of Physical Education 70 (September-October 1972):
251.
A general overview of this Auburn University professor concern-
ing the planning of indoor activity areas in elementary schools.11..
is particularly noted that consideration to the community recrea-
tion facilities must accompany the primary concern, for health
and physical education facilities.

"South Adams bouble-Dedked Gym Plant". ScholaMic Coach 44
(January 1975): 18.
This article, describes the flexibility and multi-use of the South
Adams High Schooi Gym. The octagonai gym consists of a main
court and an upper deck. The facility includes folding bleachers,
swimming pool, exercise and weight room, wrestling room, and
17 teaching stations. The octagonal shape owes itself to a
running track on the upper level.

"The Astronaut's Insulated Steel Gym". Scholastic Coach 35
(January 1966): 7.
The astronaut's insulated steel gymnasium in Houston, Texas is
70x122 and is equipped with squash and handball courts,
apparatus, and areas for various court and net games.

Toman, Thomas G. ''New Equipment Features Horizontal Ropes".
Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation 44
(March 1973): 64.
A new piece of equipment invented J:)y the author which uses
horizontal ropes that can be attached at various heights and
levels.. Incorporates other' apparatus too, such as ladders,
swings and rings. It has five student activity stations se it can be
.used by many students at any one time. This type of apparatus
eMphasizes arm and shoulder strength.

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
Buch, Judy. "Designing Parks for the Handicapped": JOPER Volume

49,.Number 4 1978, p. 24.
Making current facilities and park equipment accessible to the

- handicapped individual.
Buchter, Robert Alan. "Unusual Three Pool CoMplex Designed for

Deaf Children". Swimming Pool Weekly 1970 Date and
Reference Anpual (September 1969): 40-43.
A pool complex for a physical education facility at the Mill Neck
Lutheran School for the Deaf was designed to handle the
problems of children with no hearing ability. Flashing rows of
signal lights and owls orfthree different levels were among the
devices used. The oesign of the building also had to allow for
easy access from a massive mansion which had been converted
into the actual school setting. A listing of the construction details
follow the article.

DeGaff. Alfred. "Entrances, A Big Problem for Handicapped Stu-
dents": American School and University 48 (December
1975).
This article gives a thorough explanation of automatic doors and
sizes of doorways that will replace the conventional door for
neWly constructed buildings to provide the handicapped access
toJacilities.

Edwards, P.R. "English Pool for Blind Proves Value". Swimming
Pool Weekly 1070 Data and Reference Annual 43 (Sep-
tember 1969): 31-32, 39.
Even though the Royal Normal School for the Blind at Rowton
Castle, England, cost $84,000, the school justifies the expense
with a most successful teaching program. The article explains
the various designs which are advantageous in a pool for the
handicapped such as a sound directional air, floor tiles of varying
braille-like textures, handrails, sloped uns, and floating guide-
lines.

Ersing, Walter F. "Guidelines for Designind Barrier-Free Facilities".
JOPER, Volume 49, Number 8. 1978, pp. 65-67.
Provides insight into*basic guidelines for facility constr uction for
accessibility.

Gordon, Ronnie. "Playground Can Be Experience Equalizers".
American School and University 45 (June 1973): 37.
The Jessie Stanton Developmental Playground for Pre-School
Handicapped Ch'Idren has an experience philosophy behind it. A
map of the playground is presented as well as'a picture. The
details for the "bridged treehouse" the "foam and sand pits", and
the "water and ables" are given in depth.

Jansma, Paul. "Mainstreaming". JOPER, Volume 48, Number 7,
1977. p 76
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An attempt to explain our responsibiiity to the handicapped when
building facilities since the implementation of Public Law 94-142.

Levy, Paul H. "USC Opens Up To The Handicapped'. American?
School and University.. September 1978, pp. 72774.
Deals with U§C's attempts at making its sports facilities acces-
sible4o the handicapped student.

"Making Physcial Education and Recreation Facilities Accessibleto
ALL". Athtetic Purchasing and Facilities, Volume 2, Number 2,
1978, p. 37.
Contains Information on the 6onstruction of facilities with the
handicapped student in Mind.

The University of the State of New York. An instructional Play-
ground For The Handicapped. The State Department of Edu-

. cation, New York; 1976, pp. 1-53.
This is a manual of guidelines for the construction of play-
grounds for the handicapped child.

Zucker, Ken. "Accessibility: How One Department Is Making It
Possible". Parks and Recration. (June 1976)* 24-25.
Article tells how L.A. County Dept. of Parks and Recreation
renovated structureslo make them accessible to the disabled.
Ten steps were listed that Indicated some of the things the
department did to eliminate barriers.

INDOOR TENNIS
Alschuler, Alfred S. "Building Quality Tennis dourts". Parks and

Rcreation 5 (October 1970): 27.
The author stresses factors that are important ft5i park and
recreation personnel to consider before building tennis courts.
Such things include: types of surfaces, *Cation, design and
equipment. -Several sources are listed in -the article where a
person can write to and receive additional information.

Amdur, Nell. "So You Want To Build An Indoor Club". World Tennis
24 (April 1977).
This article presents an operating statement chart for the
ColumbuS Indoor Tennis Club covering a comparison of 1975
and 1976 expenses. An overview of establishing, operating and
maintaining such a facility is also included.

Austin, D.A. "Gymnasium Adaptation for Indoor Tennis". Athletic
Journal 52 (February 1972): 16.
The author illustrates a very sound and safe method of adapting a
gym facility for use as a tennis facility. The specialization in sport
today, and the limited weather in the north makes such an adapt-
ation necessary.

Blair, John S. "Tennis On A Tank". Parks angi Recreation 12
(February 1977): 35.
Due to the lack of flat open space in the Colorado Rockies, the
community of Evergreen has used the top of its sanitation
digester fcr two tennis courts. This unique idea only cost
$12,000 for the two courts and has enabled the community to
develop a new racquet club called Sew'R Racquet Club.

"Costing An Indoor Tennis Building". Architectural Record. 159
(March 1976).
This article consisting mostly of tables and charts, show the cost
of building an indoor tennis facility. Two major areas covered are
the entire building system and space planning guide.

'Johnson, Walther A. "The Nielson Tennis Stadium'. JOPER 41 (May
- 1970): 36.

The University of Wisconsin has an indoor facility whic.h contains
12 tennis courts, five singles squash courts, and one doubles
squash court, completely enclosed. With air cooling, diffused
lighting, and resilient surfaces, these courts proVide year-round
day and night participation.

Peterson, G. "Winter Tennis For Fun and Profit". Parks and
Recreation 10 (January 1975): 37-3P
This article describes a tennis facility in New York' City that
consists of 15 courts. During the summer it is run by the city.
During the winter it is operated by a private corporation, wnen
two air-supported domes are erected over ten courts. Consider-
ations for such a program are given.

Soden, John W. "Planning An Indoor Club". Tennis Industry 1 (May
1973): 10.
This article discusses comprehensive guidelines for building and
operating an indoor tennis club. It co.rers sites, court building,
surfaces, lighting systems, heating, cooling, lobbies, reception
areas, pro shop, and other areas

"Tennis USA's Guide to The National Tennis Center" Tennis USA
Volume 41, Number 8. 1978, pp 34-35
Contains a discussion of the newly developed USTA National
Tennis Center
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LAUNDRIES
Masin, Herman L..l'On-Premise Laundries", Scholastic Cosa

(January 1977): 42.
The many benefits of laundering athletic and physical education
clothing in school versus sending the laundry out are discussed.
The needs for developing such a laundry facility are revealed,
along with helpful questions on the selection of proper laundry
equipmeat.

Solway, C. Philip. "Equipment and Laundry Rooms". Scholastic
Coach 34 (January 1965): 30.
The author outlines the procedures of organizing and running
equipment and laundry room facilities at the University of Dela-
ware. Many. helpful hints are presented relative to selecting,
buying, repairing and inventory of the equipment.

Sprague, Vernon S. "Cost Factors For institutional LaundrY Ser-
yices". JOPER 42 (February 1971): 41-42.
Based on the state univeraitlesfind colleges in the Oregon State
System of Higher Education, this article compares tbe costs of
an institutional laundry to those of a commercial firm. It appears
that a physical education department can launder clothing at
approximately 1/3 the cost & a commercial laundry. Advantages,
other than economics, are also discussed.

LOCKER, SHOWER, AND DRESSING AREAS
Crieder, Calvin: "Carpet Tiles: Phis and Minus,' A Switch in Time

Saves Wear and Tear". Nation's Schools 92 (February 1973).
This article discusses the initial cost, appearance factors, instal-

. iation, maintenance and other areas of concern about the use of
tile carpet in the locker room area.

"Dejall of Suggesteb Locker and Bepch Installation". A Guide For
. Planning Facflltsi p. 62.
This article shows a diagrart of a feasible locker system and. its
installation. It also deals with towel service and storage, toilet
rooms, storage rooms, as well 8S dressing lockers,

Dickey, Donald. "Choosing The Right Athletic Locker For Schools
and Colleges". AmericartSchool and University 39 (August
1967): 35.
The author tells us what to look for prior to purchasing athletic
lockers for the school. Locker construction, color, latching
devices, number plates, and how to order lockers must be taken
into consideration.

Woods, John B. "Dressing Up the Dressing Room". Athletic
Journal XLVIII (February 1968): 64.
Woods describes how the addition of a conimercial carpeting in
the locker room will aid in appearance, maintenance, and
hygienics.

NATATORIUMS
"A Splash Safer". American School and University 49 (Maich

1977).
This article describes a $120,000 renovation of a swimming pool
at Riverside Brookfield H.S. in Illinois. Briefly described are the
alterations in length and depth, the gutters, the concrete, tiling,
and lighting. The end result was a nicer, new, and safer pool.

"Ctitting Costs With Automated Swimming Pool". Arnerican
School and University 48 (June 1976).
This article discusses the advantages and savings associated
with automation; is this casera swimming pool. Savings are in
areas of labor, maintenarte, chemicals, overhead and electricity.
Advantages include better quality water and, better safety control
Although the article is primarily concernerd with automation, it
brings out a good point related to sharing facilities.

'From East and West:)Two Indoor Swimming Pools". American
School and University. 39 (August 1967): 29.°
This article describes Pacific Lutheran University's "T-shaped"
pool with glass walls on ,three sides and Central Connecticut
State College's Natatorium, in which seven locker room and
shower room aresas lead to the swimming pool deck.

Horgan, Tim. "Ohio's New Swimming Pool Rule". The Sounding
Board (Summer 1977): 911.
This article details the new swimming pool rules for the state of
Ohio, which went into effect on January 11977. Requirements
for design, health, safety, operation and water quality are treated. A
handy reference piece.

"How Much Does it Cost to Operate Your Pool?". American.
School and University (September 1977).
Kansas State Universitys physical plant director analyzed oper-
ating costs for their three-pooi natatorium The constructk in of
the pool is important; good drainage and water circulation ate
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essential. The system has automatic controls, low labor costs
and a yearly budget of $39,170.

"Pool Makes Waveir. Parks and Recreation'12 (May 1977): 48.
The Oakland County Parks and Recreation Commission in
Pontiac; Michigan has built the largest municipal wave cooly) the
U.S., called Waterford Oaks. With a cost of $1.5 million, this wave
action pool can accommodate 800 persons in the wets?, and
another 800 on the carpeted deck. The mechanically created
waves are six foot:swells which are automatically sequenced
through the day.

Rubinstein, Marion. "Dallas School's Loos Swimming Center".
Kendall Sport Trail (December 1974).
The Water Safety Program 'of the Dallas Public Schools brought
about the building of this,facility and six Other pools of instruc-
tional size. The article describes a pool complex nthat encom-
passes an Olympic pool and a ten meter diving tower. The article
also includes illustrations of the complex and some details of the
general construction of this complex.

Smith, Jackson R. "Latest Developments in Swimming Pool Design".
American School and University 47 (June 1975).
Recent trends and future possibilities are discussed concerning
the pool area and \de sign flexibility, costs of materials for
construction are all indluded in the article.

"Swimming Pools: A4 Haftbook of Sports and Recreational Build-
Mg Design". The Architect's Journal 188 (August 1977) 275-

' 280,
This article gives architects complete Information on 'building a
swimming pool; specifications, background informatibn,teasons
why swimming is I rtant, relationship between the school and
community.

THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMPLEX
"A Junior High That's More Than A School'. American School and

University (March 1973).
This article deals with innovations of building construction at
Thomas Jefferson Junior High Srtool and Community Center in
Arlington, VA. The controlled environmental facility contains
68,000 squalb feet of enclosed space and is a year-round air
conditioned facility with a clear spanned 30 foot ceiling. It allows
for tennis, basketball, track, softball, football, and other physical
activities on its synthetic floor.

"An Architectural Happening at Pacific University". Scholastic
Coach 42 (January 1973): 12.
Pacific University's Athletic Center is a structure that, with its
distinctive graphics and exciting color combinations, clearly
represents the students. The facility contains three major areas
plus an underground locker room complex. The main gym area
houses three basketball courts while an enclosed grassy crea is
available for outdoor sports. Between these two equal sized
areas is a smaller area for court games like handball. Further
study will give an indepth look.

Becker, B.W. "The Pricing of Educational-Recreational Facilities, An
Administrative Diiemma". Journal of Leisure Research 7
(1975): 86-94.
The paper is an excellent economic analysis of financial prob-
lems of educational-recreational facilities. Impact of user fees,
indentification of economic variables are discussed.

Browne, Robert L. 'Multipurpose Facilities: More Use Per Inch, Per
Hour, Per Student". American School and University 47
(November 1974): 23-27.
The author maintains that gymnasiums of the future should be
built to accommodate many activities, many people, and maxi-
mum hourly/daily/yearly usage. The design of such facilities
should follow the guidelines of efficiency, flexibility and expansion
allowance. Playing surfaces, improved retractable seating, cre-.
ative dimensional designs and improved structural design contri-
bute to the goals initially stated.

B iikema, Kent A. "Centennial Educational Park". Journal of
Physical Education and Recreation 47 (September 1976).
li construcling four NO schools, all within walking distance of
each other, and each with its own unique and specialized
facilities, Plymouth, Michigan is well on its way to a 305 acre
facility by 1980. Thls article is a realistic look at the staties of
development of the multipurpose facilities.

"Building Without Walls". Parks and Recreation 10 (1975): 29-.30.
A school system's new, low cost buildings are described. Mosj
noteworthy is the pavillion, a wall-iess structure ued for a gym-
nasium and many other school activities. Gosts are greatly
reduced.
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Coates, Edward. "Modular Design for Activity Spaces in Phys-
ical Edvcatlon-lntramural Complex". JOPER 46 (April
1975): 30.
This artIcle describes reccimAended size of modules for build-
ings to be used for physical education and intramural purposes.
Several sketches dealing with court layouts, combination of
modules and placement of modules are shown.

Dittus, Loren. "A Trip Through Unusuai Physicai Education Facilities".
JOPER Volume 49, Number 4, pp. 22-23.
This, article rooks at several eutstanding facilities in various
locations.

Dyment, Robert G. "Why Not Irtclude Recreational Facilities At Your
Office Complex". Recreation Management 18 (October
1975).
This article discusses the physical education complex in the
private sector of business. Facilities in large corporations such
as General Foods and Goodyear are discussed as to their physi-
ciAl makeup anal about the Onefits they provide.

Eddy, J. Robert, "Brookline's New Physical Education Building".
Scholastic Coach 39 (January' 970): 18.
Brookline, Massachusetts solved a space and land costs prob-
lem by designing a four story physical-education complex. The
first level houses a handball court, dance gym, wrestling and
weight rooms, lockers and showers. The next two levels have
two full sized gyms while the top level is a simulated outdoor area
with a uniturf flooring.

Eriksen, Finn B. "Planning the New Phisical Education Center."
Scholastic Coach 44 (January 1975): 74.
A sketch of the floor plan of the new physical education plant in
the Central High School of Waterloo, Iowa is provided. The article
also lists the sizes and purposes of the various rooms.

Flynn, Richard B. "Focus on Facilities in Public Schools".1Journal
of Physical Education and Recreation 47 (September 1976).
This article deals with the facilities of a low budget playground
and multipurpose high school which share *lying field activity
areas and other facilities.

"Frank Kennedy Physical Education Center". CAH PER JourneI
(February 1974): 27.
The feature of this article is a physical education center which
was named after the late Dr. Frank Kennedy. This center has a
wide range f acilities, which is composed of 163,000 square
feet of spac e building is used by the University of Toronto as
an athletic educational building.

Gallagher, Ja D. "Big Builaing in Small Easy Stages. Journal of
Physical ucation and Recreation 47 (April 1976): 26-27.
This article examines the phased development concept of build-
ing in lerms of durability and aesthetics, motivation and flexi-

"bility. It also offers an example of a phased development
complex, complete with diagrams.

Gonino, Vince. "Cortland State College's 100 Per Cent Center".
SCholastictoach 46 (January 1977): 24-28.
This articie describes the facilities in the three levels of the new
Physjcal Education-Recreation Center at State University Col-
lege at Cortland, New York. A description of size (squara$
footage), sper:tator capacity, and activities provided for in each
area 's giver

Gordon, Barclay F., and Hoyt, Charles K. "Building for Sport".
Architectural Record (February 1977): 115-130.
This article shows many new sports facilities, including pictures
and floor plans.

"Go West, Young Gym Designer". Scholastic Coar.:h 42 (January
1973): 11.
The new West H.S. in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, in addition to all its
other facilities, has a splendid physical education complex. This
complex consists of three gymnasiums which may, be divided
into halves, a swimming pool, a divirA pool, locker rooms, and
staff offices. By having such a well planned facility, students may
participate in many varied activities in this new study hall modular
school system.

Hill, Frederick. "Physical Education Facilities for Senior Citizens".
American School and University 48 (December 1975).
The author shares ideas that were implanted in three new
community centers to facilitate senior citizen's needs. The area's
usefulness was so evident that PTA's, scouts, faculty clubs and
many others made the rooms a mecca in constant use.

Hodges, Patrick B. "Unlimited Fkilities On A Limited Budger.
Journal of Physical Education and Recreation.47 (April
1976)
A schoOl's physical education complex that is really the entire
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community's is the topic of this irticle. This is the story of the use
by J. Sargent Reynolds CC of already existing community facili-
ties/parks, recreational fields, playgrounds, bowling alleys, golf
coursee and others. .

Jensen. Clayne. "M Activity Center For Both Athletic Events and
Cultural Events". Journal of Physical Education and Rear*.
ation (April 1975): 28-29.
This article deals withlhe design and U$8 of the Marriott Activity
Center at .the Brigham Young University campus. This is the
iargest facility of its kind on any university campus in the world.

Keiier, FJ "Making The Most Of Your Oid Facjljties'. JOPER 42
(June 1971): 28.
Mr. Keller attacks two problems; restoration of faciilties and
scheduling facilities. The author cites examplas of restoration In
ceiling, flooring, pools, and other areas as money saving and
sensible.

.' Marlin, William. "The Growing of Grids". Architectural Record
(Aprii 1977): 107-112.
This article displays and discusses the Fumihiko Maki Central
Building at JaPan'S Tsukuba University,,which houses both the
fine arts and physical education departments .

McCoy, William. "Schoell-Community Rec Center". Scholastic
, Coach 39 (January 1970): 14.

Westchester County, N.Y. has a new facility to complement the
recently completed middle school, which is also designed to be
used by th community. Facilities include a 10,000 square foot
gymnasiu , and a 110 by 175 foot indoor-outdoor swimming
pool, whicI has a fabric convertible roof.-

"Modernistic High School Sports Complex". Scholastic Coach 41
(January 1972): 12, 13, 87
This article describes the new sports complex just built in
Ralson, Neb. for $18.40/square foot. It explains the reasons
behind the horseshoe shaped gomplex. Thp comples Includes
three basketball court floors, 3,000 folding seats, a 75 foot pool,
another station 35 by 108, four locker areas, laundry room,oapa-
city of 500 for seating in the pool area, cdaehes conference
room, storage rooms and training rooms.

Moriarty, R.J. "PERT Plannihg For Physical Education Facilities".
CAHPER 'Journal (August 1973): 33-36. .
This arlicre Outlines PrograM Evaluation Review Technique as an
effective method for initiating and maintaining_structure in order
to a,. leve completion of a complex prograM demanding main-
tenance of cooperative effort such as those needed in facilities,
planning.

National Conference on Areas and Facilities &,Q.PER. "Physical
Education Facilities". HPER 1965.
Guidelines for sound programs and .use of physical education
facilities.

Olsen, Garth R. "Creative Guidelines for Using Multipurpose Sports
Facilities". Journal of Physical Education and Recreation
(April 1975):433-34.
This article states suggested guidelines to follow and various
aspects to think about when the demand for facilities becomes
quite large. These guidelines include cbntrol, scheduling, prior-,
ities of use, and maintenance.

Penman, Kenneth. Planning Physical Education and Athletic
Facilities In Schools. 1977, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
Places great emphasis on the beginning plans.

"Physical Education Center Built 'Underground " American
School and University 15 (March 1975).
Detailed description of Columbia University's new athletic facility;
110,000 square feet of space with a great deal of it underground
in an attempt ta preserve the aesthetics of the existing land.

"Pre-Engineering Buys More Sports For Less Cash". American
School and University 48 (August 1976).
This article concerns a design/build contractor who combined
conventional methods and materials with a pre-engirfeered
system to build the Dayton University Physical Activities Center
for just $23/sauare foot. .

Scott, Harry A. and Richard B. WestkaemOer. From Program to
Facilities in Physical Education, Harper and Brothers, N.Y
1958.
Provides an overall view and beginning steps to physical educa-
tion facility planning.

Stillman, John. "The Snorts Hall: One Problem With Many Solutions"
Educatlon, Volume 126, June 1978, pp. 477-480. .
Tells of the development of sports halls as an integral part of the
British Educational System.

Thomas, Nancy and Robbins, Leslie. "An Elementary School Physi-
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cal Edtkation Complex" Journal of Physical Educatfalp and
Recreation 47 (September 1976).
This article gives a verbal description of the facilities that' are
located in and adjacent to an elementary school In Ocala,
Florida. They list curricular philosophy and offerings that were a
guide to construction of this'facillty.

"Xaverian Sports/Arts Centre". The Architects Journal 165
(February 1977).
The new sports/arts centre at Xaverian College outskiflof Man-
chester allows both of its title.componunts to coexist efficiently,
effectively, and progressively in one complex. A brief explana-
tion of philosophy, construction and design are included.

PLANNING FOR DUAL USE
Boycheff, Kooman "Trends in Planning of Rec-Sports Facilities".

NIRSA Volume 1, Number 1, 1977.
Discusses trends In developing more adequate facilities in
recreation and intramurals in universities.

"Building...For Changing FuRctions". American School and Uni-
versity 48 (June 1976): 50-51.
Indiana University is planning extensive expansion over the next
10 years and buildings will only be built as they are needed.
Meanwhile, a buildlyg is undergoing construction which will be
able to satisfy the present needs of the university; it will feature a
student union and library.

Callington, Brian. "Implications of Dual-Use Facilities for Teachers
of Physical Education". British Journal of Physical Educa-
tion 5 (September-October 1974): 87.
This article discusses the dual use Of spOrts facilipes by physi-
cal education classes as weli 'As the community. It emphasizes
the relationships of objectives and needs of the student in

I reference to the facilities and educational program implemented
for him.

Carlson, Jerry. "Sharing Facilities". JOPER, June 1978, pp. 34-36.
Contains information concerning the sharing of facilities by three
agencies. ,

Cox, Jim. "Activity Complex". JOPER, June 1978, pp. 41-42.
Contains information about a multi-sport community college
facility.

Dyer, Timothy. "School and Community: A New Partnership for
Wayne-Westland". CEFP, September-October 1978.
Discusses the cooperation ..tilized wheri facilities are jointly
used..

Educational Facilities Laboratories. "Physical Recreation Facilities"
Educational Laboratories, Inc. 19'73.
Discussed the different forms and uses of today's recreational
facilities.

Gilbert, Thomas L. "Success Stories in Multiple Use" Parks and
Recreation 12, (February 1977).
.Section 201 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend-
ments of 1972 authorizes grants-in-aid for construction of facil-
ities which combine open space and recreational actss to our
waters with wastewater treatment facilities and sew s by cities,
town, and sewer districts. Examples of many such facilities are
given.

GoninoNince and Thomas Steele "Multipurpose Facility. JOPER,
Volume 48, Number 9, 1977, pp. 35-37
Describes the guidelines and planning proceas utilized by Cort-
land when the 1Q0 acre Physical, Education and Recreation
Center was built.

"High School Built For The Community". American School and
University 48 (May 1976): 94-96.
This al ticle deals with the use of the school for the total
community. The school design is open and adaptable to a wide
variety of community educational programs and activities. Over
100 different organizations make use of the school.
Jensen, Ciayne. "An Activity Center For Both Athletic Events and.,
Cultural Events". JOPER 46 (April 1975): 28.
This article describes the Marriott Activity Center at Brigham
Young University, designed to accommodate cultural, as well as
athletic events. The facility is used several times a week for
athletic contests, student assemblies, and cultural events

McIntyre, James P. "Recreation Facility Fills The Bill for Boston
College". College Movement 9 (August-September 1974): 40-
41,
Boston College's multipurpose facility and how it has positively
affected the school and community is discussed. Also included
are problems of meeting construction costs and annual operat-
ing costs.
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Physical Recreation Facilities; A Report From Educational
Laboratories. Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. Wintry
Press Ltd , New York 1973.
A report -hat focuses upon the flexibiiity available for competi-'
tive programs, education curriculum and recreation through

t comparative usage of Innovative and alternative facilities. The
-:. areas covered pictorially and by discussion are updatin , old

places, tecatiiques for new places, shared facilities and low
cost-per-use facilities.

'Raising the Rooftops Consciencness". Parksand Recreation 12
(April 1977).
With space becoming a probe:1m in America's citied, both public
and private sectors are beginning to realize the value of roOftopa
as living space. Care must be taken in planning of such fapilities
to' insure sdfety of people and the bUilding. Such planning not
only enhanc.n the beauty of the property, but also increases the
value of the property.

Schaake, Larry D. "Balande-Variety". JOPER, June 1978, Op. 46-
47.
An article concerning the multi-use and multi-sport facility at
Southern Illinois.

"Sharing The Show". American School and University, April
1977, pp. 24-25.
Contains information on the feasibility of community and school
use of the same facility.

Smith, Vern.""Recipe For A Major College Multi-Use Athletic Facility"
Atiltic Administration 12 (Spring 1977).
The UniversitY of Toledo built a new $7.25 million multipurpose
athletic facility which can sim 1000 people. This article explains
the many uses of the builuing and how the facility was con-
structed to get maximum use.

"Sports Facility For Upstate New York." Architectural Record
(March 1975): 121-126.
'A sports facility at Potsdam, New York that is used and enjoyed
by community groups and intramural student programs, as well
as by varsity teams, includes a gymnasium, swimming pool, ice
rink, track and exercise area'.

"Sport Facilities: The New Breed" Phi Delta Kappa 56 (Noiember..

1975): 24-26, 28,
Sports facilities of the future must meet needs not only of the
school population, but of the surrounding cortfnunity. To ac-
complish this, schools and communities must work together to
keep costs down"; some ideas are 0/en to this end.

Tenoschok, Michael. "After Hours Community Schooi Programs"..
'OPER, Volume 48, Number 9, 1977, p. 38.

Gives suggestions to the use of the school for community
recreation programs after school hpurs.

Watkins, WHliam, "Administrative Guidelines for Community se of
Physcial Education and Recreation Facilities" JOPER, V lume
49, Number 9, 1978, p. 32.
Guidelines for the construction and use of facilities.

Woods, John. "New Dimensions". JOPER, (June 1978, p. 37.
Discloses a new seating design with spectators in mind as well
as dual use as an audiovisual classroom.

Woodruff, Alan P. "Movable Walls Do Not A Flexible Building Make"
American School and thiverslty, 48 (May 1976): 37-39.
The author discusses flexibility; what it has meant in the past and
what it must mean in the future. He outlines a planning procedure
(space consumption and configuration planning) to determine
how much flexible space is needed in any given school.

OUTDOOR FACILITIES

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. Outdoor Recreation Space Stan-

dards, United States Government,Printing Office, Washington
D.C., 1967.

Daniel, W H., Robey, Melvin, and Freeborg, Ray. "Rootzone Sys-
tems 'or Natural Turf." Scholastic CoLch XL (January 1975):
24.
This article contrasts construction of four types of natural turf for
athletic fields which cut down on climatic problems; prescription
athletic turf, the sand bed method, adding sand to soil, and the
natural soil.

Delameter, James. Design of Outdoor Physical Education
Facilities for School and Community, Columbia University,
N.Y. 1963.

Departments of Army, Navy, Air Force, Planning and Design of
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Outdoor Sports Facilities, United States Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, D.C. 1967.

"Football Fields Need Year-Round Care." Cramer 7 The First
Alder 44 (April 1975): 8. .

Discusses care of the football field (Grass) used by the band,
teams, and physical education classes. Also deals with the
ultimate grads field known as PAT (preacrIption athletic turf) now
in Use at Purdue University.

.

Gardner, John C. "Tender Loving Care For Athletic Fields."
American School and University, (June 1977).
Usts a schedule to folio* for in-season and out-of-season
milintenance of ifour.football field. Discusses liming, watering,
mowing and Clipping, derifying and marking the field.

"Real Turf Fields Staging A Comeback."The Athletic Journal LV
(January 1976): 44.
HI-Play Systems of Portlind, Oregon, developed in 1988, has
designed a football field of real grass which is grown vithout soli.
The graas is jrown from seed and fed irtificially. Water drains
directly into drain pipes. In this arale, HI-Play cites its advan-
tages over artificial turf.

Roberts, J.M. Sports Facilities American Society of Landsoace
Architects Foundations McLean, Va. 1974,

Robey, Melv,n J. "Real Grass Athletic Fields." JOPER XLVI p. 27.
Mr. Robe. describes prescription athletic turf as n alteMative to
artificial ! Jrf, giving pertinent information about PAT in this article.

Robey, Melyin J: and Daniel, William H. "Maintenance of Athletic
Fields." Athletic Journal 51 (April 1971): 68-70, 81-82.
The superintendent of Athletic Facilities at Purdue togethet with
a Ph.D. In Agronomy tell how to maintain the turf of athletic fields.
They advocate the use of known agronomic principles concern-
ing selection of adapted grasses, fertilization, and watering
along with manicuring procedures of aerification, top-dressing,
rdst stipide application, overseeding, drainage improvement,
plugging and roiling.

Thomas, Roger, "The Greeningof a Ball Field." Parks and Recrea-
tion (July 1977): 54-55.
This article .hresents a well planned step-by-step 1:rogram for
proper turf renovation for athletic flelds It describei the steps
taken to restore the Horlick Athletic Field in Racine; Wisconsin,

Watson, James R. "Coping With a Water Shortage." Parks and
Recreation (July 1977). 54-55.
A leading argonomist presents an 8 point progra'm designed to
help the facility manager preserve a green healthy turf during
times of forced.wdter conservation in the hot summer months.

CAMPING
Armstrong, Robert J. "Camping Maintenance Is a Year-Round Job."

Camping 47 (May 1976): 14.
Preventive and year-round maintenance appear to be the key
cures to camp deterioration, vandalism, decreased camp appeal,
anr4 wasted monies. Contrary to public belief, camp equipment
rtJes not last forever. This is a real eye-opener for the camp-
oriented.

Elson, M. "An Economical Way To Rebuild Our Camp Dining Hall."
Camping Magazine ip (1973): 41-42.
The author describes a dining hall that was pre-engineered to
save money. Companion materials and labor were supplied
locally. The builoing was built rapidly and designed so that future
expansion would be easily possible.

Joseph, L. "Designing A Camp Kitchen With A Future In Mind."
Camping Magazine 45 (1975): 18, 26.
This article explains considerations to be made in planning a
camp kitchen to maximize efficiency and minimiz* costs.

Sanborn, R. "Year Round Usage of Camp Facilities." Camping
Magazine 45 (1973): 8, 10.
A panel of camp directors from across the country explain how
theV use their camps throughout the year.

GOLF
Cornish, Geoffrey, "Golf At The Town Dump." Parks and Recrea-

tion (May 1977): 28-29.
This article deals with conversibnof a town dump td a golf course
and irrigation of the course with treated sewage. Examples are
given from aroUnd the country.

Fream, Ronald. "Bringing Golf Links Up To Par." Parks and
Recreation (December 1976).
This article deals with the importance of long range planning and
use of expert consultations. Includes list of some areas in which
golf courses could be improved, both visibly and playing-wise.
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Fream, Ronald. "Tee Off With Creative Planning." 'arks gaid
Recreation X (August 1975); 20.
Thls article shows need for public municipal golf courses. ft
discusses areas of concern when building a golf course such as
site selection, design, construction coati, plans and 'specifi-
cations, operational costs, And a possible way for continuing
revenue to pay off mortgage and maintenance.

Groben, Seymour. "The St. Andrews of Fridbee Gotf." Parks and
Recreation 1 (October 1978): 22-23.
Frisbee golf is becoming Popular throughout America today with
an appeal to people of all ages. The author cites the Los Angeles
County example and tells of the logistics in planning, vitt-
structing and operating such a course.

varticle reports that there are 3 basic styles of golf holes, and
Is The Gohl." Parks and Recreation 10 (May 1976): 37.

architects should design new courses utilizing all 3 styles in
order to offer 'the golfer the most fair test of this skills.

Wagnew, R. and Walter, F. "Three Buildings Rif Clovis Heimsath."
Architectural Record CLVIII (September 1975); 101-107.
Dedigns for a church, school libmy, and public golf course are
diamtssed, analyzed and illurArated. Designs reflect Helmsath's
beliefthat, "A building . . . must grow out of the best thinking we
can manage about how people will use and understand and be
moved by a building."

"What To Look For At A Golf Meeting Site." Recreation Mansge-
mint (December 1972): 48.
This article provides a checklist on how to select a golf site for
business meetings. It explains what to look for in the course,
clubhouse, staff and so on.

OUTDOOR 7ENNIS
Gnaedinger; wNohn P. "Subsoil: The Tennis Court Foundation."

Tennis industry 4 (February 1976).
This article discusses different types of soils and their effects on
a tennis court. The author also discusses ways to avoid or
minimize problems.

"How To Design And Build Reinfdrced Concrete Tennis Courts."
Concrete Construction 22 (June 1977).
This article deals with various 'aspects of cpurt construction,
such as site selection, drainage, layout, concreting procedures
and finishing. It also cites some possible problems to be aware
of.

Jares, Joe. "Another Put-Up Job, The Portable Tennis Courts Go
Wherever You Go." Sports Illustratd 45 (August 1976).
A new invention in tennis Is called "Port-a-Court." At a price of
$1,500 it can be bought and transported from roof top to parking
lot and stored in an area of only 40 cubic feet.

"Pr /lie Tennis: HOlding Court On Today's College Campuses."
American School and University 48 (June 1976).
The increasing Interest in paddle tennis means new methods of
construction, materials and motivations, as discussed in this

"What's The Big Idea." Scholastic Coach 42 (January 1973): 14.
Description of recent innovations in athletic facilities and equip-
ment such as "Court Cover fcir tennis.

Whalen, Joe. "Construction Today." Tennis induatry 1(March
1973): 6.
This article makes some suggestions that should be helpful if
one is planning a multi-court tennis facility. The things 06
considered include number of courts planned, type of Member-
ship, projected percentage of young players, surfaces, clientele,

. type of terrain.
Whalen, Joe. "Construction Today." Tennis industry 1 (May

1973): 5. ,

There are many items to be considered when choosing the type
of surface for a tennis facility. These include the players' choice,
budget available, maintenance available, court supervision,

' climate and whether courts are indoors or outdoors.

e.

LANDSCAPING
American Society of Landscape Architects. Handbook of Land-

scape Architectural Construction, American Society Land:
scape Architects Foundation, McLean Va. 1975.

Christiansen, M. I. Park Planning Handbook, John Wiley and
Son, N.Y. 1977.

PARKS AND RECREATION
"An Urban Alternative: Making no With Volunteers." Parks and

Recreation 12 (March 1977)

'JP
ilKel tri
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This article discusses how, in many large cities, volunteer grouPs
have taken it upon themselvett to constfloct and monitor urban
recreation facilities.

Arthur, Gary. "The Ocean Bowl Story." Parks and RecreatIon II
(December 1978): 14-17.
The Ocean City, Maryland recreation department has developed
facilities for a boards including ramps, bowls, and valleys
made of asphalt t ovide a recreation area for skateboard
enthusiasts.

Behrend, Cathie. "Recreation At Your Doorstep."Parks and
Recreation 12 (June 1977): 54.
The City of New York has taken recreation to the people; they use
a4obile recreation unit which can be attached to a truck and
hauled to various parts of the city.,Some of these mobile units
include a boxing mobile, aportmobile and swimmobile.

Brown, ,iames. "A Million Dollars Worth of Growth." Parks and
Rem ,ation II (June 1976).
This article details growth of the Dalton, Ga. park and recreation
system. Many of the reasons for succesi' are pointed out.

Buekel, Nancy L "Construction Crew Earns School and COM'
mbnity Credit." Parks and Recreation II (May 1976): 30-31
Buerkel reports on the construction of a recreation facility in
Pontiac, Michigan utilizing workers w; p are 15 to 18 pa, old
students in the high school's vocational programs

Buikerna, Kent. "Centennial Educational Park." JOPIER (September
1976): 20-21. .
This article deals with four comprehensive high schogls on one
site and the facilities that are built on that site. Indicates how the
specialized facilities are shared within the school district.

"Building For Sports." Arch Itectural Record 161 (February 1977):
115-130.
This building type study includes sections on the Uptown Rac-
quet Club in New York, a National Park ServiceStable in Wash-
ington, D.C., the Hampden Country Club in Hampden, N.J., and
The Marin Tennis Club in San Raphael, Calff.

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. "State and Local Recreation Round-
ups." Outdoor Recreatlon Action 40 (Summer 1976).
Due to the celebration of the bicentennial, Many communities
throughout the U.S. established recreation prograrns and
opened man outdoor areas for recreational purposes. This
article lists $ inples of these projects according to state and
provides a small synopsis of each of the undertakings.

Cantwell, Robert. "Oh, Can't You Hear The Whistle Blowing".
Sports illustrated (August 1976): 24-26.
Converting old railroad lines into usable recreational areas is tha
new idea passed by Congress at a tuhe of $20 million. Across the
U.S., states are renovatirg lines Into nature trails, hiking paths
and cyclist trails. This recreational innovation is "simple, che,g,
and practical."

Corrado, Paul, "Designing Playgrounds for Multifamily Dwellings.''
Parks and Recreatlon. Volunle 14, Number 2.
Gives construction guidelines for developing play areas in
housing developments.

'Cross, Gertrude. "The New Leisure Class: Gray But Not Blue."
Parks and REcreatIon 12 (June 1977): 32-35.
Cross points out the necessity of recreation for people ranging in
age from 50 to over 90 years and makes suggestions on how to
achieve this goal.

Flynn, Richard B. "Community Recreation Facilities." JOPER
Volume 48, Number 8, 1977, p. 33.
Contains information on the construction of a community center
for milti-usc by a variety of agencies.

Gold Seymour M. "The Fate of Urban Parks." Parks and Recrea-
tIon (October 1976).
The author mentions problems urban parks are faring, and lists
suggestions for changes on both local and regio. : levels. He
stresses that parks must make changes to meet th changing
needs for today's society.

Graves, Charles M. "Siting Sports Facilities." Parks and R rea-
tIon (August 1976): 21-22.
This article describes the procedure to use to prace softball
fields, football fields, tei inis courts and swimming pools so that
the players are not looking into the direct rays of the sun.
Includes diagrams.

Hulvershorn, J. Kip. "Recreation Complexes." JOPER, Volume 48,
Number 9, pp. 45-47.
Major emphasis of this article is on the construction of outdoor
facitities in conjunction with new indoor facilities. ..
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Kennedy, Ray, "Miracle In The Meadows." Sports Illintrated
(September i 2, 1977).
The article discusses the construction of the Meadowlands
Sports Complex including financing, promotion and public rela-
tions. The article is beneficial for those planniog a major sports
complex since it describes many of the problems that will be
encountered.

Little, Rufus. "Project Adventure." JOPER , 47 (June 1977): 13-16.
This article describes how protect adventure brings Outward
Bound type of experiences to regular physical education
classes, using trees, open fields, empty lots, buildings or what-
ever else is available near the school.

"Programs Are For People." Parks and Recreation 12 (June
1977).
This article deals with the struggle between conservationists and
recreation progranimers in terms of utilization of parks and
recreation areas; ponservationists fighting to keep parks in a
natural state, and programmers fighting to change parks to meet
the needs of the people..

Rentz, Noel. "Community Service Program Nets New Recreation
Facilities." Recreation Management, November 1977.
Deals with a work study program which employed local youths to

- build a recreation facility.
Robbins, Guy E. "Build Bike Paths To Last." Amerlcan City and

County Magazine (April 1977): 70.
Concrete construction of bikeways is encouraged for durability
and economy. Subgrade preparation, mix design, placing, finish-
ing, crack control and curing are covered.,

Wilder, Robert. "EE1: A Survival Tool." Parke and Recreation 12
(August 1977): 22-24.
It has become necessary for park and recreation departments to
justify quantitatively their needs for more recreation facilities. To
do this on the basis of a sociak cost-benefit analysis, It became
necessary to devise the economic equivalency index. This Index
states the social value of a recreation center Into dollar terms.

'Young, Eugene. "Interstate Land For Municipal Parks." Parks and
Recreation (April 1977): 37-38.
The East Baton Rouge-Stecreation Department has obtained a
40 acre treat cf grassy land beneath an interstate highway for
construction of a new mirk. Known as Expressway Park, it
contains everything from picnic facilities to bike paths. They have
begun development on the other side of the expressway "to
enhance" the beauty of the expressway, but most importantly, to
provide multiple use by the public.

SCHOOL PLAYGROUNDS
Bledsoe, Audrey, "Playscapes, Sculpture-Playground in Atlanta."

School Arts 76 (April 1977): 22-25.
A playground in Atlanta has sculptured equipment instead of
stainless steel and cast iron. The equipm3nt shown is very
functional and aesthetic.

Broekhoff, Marna. "A Playground To Stretch The Imagination."
JOPER, (October 1978): pp. 27-28.
Deals with the planning and construction of an unique play-
ground.

Burke, J.E. "How To Buy Playground Equipment." Amerlcan
School Journal CLXII (February 1975).
This article discusses various types of equipment including
surfacing, sliding boards, climbing apparatus, swings and much
more., Safety, durability and cost of each piece of apparatus is
also mentioned.

"Color-Coated Playgrounds." Amerlcan School and Universlty
(June 1976).
Shelter Rock Elementary School in Manhassatt, N.Y. recently
recoated the playground and basketball court with colored
materials. This was done at low cost by the custodians and pro-
duced more activity by the children snd easier supervision.

"Everyone Can Play." Natlon's Schools 2 (February 1975).
Ttris article tells how Madison SchOol in Sheboygan, Wisconsin,
built an adventure playground that would accommodate normal
and handicapped children.

Friedberg, Paul M. "Taking Play Seriously: The Experimental Play-
ground." American School and University (June 1976).
An interview in which Friettberg discusses the basic concepts
underlying the need for and development of a playground t
encourage experimental play by young children. NumeroU
photographs illustrate the ideas discussed. The discussion
centered on Friedberg's book, Handicrafted Playgrounds:
Designs You Can Build Yourself,
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Haher, John. "A Recycled Playground." dig PER 46 (January 1977),
An elementary PTA used discardebusiness and industrial
materials to build an inexpensive but useful playground. A brief
discussion on what materials were gathered and how they were
distributed follows.

Johnson, Ronald. "Differences In Choice Of Areas For Recreation."
CAHPER, July-August, 1978, pp. 50-55:
Contains data for the development of playgrounds.

Kidder, Worden, "A Rebuilt Playground." JOPER 47 (September
1976). ,

This article describes the rehabilitation of a playground in
Minneapolis, Minn. Parents built the playground for $6,300 and
contractor now put its worth at over $100,000.

Licht, Kenneth. "Safe Playground Design." American School and
University 47 (December 1974): 23.
An excellent article on playground design wi,th an emphasis on
safety. The article deals with site selection, surfaces, matting,
apparatus, and objectives of the playground. "The playground
should have challengeswhile minimizing danger."

Moore, Jane, B., Bond, Aletha W., and Cobb, Jane. "An Experience
Center for Elementary Physical Education." JOPER XLVi (Janu-
ary 1975): 21.
This article advocates doing "way with playgrounds in the tradi-
tional sense so that an atmosphere more conducive to develop-
ment of motor skills by movement exploration may be built.
Sketches of the author's views are given.

Nationar Recreation and Parke Association Research Team. "Play
Streets." Journal of Leisure Research VII (1975).
This article examines some of the recent attempts to provide
play streets in New York. Under such a scheme, pedestrian and
vehicular traffic are separated. Mention is made .of mobile
recreation vans bringing facilities to the users. ,

Pattner, Richard, "Playgrounds Aren't For Playing: Playgn dnds Are
For Growing And Learning." The American School Board
Journal.
Espouses the belief that a playground is as important as a
schoolhouse and should be accorded comparable t;oncern and
consideration during its design and construction.

"Playgrounds from Junkyards." American School and Univer-
vity 441 (A9.0.ust 1972): 22-23.
A short article on innovative pOssibilities for playground equip-
ment. Several before not-thought-of ideas are expressed with an
address to write for more information.

Rutledge, Arthur J. "Playground Design With A Motive In Mind."
Parks and Recreation 0 (February 1975): 20.
This article describes in general terms, a playground design
which fits a theory of play developed by Michael Ellis. It lists the
advantages of this new playground against the traditional and
adventure type playgrounds.

Staffo, Donald. "Children's Play Area." JOPER Volume 48, Number
9,*p. 39.
Concerns the construction of playground with volurtteer help and
materials.

Suter, Antoinette B "A PlaygroundWhy Not Let The Children
Create It'?" Young Children 32 (March 1977). 19-24.
This article presents ideas for construction ol play areas for
children, by children, with movable equipment. Tjpes of mater-
ials that can be used are suggested, safety precautions listed
and rules to be used.

Thompson, Donna. "Space Utilization: Criteria For The Selection of
Playground Equipment For Children." Research Ouarte .iy 47
(October 1976).
By studying the different ways a child moves it is possib;e to
choose egyipment to eihhance these movements. Equipment
can be related on the basis of its contributrion to education of a
child within a curricular framework and not just for recreational
value.

Wallach, Francis. "Keep The Dragon Off Your Prayground." Ameri-
can School and University. (January 1978): Volume 50,
Number 5, pR 26-28.
Contains information about the Consumer Products Safety Com-
mission and their recommendations for safe playground equip-
ment.

Willach, Francis. "Mobile PlaygroundS Save Money." Arrerlcan
School and University. 45 (April 1973).
This article shows savings due to mobile facilities whii .h enrich
existing activities as well as provide services to otherwise
neglected areas.
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Webb, James L. "Vita Parcoura, American Style." JOPER XLVI
(October 1975): 24.
This article deals with a new idea from Switzerland which
combines jogging trails and exercise stations. The basic Swiss
idea is applied to Americariideas, but altered somewhat. Such a
course is described and planning is discussed, illustrating types
of equipment and materials used for their construction.

SKATING RINKS
"Arena Comphnents." Hockey OW Arena Biz 5 (February 1977).

New developments are discussed including the turnkey con-
cept, plastic ice silrfaces, lighting and energy considerations.

"Baste Steps In Planning and Building An Ice Rink." A Trade and.
Sport Publication U.S. Hockey B12, Volume 1 (October 1973).
Thid guide is four articles from the magazines Rink and Areas
and include.

Part I the advance work. This is seleqtion of the location and
type of rink. .

Part II rink construction and operation.
Part III bids and how to handle them.
Part IV management.

The articles stresrthe use of experts and experienced people
fof guidance.

"Government Funding For Ice Facilities." Hockey and Arena Biz 4
(December 1976). - -
Here is an outline for funding ice facilities from the Federal
Governmenfthrough provisions in the Land and Water Conversa-
tion Fund and the Public Works Act.

"How a Small City Plans and Constructs a Multipurpose Area."
Hockey and Arena Biz 4 (September 1976).
A ateli by step accoynt of financing and planning a muttipurpose
ice facility with special regard to community acoeptance and
level-headed leadership.

"The Systems Approach To Skating Rinks." L.T.P. Enterprises,
1973.
LT.P. Enterprises has a system for building ice rinks which

- seems to be very economical and efficient. They have the four
systems of structure, rink boards, refrigeration, and maintenance
and management.

SKI AREAS .

Balosky, Patricia. "IntrodUction to Skiing On Dry Land." JOPER 43
(January 1972): 62.
A dry land skiing unit has been taught for several years in a
California high school. Its main purpose is to expose students to
fundamentals of Wing in areas where snow is not available but
ski areas are accessible.

EPanch, James, and Rowan, David. "Developing An Urban Ski
Facility." Parks and Recreation 10 (September 1975): 21, 52.
This article prqvides a detailed account of ski resort develop-
ment focusing on terrain, climate, and temperature. Co-authored
by the prefident of the Association of Ski Area Consultants, it
provided' eXcellent aspects of skiing according to public
demands

Johnson, H.C. "Landfills to Ski Hills." Parks and Recreation (May
1976).
Solid waste disposal is a major problem to most cities but in a
suburban Chicago area several city landfills are being converted
into public recreation faciEties. Hilly areas are being turned into
ski slopes and master plans catl for sled arid toboggan runs.

Zingdale, Donald P. 'A Skiing Facility For The College Phyaical
Education Program." The Physical Educator 29 (March 1972):
3-5.
With today's college student turning more and More to skiing as a
leisure time activity, this Ohio State author outlines a program
suited for adaptation to any university or college situation.
Special attention is given to available terrain, type of snow,
recently developed surfaces, ski tows, and lighting for night
skkiing.

SWIMMING PQOLS
"A Safer Splash." American,School and UnlversIty Volume 49,

pp,-26-27.
Contains information on a pool renovation.

"A Swimming Pool Gets Second Life." Parks and Recreatlon 6
(May 1971).
When the Greensburg, Pa. YMCA decided to build a new
Olympic size pool they didn't want to lose the use of their old
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pool, so a new aluminum liner was added to the old pool. This
brought It to a depth of 42 inches and it is now used as a training
Pool.

Bonebrake, Case. "HoW Much Does It Cost to Operate Your Pool."
American School and University 1Volume 50, Number 1,
p. 44.
Provides informitio6 about operating costs of pools.

Capulli, Angelo. "Cutting Costs With An Automated Swim-
ming Pool." American School and University 48 (June
1978).
This article explains how automated control of swimming pool
chemical balance has saved an Illinois school and park district
more than $5,000 a year since 1972. In addition to operating
completely unattended with requiring calibration for a predict-
able 10-20 year functional life span, the real benefit is Ile better
quality water.
Council Nat. Coop. In Aquatics. Swimming Pools, AGuide to
Their Planning, Design and Operation. Hoffmanyishing,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 1972.

Gross, Ft Handbook of Swimming Pool Co_nstrubilon, Main-
tenance, and SanitVion. TechnomiCPublishing Company,
Westport, Ct. 1974.

Dawes, John. "Spatex '78." The Timis Educational Supple-
mint Number 3270 (Febigary 10, 1978): pp. 35-38.
This article deals with neWofferings in pool facilities.

"How To Detect and Control Pool Problems." Recreation Manage-
ment (May 1972): 8.
This article gives advice on how to eliminate some common pool
problems. It explains how to eliminate algae invasion, overcome
cloudy water, and the relationship of burning eyes with chlorine
content.

"Learner Pool Teaches Kindergartens to Swim." American
School and University (August 1973): 32.
This article discusses the "Miracle Learner Pool," designed
specifically for instruction rather than recreation. It allows for a
charted bottom, making group control easy, uniform depth, and
adjustable and heated water. It may-be installed for less than
$5,000 and is movable.

Levenson, S. "Swimming Pool Hazards.' Times Educational
Supplement 2943 (October 15, 1971): 51.
The author explores the hazards of incorrect chemical usage in
pools. He cites a lack of exberienced people in cheMical usage
as a main reason. The article Ists many hazards and their
corresponding corrective measures.

Mason, James G. "Indoor Swimming Pool." JOPER Volume 48,
Number 9 (1977): pp. 42-43.
Contains a description of a year-round use facility.

"Pools for Schools: Great Britain." Times Educational Supple-
ment 2915 (April 2, 1971): 54.
After justifying the need of a swimming pool in all schools, the
author advises the correct steps in acquirihg a pool. Choosing,
financing, and maintaining the pool contributes to the bulk of the
article. Two supplementary articles discuss reasons for an ele-
mentary and advance pool, and hydro-therapy.

"Solar Pool Blanket Reduces Energy Use." Athletic Purchasing
and Facilities Volume 2, Number 4, p. 47.
Usts the advantages of the solar pool blanket in energy savings.

"The Pool With The Movable Bottom." American School and
University Volume 50, Number 2, (October 1977): p. 38.
This article deals with an innovation for handicapped useof pool.

Thomas, David G "Pool Features." JOPER (June 1978): pp. 42-43.
A complete descriptián of New York Univethity's pool facilities.

Wise, Samuel. "Getting Your Public Pool on aPaying Basis." parks
and Recreation Volume 13, Number 3, pp. 31-34
Accentuates the role of careful management in relation to profits.

TRACK AND FIELD AREAS
"Air inflatable Track Facility For Winter Use at Harvard." American

Schocil and University 42 (May 1970): 32.
Harvard University has a new 45,000 square toot vinyl coated
nylon track facility that cost less than 10 cents per oubic pot.
Manufactured by Air-Tech industries, Clifton,N.J., it can be
inflated in 15 minutes.

Dunston, Gregory, "Make Your Own Water Jump." Scholastic
Coach XLIV (January 1974) . 38.
This article gives Instruction for constructing a steeplechaseand
the equipment that is involved. Expenses can run very high, so
attempt to get private donations for as much of the equiprnen, as

possible.

Appendix D

"400 Meter Track." Scholastic Coach (August 1976).
A detailed schematic layout of a 400 meter track with proper
markings for all Intercollegiate track and field events.

Kahler, Robert W. "Northern Illinois' Ten-Lane Track." Scholastic
Coach 37 (January 1968): 30.
The author describes Northern Illinois' Physical Education Plant,
which is underneath the football bleachers, and the all-weather
composition track with has ten lanes. The field events are held
inside the track area.

Lafferty, Robert ''How to Apply Metric Principles to Track
Conversism..>MhletIc Purchasing and Facilities, Volume 2,
Number 2, pp. 40-43.
Gives appropriate information for conversion of track to the
metric system.

"Latest In Designs, Track Stadiums, and Physical Education Center."
American School end Univert!ty XLVII (October 1974).
Photographs and design concepts of the University of California
track and field stadium and Merrimack College of Andover,
Mass., are presented.

"Rooftop Runaround." Parks and Recreation, 10 (May 1975): 35.
This article reports of a YMCA in Nashville, Tenn., that has
constructed an outdoor track on top of its building. The track,
approximatley 18 laps to the mile, is made of Chevron's 440
Surfacing System.

"Track and Field Layouts." American School and University 44
(November 1971): 26.
A square track plus artificial surfacing can, in far less space,
accommodate what used t6 be three separate areas. Converting
the track to a square plus changing the measurements to the
metric system are two suggestions to utilize when space and
funds are at a premium.

Wilkens, Vern. "How to Buy or Build a!Running Track." Athletic
Purchasing'and Facilities, Volume 2, Number 7. (December
1978).

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

ACOUSTICS
Pierman, Kenneth A., England, James S., and Steiner, Norman.

"Sports and Noise: How Much Is Too Much?" American School
and University, (March 1977).
A study was undertaken by. Washington State University to
'evaluate the acoustics in different area;.; within their physical
education complex. They found that all spaces, but especially
the pool and racquetball courts were noisier than they should or
needed to be. Each Eiea was treated with special acoustic tiles
to reduce problem noise.

COOLING AND HEATING
Farrell, -langer. "Selecting Heating and Cooling Systems." Ameri-

can School and Univeatity.44 (January 1972): 18.
Types of current heating systems are discussed along with
problems of temperature, humidity and ventilation.

"Fun Under A Sun Powered Roof." Parks and Recreation, Volume
13, Number 5, (1978): pp. 36-37.
Describes a solar heating and cooling system in a community
recreation center.

"Infra-Red Radiant System Heats This Gym at Low Coat." Ameri-
can School and University 42 (January 1970): 57-58.
Description of infra-red heating, system in large gym including
many advantages ps opposed to conventional central heating.

Mertz, Edwin. "Good Roofs Save Energy " American School and
University, (July 1977).0The basic variety of roblems with roofs is discussed. The author
then talks about t importance of insujation and roof main-
tenance. .

Penman, Kenneth. "How to Conserve Energy in Sports Areas."
Athletic Purchasing and Facilities, Volume 2, Number 4,
(1978): p. 26. .

Provides information on energy conervation within sporting
areas.

Santamaria, Joseph W. "Designing To Save Energy." Arnsrican
-School and University, (April 1977).
This article focuses on the importance of close coordination
between the architects and electrical ongineers. The number of
exterior walls is reduced for heatinq and,cooling purposes.

"Solor Heat Makes College Possible." American School and
UnlversIty 48 (March 1976): 53-57.
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Community College of Denver switched to solar heat when it
. became unable to obekin enough gas to heat the college's new

buildings. This article briefly explains now the solor' heating
system works, and why organizations have waited until how to
take advantage of the sun's energy:

''Solar Shield Cuts Glare and Build-Up of Heat." School Manage.
ment 15 (March 1971): 31.
Description of louvred type awning which reduces glare and heat
build-up while allowing light to pass through.

Swisher, Pat. "Tee Coming o* Solar Heat." Southern L lying
(Dticember 1976): 34-36.
The author lists various school systems in the sOuthern region of
the U.S., that are experimenting with the idea of solar heat.
Several athletic facilities are listed as zing solar energy for
hot water in their shower systems.

"Two Cities Get Jump on Solar Energy." Th4, Imorican (ty and
CoUnty 92 (April 1977).
This article describes the use of a solar heating end cooling
system in the Shenandoah Solar Recreation Center, Shenan-.
doah, Ga. The system provides heating and cooling for aful I gym,
ice rink. meeting rooms and an exhiLrition theatre at a savings of
$77,000 per year over conventional heating and air conditioning
systems. The article also describes a similar, though smaller,
system used to heat a swimming pool complex in San Diego.

LAYOUT' DESIGN
"Architect's Aide: A Computer." American School and University

44 (November 1971): 43.
Computers can be used to aid in planriing the lay-out of a school;
included in the data are the number of students enrolled per day,
per peried, distribution, movement volume, Cost and area
needed.

Caudill, Bullock, and Lawyer. "Seventeen Ways to Build for an
Energy-Scarce Future." College and University Business
LVII (Juiy 1974).
A handbook of design principles, all of thsm in use in educational
buildings. Shows how natural and techoological resources can
be used in planning buildings that save energy, now and for years
to come.

Coates, Edward, et al. "Focus on Facilities," JOPER XLVI (April
1975): 23-24.
A whole series of articles examining various aspects of facility
planning area% included are flexible utilization, community use
at low cost and modular design for activity spaces. The final
9rticle discusses the creative use of multipurpose facilities.

Gallagher, James D. "Big Buildings In Small Easy Stages." JOPER,
47 (Apnl 1976).
This article discusses the development of athletic facilities usina
a phased approach; that is. a co-ordinated, sequential and
logical wogression of construction projects over a period of
several years. The five phases of development used for the Penn
State Univereity Rre shown.

Gardner, John C. "38 Ways to Avoid Trouble in New Facilities."
American School lino University XLVII (May 1975).
The most troublesome items in the design of new facilities are
briefly covered by the author.

Graves, Charles M. "On Siting Sports Facilities." Parks and
Recreation II (August 197).
This article discusses plann rig and layout of athletic fields and
facilities so as to avoid sun glare and to insure maximum safety.

Hill, Fredrick W. "Flexible Fealties Are A Must."American gahooi
and aniversity (September 1974): 18-19.
The changing trend towa, d more involvement by women in sports
has put roore p, ?ssure r,n the designers and planners to accom-
modate the needs of v omen in the facility.

Kotz, Anthony. "Building a Facility? How To Find and Work With a
Consultant." Recreal Ion Management (November 1974): 16.
Pris arlicie explains the procedures involved in working as an
administrator in a fa cility planning project and how you must
coordinate your planning With a professional consultant. It also
discusses how to gc about selecting a consultant and what his
duties are in reiation to yours.

Keene, Charles. "Using Balconies in Physical Education Programs
JOPER 48 (April 19 (7): 64.
This article describes how the directors of one physical educa-
tion program at a senior high school in Piase, Ill., overcame a
problem of overcrowding by utilizing balcony space in an effort td
sustain their program at a level they considered adequate.

`to

..

Safety precautions are included, along with ideas of what
activitlea can take place in such a limited area.

Meditch, Carl. "Physical Educators Plan Facilities." agiE1'4 XLV
(January 1974): 11-23.
The author stresses that physical educators should initiate and
become intricately involved in planning areas and facilities for
their programs. To achieve this action, a basic plan for initiating a
facilities course which will help HPER stucepata become familiar
with planning processes is unveiled. '',;riar

O'Donnell, Dennis H. "Physical Education Progam Specifications A
Must in 1-aculty Planning and Design." Journal of the Cana-
dian Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, 38 (March-April 1972): 3.
h'this excellent paper, the author outlines five major factors
affecting physical education facilities; location, environment,
equipment, behavioral patterns and group size. In addition,
recommendations are made regarding building apecifications,
building job flow, communication devices, program specif:ca-

- floral; research, and requirements of good program specifica-
tions.

Otott, George E. "Recreation Fitness Center Blue Print For a
Successful Operation." Recreation Management XLX
(November 1973): 10.

...
This article advocates that physical educatora should be in-
volved in "good" plannirig. It states that space, equipment,
layout, agd design and operation are vital factors to betaken into
consideration in the initial planning stages.

Puckett, John R. "Planning Educational Specifications For Health
and Physical Education." The Physical Educator OD (Decem-
ber 1973): 203-204.
The article deals soleiy with educational specifications. State
that the major purpose of educational specs Is to assist in
planning functional and flexible facilities to house effectively the
proposed program. The article also lists guidelines-for writing.
educational specifications.

"R. Crosby Kemper Jr. Memorial Arena." kchitectural Record
159 (March 1976): 109-114.
An architectural prospective cf the Kansas City based arena.
The complex's three unique supportive triangular roof trusses
and its overall flexibility are outlined in this article.

Ridini, Leonard M. "Suggestions for Utilizing Limited Space Effec-
tively and Efficiently For Large Student Enrollments." inter-
national Journal of Physical Education 14 (Spring Edition
1977).
This article deals with how you must coordinate use of facilities
that h ve only temporary partitions, auch as a drop curtain in a
gym. I also talks of utilizing auxiliary spaces and outdoor areas
to reli ve some Of the congestion a building might feel.

Rogers, Walter E. "Planning Aided By Inexpensive Study Models."
mping Magazine 49 (September-October 1976).
author explains how a study model of a camping facility will

help determine whether or not the physical facilities will support
a program as originally conceived. The model is a 3-D repro-
duction drawn to scale including all aspects from vegetation to
people. '

LIGHTING
Adra, Tom "Inadequate LightingHow to 'T riple Illumination and

Save Money." Athletic Purchasing and Facilities, Volume 2,
Number 2, (1978): p. 38.
The article contains information,on upgrading outdoor lighting of
sports facilities.

Anderson, Herbert. "Better School Lighting For Less Energy Cost."
Amerlcan School and University49 (December 1976): 42-43.
This article is about providing the best lighting for less money by
providing the correct type of lighting. Lighting needs are
discussed.

Gloster, Charles D. "Indoor Tennis Lighting: The Facts and Fictions."
World Tennis 19,4May 1972): 32.
The author offers a concise discussion of the basic needs of
indoor tennis lighting and methods for meeting those needs. His
best suggestion is that of providing a direct-indirect type system.

nominating Engineering Society, Sports LIghting, illuminating
Engineering Society, N.Y. (1972).

"Indirect Lighting System For New Geodesic Dome Sports Center."
College Management, 7 (June 1972): 35-36,
This article discusses Centenary College of Louisiana which has
a new geodesic domed Sports Center with a unique indirect
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iiçfring system providing brilliant, uniform, glare-free Illumination
with reduced maintenance.

"InnovatiVe Design For Gym." America School and University 48
1September 1978).

, West Valley College in Sarat va Ca., Indite new gym with natural
indirect lighting. Large recessed panels around the perimeter
reflect sunlight upward ihto ttie gym. This article offers alterna-
tives to traditional lighting systems.

"Lighting For A Chemplonship Sortball Field." The American City
87 (October 1972): 122.
This brief article tells how York, Penn. went about securing the
best lighting for their championship softball fields. An:important
asset of the article Is a cost comparison P"-. rt of the lighting uf
Hoffman Field using three types of light sot_ ces; multivapor was
the most econemical,

"Mercury Vapor Lighting." College Managemnt 7.' (January'
1g72): 37.
The Wide-Light Corp., installed fluorescent lightihg in the mulyee-
purpose gym at the University of Vermont. The lights in the facility
tan be brightened for basketbaM games or dimmed for danoes or
concerts.

National Electrical Contractors Association. l'Balancing Lighting
and Thermal Designs." American Schoot and University 42
(April 1970): 29, 40.
Describes differences in heat radiated to occupants and rooni
surfaces through incandescent and flucrescent lighting. Height
of ceiling, need for reading light, and aeivities in room must be
considered.

Oaks, Howard, A "Lights, Lights, Lights." Parks and Recreation 5
(January !970): 43.
The expanding need of outdoor recreation areas has created a
need fordifferent types of outdoor lighting This article discusses
the major Opes of lighting and uses of each.

Peery, Robert, and Scarborough, Jal. "Sports Lighting: Relight or
Beef Up?" Scholastic Coach 46 (January 1977).
The authors glve.lan in depth approach on how to evaluate your
present lighting system. Also they point out factors which should
be taken into consideration when determining which lighting
system is right for your situation'.

Product Application: "Dimmers Assist F:exibility of Multi-Use Gym-
nasiem." American School and University (July 1976).
This article discusses the use of mercury vapor lights and
dimming ballasts with related control equipment at a junior high
school in III. This permitted use of 'he facility without adding a
more expensive light system for low light levers.

Weld, Wallace. "Illuminating Ideas." Recreation Management
(Noverr .)er 1975). -.-

This article gives the history of lighting along with tables on lamp
efficiency, price and longevey of today's lamps. Also discussed
are common floodlight requirements for-various sports.

MAINTENANCE AND REMODELING
"Add A Splash of Color." Parks and Recreation II (May 1976).

This short article tells oo a new line of polymer color coatings
called "Easy Steps." The maintenance costs are diminished and
the colors add brightness to concrete or asphalt.

"A' hletic Fields Renovated at Case Western Reserve Universi'w
American School and University 48 (Decent er 1975).
Thr; article tells how $G00,'.Y.J.: was used to :enovate Case
Western athletic fields and gives a diagram of the facility. The
University now houses the first all-weather track in Ohio, new
gereral fields, new press boxes, basketbail courts, field houses
and a laser security system.

Balshone, Bruce. "Community Maintenance For City Parks." Parks
and Recreation 12 (August 1977): 34-37.
Thirty parks lin the city of Seattle have signed formal contracts
with neighborhood people to be grounds keepers for their parks
under the new system called "Community Contract Park Main-
tenance." It Is this program that provides the city with low cost
labor to provide maintenance.

Bronzan, Robert T "A Practical Approach to Safety-Emergency-
Maintenance." Athletic Purchasing and Facilities. Volume
2, Number 2, 1978): pp. 22-23.
Provides a method for institution of e safety council for t; ie safe
operation of sports sites

Bussaro, Ellen and Alan Green. "Re-Use as an Op:ion." Council of
Educational Facility Planners Journal, (September-October
1978)

DiticUsses Methods of re-use of existing facilitle, to meet
present needs.

"Four Gym Teaching Stations Ety Adding Dividers." American
School and University 49 (June 1977).
Thls article describe!: how a fourth teaching station was added
with the addition of an electrically operated roll-op gym divider.
This type of divider was made of nylon reinforced vinyl on the lower
portion and mesh en top, and can be stored above the gym.

Hampton, Cluk "Gym Floor in Perfect Condition After Eighteen
Years." School Management 16 (May 1971): 43-44.
Describes the maintenance of a gym floor by a discing recoating
progrem. Nu stripping or sanding necessary. Also gives mar-
chanfflae info.

Karabetos, J. "Facilities For The 70's," Physical Educator 27
(December 1970): 171.
The author asserts that one of the basic faults in facility develop-
ment is the lack ot plannihg on the part of those who will use the
facility. Innovative planning Is the only recourse t o problems such
as overcrowding, new curriculum developmeet and so on. .

Keller, Roy. "Making the Most of Your Old Facilities." JOPER 42
(June 1971): 26-28.
This article offers many suggestions for maximum use of available
fuoilities. The author describes the University of Illinois' space
utilization 'office, which controls,. the University's physical
education facilities.

"Maintenance For Outdoor Surfaces." American SchookBoard
Journal 162 (November 1975).
The climate in which one lives is a main determinant in choosing
equipment for lawn care. Constant, but careful maintenance is
needed for outdoor facilities such as playgrounds, tracks, and
tennis courts to insure their life cycle.

Martin, Stanley E. et al. "Remodeling: What to Look For Before You
Start." American School and University (January 1976).
Before remodeling and sinking money into school area facilities,
impartial, comprehensive evaluation of facilities by profes-
sionai teams would be wise.

4OSU Puts Sports Where the Students Are." American School
and University, Volume 49, Number 4, (1976): pp. 32-33.
Describes the recent addition of three new recreation facilities
on the campus which are located for student use.

Penman, Kenneth and Paul Harruff. "How to go About Recondition-
ing Racquetball Court Wall Surfaces." Athletic Purchasing
and Facilities. Volume 1, Number 5, (1977): pp. 26-29.
Discusses the best wall surfaces and how to repair current wail
problems.

"Rehabilitating Campus Buildings Is It Worth The Effort?" Ameri-
can School and University 43 (July .1971): 30.
The value of rehabilitating a building depends 'on the building
itS131f. Most old ones have definite assets, unique architecture,
thick walls, few windows which can mean a 30% saving over
the cost ot a new building. Several examples of rehabilitative
projects are given.

"Ranovation Solves A Dual Problem." American School and
University 49 (October 1976).
A central city school was brought up toper with the city's recently
constructed high schools :)y renovation. The project was broken
into phases to alloW the school to remain open during recon-
struction at a savings of $8 or $9 million over a new school.

Sharman, James E. "A Flexible Education Plant Concept to provide
Greater Flexibility at Minimum Cost." JOPER (Apri11975): 25-26.
This ,article deals with making additions to existing buildings
along with rehabilitating existing buildings. Also lists general
ideas for constructing additions.

"Tender Loving Cafe for Athletic Fields." American School and
University, (June 1977).
Relates necessary information for the maintenance of athletic
fields.

Terizan, Turk. "Planners Face Challenges to Upgrade Existing
Facilities." Athletic Purchasing and Facilities, Volume 1,
Number 8, (1977): p. 37. ,
This article describes the hardships faced when trying to up-
grade old facilities.

SYNTHETIC SURFACES (INDOOR)
Ashley, John A. Protecting The Gym Floor Scholastic Coach 41

(January 1972): 46.
The author speaks of the vinyl Tuff-Spun matting which Wooster
College (Ohio) purchased to protect the new gym floes. The gym
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is used for ntrmerous activities and thus, had to be` protected
from damage. ,

"Back to Basics: Floor Finishes." American School and Uni-
versity 49 (January 1977).
This article points out the importance of correct floor finish to be
used under the prescribed conditions. Since floor finish costs
are minimal, 10% of floor maintenance costs, the proper finish
should be purchased. Many floor finish types de named, and a
brief discussion of their differences, advantages, and disadvan
tages are included.

Byrnes, John N. "Selecting The ,Right Gym Floor." American
Schoci and University 48 (April 1976): 38-41.
Many factors must be considered when choosing a gym floor,
including durability, appearance, installation, maintenance, and
usage, as discussed in this article.

"Fabric Roof Tops A Permanent Structure American School
and University, Volume 48, Number 34, (1976).
Discusses the use of a bubble roof at minimal cost to make a
permanent building.

Mittelstaedt, A.H. and Theibart, R. "Innovative Recreation Surfac-
ings." Schviastic Coach 45 (January 1976): 58.
This article\ lists factors to be '..onsidered when emphasizing
different types of surfaces to be used in a facility.

Piper, James E. "Painting Plastic Turf." American School and
University, Volume 49, Number 7, p. 36.
Describes an economical way to paint plastic turfs.

Schmertz, Mildred. "A School for Dance by Gunnar Birkerts."
Architectural Record (February 1977).
This article shows floor plans, special effects and many pictures
of the new Dance Instructional Fa lity of the State University of
New York.

"Synthetic Gym Floor Enhances Both Function and Design." School
Management 15 (August 1971): 42.
A short article giving the advantages of no dead spate, a sound
muffler to the rest of the school, and a uniform surface to play on.
The tartan floor is rated as an investment in the long run.

Synthetic Surfaces Make Fieldhouse More Functional." Athletic
Purchasing andLapiiities, Volume 2, Number 3, (1978), p.

..A111.
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Describe3 sonie of the benefits of the "Tartan" surface.
Useful Ideas: Loyola's :3oft Surface Ffoors Used for All Court

Games." Athletic Purchasing and Facilities, (Juno 1978).
Gives information on the successful installation of the ProGyrn
soft surface floors.

SYNTHETIC SURFACES (OUTDOOR)
"Can Natural Turf Compete With Artificial?' Athietie Journal, 56

(April 1976).
A new type of turf has been developed by Manhattan Perennial
Rygrass.,The composite rye grass grows continuously through-
out the year on a set type of base material.

Chevrette, John M. "Artificial Turf is Faster." Athletic Journal
(June 1977).
Test comparing speed in the 40 yard dash and Illinois Agility Run
on the surfaces of natural grass, wood, and Astro-Turf showed no
significant difference was found in the 40 yam, dash, but .there
was significant difference found between each of the surfaoes
on the agility run, withthe run faster on wood than grass, and the
fastest of all on artificial turf.

Gardner, John C. "lender Loving Care for Athletic Fields." Ameri-
can School and University 49 (June 1977).
Gardner expands on details of maintaining natural football turf.
Included in,the procedures are soil testing, fertilizing, irrigation,
mowing, clipping, aerifying, and general cleanup.,

"Multipurpose Stadium Boasts Roll-Up Football Pold.", American
School and University (April 1973): 79.
The world's first one piece, portable football field laid down and
removed mechanically (in about one hour each way) has been
installed in New Idaho Stadium at The University of Idaho,
Mosmw. Pertinent information is presented and uses explained.

Piper, James. "Painting Plastic Turf." American School and
Univeialty 49 (March 1977).
The author explains how, the University of Akron, in an attempt to
cut professional costs, built their own line painter for artificial
surfaces for under $200.- The article details the building of the
device as well as the actual lining of the field.

Gibson Health Center, Miami-Dade (Fla.) Community College
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Appendix E

A PORTFOLIO, OF
SUPPL1EMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHS & FIGURES

$4.8 million Aquatic Center: at the University of British Columbia
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. At Texas Tech, the iutdoor pool is covered in winter with an ak dome
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Kiew t Physical Fitness Center, Creighton University
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FOUR TENNIS COURTS WITH ONE BASKETBALL

ONE BADMINTON AND ONE VOLLEYBALL COURT
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